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PREFACE

This book was created as an alternative to the 600- or 700-page comprehensive textbook in organizational behavior (OB). It attempts to provide balanced coverage of all the key elements comprising the discipline of OB in a style that readers will find both informative and interesting. We’re pleased to say that this text has achieved a wide following in short courses and executive programs as well as in traditional courses as a companion volume with experiential, skill development, case, and readings books. It is currently used at more than 500 colleges and universities in the United States, Canada, Latin America, Europe, Australia, and Asia. It has also been translated into Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese, Dutch, Polish, Turkish, Danish, and Bahasa Indonesian.

KEY CHANGES TO THE TWELFTH EDITION

• New chapter on diversity in organizations including information on current U.S. workforce demographics, discrimination, biographical characteristics, abilities, and implementing diversity management strategies.
• Improved integration of contemporary global implications: with the explosion of international research, global OB research is now woven into each chapter, rather than contained in a stand-alone section at the end of the chapter.
• Summary and Implications for Managers section revised to bring the topics together with the application for managers.
• New end of chapter assisted-graded writing question located in MyManagmentLab provides support for developing students’ critical thinking skills.
• Six new videos added demonstrating the real-world applications of OB concepts. Companies and topics include: East Haven Fire Department on Emotions and Moods and Managing Stress, Gordon Law Group on Conflict and Negotiation, Orpheus Group Casting on Social Perception and Attribution, Power and Political Behavior, and Verizon on Diversity.
• Thoroughly updated examples and figures illustrating the latest data pertaining to Organizational Behavior.

RETAINED FROM THE PREVIOUS EDITION

What do readers like about this book? Surveys of users have found general agreement about the following features. Needless to say, they’ve all been retained in this edition.

• **Length.** Since its inception in 1984, we’ve tried diligently to keep this book in the range of 300 to 400 pages. Users tell us this length allows them considerable flexibility in assigning supporting materials and projects.
• **Balanced topic coverage.** Although short in length, this book continues to provide balanced coverage of all the key concepts in OB. This includes not only traditional topics, such as personality, motivation, and leadership, but also cutting-edge issues such as emotions, diversity, negotiation, and teamwork.
• **Writing style.** This book is frequently singled out for its fluid writing style and extensive use of examples. Users regularly tell us that they find this book “conversational,” “interesting,” “student friendly,” and “very clear and understandable.”
• **Practicality.** This book has never been solely about theory. It’s about using theory to better explain and predict the behavior of people in organizations. In each edition of this book, we have focused on making sure that readers see the link between OB theories, research, and implications for practice.

• **Absence of pedagogy.** Part of the reason we’ve been able to keep this book short in length is that it doesn’t include review questions, cases, exercises, or similar teaching/learning aids. It continues to provide only the basic core of OB knowledge, allowing instructors the maximum flexibility in designing and shaping their courses. Exercises and other teaching/learning aids can be found online on MyManagementLab.

• **Integration of globalization, diversity, and ethics.** The topics of globalization and cross-cultural differences, diversity, and ethics are discussed throughout this book. Rather than being presented in stand-alone chapters, these topics have been woven into the context of relevant issues. Users tell us they find that this integrative approach makes these topics more fully part of OB and reinforces their importance.

• **Comprehensive supplements.** Although this book may be short in length, it’s not short on supplements. It comes with a complete, high-tech support package for both faculty and students. This includes a comprehensive Instructor’s Manual, Test Item File and computerized Test Generator, DVD, PowerPoints, Blackboard and Web CT Courses and MyManagementLab. The Self-Assessment Library provides students with insights into their skills, abilities, and interests. These supplements are described in detail later in this preface.

**CHAPTER-BY-CHAPTER CHANGES**

**Chapter 1 (What Is Organizational Behavior?)**
- Defines organizational behavior with current data, business examples, and research
- New OB model, with better integration with pedagogy (structure) of book

**Chapter 2 (Diversity in Organizations)**
- Describes the two major forms of workplace diversity, covering surface-level diversity and deep-level diversity
- Explores the biographical characteristics of age, gender, race, disability, and length of service as some of the most obvious ways employees differ, and how those identities impact the workplace
- Discusses other biographical characteristics such as tenure, religion, sexual orientation, and gender identity as additional sources of workplace diversity
- Explores the role of intellectual ability and physical ability on employee performance
- Provides diversity management strategies for attracting, selecting, developing, and retaining diverse employees

**Chapter 3 (Attitudes and Job Satisfaction)**
- Describes how the social relationships one has at work contribute to job satisfaction
- Updated research on organizational commitment and employee engagement
• Review of recent studies on within-person variation in job attitudes
• Updated material on organizational citizenship behaviors
• New perspectives on attitudes and organizational performance
• Exploration of job satisfaction across cultures, including a look at Eastern and Western cultural differences

Chapter 4 (Emotions and Moods)
• Revised introduction to the topic
• Enhanced discussion of emotional intelligence
• Review of research on moods and employee attachment
• New section on “moral emotions”
• Discussion of emotion regulation strategies and their consequences
• New research on gender and emotions
• Updated content on emotional displays at work
• Integration of international cultural considerations
• Research discussion on positive and negative affect in Western and Eastern cultures

Chapter 5 (Personality and Values)
• Introduces concepts related to dispositional self- and other-orientation
• New material regarding vocational choices
• New discussion of values and reaction to violations of employee values
• Major revision regarding Hofstede’s model of culture and its consequences
• Updated information on personality and expatriate success

Chapter 6 (Perception and Individual Decision Making)
• Review of recent work on self-serving biases
• New information on stereotyping processes
• Discussion of latest trends in decision errors research
• Updated discussion of culture and perceptions

Chapter 7 (Motivation Concepts)
• New material on psychological need theories
• Increased discussion of employee engagement
• Updates to the discussion on goal-setting theory
• New perspectives on equity and organizational justice
• Discussion of the impact of various cultures on the hierarchy of needs theory and McClelland’s theory of needs. Exploration of the implications of equity theory in different cultures

Chapter 8 (Motivation: From Concepts to Applications)
• Updated discussion of job characteristics
• New coverage of flextime, telecommuting, and related work practices
• Revised discussion of employee empowerment and its effects
• Discussions of innovations in gainsharing practices
• Integration of international cultural considerations
• Consideration of job rotation in international manufacturing settings, a discussion of the success of employee involvement programs in non-U.S. countries, and the adoption of flexible benefits programs in Canada and the United Kingdom

Chapter 9 (Foundations of Group Behavior)
• New information on defining and classifying groups
• New material on dysfunctional behavior in teams
• Discussion of minority influence on group decision making
• New section on temporary groups with deadlines
• Updated information on group decision errors and groupthink
• Introduction of Group Property 6: Diversity
• New information on international variations in group behavior integration of international cultural considerations
• Discussion of social loafing in various cultures and the impact of group member diversity on group performance

Chapter 10 (Understanding Work Teams)
• Updated discussion of strategies to improve team performance
• Review of research on team decision-making strategies
• New perspectives on creativity in teams
• New material on team proactivity
• Discussion on diversity created by national differences
• Discussion on diversity in teams of members from various cultures, and research on teams in the United Kingdom and China

Chapter 11 (Communication)
• New section on social networking
• New section on blogs
• New section on lying
• Discussion of how to frame messages for maximum impact
• Discussion of the effects of authority, expertise, and liking on communication effectiveness
• Updated discussion of body language in communication
• Introduces new ideas about the effect of electronic communication
• Integration of international communication cultural considerations

Chapter 12 (Leadership)
• Expanded discussion of leader effects on employee attitudes
• New perspectives on culture and leadership
• New material regarding emotional intelligence and leadership
• Consideration of “servant leadership”
• Discussion of how leaders can increase employee productivity
• The GLOBE Framework for Assessing Cultures is discussed as it relates to behavioral theories of leadership
• Discussion of leadership internationally including transformational leadership and servant leadership
Chapter 13 (Power and Politics)
• Coverage of latest research on influence tactics
• Revised discussion of sexual harassment
• Updated discussion of political behavior in organizations
• Revision to discussion of international issues in power and politics
• Added discussions and research on the use of organizational power tactics and organizational political behavior across cultures

Chapter 14 (Conflict and Negotiation)
• Updated material on gender and negotiation styles
• New material on individual differences in negotiation styles
• Discussion of emotions in negotiation
• New information on suspicion and deception in negotiation
• Updates to discussion on conflict and conflict management processes
• Discussion of the effect of conflict on group productivity on team performance and the effectiveness of conflict resolution strategies in different cultures.
• Discussion on negotiation strategies within and across cultures

Chapter 15 (Foundations of Organization Structure)
• Latest research on boundaryless organizations and their functioning
• Discussion of technology’s influence on organizational structure
• Updated review of the relationship between organizational structure and attitudes
• Updated examples from businesses and OB research
• Research on the role of various power-distance cultures on how structure affects employee performance and satisfaction

Chapter 16 (Organizational Culture)
• New review of basic issues in organizational culture and subcultures
• Enhanced discussion of ethical culture
• Review of culture and organizational performance
• Revised discussion of organizational socialization practices and outcomes
• Updated examples from businesses and OB research

Chapter 17 (Organizational Change and Stress Management)
• Updated review of research on individual readiness for organizational change
• Discussion of maladaptive behavioral response to stress at work
• Updated discussion of coping strategies
• Implications of the stress–health relationship
• Exploration of how idea champions are successful in various cultures. Research ideas on the impact of work stress on physical well-being across cultures.

SUPPLEMENTS PACKAGE
Essentials of Organizational Behavior continues to be supported with an extensive supplements package for both students and faculty.
Faculty Resources
All of the following supplements can be downloaded from our Instructor Resource Center. Request your user name and password from your Pearson Sales Representative. www.pearsonhighered.com/irc

If you ever need assistance, our dedicated technical support team is ready to help with the media supplements that accompany this text. Visit http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com for answers to frequently asked questions and user support.

INSTRUCTOR’S MANUAL
This instructor’s manual includes chapter overview, chapter objectives lecture outlines, discussion questions and possible answers, and additional activities and assignments for your students.

TEST ITEM FILE
This Test Item File contains more than 1,000 questions, including multiple-choice, true/false, and essay. Each question is followed by the correct answer, the learning objective it ties to, AACSB category, course learning objective, question type (concept, application, critical-thinking, or synthesis), and difficulty rating. It has been thoroughly reviewed by an assessment expert.

TESTGEN
The software is PC/Mac compatible and preloaded with all of the Test Item File questions. You can manually or randomly view test questions and drag and drop to create a test. You can add or modify test-bank questions as needed.

INSTRUCTOR POWERPOINTS
This presentation includes basic outlines and key points from each chapter. It includes figures from the text but no forms of rich media, which makes the file size manageable and easier to share online or via e-mail. This set was also designed for the professor who prefers to customize PowerPoints and who wants to be spared from having to strip out animation, embedded files, and other media-rich features.

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Our TestGens are converted for use in BlackBoard and WebCT. These standard course cartridges contain the Instructor’s Manual, TestGen, Instructor PowerPoints, and when available, Student PowerPoints and Student Data Files.

VIDEO LIBRARY
Videos illustrating the most important subject topics are available in two formats:
DVD—available for classroom use by instructors; includes videos mapped to Pearson textbooks.
MyLab—available for instructors and students, provides round-the-clock instant access to videos and corresponding assessment and simulations for Pearson textbooks.

Contact your local Pearson representative to request access to either format.
Student Resources

PEARSON'S SELF-ASSESSMENT LIBRARY (SAL)
The Self-Assessment Library is available with this text in print, CD-ROM, and online. It contains more than 60 self-scoring exercises that provide insights into your skills, abilities, and interests. To order Essentials of Organizational Behavior with the Self-Assessment Library, use ISBN 0-13-336521-2.

COURSESMAART ETEXTBOOKS
CourseSmart eTextbooks were developed for students looking to save on required or recommended textbooks. Students simply select their eText by title or author and purchase immediate access to the content for the duration of the course using any major credit card. With a CourseSmart eText, students can search for specific keywords or page numbers, take notes online, print out reading assignments that incorporate lecture notes, and bookmark important passages for later review. For more information or to purchase a CourseSmart eTextbook, visit www.coursesmart.com.
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PART 1: Prologue

1

Introduction to Organizational Behavior

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define organizational behavior (OB).
• Show the value to OB of systematic study.
• Identify the major behavioral science disciplines that contribute to OB.
• Demonstrate why few absolutes apply to OB.
• Identify the challenges and opportunities managers have in applying OB concepts.
• Identify the three levels of analysis in OB.

MyManagementLab™

Improve Your Grade!

Over 10 million students improved their results using the Pearson MyLabs. Visit mymanagementlab.com for simulations, tutorials, and end-of-chapter problems.

If you ask managers to describe their most frequent or troublesome problems, the answers you get tend to exhibit a common theme. The managers most often describe people problems. They talk about their bosses’ poor communication skills, employees’ resistance to a company reorganization, and similar concerns. It may surprise you to learn that only recently have courses in people skills become an important part of business school programs.

Until the late 1980s, business school curricula emphasized the technical aspects of management, focusing on economics, accounting, finance, and quantitative techniques. Course work in human behavior and people skills received relatively less attention. Over the past three decades, business school faculty have come to realize the significant role understanding human behavior plays in determining a manager’s effectiveness; required courses on people skills have therefore been added to many curricula.
Developing managers’ interpersonal skills also helps organizations attract and keep high-performing employees. Regardless of labor market conditions, outstanding employees are always in short supply. Companies known as good places to work—such as Starbucks, Adobe Systems, Cisco, Whole Foods, Google, American Express, Amgen, Pfizer, and Marriott—have a big advantage. A recent survey of hundreds of workplaces, and more than 200,000 respondents, showed the social relationships among co-workers and supervisors were strongly related to overall job satisfaction. Positive social relationships also were associated with lower stress at work and lower intentions to quit. Having managers with good interpersonal skills is likely to make the workplace more pleasant, which in turn makes it easier to hire and keep qualified people. Creating a pleasant workplace also appears to make good economic sense. Companies with reputations as good places to work (such as Forbes’ “100 Best Companies to Work for in America”) have been found to generate superior financial performance.

We have come to understand that in today’s competitive and demanding workplace, managers can’t succeed on their technical skills alone. They also have to have good people skills. This book has been written to help both managers and potential managers develop those people skills.

ENTER ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

We’ve made the case for the importance of people skills. But neither this book nor the discipline on which it is based is called “people skills.” The term that is widely used to describe the discipline is organizational behavior.

Organizational behavior (often abbreviated OB) is a field of study that investigates the impact individuals, groups, and structure have on behavior within organizations, for the purpose of applying such knowledge toward improving an organization’s effectiveness. That’s a mouthful, so let’s break it down.

Organizational behavior is a field of study, meaning that it is a distinct area of expertise with a common body of knowledge. What does it study? It studies three determinants of behavior in organizations: individuals, groups, and structure. In addition, OB applies the knowledge gained about individuals, groups, and the effect of structure on behavior in order to make organizations work more effectively.

To sum up our definition, OB is the study of what people do in an organization and how their behavior affects the organization’s performance. And because OB is concerned specifically with employment-related situations, it emphasizes behavior as related to concerns such as jobs, work, absenteeism, employment turnover, productivity, human performance, and management. Although debate exists about the relative importance of each, OB includes the core topics:

• Motivation
• Leader behavior and power
• Interpersonal communication
• Group structure and processes
• Attitude development and perception
• Change processes
• Conflict and negotiation
• Work design
COMPLEMENTING INTUITION WITH SYSTEMATIC STUDY

Each of us is a student of behavior. Whether you’ve explicitly thought about it before, you’ve been “reading” people almost all your life, watching their actions and trying to interpret what you see or predict what people might do under different conditions. Unfortunately, the casual or common-sense approach to reading others can often lead to erroneous predictions. However, you can improve your predictive ability by supplementing intuition with a more systematic approach.

The systematic approach in this book will uncover important facts and relationships and provide a base from which to make more accurate predictions of behavior. Underlying this systematic approach is the belief that behavior is not random. Rather, we can identify fundamental consistencies underlying the behavior of all individuals and modify them to reflect individual differences.

These fundamental consistencies are very important. Why? Because they allow predictability. Behavior is generally predictable, and the systematic study of behavior is a means to making reasonably accurate predictions. When we use the term systematic study, we mean looking at relationships, attempting to attribute causes and effects, and basing our conclusions on scientific evidence—that is, on data gathered under controlled conditions and measured and interpreted in a reasonably rigorous manner.

Evidence-based management (EBM) complements systematic study by basing managerial decisions on the best available scientific evidence. For example, we want doctors to make decisions about patient care based on the latest available evidence, and EBM argues that managers should do the same, becoming more scientific in how they think about management problems. A manager might pose a managerial question, search for the best available evidence, and apply the relevant information to the question or case at hand. You might think it difficult to argue against this (what manager would say decisions shouldn’t be based on evidence?), but the vast majority of management decisions are still made “on the fly,” with little or systematic study of available evidence.

Systematic study and EBM add to intuition, or those “gut feelings” about what makes others (and ourselves) “tick.” Of course, the things you have come to believe in an unsystematic way are not necessarily incorrect. Jack Welch (former CEO of GE) noted, “The trick, of course, is to know when to go with your gut.” But if we make all decisions with intuition or gut instinct, we’re likely working with incomplete information—like making an investment decision with only half the data.

DISCIPLINES THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE OB FIELD

Organizational behavior is an applied behavioral science built on contributions from a number of behavioral disciplines, mainly psychology and social psychology, sociology, and anthropology. Psychology’s contributions have been mainly at the individual or micro level of analysis, whereas the other disciplines have contributed to our understanding of macro concepts such as group processes and organization. Exhibit 1-1 is an overview of the major contributions to the study of organizational behavior.

Psychology

Psychology seeks to measure, explain, and sometimes change the behavior of humans and other animals. Those who have contributed and continue to add to the knowledge
of OB are learning theorists, personality theorists, counseling psychologists, and, most important, industrial and organizational psychologists.

Early industrial/organizational psychologists studied the problems of fatigue, boredom, and other working conditions that could impede efficient work performance. More recently, their contributions have expanded to include learning, perception, personality, emotions, training, leadership effectiveness, needs and motivational forces, job satisfaction, decision-making processes, performance appraisals, attitude measurement, employee-selection techniques, work design, and job stress.

**Social Psychology**

Social psychology, generally considered a branch of psychology, blends concepts from both psychology and sociology to focus on people’s influence on one another. One major study area is change—how to implement it and how to reduce barriers to its acceptance. Social psychologists also contribute to measuring, understanding, and changing attitudes;
identifying communication patterns; and building trust. Finally, they have made important contributions to our study of group behavior, power, and conflict.

**Sociology**

Whereas psychology focuses on the individual, sociology studies people in relation to their social environment or culture. Sociologists have contributed to OB through their study of group behavior in organizations, particularly formal and complex organizations. Perhaps most important, sociologists have studied organizational culture, formal organization theory and structure, organizational technology, communications, power, and conflict.

**Anthropology**

Anthropology is the study of societies to learn about human beings and their activities. Anthropologists’ work on cultures and environments has helped us understand differences in fundamental values, attitudes, and behavior between people in different countries and within different organizations. Much of our current understanding of organizational culture, organizational environments, and differences among national cultures is a result of the work of anthropologists or those using their methods.

**THERE ARE FEW ABSOLUTES IN OB**

Laws in the physical sciences—chemistry, astronomy, physics—are consistent and apply in a wide range of situations. They allow scientists to generalize about the pull of gravity or to be confident about sending astronauts into space to repair satellites. But as a noted behavioral researcher observed, “God gave all the easy problems to the physicists.” Human beings are complex, and few, if any, simple and universal principles explain organizational behavior. Because we are not alike, our ability to make simple, accurate, and sweeping generalizations is limited. Two people often act very differently in the same situation, and the same person’s behavior changes in different situations. Not everyone is motivated by money, and people may behave differently at a religious service than they do at a party.

That doesn’t mean, of course, that we can’t offer reasonably accurate explanations of human behavior or make valid predictions. It does mean that OB concepts must reflect situational, or contingency, conditions. We can say $x$ leads to $y$, but only under conditions specified in $z$—the contingency variables. The science of OB was developed by applying general concepts to a particular situation, person, or group. For example, OB scholars would avoid stating that everyone likes complex and challenging work (the general concept). Why? Because not everyone wants a challenging job. Some people prefer routine over varied, or simple over complex. A job attractive to one person may not be to another; its appeal is contingent on the person who holds it.

As you proceed through this book, you’ll encounter a wealth of research-based theories about how people behave in organizations. But don’t expect to find a lot of straightforward cause-and-effect relationships. There aren’t many! Organizational behavior theories mirror the subject matter with which they deal, and people are complex and complicated.

**CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR OB**

Understanding organizational behavior has never been more important for managers. Take a quick look at the dramatic changes in organizations. The typical employee is
getting older; more women and people of color are in the workplace; corporate downsizing and the heavy use of temporary workers are severing the bonds of loyalty that tied many employees to their employers; and global competition requires employees to become more flexible and cope with rapid change. The global recession has brought to the forefront the challenges of working with and managing people during uncertain times.

In short, today’s challenges bring opportunities for managers to use OB concepts. In this section, we review some of the most critical issues confronting managers for which OB offers solutions—or at least meaningful insights toward solutions.

**Responding to Economic Pressures**

When the U.S. economy plunged into a deep and prolonged recession in 2008, virtually all other large economies around the world followed suit. Layoffs and job losses were widespread, and those who survived the ax were often asked to accept pay cuts.

During difficult economic times, effective management is often at a premium. Anybody can run a company when business is booming because the difference between good and bad management reflects the difference between making a lot of money and making a lot more money. When times are bad, though, managers are on the front lines with employees who must be fired, who are asked to make do with less, and who worry about their futures. The difference between good and bad management can be the difference between profit and loss or, ultimately, between survival and failure.

Managing employees well when times are tough is just as hard as when times are good—if not more so. But the OB approaches sometimes differ. In good times, understanding how to reward, satisfy, and retain employees is at a premium. In bad times, issues like stress, decision making, and coping come to the fore.

**Responding to Globalization**

Organizations are no longer constrained by national borders. Burger King is owned by a British firm, and McDonald’s sells hamburgers in more than 100 countries in six continents. ExxonMobil, a so-called U.S. company, reported that less than 6 percent of their 2011 earnings were from gas and products sales in the United States. New employees at Finland-based phone maker Nokia are increasingly being recruited from India, China, and other developing countries—non-Finns now outnumber Finns at their renowned research center in Helsinki. And all major automobile makers now manufacture cars outside their borders: Honda builds cars in Ohio, Ford in Brazil, Volkswagen in Mexico, and both Mercedes and BMW in South Africa.

The world has become a global village. In the process, the manager’s job has changed.

**INCREASED FOREIGN ASSIGNMENTS** If you’re a manager, you are increasingly likely to find yourself in a foreign assignment—transferred to your employer’s operating division or subsidiary in another country. Once there, you’ll have to manage a workforce very different in needs, aspirations, and attitudes from those you are used to back home.

**WORKING WITH PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT CULTURES** Even in your own country, you’ll find yourself working with bosses, peers, and other employees born and raised in different cultures. What motivates you may not motivate them. Or your communication
style may be straightforward and open, which others may find uncomfortable and threatening. To work effectively with people from different cultures, you need to understand how their culture, geography, and religion have shaped them and how to adapt your management style to their differences.

**OVERSEEING MOVEMENT OF JOBS TO COUNTRIES WITH LOW-COST LABOR** It’s increasingly difficult for managers in advanced nations, where minimum wages are typically $6 or more an hour, to compete against firms that rely on workers from China and other developing nations where labor is available for 30 cents an hour. It’s not by chance that many people in the United States wear clothes made in China, work on computers whose microchips came from Taiwan, and watch movies filmed in Canada. In a global economy, jobs tend to flow where lower costs give businesses a comparative advantage, though labor groups, politicians, and local community leaders see exporting jobs as undermining the job market at home. Managers face the difficult task of balancing the interests of their organizations with their responsibilities to the communities in which they operate.

**Managing Workforce Diversity**

One of the most important challenges for organizations is *workforce diversity*, the concept that organizations are becoming more heterogeneous in terms of gender, age, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and inclusion of other diverse groups. Whereas globalization focuses on differences among people from different countries, workforce diversity addresses differences among people within given countries.

*Workforce diversity* acknowledges a workforce of women and men; many racial and ethnic groups; individuals with a variety of physical or psychological abilities; and people who differ in age and sexual orientation. Managing this diversity is a global concern. For example, most European countries have experienced dramatic growth in immigration from the Middle East. Argentina and Venezuela host a significant number of migrants from other South American countries, and nations from India to Iraq to Indonesia find great cultural diversity within their borders.

The most significant change in the U.S. labor force during the last half of the twentieth century was the rapid increase in the number of female workers. In 1950, for instance, only 29.6 percent of the workforce was female. By 2008, it was 46.5 percent. The first half of the twenty-first century will be notable for changes in racial and ethnic composition and an aging baby-boom generation. By 2050, Hispanics will grow from today’s 11 percent of the workforce to 24 percent, blacks will increase from 12 to 14 percent, and Asians from 5 to 11 percent. Meanwhile, in the near term the labor force will be aging. The 55-and-older age group, currently 13 percent of the labor force, will increase to 20 percent by 2014.\(^7\)

Though we have more to say about workforce diversity in the next chapter, suffice it to say here that it presents great opportunities and poses challenging questions for managers and employees in all countries. How can we leverage differences within groups for competitive advantage? Should we treat all employees alike? Should we recognize individual and cultural differences? How can we foster cultural awareness in employees without lapsing into political correctness? What are the legal requirements in each country? Does diversity even matter? Exhibit 1-2 outlines the major workforce diversity issues employers need to ensure they are addressed in their organizations.
The major workforce diversity categories listed in Exhibit 1.2 are GENDER, RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, AGE, DISABILITY, DOMESTIC PARTNERS, and RELIGION.

### GENDER
Nearly half of the U.S. workforce is now made up of women, and women are a growing percentage of the workforce in most countries throughout the world. Organizations need to ensure that hiring and employment policies create equal access and opportunities to individuals, regardless of gender.

### RACE
The percentage of Hispanics, blacks, and Asians in the U.S. workforce continues to increase. Organizations need to ensure that policies provide equal access and opportunities, regardless of race.

### NATIONAL ORIGIN
A growing percentage of U.S. workers are immigrants or come from homes where English is not the primary language spoken. Because employers in the United States have the right to demand that English be spoken at the workplace during job-related activities, communication problems can occur when employees’ English-language skills are weak.

### AGE
The U.S. workforce is aging, and recent polls indicate that an increasing percentage of employees expect to work past the traditional retirement age of 65. Organizations cannot discriminate on the basis of age and need to make accommodations for the needs of older workers.

### DISABILITY
Organizations need to ensure that jobs and workplaces are accessible to the mentally, physically, and health challenged.

### DOMESTIC PARTNERS
An increasing number of gay and lesbian employees, as well as employees with live-in partners of the opposite sex, are demanding the same rights and benefits for their partners that organizations have provided for traditional married couples.

### RELIGION
Organizations need to be sensitive to the customs, rituals, and holidays, as well as the appearance and attire, of individuals of non-Christian faiths such as Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Sikhism, and ensure that these individuals suffer no adverse impact as a result of their appearance or practices.

### Improving Customer Service
Today, the majority of employees in developed countries work in service jobs, including 80 percent in the United States. In Australia, 73 percent work in service industries. In the United Kingdom, Germany, and Japan, the percentages are 69, 68, and 65, respectively. Service jobs include technical support representatives, fast-food counter workers, sales clerks, waiters and waitresses, nurses, automobile repair technicians, consultants, credit representatives, financial planners, and flight attendants. The common characteristic of
these jobs is substantial interaction with an organization’s customers. Many an organization has failed because its employees failed to please customers. Management needs to create a customer-responsive culture. OB can provide considerable guidance in helping managers create such cultures—in which employees are friendly and courteous, accessible, knowledgeable, prompt in responding to customer needs, and willing to do what’s necessary to please the customer.  

**Improving People Skills**  
As you proceed through the chapters of this book, we’ll present relevant concepts and theories that can help you explain and predict the behavior of people at work. You’ll also gain insights into specific people skills that you can use on the job. For instance, you’ll learn ways to design motivating jobs, techniques for improving your listening skills, and how to create more effective teams.

**Stimulating Innovation and Change**  
Whatever happened to Montgomery Ward, Woolworth, Smith Corona, TWA, Bethlehem Steel, and WorldCom? All these giants went bust. Why have other giants, such as General Motors, Sears, Boeing, and Lucent Technologies, implemented huge cost-cutting programs and eliminated thousands of jobs? The answer is to avoid going broke.

Today’s successful organizations must foster innovation and master the art of change, or they’ll become candidates for extinction. Victory will go to the organizations that maintain their flexibility, continually improve their quality, and beat their competition to the marketplace with a constant stream of innovative products and services. Domino’s single-handedly brought on the demise of small pizza parlors whose managers thought they could continue doing what they had been doing for years. Amazon.com is putting a lot of independent bookstores out of business as it proves you can successfully sell books (and most anything else) from a website. After years of lackluster performance, Boeing realized it needed to change its business model. The result was its 787 Dreamliner and a return to being the world’s largest airplane manufacturer.

An organization’s employees can be the impetus for innovation and change, or they can be a major stumbling block. The challenge for managers is to stimulate their employees’ creativity and tolerance for change. The field of OB provides a wealth of ideas and techniques to aid in realizing these goals.

**Coping with “Temporariness”**  
Globalization, expanded capacity, and advances in technology have required organizations to be fast and flexible if they are to survive. The result is that most managers and employees today work in a climate best characterized as “temporary.”

Workers must continually update their knowledge and skills to perform new job requirements. Production employees at companies such as Caterpillar, Ford, and Alcoa need to keep up with changes in CAD/CAM equipment. That was not part of their job descriptions 20 years ago. In the past, employees were assigned to a specific work group, gaining a considerable amount of security working with the same people day in, day out. That predictability has been replaced by temporary work groups, with members from different departments, and the increased use of employee rotation to fill constantly changing work assignments. Finally, organizations are in a state of flux. They continually
reorganize their various divisions, sell off poorly performing businesses, downsize operations, subcontract noncritical services and operations to other organizations, and replace permanent employees with temporary workers.

Today’s managers and employees must learn to cope with temporariness, flexibility, spontaneity, and unpredictability. The study of OB can help you better understand a work world of continual change, overcome resistance to change, and create an organizational culture that thrives on change. What we are advising is to use evidence as much as possible to inform your intuition and experience. That is the promise of OB.

**Working in Networked Organizations**

Networked organizations allow people to communicate and work together even though they may be thousands of miles apart. Independent contractors can telecommute via computer to workplaces around the globe and change employers as the demand for their services changes. Software programmers, graphic designers, systems analysts, technical writers, photo researchers, book and media editors, and medical transcribers are just a few examples of people who can work from home or other nonoffice locations.

The manager’s job is different in a networked organization. Motivating and leading people and making collaborative decisions online requires different techniques than when individuals are physically present in a single location. As more employees do their jobs by linking to others through networks, managers must develop new skills. OB can provide valuable insights to help with honing those skills.

**Helping Employees Balance Work–Life Conflicts**

The typical employee in the 1960s or 1970s showed up at a specified workplace Monday through Friday and worked for clearly defined 8- or 9-hour chunks of time. That’s no longer true for a large segment of today’s workforce. Employees are increasingly complaining that the line between work and nonwork time has become blurred, creating personal conflicts and stress. At the same time, today’s workplace presents opportunities for workers to create and structure their own roles.

How do work–life conflicts come about? First, the creation of global organizations means the world never sleeps. Many employees of global firms are “on call” 24 hours a day because they need to consult with colleagues or customers 8 or 10 time zones away. Second, communication technology allows many technical and professional employees to do their work at home, in their cars, or on the beach in Tahiti—but it also means many feel like they never really get away from the office. Third, organizations are asking employees to put in longer hours. Over a recent 10-year period, the average U.S. workweek increased from 43 to 47 hours; and the number of people working 50 or more hours a week jumped from 24 to 37 percent. Finally, the rise of the dual-career couple makes it difficult for married employees to find time to fulfill commitments to home, spouse, children, parents, and friends. Millions of single-parent households and employees with dependent parents have even more significant challenges in balancing work and family responsibilities.

Employees increasingly recognize that work infringes on their personal lives, and they’re not happy about it. Recent studies suggest employees want jobs that give them flexibility in their work schedules so they can better manage work–life conflicts. In fact, balancing work and life demands now surpasses job security as an employee priority.
The next generation of employees is likely to show similar concerns. Most college and university students say attaining a balance between personal life and work is a primary career goal; they want “a life” as well as a job. Organizations that don’t help their people achieve work–life balance will find it increasingly difficult to attract and retain the most capable and motivated employees.

As you’ll see in later chapters, the field of OB offers a number of suggestions to guide managers in designing workplaces and jobs that can help employees deal with work–life conflicts.

**Improving Ethical Behavior**

In an organizational world characterized by cutbacks, expectations of increasing productivity, and tough competition, it’s not surprising many employees feel pressured to cut corners, break rules, and engage in other questionable practices. Increasingly they face ethical dilemmas and ethical choices, in which they are required to identify right and wrong conduct. What constitutes good ethical behavior has never been clearly defined, and, in recent years, the line differentiating right from wrong has blurred. Employees see people all around them engaging in unethical practices—elected officials pad expense accounts or take bribes; corporate executives inflate profits so they can cash in lucrative stock options; and university administrators look the other way when winning coaches encourage scholarship athletes to take easy courses. When caught, these people give excuses such as “Everyone does it” or “You have to seize every advantage nowadays.” Determining the ethically correct way to behave is especially difficult in a global economy because different cultures have different perspectives on certain ethical issues. Fair treatment of employees in an economic downturn varies considerably across cultures, for instance. Is it any wonder employees are expressing decreased confidence in management and increasing uncertainty about what is appropriate ethical behavior in their organizations?

Managers and their organizations are responding to the problem of unethical behavior in a number of ways. They’re writing and distributing codes of ethics to guide employees through dilemmas. They’re offering seminars, workshops, and other training programs to try to improve ethical behaviors. They’re providing in-house advisors who can be contacted, in many cases anonymously, for assistance in dealing with issues, and they’re creating protection mechanisms for employees who reveal internal unethical practices.

Today’s manager must create an ethically healthy climate for her employees, where they can do their work productively with minimal ambiguity about right versus wrong behaviors. Companies that promote a strong ethical mission, encourage employees to behave with integrity, and provide strong leadership can influence employee decisions to behave ethically. In upcoming chapters, we’ll discuss the actions managers can take to create an ethically healthy climate and help employees sort through ambiguous situations.

**THE PLAN OF THIS BOOK**

How is this book going to help you better explain, predict, and control behavior? Our approach uses a building-block process. As illustrated in Exhibit 1-3, OB is characterized by three levels of analysis. As we move from the individual level to the organization system level, we increase in an additive fashion our understanding of behavior in organizations.
Chapters 2 through 8 deal with the individual in the organization. We begin by looking at such foundations of individual behavior as personality and values. Then we consider perceptions, decision making, and attitudes. Next, we focus on the fundamental role of motivational states to individual behavior. We conclude this section with a discussion of moods and emotions.

The behavior of people in groups is something more than the sum total of each individual acting in his own way. People’s behavior in groups is different from their behavior when alone. Chapters 9 through 14 address group behavior. We introduce basic group concepts, discuss ways to make teams more effective, consider communication issues and group decision making, and then investigate the important topics of leadership, power, politics, conflict, and negotiation.

OB reaches its highest level of sophistication when we add the formal organization system to our knowledge of individual and group behavior. Just as groups are more than the sum of their individual members, organizations are not necessarily merely the summation of the behavior of a number of groups. In Chapters 15 through 17, we discuss how an organization’s structure affects behavior, how each organization has its own culture that acts to shape the behavior of its members, and the various organizational change and development techniques managers can use to affect behavior for the organization’s benefit.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

Managers need to develop their interpersonal, or people, skills to be effective in their jobs. Organizational behavior (OB) investigates the impact that individuals, groups, and structure have on behavior within an organization, and it applies that knowledge to make organizations work more effectively. Specifically, OB focuses on how to improve productivity; reduce absenteeism, turnover, and deviant workplace behavior; and increase organizational citizenship behavior and job satisfaction. Here are a few specific implications for managers:

- Some generalizations provide valid insights into human behavior, but many are erroneous. Organizational behavior uses systematic study to improve predictions of behavior over intuition alone.
- Because people are different, we need to look at OB in a contingency framework, using situational variables to explain cause-and-effect relationships.
- Organizational behavior offers specific insights to improve a manager’s people skills.
- It helps managers to see the value of workforce diversity and practices that may need to be changed in different countries.
• It can improve quality and employee productivity by showing managers how to empower their people, design and implement change programs, improve customer service, and help employees balance work–life conflicts.
• It can help managers cope in a world of temporariness and learn how to stimulate innovation.
• Finally, OB can guide managers in creating an ethically healthy work climate.
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Diversity in Organizations

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:
• Describe the two major forms of workforce diversity.
• Recognize stereotypes and understand how they function in organizational settings.
• Identify the key biographical characteristics and describe how they are relevant to OB.
• Define intellectual ability and demonstrate its relevance to OB.
• Contrast intellectual and physical ability.
• Describe how organizations manage diversity effectively.
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DIVERSITY

We aren’t all the same. This is obvious enough, but managers sometimes forget they need to recognize and capitalize on differences to get the most from their employees. Effective diversity management increases an organization’s access to the widest possible pool of skills, abilities, and ideas. Managers also need to recognize that differences among people can lead to miscommunication, misunderstanding, and conflict. In this chapter, we’ll learn about how individual characteristics like age, gender, race, ethnicity, and abilities can influence employee performance. We’ll also see how managers can develop awareness about these characteristics and manage a diverse workforce effectively.

Demographic Characteristics of the U.S. Workforce

In the past, OB textbooks noted that rapid change was about to occur as the predominantly White, male managerial workforce gave way to a gender-balanced, multiethnic workforce. Today, that change is no longer happening: it has happened, and it is increasingly reflected in the makeup of managerial and professional jobs. Compared to 1976, women
today are much more likely to be employed full-time, have more education, and earn wages comparable to those of men. In addition, over the past 50 years, the earnings gap between Whites and other racial and ethnic groups has decreased significantly; past differences between Whites and Asians have disappeared or been reversed. Workers over the age of 55 are an increasingly large portion of the workforce as well. This permanent shift toward a diverse workforce means organizations need to make diversity management a central component of their policies and practices. At the same time, however, differences in wages across genders and racial and ethnic groups persist, and executive positions in Fortune 500 corporations continue to be held by White males in numbers far beyond their representation in the workforce in general.

A survey by the Society for Human Resources Management shows some major employer concerns and opportunities resulting from the demographic makeup of the U.S. workforce. The aging of the workforce was consistently the most significant concern of HR managers. The loss of skills resulting from the retirement of many baby boomers, increased medical costs due to an aging workforce, and many employees’ needs to care for elderly relatives topped the list of issues. Other issues include developing multilingual training materials and providing work–life benefits for dual-career couples.

Levels of Diversity

Although much has been said about diversity in age, race, gender, ethnicity, religion, and disability status, experts now recognize these demographic characteristics are just the tip of the iceberg. Demographics mostly reflect surface-level diversity, not thoughts and feelings, and can lead employees to perceive one another through stereotypes and assumptions. However, evidence has shown that as people get to know one another, they become less concerned about demographic differences if they see themselves as sharing more important characteristics, such as personality and values, that represent deep-level diversity.

To understand this difference between surface- and deep-level diversity, consider a few examples. Luis and Carol are co-workers who seem to have little in common at first glance. Luis is a young, recently hired male college graduate with a business degree, raised in a Spanish-speaking neighborhood in Miami. Carol is an older, long-tenured woman raised in rural Kansas, who achieved her current level in the organization by starting as a high school graduate and working her way up the hierarchy. At first, these co-workers may experience some differences in communication based on their surface-level differences in education, ethnicity, regional background, and gender. However, as they get to know each other, they may find they are both deeply committed to their families, share a common way of thinking about important work problems, like to work collaboratively, and are interested in international assignments in the future. These deep-level similarities will overshadow the more superficial differences between them, and research suggests they will work well together.

On the other hand, Steve and Dave are two unmarried White male college graduates from Oregon who recently started working together. Superficially, they seem well matched. But Steve is highly introverted, prefers to avoid risks, solicits the opinions of others before making decisions, and likes the office quiet, whereas Dave is extraverted, risk-seeking, and assertive, and likes a busy, active, and energetic work environment. Their surface-level similarity will not necessarily lead to positive interactions because they have such fundamental, deep-level differences. It will be a challenge for them to
collaborate regularly at work, and they’ll have to make some compromises to get things done together.

Throughout this book, we will encounter differences between deep- and surface-level diversity in various contexts. Individual differences in personality and culture shape preferences for rewards, communication styles, reactions to leaders, negotiation styles, and many other aspects of behavior in organizations.

**Discrimination**

Although diversity does present many opportunities for organizations, effective diversity management also means working to eliminate unfair discrimination. To discriminate is to note a difference between things, which in itself isn’t necessarily bad. Noticing one employee is more qualified is necessary for making hiring decisions; noticing another is taking on leadership responsibilities exceptionally well is necessary for making promotion decisions. Usually when we talk about discrimination, though, we mean allowing our behavior to be influenced by stereotypes about groups of people. Rather than looking at individual characteristics, unfair discrimination assumes everyone in a group is the same. This discrimination is often very harmful to organizations and employees.

Exhibit 2-1 provides definitions and examples of some forms of discrimination in organizations. Although many of these actions are prohibited by law, and therefore aren’t part of almost any organization’s official policies, thousands of cases of employment discrimination are documented every year, and many more go unreported. As discrimination has increasingly come under both legal scrutiny and social disapproval, most overt forms have faded, which may have resulted in an increase in more covert forms like incivility or exclusion.6

As you can see, discrimination can occur in many ways, and its effects can be just as varied depending on the organizational context and the personal biases of its members. Some forms, like exclusion or incivility, are especially hard to root out because they are impossible to observe and may occur simply because the actor isn’t aware of the effects of his or her actions. Whether intentional or not, discrimination can lead to serious negative consequences for employers, including reduced productivity and citizenship behavior, negative conflicts, and increased turnover. Unfair discrimination also leaves qualified job candidates out of initial hiring and promotions. Even if an employment discrimination lawsuit is never filed, a strong business case can be made for aggressively working to eliminate unfair discrimination.

Diversity is a broad term, and the phrase workplace diversity can refer to any characteristic that makes people different from one another. The following section covers some important surface-level characteristics that differentiate members of the workforce.

**BIOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS**

Biographical characteristics such as age, gender, race, disability, and length of service are some of the most obvious ways employees differ. As discussed in Chapter 1, this textbook is essentially concerned with finding and analyzing the variables that affect employee productivity, absence, turnover, deviance, citizenship, and satisfaction. Many organizational concepts—motivation, say, or power and politics, or organizational
culture—are hard to assess. Let’s begin, then, by looking at factors that are easily definable and readily available—data that can be obtained, for the most part, from an employee’s human resources (HR) file. Variations in these surface-level characteristics may be the basis for discrimination against classes of employees, so it is worth knowing how closely related they actually are to important work outcomes. Many are not as important as people believe, and far more variation occurs within groups sharing biographical characteristics than between them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Discrimination</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples from Organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discriminatory Policies or Practices</td>
<td>Actions taken by representatives of the organization that deny equal opportunity to perform or unequal rewards for performance</td>
<td>Older workers may be targeted for layoffs because they are highly paid and have lucrative benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Harassment</td>
<td>Unwanted sexual advances and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that create a hostile or offensive work environment</td>
<td>Salespeople at one company went on company-paid visits to strip clubs, brought strippers into the office to celebrate promotions, and fostered pervasive sexual rumors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intimidation</td>
<td>Overt threats or bullying directed at members of specific groups of employees</td>
<td>African-American employees at some companies have found nooses hanging over their work stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockery and Insults</td>
<td>Jokes or negative stereotypes; sometimes the result of jokes taken too far</td>
<td>Arab-Americans have been asked at work whether they were carrying bombs or were members of terrorist organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion</td>
<td>Exclusion of certain people from job opportunities, social events, discussions, or informal mentoring; can occur unintentionally</td>
<td>Many women in finance claim they are assigned to marginal job roles or are given light workloads that don’t lead to promotion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incivility</td>
<td>Disrespectful treatment, including behaving in an aggressive manner, interrupting the person, or ignoring his or her opinions</td>
<td>Female lawyers note that male attorneys frequently cut them off or do not adequately address their comments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 2-1**

Forms of Discrimination

**Age**

The relationship between age and job performance is likely to be an issue of increasing importance during the next decade for at least three reasons. First, belief is widespread that job performance declines with increasing age. Regardless of whether this is true, a lot of people believe it and act on it. Second, the workforce is aging. Many employers recognize older workers represent a huge potential pool of high-quality applicants. Companies such as the Vanguard Group have sought to increase their attractiveness to older workers by providing targeted training that meets their needs, and by offering flexible work schedules and part-time work to draw in those who are semiretired. The third reason is U.S. legislation that, for all intents and purposes, outlaws mandatory retirement. Most U.S. workers today no longer have to retire at age 70.

What is the perception of older workers? Employers hold mixed feelings. They see a number of positive qualities older workers bring to their jobs, such as experience, judgment, a strong work ethic, and commitment to quality. But older workers are also perceived as lacking flexibility and resisting new technology. And when organizations are actively seeking individuals who are adaptable and open to change, the negatives associated with age clearly hinder the initial hiring of older workers and increase the likelihood they will be let go during cutbacks.

Now let’s take a look at the evidence. What effect does age actually have on turnover, absenteeism, productivity, and satisfaction? The older you get, the less likely you are to quit your job. That conclusion is based on studies of the age–turnover relationship. Of course, this shouldn’t be too surprising. As workers get older, they have fewer alternative job opportunities as their skills have become more specialized to certain types of work. Their long tenure also tends to provide them with higher wage rates, longer paid vacations, and more attractive pension benefits.

It’s tempting to assume that age is also inversely related to absenteeism. After all, if older workers are less likely to quit, won’t they also demonstrate higher stability by coming to work more regularly? Not necessarily. Most studies do show an inverse relationship, but close examination finds it is partially a function of whether the absence is avoidable or unavoidable. In general, older employees have lower rates of avoidable absence than do younger employees. However, they have equal rates of unavoidable absence, such as sickness absences.

How does age affect productivity? Many believe productivity declines with age. It is often assumed that skills like speed, agility, strength, and coordination decay over time and that prolonged job boredom and lack of intellectual stimulation contribute to reduced productivity. The evidence, however, contradicts those assumptions. During a 3-year period, a large hardware chain staffed one of its stores solely with employees over age 50 and compared its results with those of five stores with younger employees. The store staffed by the over-50 employees was significantly more productive (in terms of sales generated against labor costs) than two of the stores and held its own against the other three. Other reviews of the research find that age and job task performance are unrelated and that older workers are more likely to engage in citizenship behavior.

Our final concern is the relationship between age and job satisfaction, where the evidence is mixed. A review of more than 800 studies found that older workers tend to be more satisfied with their work, report better relationships with co-workers, and are more committed to their employing organizations. Other studies, however, have found a U-shaped relationship, meaning that job satisfaction increases up to middle age, at
which point it begins to drop off.\textsuperscript{14} Several explanations could clear up these results, the most plausible being that these studies are intermixing professional and nonprofessional employees. When we separate the two types, satisfaction tends to continually increase among professionals as they age, whereas it falls among nonprofessionals during middle age and then rises again in the later years.

What are the effects of discrimination against individuals on the basis of age? One large-scale study of more than 8,000 employees in 128 companies found that an organizational climate favoring age discrimination was associated with lower levels of commitment to the company. This lower commitment was, in turn, related to lower levels of organizational performance.\textsuperscript{15} Such results suggest that combating age discrimination may be associated with higher levels of organizational performance.

**Gender**

Few issues initiate more debates, misconceptions, and unsupported opinions than whether women perform as well on jobs as men do.

The best place to begin to consider this is with the recognition that few, if any, important differences between men and women affect job performance. There are no consistent male–female differences in problem-solving ability, analytical skills, competitive drive, motivation, sociability, or learning ability.\textsuperscript{16} Psychological studies have found women are more agreeable and willing to conform to authority, whereas men are more aggressive and more likely to have expectations of success; but those differences are minor. Given the significantly increased female participation in the workforce over the past 40 years and the rethinking of what constitutes male and female roles, we can assume no significant difference in job productivity between men and women.\textsuperscript{17}

Unfortunately, gender roles still affect our perceptions. For example, women who succeed in traditionally male domains are perceived as less likable, more hostile, and less desirable as supervisors.\textsuperscript{18} Interestingly, research also suggests that women believe gender-based discrimination is more prevalent than do male employees, and these beliefs are especially pronounced among women who work with a large proportion of men.\textsuperscript{19}

One issue that does seem to differ between men and women, especially when the employee has preschool-age children, is preference for work schedules.\textsuperscript{20} Working mothers are more likely to prefer part-time work, flexible work schedules, and telecommuting in order to accommodate their family responsibilities. Women also prefer jobs that encourage work–life balance, which has the effect of limiting their options for career advancement. An interview study showed many of the work–life issues found in U.S. business contexts are also common in France, despite government subsidies for child care.\textsuperscript{21}

What about absence and turnover rates? Are women less stable employees than men? First, evidence from a study of nearly 500,000 professional employees indicates significant differences, with women more likely to turn over than men.\textsuperscript{22} Women also have higher rates of absenteeism than men do.\textsuperscript{23} The most logical explanation is that the research was conducted in North America, and North American culture has historically placed home and family responsibilities on women. When a child is ill or someone needs to stay home to wait for a plumber, the woman has traditionally taken time from work. However, this research is also undoubtedly time-bound.\textsuperscript{24} The role of women has definitely changed over the past generation. Men are increasingly sharing
responsibility for child care, and an increasing number report feeling a conflict between their home responsibilities and their work lives. One interesting finding is that regardless of gender, parents were rated lower in job commitment, achievement striving, and dependability than individuals without children, but mothers were rated especially low in competence.

Again, it is worth asking what the implications of gender discrimination are for individuals. Research has shown that workers who experience sexual harassment have higher levels of psychological stress, and these feelings in turn are related to lower levels of organizational commitment and job satisfaction, and higher intentions to turn over. As with age discrimination, the evidence suggests that combating gender discrimination may be associated with better performance for the organization as a whole.

**Race and Ethnicity**

Race is a controversial issue. In many cases, even bringing up the topic of race and ethnicity is enough to create an uncomfortable silence. Indeed, evidence suggests that some people find interacting with other racial groups uncomfortable unless there are clear behavioral scripts to guide their behavior.

Most people in the United States identify themselves according to racial groups. The U.S. Bureau of the Census classifies individuals according to seven broad racial categories: American Indian and Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander, Some Other Race, White, and Two or More Races. An ethnicity distinction is also made between native English speakers and Hispanics: Hispanics can be of any race. We define *race* in this book as the biological heritage people use to identify themselves; *ethnicity* is the additional set of cultural characteristics that often overlaps with race. This definition allows each individual to define his or her race and ethnicity.

Race and ethnicity have been studied as they relate to employment outcomes such as hiring decisions, performance evaluations, pay, and workplace discrimination. Most research has concentrated on the differences in outcomes and attitudes between Whites and African Americans, with little study of issues relevant to Asian, Native American, and Hispanic populations. Doing justice to all this research isn’t possible here, so let’s summarize a few points.

First, in employment settings, individuals tend to slightly favor colleagues of their own race in performance evaluations, promotion decisions, and pay raises, although such differences are not found consistently, especially when highly structured methods of decision making are employed. Second, substantial racial differences exist in attitudes toward affirmative action, with African Americans approving of such programs to a greater degree than Whites. This difference may reflect the fact that African Americans and Hispanics perceive discrimination to be more prevalent in the workplace. Third, African Americans generally fare worse than Whites in employment decisions. They receive lower ratings in employment interviews, receive lower job performance ratings, are paid less, and are promoted less frequently. Yet there are no statistically significant differences between African Americans and Whites in observed absence rates, applied social skills at work, or accident rates. African Americans and Hispanics also have higher turnover rates than Whites.

Employers’ major concern about using mental-ability tests for selection, promotion, training, and similar employment decisions is that these tests may have an unnecessary
negative impact on racial and ethnic groups, discriminating against employees whom they consider qualified.\(^{33}\) Evidence suggests that “despite group differences in mean test performance, there is little convincing evidence that well-constructed tests are more predictive of educational, training, or occupational performance for members of the majority group than for members of minority groups.”\(^{34}\) Observed differences in IQ test scores by racial or ethnic group are smaller in more recent samples.\(^{35}\) The issue of racial differences in general mental-ability tests continues to be hotly debated.\(^{36}\)

Does racial and ethnic discrimination lead to negative workplace outcomes? The evidence isn’t entirely clear. As we will see in our discussion of groups and teams, considerable evidence suggests that diversity tends to interfere with group cohesion and decision making, at least in the early stages of group formation. On the other hand, some research suggests that having a positive climate for diversity overall can lead to increased sales.\(^{37}\) Moreover, for many employers, diversity is a value imperative—they believe they must increase the diversity of their workforce for legal or ethical reasons.

**Disability**

With the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990, representation of individuals with disabilities in the U.S. workforce rapidly increased.\(^{38}\) According to the ADA, employers are required to make reasonable accommodations so their workplaces will be accessible to individuals with physical or mental disabilities.

Making inferences about the relationship between disability and employment outcomes is difficult because the term *disability* is so broad. The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission classifies a person as disabled who has any physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities. Examples include missing limbs, seizure disorder, Down syndrome, deafness, schizophrenia, alcoholism, diabetes, and chronic back pain. These conditions share almost no common features, so there’s no generalization about how each condition is related to employment. Some jobs obviously cannot be accommodated to some disabilities—the law and common sense recognize that a blind person could not be a bus driver, a person with severe cerebral palsy could not be a surgeon, and a person with profound mobility constraints probably could not be a police patrol officer. However, the increasing presence of computer technology and other adaptive devices is shattering many traditional barriers to employment.

One of the most controversial aspects of the ADA is the provision that requires employers to make reasonable accommodations for people with psychiatric disabilities.\(^{39}\) Most people have very strong biases against those with mental illnesses, who may be therefore reluctant to disclose this information to employers. Many who notify their employers report negative consequences.

The impact of disabilities on employment outcomes has been explored from a variety of perspectives. On the one hand, a review of the evidence suggests workers with disabilities receive higher performance evaluations, whether or not the evaluations would be considered as objective. This same review found that despite these higher performance ratings, individuals with disabilities tend to encounter lower performance expectations and are less likely to be hired.\(^{40}\) These negative effects are much stronger for individuals with mental disabilities, and there is some evidence to suggest mental disabilities may impair performance more than physical disabilities: Individuals with such common mental health issues as depression and anxiety are significantly more likely to be absent from work.\(^{41}\)
Several studies have examined participants who received résumés that were identical, except that some mentioned a disability. The résumés that mentioned mental illness or a physical disability were associated with much lower ratings for perceived employability, especially in jobs requiring a great deal of personal contact with the public. Employability ratings for individuals with mental illnesses were especially low. Similarly, when given randomly manipulated academic portfolios, students preferred not to avoid working with individuals who had a learning disability even though there were no effects of disability on performance ratings or expectations.

Contrast these selection-oriented results with studies showing that the accomplishments of those with disabilities are often rated as more impressive than the same accomplishments of people without disabilities. Participants watched three individuals completing a carpentry task, one of whom was described as recently hospitalized for a debilitating mental illness. The raters consistently gave that person higher performance ratings. In this case, it may be that the disabled individual was being treated as a person in need of special consideration. Similarly, when disability status is randomly manipulated among hypothetical candidates, disabled individuals are rated as having superior personal qualities like dependability and potency.

**Other Biographical Characteristics: Tenure, Religion, Sexual Orientation, and Gender Identity**

The last set of biographical characteristics we’ll look at includes tenure, religion, sexual orientation, and gender identity.

**TENURE** Except for gender and racial differences, few issues are more subject to misconceptions and speculations than the impact of seniority on job performance.

Extensive reviews have been conducted of the seniority–productivity relationship. If we define *seniority* as time on a particular job, the most recent evidence demonstrates a positive relationship between seniority and job productivity. So *tenure*, expressed as work experience, appears to be a good predictor of employee productivity.

The research relating tenure to absence is quite straightforward. Studies consistently show seniority is negatively related to absenteeism. In fact, in terms of both frequency of absence and total days lost at work, tenure is the single most important explanatory variable.

Tenure is also a potent variable in explaining turnover. The longer a person is in a job, the less likely she is to quit. Moreover, consistent with research suggesting past behavior is the best predictor of future behavior, evidence indicates tenure at an employee’s previous job is a powerful predictor of that employee’s future turnover.

Evidence indicates tenure and job satisfaction are positively related. In fact, when age and tenure are treated separately, tenure appears a more consistent and stable predictor of job satisfaction than age.

**RELIGION** Not only do religious and nonreligious people question each other’s belief systems; often people of different religious faiths conflict. As the war in Iraq and the past conflict in Northern Ireland demonstrate, violent differences can erupt among sects of the same religion. U.S. federal law prohibits employers from discriminating against employees based on their religion, with very few exceptions. However, that doesn’t mean religion is a nonissue in OB.
Perhaps the greatest religious diversity issue in the United States today revolves around Islam. Nearly two million Muslims live in the United States, and across the world Islam is one of the most prevalent religions. There is a wide variety of perspectives on Islam. As one Islamic scholar has noted, “There is no such thing as a single American Muslim community, much as there is no single Christian community. Muslims vary hugely by ethnicity, faith, tradition, education, income, and degree of religious observance.” For the most part, U.S. Muslims have attitudes similar to those of other U.S. citizens (though the differences tend to be greater for younger U.S. Muslims). Still, there are both perceived and real differences. Nearly 4 in 10 U.S. adults admit they harbor negative feelings or prejudices toward U.S. Muslims, and 52 percent believe U.S. Muslims are not respectful of women. Some take these general biases a step further. Motaz Elshafi, a 28-year-old software engineer for Cisco Systems, born and raised in New Jersey, received an e-mail from a co-worker addressed “Dear Terrorist.” Research has shown that job applicants in Muslim-identified religious attire who applied for hypothetical retail jobs in the United States had shorter, more interpersonally negative interviews than applicants who did not wear Muslim-identified attire.

Faith can be an employment issue when religious beliefs prohibit or encourage certain behaviors. Many Christians do not believe they should work on Sundays, and many conservative Jews believe they should not work on Saturdays. Religious individuals may also believe they have an obligation to express their beliefs in the workplace, and those who do not share those beliefs may object. Perhaps as a result of different perceptions of religion’s role in the workplace, religious discrimination claims have been a growing source of discrimination claims in the United States.

**SEXUAL ORIENTATION AND GENDER IDENTITY** Employers differ widely in their treatment of sexual orientation. Federal law does not prohibit discrimination against employees based on sexual orientation, though many states and municipalities do. In general, observers note that even in the absence of federal legislation requiring nondiscrimination, many organizations have implemented policies and procedures protecting employees on the basis of sexual orientation.

Raytheon, builder of Tomahawk cruise missiles and other defense systems, offers domestic-partner benefits, supports a wide array of gay rights groups, and wants to be an employer of choice for gays. The firm believes these policies give it an advantage in the ever-competitive market for engineers and scientists. Raytheon is not alone. More than half the Fortune 500 companies offer domestic-partner benefits for gay couples, including American Express, IBM, Intel, Morgan Stanley, Motorola, and Walmart. Some companies oppose domestic-partner benefits or nondiscrimination clauses for gay employees. Among these are Alltel, ADM, ExxonMobil, H. J. Heinz, Nissan, Nestlé, and Rubbermaid. Despite some gains, many lesbian, gay, and bisexual employees keep their gender identity from their co-workers for fear of being discriminated against.

As for gender identity, companies are increasingly putting in place policies to govern how their organization treats employees who change genders (often called transgender employees). In 2001, only eight companies in the Fortune 500 had policies on gender identity. By 2006, that number had swelled to 124. IBM is one of them. Brad Salavich, a diversity manager for IBM, says, “We believe that having strong transgender and gender identification policies is a natural extension of IBM’s corporate culture.” Dealing with transgender employees requires some special considerations, such as for bathrooms, employee names, and so on.
ABILITY

We’ve so far covered surface characteristics unlikely, on their own, to directly relate to job performance. Now we turn to deep-level abilities that are closely related to job performance. Contrary to what we were taught in grade school, we weren’t all created equal in our abilities. Most people are to the left or the right of the median on some normally distributed ability curve. For example, regardless of how motivated you are, it’s unlikely you can act as well as Scarlett Johansson, play basketball as well as LeBron James, write as well as J. K. Rowling, or play the guitar as well as Pat Metheny. Of course, just because we aren’t all equal in abilities does not imply that some individuals are inherently inferior. Everyone has strengths and weaknesses that make him relatively superior or inferior to others in performing certain tasks or activities. From management’s standpoint, the issue is not whether people differ in terms of their abilities. They clearly do. The issue is using the knowledge that people differ to increase the likelihood an employee will perform his or her job well.

What does ability mean? As we use the term, ability is an individual’s current capacity to perform the various tasks in a job. Overall abilities are essentially made up of two sets of factors: intellectual and physical.

Intellectual Abilities

Intellectual abilities are abilities needed to perform mental activities—thinking, reasoning, and problem solving. Most societies place a high value on intelligence, and for good reason. Smart people generally earn more money and attain higher levels of education. They are also more likely to emerge as leaders of groups. Intelligence quotient (IQ) tests, for example, are designed to ascertain a person’s general intellectual abilities. So, too, are popular college admission tests, such as the SAT and ACT and graduate admission tests in business (GMAT), law (LSAT), and medicine (MCAT). Testing firms don’t claim their tests assess intelligence, but experts know they do. The seven most frequently cited dimensions making up intellectual abilities are number aptitude, verbal comprehension, perceptual speed, inductive reasoning, deductive reasoning, spatial visualization, and memory. Exhibit 2-2 describes these dimensions.

Intelligence dimensions are positively related, so if you score high on verbal comprehension, for example, you’re more likely to also score high on spatial visualization. The correlations aren’t perfect, meaning people do have specific abilities that predict important work-related outcomes when considered individually. However, they are high enough that researchers also recognize a general factor of intelligence, general mental ability (GMA). Evidence strongly supports the idea that the structures and measures of intellectual abilities generalize across cultures. Thus, someone in Venezuela or Sudan does not have a different set of mental abilities than a U.S. or Czech worker. There is some evidence that IQ scores vary to some degree across cultures, but those differences are much smaller when we take into account educational and economic differences.

Jobs differ in the demands they place on intellectual abilities. The more complex a job in terms of information-processing demands, the more general intelligence and verbal abilities will be necessary to perform successfully. Where employee behavior is highly routine and there are few or no opportunities to exercise discretion, a high IQ is
not as important to performing well. However, that does not mean people with high IQs cannot have an impact on traditionally less complex jobs.

It might surprise you that the most widely used intelligence test in hiring decisions takes only 12 minutes to complete. It’s the Wonderlic Cognitive Ability Test. There are different forms, and each has 50 questions. Here are a few examples:

- When rope is selling at $0.10 a foot, how many feet can you buy for $0.60?
- Assume the first two statements are true. Is the final one:
  1. True.
  2. False.
  3. Not certain.
     a. The boy plays baseball.
     b. All baseball players wear hats.
     c. The boy wears a hat.

The Wonderlic measures both speed (almost nobody has time to answer every question) and power (questions get harder as you go along), so the average score is pretty low—about 21/50. And because it is able to provide valid information cheaply (for $5 to $10/applicant), more companies are using the Wonderlic in hiring decisions. The Factory Card & Party Outlet, with 182 stores nationwide, uses it. So do Subway, Peoples Flowers, Security Alarm, Workforce Employment Solutions, and many others. Most of

### Exhibit 2-2
**Dimensions of Intellectual Ability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Job Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number aptitude</td>
<td>Ability to do speedy and accurate arithmetic</td>
<td>Accountant: Computing the sales tax on a set of items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal comprehe</td>
<td>Ability to understand what is read or heard and the relationship of words to</td>
<td>Plant manager: Following corporate policies on hiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual speed</td>
<td>Ability to identify visual similarities and differences quickly and accurately</td>
<td>Fire investigator: Identifying clues to support a charge of arson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive reason</td>
<td>Ability to identify a logical sequence in a problem and then solve the problem</td>
<td>Market researcher: Forecasting demand for a product in the next time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deductive reason</td>
<td>Ability to use logic and assess the implications of an argument</td>
<td>Supervisor: Choosing between two different suggestions offered by employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial visuali</td>
<td>Ability to imagine how an object would look if its position in space were changed</td>
<td>Interior decorator: Redecorating an office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Ability to retain and recall past experiences</td>
<td>Salesperson: Remembering the names of customers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
these companies don’t give up other hiring tools, such as application forms or interviews. Rather, they add the Wonderlic for its ability to provide valid data on applicants’ intelligence levels.

Interestingly, although intelligence is a big help in performing a job well, it doesn’t make people happier or more satisfied with their jobs. The correlation between intelligence and job satisfaction is about zero. Why? Research suggests that although intelligent people perform better and tend to have more interesting jobs, they are also more critical when evaluating their job conditions. Thus, smart people have it better, but they also expect more.63

**Physical Abilities**

Though the changing nature of work suggests intellectual abilities are increasingly important for many jobs, physical abilities have been and will remain valuable. Research on hundreds of jobs has identified nine basic abilities needed in the performance of physical tasks.64 These are described in Exhibit 2-3. Individuals differ in the extent to which they have each of these abilities. Not surprisingly, there is also little relationship among them: a high score on one is no assurance of a high score on others. High employee performance is likely to be achieved when management has ascertained the extent to which a job requires each of the nine abilities and then ensures that employees in that job have those abilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dynamic strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Trunk strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Static strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Explosive strength</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexibility Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Extent flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Dynamic flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7. Body coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Stamina</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 2-3**
Nine Basic Physical Abilities
The Role of Disabilities

The importance of ability at work obviously creates problems when we attempt to formulate workplace policies that recognize diversity in terms of disability status. As we have noted, recognizing that individuals have different abilities that can be taken into account when making hiring decisions is not problematic. However, it is discriminatory to make blanket assumptions about people on the basis of a disability. It is also possible to make accommodations for disabilities.

IMPLEMENTING DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Having discussed a variety of ways in which people differ, we now look at how a manager can and should manage these differences. Diversity management makes everyone more aware of and sensitive to the needs and differences of others. This definition highlights the fact that diversity programs include and are meant for everyone. Diversity is much more likely to be successful when we see it as everyone’s business than if we believe it helps only certain groups of employees.

Attracting, Selecting, Developing, and Retaining Diverse Employees

One method of enhancing workforce diversity is to target recruiting messages to specific demographic groups underrepresented in the workforce. This means placing advertisements in publications geared toward specific demographic groups; recruiting at colleges, universities, and other institutions with significant numbers of underrepresented minorities; and forming partnerships with associations like the Society for Women Engineers or the Graduate Minority Business Association. These efforts can be successful, and research has shown that women and minorities do have greater interest in employers that make special efforts to highlight a commitment to diversity in their recruiting materials. Advertisements depicting groups of diverse employees are seen as more attractive to women and racial/ethnic minorities, which is probably why most organizations depict workforce diversity prominently in their recruiting materials. Diversity advertisements that fail to show women and minorities in positions of organizational leadership send a negative message about the diversity climate at an organization.

The selection process is one of the most important places to apply diversity efforts. Managers who hire need to value fairness and objectivity in selecting employees and focus on the productive potential of new recruits. Fortunately, ensuring that hiring is bias-free does appear to work. Where managers use a well-defined protocol for assessing applicant talent and the organization clearly prioritizes nondiscrimination policies, qualifications become far more important in determining who gets hired than demographic characteristics. Organizations that do not discourage discriminatory behavior are more likely to see problems.

Similarity in personality appears to affect career advancement. Those whose personality traits are similar to those of their co-workers are more likely to be promoted than those whose personalities are different. There’s an important qualifier to these results: in collectivistic cultures, similarity to supervisors is more important for predicting advancement, whereas in individualistic cultures, similarity to peers is more important. Once again, deep-level diversity factors appear to be more important in shaping people’s reactions to one another than surface-level characteristics.
Evidence from a study of more than 6,000 workers in a major retail organization indicated that in stores with a less supportive diversity climate, African Americans or Hispanics made significantly fewer sales than White employees, but when the diversity climate was positive, Hispanics and Whites sold about the same amount and African Americans made more sales than Whites.\textsuperscript{68} Whites sold about the same amount whether there was a positive diversity climate or not, but African Americans and Hispanics sold far more when there was. There are obvious bottom-line implications of this research: stores that fostered a positive diversity climate were able to capitalize on their diverse workforce and make more money.

Some data suggest individuals who are demographically different from their coworkers are more likely to feel low commitment and to turn over: women are more likely to turn over from predominantly male work groups and men from predominantly female work groups; non-Whites are more likely to turn over from predominantly White work groups and Whites from predominantly non-White work groups.\textsuperscript{69} However, this behavior is more prominent among new hires. After people become better acquainted with one another, demographic differences are less consistently related to turnover. One very large-scale study showed a positive diversity climate was related to higher organizational commitment and lower turnover intentions among African-American, Hispanic, and White managers.\textsuperscript{70} In other words, all workers appeared to prefer an organization that values diversity.

**Diversity in Groups**

Most contemporary workplaces require extensive work in group settings. When people work in groups, they need to establish a common way of looking at and accomplishing the major tasks, and they need to communicate with one another often. If they feel little sense of membership and cohesion in their groups, all these group attributes are likely to suffer.

Does diversity help or hurt group performance? The answer is “yes.” In some cases, diversity in traits can hurt team performance, whereas in others it can facilitate it.\textsuperscript{71} Whether diverse or homogeneous teams are more effective depends on the characteristic of interest. Demographic diversity (in gender, race, and ethnicity) does not appear to either help or hurt team performance in general. On the other hand, teams of individuals who are highly intelligent, conscientious, and interested in working in team settings are more effective. Thus diversity on these variables is likely to be a bad thing—it makes little sense to try to form teams that mix in members who are lower in intelligence, conscientiousness, and uninterested in teamwork. In other cases, differences can be a strength. Groups of individuals with different types of expertise and education are more effective than homogeneous groups. Similarly, a group made entirely of assertive people who want to be in charge, or a group whose members all prefer to follow the lead of others, will be less effective than a group that mixes leaders and followers.

Regardless of the composition of the group, differences can be leveraged to achieve superior performance. The most important way is to emphasize the higher-level similarities among members.\textsuperscript{72} In other words, groups of diverse individuals will be much more effective if leaders can show how members have a common interest in the group’s success. Evidence also shows transformational leaders (who emphasize higher-order goals and values in their leadership style) are more effective in managing diverse teams.\textsuperscript{73}
Effective Diversity Programs

Organizations use a variety of efforts to capitalize on diversity, including the recruiting and selection policies we have already discussed, as well as training and development practices. Effective, comprehensive workforce programs encouraging diversity have three distinct components. First, they teach managers about the legal framework for equal employment opportunity and encourage fair treatment of all people regardless of their demographic characteristics. Second, they teach managers how a diverse workforce will be better able to serve a diverse market of customers and clients. Third, they foster personal development practices that bring out the skills and abilities of all workers, acknowledging how differences in perspective can be a valuable way to improve performance for everyone.74

Much concern about diversity has to do with fair treatment.75 Most negative reactions to employment discrimination are based on the idea that discriminatory treatment is unfair. Regardless of race or gender, people are generally in favor of diversity-oriented programs, including affirmative action, if they believe the policies ensure everyone a fair opportunity to show their skills and abilities.

A major study of the consequences of diversity programs came to what might seem a surprising conclusion.76 Organizations that provided diversity training were not consistently more likely to have women and minorities in upper management positions than organizations that did not. On closer examination though, these results are not surprising. Experts have long known that one-shot training sessions without strategies to encourage effective diversity management back on the job are not likely to be very effective. Some diversity programs are truly effective in improving representation in management. They include strategies to measure the representation of women and minorities in managerial positions, and they hold managers accountable for achieving more demographically diverse management teams. Researchers also suggest that diversity experiences are more likely to lead to positive adaptation for all parties if (1) the diversity experience undermines stereotypical attitudes, (2) if the perceiver is motivated and able to consider a new perspective on others, (3) if the perceiver engages in stereotype suppression and generative thought in response to the diversity experience, and (4) if the positive experience of stereotype undermining is repeated frequently.77 Diversity programs based on these principles are likely to be more effective than traditional classroom learning.

Organizational leaders should examine their workforce to determine whether target groups have been underutilized. If groups of employees are not proportionally represented in top management, managers should look for any hidden barriers to advancement. They can often improve recruiting practices, make selection systems more transparent, and provide training for those employees who have not had adequate exposure to certain material in the past. The organization should also clearly communicate its policies to employees so they can understand how and why certain practices are followed. Communications should focus as much as possible on qualifications and job performance; emphasizing certain groups as needing more assistance could well backfire. A case study of the multinational Finnish company TRANSCO found it was possible to develop a consistent global philosophy for diversity management. However, differences in legal and cultural factors across nations forced TRANSCO to develop unique policies to match the cultural and legal frameworks of each country in which it operated.78
To ensure the top-level management team represents the diversity of its workforce and client base, Safeway implemented the Retail Leadership Development (RLD) program, a formal career development program. This program is open to all employees, so it is inclusive, but women and underrepresented racial or ethnic groups are particularly encouraged to participate. Interested individuals take a series of examinations to determine whether they have management potential. Those who perform well on the tests are provided with work in roles that expose them to managerial opportunities. The program’s comprehensive nature is underscored by its additional support activities: All managers attend workshops that help them bring diversity concerns front and center in their staff meetings. They are also charged with providing promising RLD participants with additional training and development opportunities to ensure they have the skills needed for advancement. The program incorporates the type of accountability we have said is crucial to the success of diversity efforts; performance bonuses are provided to managers who meet concrete diversity goals. This program has shown real success: the number of White women store managers has increased by 31 percent since its inception, and the number of women-of-color store managers has increased by 92 percent.79

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

This chapter looked at diversity from many perspectives. We paid particular attention to three variables—biographical characteristics, ability, and diversity programs. Let’s summarize what we found and consider its importance for a manager trying to understand organizational behavior.

- We can readily observe biographical characteristics, but that doesn’t mean we should explicitly use them in management decisions. Most research shows fairly minimal effects of biographical characteristics on job performance. We also need to be aware of implicit biases we or other managers may have.
- An effective selection process will improve the fit between employees and job requirements. A job analysis will provide information about jobs currently being done and the abilities individuals need to perform the jobs adequately. Applicants can then be tested, interviewed, and evaluated on the degree to which they possess the necessary abilities.
- Promotion and transfer decisions affecting individuals already in the organization’s employ should reflect candidates’ abilities. As with new employees, care should be taken to assess critical abilities incumbents will need in the job and match those with the organization’s human resources.
- To accommodate employees with disabilities, managers can improve the fit by fine-tuning the job to better match an incumbent’s abilities. Often, modifications with no significant impact on the job’s basic activities, such as changing equipment or reorganizing tasks within a group, can better adapt work to the specific talents of a given employee.
- Diversity management must be an ongoing commitment that crosses all levels of the organization. Group management, recruiting, hiring, retention, and development practices can all be designed to leverage diversity for the organization’s competitive advantage.
- Policies to improve the climate for diversity can be effective, so long as they are designed to acknowledge all employees’ perspectives. One-shot diversity training sessions are less likely to be effective than comprehensive programs that address the climate for diversity at multiple levels.
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We seem to have attitudes toward everything, whether it’s about our leaders, our college or university, our families, or ourselves. In this chapter, we look at attitudes, their link to behavior, and how employee’s satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their jobs affects the workplace.

ATTITUDES

Attitudes are evaluative statements—either favorable or unfavorable—about objects, people, or events. They reflect how we feel about something. For example, when you say “I like my job,” you are expressing your attitude about work.

Attitudes are complex. If you ask people about their attitude toward religion, Lady Gaga, or the organization they work for, you may get a simple response, but the reasons underlying are probably complicated. In order to fully understand attitudes, we must consider their fundamental properties or components.
What Are the Main Components of Attitudes?

Typically, researchers have assumed that attitudes have three components: cognition, affect, and behavior. Let’s look at each.

The statement “My pay is low” is the cognitive component of an attitude—a description of or belief in the way things are. It sets the stage for the more critical part of an attitude—its affective component. Affect is the emotional or feeling segment of an attitude and is reflected in the statement “I am angry over how little I’m paid.” Affect can lead to behavioral outcomes. The behavioral component of an attitude describes an intention to behave in a certain way toward someone or something—to continue the example, “I’m going to look for another job that pays better.”

Viewing attitudes as having three components—cognition, affect, and behavior—is helpful in understanding their complexity and the potential relationship between attitudes and behavior. It is important to keep in mind that these components are closely related, and cognition and affect in particular are inseparable in many ways. For example, imagine you realized that someone has just treated you unfairly. Aren’t you likely to have feelings about that, occurring virtually instantaneously with the realization? Thus, cognition and affect are intertwined.

Exhibit 3-1 illustrates how the three components of an attitude are related. In this example, an employee didn’t get a promotion he thought he deserved; a co-worker got it instead. The employee’s attitude toward his supervisor is illustrated as follows: the employee thought he deserved the promotion (cognition), he strongly dislikes his supervisor (affect), and he has complained and taken action (behavior). As we’ve noted, although we often think cognition causes affect, which then causes behavior, in reality these components are often difficult to separate.

In organizations, attitudes are important for their behavioral component. If workers believe, for example, that supervisors, auditors, bosses, and time-and-motion engineers are all in conspiracy to make employees work harder for the same or less money, it...
makes sense to try to understand how these attitudes formed, how they relate to actual job behavior, and how they might be changed.

**Does Behavior Always Follow from Attitudes?**

Early research on attitudes assumed they were causally related to behavior—that is, the attitudes people hold determine what they do. Common sense, too, suggests a relationship. Isn’t it logical that people watch television programs they like, or that employees try to avoid assignments they find distasteful?

However, in the late 1960s, a review of the research challenged this assumed effect of attitudes on behavior. One researcher—Leon Festinger—argued that attitudes *follow* behavior. Did you ever notice how people change what they say so it doesn’t contradict what they do? Perhaps a friend of yours has consistently argued that the quality of U.S. cars isn’t up to that of imports and that he’d never own anything but a Japanese or German car. Then his dad gives him a late-model Ford Mustang, and suddenly he says U.S. cars aren’t so bad. Festinger proposed that cases of attitude following behavior illustrate the effects of cognitive dissonance, any incompatibility an individual might perceive between two or more attitudes or between behavior and attitudes. Festinger argued that any form of inconsistency is uncomfortable and that individuals will therefore attempt to reduce it. They will seek a stable state, which is a minimum of dissonance.

Research has generally concluded that people do seek consistency among their attitudes and between their attitudes and their behavior. They either alter the attitudes or the behavior, or they develop a rationalization for the discrepancy. Tobacco executives provide an example. How, you might wonder, do these people cope with the continuing revelations about the health dangers of smoking?

- They can deny any clear causation between smoking and cancer.
- They can brainwash themselves by continually articulating the benefits of tobacco.
- They can acknowledge the negative consequences of smoking but rationalize that people are going to smoke and that tobacco companies merely promote freedom of choice.
- They can accept the evidence and make cigarettes less dangerous or reduce their availability to more vulnerable groups, such as teenagers.
- Or they can quit their job because the dissonance is too great.

No individual, of course, can completely avoid dissonance. You know cheating on your income tax is wrong, but you fudge the numbers a bit every year and hope you’re not audited. Or you tell your children to floss their teeth, but you don’t do it yourself. Festinger proposed that the desire to reduce dissonance depends on three factors, including the importance of the elements creating it and the degree of influence we believe we have over them. Individuals will be more motivated to reduce dissonance when the attitude is important or when they believe the dissonance is due to something they can control. The third factor is the rewards of dissonance; high rewards accompanying high dissonance tend to reduce the tension inherent in the dissonance (dissonance is less distressing if accompanied with something good, such as higher pay than deserved).

Although Festinger argued that attitudes follow behavior, other researchers asked whether there was any relationship at all. More recent research shows that attitudes predict future behavior and confirmed Festinger’s idea that “moderating variables” can strengthen the link.
MODERATING VARIABLES The most powerful moderators of the attitudes relationship are the importance of the attitude, its correspondence to behavior, its accessibility, the presence of social pressures, and whether a person has direct experience with the attitude.\(^7\)

Important attitudes reflect our fundamental values, self-interest, or identification with individuals or groups we value. These attitudes tend to show a strong relationship to our behavior.

Specific attitudes tend to predict specific behaviors, whereas general attitudes tend to best predict general behaviors. For instance, asking someone about her intention to stay with an organization for the next 6 months is likely to better predict turnover for that person than asking her how satisfied she is with her job overall. On the other hand, overall job satisfaction would better predict a general behavior, such as whether the individual was engaged in her work or motivated to contribute to her organization.\(^8\)

Attitudes that our memories can easily access are more likely to predict our behavior. Interestingly, you’re more likely to remember attitudes you frequently express. So the more you talk about your attitude on a subject, the more likely you are to remember it, and the more likely it is to shape your behavior.

Discrepancies between attitudes and behavior tend to occur when social pressures to behave in certain ways hold exceptional power, as in most organizations. This may explain why an employee who holds strong antiunion attitudes attends pro-union organizing meetings, or why tobacco executives, who are not smokers and who tend to believe the research linking smoking and cancer, don’t actively discourage others from smoking.

Finally, the attitude–behavior relationship is likely to be much stronger if an attitude refers to something with which we have direct personal experience. Asking college students with no significant work experience how they would respond to working for an authoritarian supervisor is far less likely to predict actual behavior than asking that same question of employees who have actually worked for such an individual.

What Are the Major Job Attitudes?

We each have thousands of attitudes, but OB focuses our attention on a very limited number of work-related attitudes. These tap positive or negative evaluations that employees hold about aspects of their work environments. Most of the research in OB has looked at three attitudes: job satisfaction, job involvement, and organizational commitment.\(^9\) A few other important attitudes are perceived organizational support and employee engagement.

JOB SATISFACTION When people speak of employee attitudes, they usually mean job satisfaction, which describes a positive feeling about a job, resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics. A person with a high level of job satisfaction holds positive feelings about his or her job, whereas a person with a low level holds negative feelings. Because OB researchers give job satisfaction high importance, we’ll review this attitude in detail later in the chapter.

JOB INVOLVEMENT Related to job satisfaction is job involvement,\(^10\) which measures the degree to which people identify psychologically with their jobs and consider their perceived performance levels important to self-worth.\(^11\) Employees with a high level...
of job involvement strongly identify with and really care about the kind of work they do. Another closely related concept is **psychological empowerment**, employees’ beliefs in the degree to which they influence their work environments, their competencies, the meaningfulness of their jobs, and their perceived autonomy. One study of nursing managers in Singapore found that good leaders empower their employees by involving them in decisions, making them feel their work is important, and giving them discretion to “do their own thing.”

High levels of both job involvement and psychological empowerment are positively related to organizational citizenship behavior (known as OCB, this is discretionary behavior that is not part of an employee’s formal job requirements but contributes to the psychological and social environment of the workplace) and job performance. High job involvement is also related to reduced absences and lower resignation rates.

**ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT** In **organizational commitment**, an employee identifies with a particular organization and its goals and wishes to remain a member. Most research has focused on emotional attachment to an organization and belief in its values as the “gold standard” for employee commitment.

A positive relationship appears to exist between organizational commitment and job productivity, but it is a modest one. A review of 27 studies suggested the relationship between commitment and performance is strongest for new employees, and considerably weaker for more experienced employees. Interestingly, research indicates that employees who feel their employers fail to keep promises to them feel less committed, and these reductions in commitment, in turn, lead to lower levels of creative performance. And, as with job involvement, the research evidence demonstrates negative relationships between organizational commitment and both absenteeism and turnover.

Theoretical models propose that employees who are committed will be less likely to engage in work withdrawal even if they are dissatisfied, because they have a sense of organizational loyalty or attachment. On the other hand, employees who are not committed, who feel less loyal to the organization, will tend to show lower levels of attendance at work across the board. Research confirms this theoretical proposition. It does appear that even if employees are not currently happy with their work, they are willing to make sacrifices for the organization if they are committed enough.

**PERCEIVED ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT** Perceived organizational support (POS) is the degree to which employees believe the organization values their contributions and cares about their well-being (for example, an employee believes his organization would accommodate him if he had a child care problem or would forgive an honest mistake on his part). Research shows that people perceive their organizations as supportive when rewards are deemed fair, when employees have a voice in decisions, and when they see their supervisors as supportive. Employees with strong POS perceptions have been found more likely to have higher levels of organizational citizenship behaviors, lower levels of tardiness, and better customer service. This seems to hold true mainly in countries where the power distance, the degree to which people in a country accept that power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally, is lower. In these countries, like the United States, people are more likely to view work as an exchange than a moral obligation. This isn’t to say POS can’t be a predictor anywhere on a situation-specific basis. Though little cross-cultural research has been done, one study found POS predicted
the job performance and citizenship behaviors of untraditional or low power-distance Chinese employees—in short, those more likely to think of work as an exchange rather than a moral obligation.24

**EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT**  A new concept is employee engagement, an individual’s involvement with, satisfaction with, and enthusiasm for, the work she does. To evaluate this, we might ask employees about the availability of resources and the opportunities to learn new skills, whether they feel their work is important and meaningful, and whether their interactions with co-workers and supervisors are rewarding.25 Highly engaged employees have a passion for their work and feel a deep connection to their companies; disengaged employees have essentially checked out—putting time but not energy or attention into their work. Engagement becomes a real concern for most organizations because surveys indicate that few employees—between 17 percent and 29 percent—are highly engaged by their work. A study of nearly 8,000 business units in 36 companies found that those whose employees reported high-average levels of engagement had higher levels of customer satisfaction, were more productive, brought in higher profits, and experienced lower levels of turnover and accidents than at other companies.26 Molson Coors, for example, found engaged employees were five times less likely to have safety incidents, and when one did occur, it was much less serious and less costly for the engaged employee than for a disengaged one ($63 per incident versus $392).27 Caterpillar set out to increase employee engagement and recorded a resulting 80 percent drop in grievances and a 34 percent increase in highly satisfied customers.28

Such promising findings have earned employee engagement a following in many business organizations and management consulting firms. However, the concept is relatively new and still generates active debate about its usefulness. One set of researchers concluded, “The meaning of employee engagement is ambiguous among both academic researchers and among practitioners who use it in conversations with clients.” Another reviewer called engagement “an umbrella term for whatever one wants it to be.”29 More recent research has set out to clarify the dimensions of employee engagement. This work has demonstrated that engagement is distinct from job satisfaction and job involvement and incrementally predicts job behaviors after we take these traditional job attitudes into account.

**ARE THESE JOB ATTITUDES REALLY ALL THAT DISTINCT?**  You might wonder whether the above job attitudes are really distinct. If people feel deeply engaged by their job (high job involvement), isn’t it probable they like it too (high job satisfaction)? Won’t people who think their organization is supportive (high perceived organizational support) also feel committed to it (strong organizational commitment)?

Evidence suggests these attitudes are highly related, perhaps to a troubling degree. For example, the correlation between perceived organizational support and affective commitment is very strong.30 That means the variables may be redundant—if you know someone’s affective commitment, you know her perceived organizational support. Why is redundancy troubling? Because it is inefficient and confusing. Why have two steering wheels on a car when you need only one? Why have two concepts—going by different labels—when you need only one?

Although we OB researchers like proposing new attitudes, often we haven’t been good at showing how they compare and contrast with each other. There is some distinctiveness among them, but they overlap greatly, for various reasons including the
employee’s personality. Some people are predisposed to be positive or negative about almost everything. If someone tells you she loves her company, it may not mean a lot if she is positive about everything else in her life. Or the overlap may mean some organizations are just all-around better places to work than others. If you as a manager know someone’s level of job satisfaction, taking this into account, you know most of what you need to know about how that person sees the organization—and can predict the employee’s effectiveness.

**JOB SATISFACTION**

We have already discussed job satisfaction briefly. Now let’s dissect the concept more carefully. How do we measure job satisfaction? What causes an employee to have a high level of job satisfaction? Moreover, how do dissatisfied and satisfied employees affect an organization?

**Measuring Job Satisfaction**

Our definition of job satisfaction—a positive feeling about a job resulting from an evaluation of its characteristics—is clearly broad. Yet that breadth is appropriate. A job is more than just shuffling papers, writing programming code, waiting on customers, or driving a truck. Jobs require interacting with co-workers and bosses, following organizational rules and policies, meeting performance standards, living with working conditions, and the like. An employee’s assessment of his satisfaction with the job is thus a complex summation of many discrete elements. How, then, do we measure it?

Two approaches are popular. The single global rating is a response to one question, such as, “All things considered, how satisfied are you with your job?” Respondents circle a number between 1 and 5 on a scale from “highly satisfied” to “highly dissatisfied.” The second method, the summation of job facets, is more sophisticated. It identifies key elements in a job such as the nature of the work, supervision, present pay, promotion opportunities, and relationships with co-workers. Respondents rate these on a standardized scale, and researchers add the ratings to create an overall job satisfaction score.

Is one of these approaches superior? Intuitively, summing up responses to a number of job factors seems likely to achieve a more accurate evaluation of job satisfaction. Research, however, doesn’t support the intuition. This is one of those rare instances in which simplicity seems to work as well as complexity, making one method essentially as valid as the other. The best explanation is that the concept of job satisfaction is so broad a single question captures its essence. Both methods are helpful. The single global rating method isn’t very time consuming, and the summation of job facets helps managers zero in on problems and deal with them faster and more accurately.

**How Satisfied Are People in Their Jobs?**

Are most people satisfied with their jobs? The answer seems to be a qualified “yes” in the United States and most other developed countries. Independent studies conducted among U.S. workers over the past 30 years generally indicate more workers are satisfied with their jobs than not. But a caution is in order. Recent data show a dramatic drop-off in average job satisfaction levels during the economic contraction that started in late 2007, so much so that only about half of workers report being satisfied with their jobs now.
Research also shows satisfaction levels vary a lot, depending on which facet of job satisfaction you’re talking about. As shown in Exhibit 3-2, people have typically been more satisfied with their jobs overall, with the work itself, and with their supervisors and co-workers than they have been with their pay and with promotion opportunities. It’s not really clear why people dislike their pay and promotion possibilities more than other aspects of their jobs.36

Although job satisfaction appears relevant across cultures, that doesn’t mean there are no cultural differences in job satisfaction. Evidence suggests employees in Western cultures have higher levels of job satisfaction than those in Eastern cultures.37 Exhibit 3-3 provides the results of a global study of job satisfaction levels of workers in 15 countries. (This study included 23 countries, but for presentation purposes we report the results for only the largest.) As the exhibit shows, the highest levels appear in the United States and Western Europe. Do employees in Western cultures have better jobs? Or are they simply more positive (and less self-critical)? Although both factors are probably at play, evidence suggests that individuals in Eastern cultures find negative emotions less aversive more than do individuals in Western cultures, who tend to emphasize positive emotions and individual happiness.38 That may be why employees in Western cultures such as the United States and Scandinavia are more likely to have higher levels of satisfaction.

**What Causes Job Satisfaction?**

Think about the best job you’ve ever had. What made it so? Chances are you liked the work you did and the people with whom you worked. Interesting jobs that provide training, variety, independence, and control satisfy most employees.39 There is also a strong correspondence between how well people enjoy the social context of their workplace and how satisfied they are overall. Interdependence, feedback, social support, and interaction
with co-workers outside the workplace are strongly related to job satisfaction even after accounting for characteristics of the work itself.\(^{40}\)

You’ve probably noticed that pay comes up often when people discuss job satisfaction. For people who are poor or who live in less wealthy countries, pay does correlate with job satisfaction and overall happiness. But once an individual reaches a level of comfortable living (in the United States, that occurs at about $40,000 a year, depending on the region and family size), the relationship between pay and job satisfaction virtually disappears. People who earn $80,000 are, on average, no happier with their jobs than those who earn closer to $40,000. Take a look at Exhibit 3-4. It shows the relationship between the average pay for a job and the average level of job satisfaction. As you can see, there isn’t much of a relationship there. Handsomely compensated jobs have average satisfaction levels no higher than those that pay much less. One researcher even found no significant difference when he compared the overall well-being of the richest people on the Forbes’ 400 list with that of Maasai herders in East Africa.\(^{41}\)

Money does motivate people, as we will discover in a later chapter. But what motivates us is not necessarily the same as what makes us happy. A recent poll by University of California at Los Angeles and the American Council on Education found that entering college freshmen rated becoming “very well off financially” first on a list of 19 goals, ahead of choices such as helping others, raising a family, or becoming proficient in an academic pursuit. Maybe your goal isn’t to be happy. But if it is, money’s probably not going to do much to get you there.\(^{42}\)

Job satisfaction is not just about job conditions. Personality also plays a role. Research has shown that people who have positive core self-evaluations (CSE)—who
believe in their inner worth and basic competence—are more satisfied with their jobs than those with negative CSE. Not only do they see their work as more fulfilling and challenging, they are more likely to gravitate toward challenging jobs in the first place. Those with negative CSE set less ambitious goals and are more likely to give up when confronting difficulties. Thus, they’re more likely to be stuck in boring, repetitive jobs than those with positive CSE.

The Impact of Satisfied and Dissatisfied Employees on the Workplace

What happens when employees like their jobs, and when they dislike their jobs? One theoretical model—the exit–voice–loyalty–neglect framework—is helpful in understanding the consequences of dissatisfaction. The framework’s four responses differ along two dimensions: constructive/destructive and active/passive. The responses are as follows:

- **Exit.** The exit response directs behavior toward leaving the organization, including looking for a new position as well as resigning.
- **Voice.** The voice response includes actively and constructively attempting to improve conditions, including suggesting improvements, discussing problems with superiors, and undertaking some forms of union activity.
- **Loyalty.** The loyalty response means passively but optimistically waiting for conditions to improve, including speaking up for the organization in the face of external criticism and trusting the organization and its management to “do the right thing.”
- **Neglect.** The neglect response passively allows conditions to worsen and includes chronic absenteeism or lateness, reduced effort, and increased error rate.

Most employees are satisfied with their jobs; when they’re not, however, a host of actions in response to the dissatisfaction might be expected.

**EXHIBIT 3-4**

Relationship Between Average Pay in a Job Satisfaction of Employees in That Job

Exit and neglect behaviors encompass our performance variables—productivity, absenteeism, and turnover. But this model expands employee response to include voice and loyalty—constructive behaviors that allow individuals to tolerate unpleasant situations or revive satisfactory working conditions. It helps us understand situations, such as we sometimes find among unionized workers, for whom low job satisfaction is coupled with low turnover. Union members often express dissatisfaction through the grievance procedure or formal contract negotiations. These voice mechanisms allow them to continue in their jobs while convincing themselves they are acting to improve the situation.

As helpful as this framework is, it’s quite general. We now discuss more specific outcomes of job satisfaction and dissatisfaction in the workplace.

**JOB SATISFACTION AND JOB PERFORMANCE** As several studies have concluded, happy workers are more likely to be productive workers. Some researchers used to believe the relationship between job satisfaction and job performance was a myth. But a review of 300 studies suggested the correlation is pretty strong. As we move from the individual to the organizational level, we also find support for the satisfaction–performance relationship. When we gather satisfaction and productivity data for the organization as a whole, we find organizations with more satisfied employees tend to be more effective than organizations with fewer.

**JOB SATISFACTION AND OCB** It seems logical to assume job satisfaction should be a major determinant of an employee’s organizational citizenship behavior (OCB), the discretionary behavior that is not part of an employee’s formal job requirements, and that contributes to the psychological and social environment of the workplace. Satisfied employees would seem more likely to talk positively about the organization, help others, and go beyond the normal expectations of their job, perhaps because they want to reciprocate their positive experiences. Consistent with this thinking, evidence suggests job satisfaction is moderately correlated with OCB; people who are more satisfied with their jobs are more likely to engage in OCB. Why? Fairness perceptions help explain the relationship. Also, those who feel their co-workers support them are more likely to engage in helpful behaviors, whereas those who have antagonistic relationships with co-workers are less likely to do so. Individuals with certain personality traits are also more satisfied with their work, which in turn leads them to engage in more OCB. Finally, research shows that when people are in a good mood, they are more likely to engage in OCB.

**JOB SATISFACTION AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION** As we noted in Chapter 1, employees in service jobs often interact with customers. Because service organization managers should be concerned with pleasing those customers, it is reasonable to ask, Is employee satisfaction related to positive customer outcomes? For frontline employees who have regular customer contact, the answer is “yes.” Satisfied employees increase customer satisfaction and loyalty.

A number of companies are acting on this evidence. The first core value of online retailer Zappos, “Deliver WOW through service,” seems fairly obvious, but the way in which Zappos does it is not. Employees are encouraged to “create fun and a little weirdness” and are given unusual discretion in making customers satisfied; they are encouraged to use their imaginations, including sending flowers to disgruntled customers; and Zappos even offers a $2,000 bribe to quit the company after training (to weed out the
Other organizations seem to work the other end of the spectrum by ignoring the effect job satisfaction has on the customer’s experience. In the airline industry, for example, two independent reports—one on the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) and the other on airline passenger complaints—argue that low employee morale was a major factor undermining passenger satisfaction. At US Airways, employees have posted comments on blogs such as “Our plans [sic] smell filthy” and, from another, “How can I take pride in this product?”

**JOB SATISFACTION AND ABSENTEEISM** We find a consistent negative relationship between satisfaction and absenteeism, but it is moderate to weak. Although it certainly makes sense that dissatisfied employees are more likely to miss work, other factors affect the relationship. Organizations that provide liberal sick leave benefits are encouraging all their employees—including those who are highly satisfied—to take days off. You can find work satisfying yet still want to enjoy a three-day weekend if those days come free with no penalties. When numerous alternative jobs are available, dissatisfied employees have high absence rates, but when there are few, they have the same (low) rate of absence as satisfied employees.

**JOB SATISFACTION AND TURNOVER** The relationship between job satisfaction and turnover is stronger than between satisfaction and absenteeism. The satisfaction–turnover relationship also is affected by alternative job prospects. If an employee is presented with an unsolicited job offer, job dissatisfaction is less predictive of turnover because the employee is more likely leaving in response to “pull” (the lure of the other job) than “push” (the unattractiveness of the current job). Similarly, job dissatisfaction is more likely to translate into turnover when employment opportunities are plentiful because employees perceive it is easy to move. Finally, when employees have high “human capital” (high education, high ability), job dissatisfaction is more likely to translate into turnover because they have, or perceive, many available alternatives.

**JOB SATISFACTION AND WORKPLACE DEVIANCE** Job dissatisfaction and antagonistic relationships with co-workers predict a variety of behaviors organizations find undesirable, including unionization attempts, substance abuse, stealing at work, undue socializing, and tardiness. Researchers argue these behaviors are indicators of a broader syndrome called *deviant behavior in the workplace* (or *counterproductive behavior* or *employee withdrawal*). If employees don’t like their work environments, they’ll respond somehow, though it is not always easy to forecast exactly *how*. One worker might quit. Another might use work time to surf the internet or take work supplies home for personal use. In short, workers who don’t like their jobs “get even” in various ways—and because those ways can be quite creative, controlling only one behavior, such as with an absence control policy, leaves the root cause untouched. To effectively control the undesirable consequences of job dissatisfaction, employers should attack the source of the problem—the dissatisfaction—rather than try to control the different responses.

**MANAGERS OFTEN “DON’T GET IT”** Given the evidence we’ve just reviewed, it should come as no surprise that job satisfaction can affect the bottom line. One study by a management consulting firm separated large organizations into high morale (more than 70 percent of employees expressed overall job satisfaction) and medium or low
morale (fewer than 70 percent). The stock prices of companies in the high-morale group grew 19.4 percent, compared with 10 percent for the medium-or low-morale group. Despite these results, many managers are unconcerned about employee job satisfaction. Still others overestimate how satisfied employees are with their jobs, so they don’t think there’s a problem when there is. In one study of 262 large employers, 86 percent of senior managers believed their organizations treated employees well, but only 55 percent of employees agreed. Another study found 55 percent of managers thought morale was good in their organizations, compared to only 38 percent of employees.62

Regular surveys can reduce gaps between what managers think employees feel and what they really feel. This can impact the bottom line in small franchise sites as well as in large companies. For instance, Jonathan McDaniel, manager of a KFC restaurant in Houston, surveys his employees every 3 months. Some results led him to make changes, such as giving employees greater say about which workdays they have off. Moreover, McDaniel believes the process itself is valuable. “They really love giving their opinions,” he says. “That’s the most important part of it—that they have a voice and that they’re heard.” Surveys are no panacea, but if job attitudes are as important as we believe, organizations need to find out where they can be improved.63

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Managers should be interested in their employees’ attitudes because attitudes give warnings of potential problems and influence behavior. Creating a satisfied workforce is hardly a guarantee of successful organizational performance, but evidence strongly suggests that whatever managers can do to improve employee attitudes will likely result in heightened organizational effectiveness all the way to high customer satisfaction—and profits. Some takeaway lessons from the study of attitudes include the following:

- **Positivity.** Satisfied and committed employees have lower rates of turnover, absenteeism, and withdrawal behaviors. They also perform better on the job. Given that managers want to keep resignations and absences down—especially among their most productive employees—they’ll want to do things that generate positive job attitudes.

- **Valid measurement.** Managers will also want to measure job attitudes effectively so they can tell how employees are reacting to their work. As one review put it, “A sound measurement of overall job attitude is one of the most useful pieces of information an organization can have about its employees.”64

- **Job appeal.** The most important thing managers can do to raise employee satisfaction is focus on the intrinsic parts of the job, such as making the work challenging and interesting.

- **More than money.** Although paying employees poorly will likely not attract high-quality employees to the organization or keep high performers, managers should realize that high pay alone is unlikely to create a satisfying work environment.
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Given the obvious role emotions play in our lives, it might surprise you that, until recently, the field of OB has given the topic of emotions little attention. Why? We offer two possible explanations.

First is the myth of rationality. Until recently, the protocol of the work world kept a damper on emotions. A well-run organization didn’t allow employees to express emotions as they were thought to be the antithesis of rationality. Though researchers and managers knew emotions were an inseparable part of everyday life, they tried to create organizations that were emotion-free.

The second explanation is the belief that emotions were disruptive. Researchers looked at strong negative emotions—especially anger—that interfered with an employee’s ability to work effectively. They rarely viewed emotions as constructive or positive.

Certainly emotions exhibited at the wrong time can hinder performance. But employees do bring their emotions to work every day, and no study of OB would be comprehensive without considering their role in workplace behavior.
WHAT ARE EMOTIONS AND MOODS?

In our analysis, we’ll need three terms that are closely intertwined: affect, emotions, and moods.

Affect is a generic term that covers a broad range of feelings people experience, including both emotions and moods. Emotions are intense feelings directed at someone or something. Moods are less intense feelings than emotions and often (though not always) arise without a specific event acting as a stimulus. Exhibit 4-1 shows the characteristics of each and the relationship between them.

Most experts believe emotions are more fleeting than moods. For example, if someone is rude to you, you’ll feel angry. That intense feeling probably comes and goes fairly quickly, maybe in a matter of seconds. Bad moods, though, can linger for several hours.

Emotions are reactions to a person or an event. You show your emotions when you’re “happy about something, angry at someone, afraid of something.” Moods, in contrast, aren’t usually directed at a person or an event. But emotions can turn into moods when you lose focus on the event or object that started the feeling. And, by the same token, good or bad moods can make you more emotional in response to an event. So when a colleague criticizes how you spoke to a client, you might show emotion toward a specific object, but as the specific emotion dissipates, you might just feel generally dispirited. You can’t attribute this feeling to any single event; you’re just not your normal self. You might then overreact to other events. This affect state describes a mood.

First, as the exhibit shows, affect is a broad term that encompasses emotions and moods. Second, there are differences between emotions and moods. Some of these differences are more subtle than the ones discussed previously. For example, unlike moods, emotions tend to be more clearly revealed by facial expressions. Also, some emotions may be more action-oriented—they may lead us to some immediate action—while moods may be more cognitive, meaning they may cause us to think or brood.

Finally, emotions and moods are closely connected and can influence each other. Getting your dream job may generate the emotion of joy, which can put you in a good

**EXHIBIT 4-1**
Affect, Emotions, and Moods
mood for several days. Similarly, if you’re in a good or bad mood, you might experience a more intense positive or negative emotion than is typical.

Affect, emotions, and moods are separable in theory; in practice the distinction isn’t always crystal-clear. In some areas, researchers have studied mostly moods, in other areas mainly emotions. So, when we review the OB topics on emotions and moods, you may see more information about emotions in one area and about moods in another. This is simply the state of the research.

**The Basic Emotions**

Because there is such a wide range of emotions, researchers have tried to limit them to a fundamental set. But some argue that it makes no sense to think in terms of “basic” emotions because even emotions we rarely experience, such as shock, can have a powerful effect on us.

It’s unlikely psychologists or philosophers will ever completely agree on one set of basic emotions. Still, many researchers agree on six essentially universal emotions—anger, fear, sadness, happiness, disgust, and surprise. Some even plot them along a continuum: happiness—surprise—fear—sadness—anger—disgust. The closer two emotions are to each other on this continuum, the more likely people will confuse them. We sometimes mistake happiness for surprise, but rarely do we confuse happiness and disgust. In addition, as we’ll see later on, cultural factors can also influence interpretations.

**The Basic Moods: Positive and Negative Affect**

One way to classify emotions is by whether they are positive or negative. Positive emotions—such as joy and gratitude—express a favorable evaluation or feeling. Negative emotions—such as anger or guilt—express the opposite. Keep in mind that emotions can’t be neutral. Being neutral is being nonemotional.

When we group emotions into positive and negative categories, they become mood states because we are now looking at them more generally instead of isolating one particular emotion. In Exhibit 4-2, excited is a pure marker of high positive affect, whereas
boredom is a pure marker of low positive affect. Nervous is a pure marker of high negative affect; relaxed is a pure marker of low negative affect. Finally, some emotions—such as contentment (a mixture of high positive affect and low negative affect) and sadness (a mixture of low positive affect and high negative affect)—are in between. Some emotions, such as surprise, don’t fit well into this model because they’re not as clearly positive or negative.

So, we can think of positive affect as a mood dimension consisting of positive emotions such as excitement and cheerfulness at the high end, and boredom and tiredness at the low end. Negative affect is a mood dimension consisting of nervousness, stress, and anxiety at the high end, and relaxation and poise at the low end. (Note: Positive and negative affect are moods. We’re using these labels, rather than positive mood and negative mood, because that’s how researchers label them.)

Negative emotions are likely to become negative moods. People think about events that created strong negative emotions five times as long as they do about events that created strong positive ones. So, we should expect people to recall negative experiences more readily than positive ones. Perhaps one reason is that negative experiences are generally more unusual. Indeed, research finds a positivity offset, meaning that at zero input (when nothing in particular is going on), most individuals experience a mildly positive mood. So, for most people, positive moods are more common than negative moods.

Does the degree to which people experience these positive and negative emotions vary across cultures? Yes. In China, people report experiencing fewer positive and negative emotions than people in other cultures, and the emotions they experience are less intense. People in most cultures appear to experience certain positive and negative emotions, but the frequency and intensity varies to some degree. Despite these differences, people from all over the world interpret negative and positive emotions in much the same way. We all view negative emotions as dangerous and destructive, and we desire positive emotions such as love and happiness. However, some cultures value certain emotions more than others. Pride, for example, is generally a positive emotion in Western individualistic cultures such as the United States, but Eastern cultures like China view pride as undesirable.

The Function of Emotions

DO EMOTIONS MAKE US IRRATIONAL? Famous astronomer Carl Sagan once indicated that when people have powerful emotions they tend to be less honest with themselves. This observation suggests rationality and emotion are in conflict, and that if you exhibit emotion you are likely to act irrationally. Some posit that displaying emotions such as sadness to the point of crying is so toxic to a career that we should leave the room rather than allow others to witness it. These perspectives suggest the demonstration or even experience of emotions can make us seem irrational. However, research is increasingly showing that emotions are actually critical to rational thinking.

Consider Phineas Gage, a railroad worker in Vermont. One September day in 1848, while Gage was setting an explosive charge at work, a 3-foot, 7-inch iron bar flew into his lower-left jaw and out through the top of his skull. Remarkably, Gage survived his injury. He was still able to read and speak, and he performed well above average on cognitive ability tests. However, it became clear he had lost his ability to experience emotion. Gage’s inability to express emotion eventually took away his ability to reason. Despite being an intelligent man whose intellectual abilities were unharmed by the accident, he
started making irrational choices about his life, often behaving erratically and against his self-interests. In commenting on Gage’s condition, one expert noted, “Reason may not be as pure as most of us think it is or wish it were . . . emotions and feelings may not be intruders in the bastion of reason at all: they may be enmeshed in its networks, for worse and for better.”

The example of Phineas Gage shows emotions are critical to rational thinking. We must have the ability to experience emotions to be rational. Why? Because our emotions provide important information about how we understand the world around us. The key to good decision making is to employ both thinking and feeling in our decisions.

**DO EMOTIONS MAKE US ETHICAL?** A growing body of research has begun to examine the relationship between emotions and moral attitudes. It was previously believed that, like decision making in general, most ethical decision making was based on higher-order cognitive processes, but research on moral emotions increasingly questions this perspective. Examples of moral emotions include sympathy for the suffering of others, guilt about our own immoral behavior, anger about injustice done to others, contempt for those who behave unethically, and disgust at violations of moral norms. Numerous studies suggest that these reactions are largely based on feelings rather than cold cognition. People who are behaving ethically are at least partially making decisions based on their emotions and feelings, and this emotional reaction will often be a good thing.

**Sources of Emotions and Moods**

Have you ever said “I got up on the wrong side of the bed today”? Have you ever snapped at a co-worker or family member for no particular reason? If you have, it probably makes you wonder where emotions and moods come from. Here we discuss some of the primary influences.

**PERSONALITY** Moods and emotions have a trait component: most people have built-in tendencies to experience certain moods and emotions more frequently than others do. People also experience the same emotions with different intensities. Contrast former coach Bobby Knight to Microsoft former CEO Bill Gates. The first is easily moved to anger, whereas the other is relatively distant and unemotional. Knight and Gates probably differ in affect intensity, or how strongly they experience their emotions. Affectively intense people experience both positive and negative emotions more deeply: When they’re sad, they’re really sad, and when they’re happy, they’re really happy.

**DAY OF THE WEEK AND TIME OF THE DAY** As Exhibit 4-3 shows, people tend to be in their worst moods (highest negative affect and lowest positive affect) early in the week, and in their best moods (highest positive affect and lowest negative affect) late in the week.

What about time of the day? (See Exhibit 4-4.) We often think we are either “morning” or “evening” people. However, most of us actually follow the same pattern. Regardless of what time we go to bed at night or get up in the morning, levels of positive affect tend to peak at around the halfway point between waking and sleeping. Negative affect, however, shows little fluctuation throughout the day.

What does this mean for organizational behavior? Monday morning is probably not the best time to ask someone for a favor or to convey bad news. Our workplace
Negative moods are highest on Sundays and Mondays and fall throughout the week. Positive moods are highest at the end of the week.

### Day of the Week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of the Week</th>
<th>Mood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat.</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Time of Day

- **Positive mood peaks during the middle part of the day**
- **Negative moods show very little variation over the day**

### Exhibit 4-3

Our Moods Are Affected by the Days of the Week


### Exhibit 4-4

Our Moods Are Affected by the Time of the Day

interactions will probably be more positive from midmorning onward and also later in the week.

WEATHER Many people believe mood is tied to the weather. However, a fairly large and detailed body of evidence suggests weather has little effect on mood, at least for most people. One expert concluded, “Contrary to the prevailing cultural view, these data indicate that people do not report a better mood on bright and sunny days (or, conversely, a worse mood on dark and rainy days).” Illusory correlation explains why people tend to think nice weather improves their mood. It occurs when people associate two events that in reality have no connection.

STRESS As you might imagine, stressful daily events at work (a nasty e-mail, deadlines, being reprimanded) negatively affect moods. The effects of stress also build over time. As the authors of one study note, “[A] constant diet of even low-level stressful events has the potential to cause workers to experience gradually increasing levels of strain over time.” Mounting levels of stress can worsen our moods, and we experience more negative emotions. Although sometimes we thrive on stress, most of us find stress takes a toll on our mood.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES For most people, social activities increase positive mood and have little effect on negative mood. But do people in positive moods seek out social interactions, or do social interactions cause people to be in good moods? It seems both are true. Does the type of social activity matter? Indeed it does. Research suggests activities that are physical (skiing or hiking with friends), informal (going to a party), or epicurean (eating with others) are more strongly associated with increases in positive mood than events that are formal (attending a meeting) or sedentary (watching TV with friends).

SLEEP U.S. adults report sleeping less than adults a generation ago. This is important to note as sleep quality does affect mood. Undergraduates and adult workers who are sleep-deprived report greater feelings of fatigue, anger, and hostility. One reason is that poor or reduced sleep impairs decision making and makes it difficult to control emotions. Poor sleep also impairs job satisfaction because people feel fatigued, irritable, and less alert.

EXERCISE Research consistently shows exercise enhances people’s positive mood. While not terribly strong overall, the effects are strongest for those who are depressed. So exercise may help put you in a better mood, but its influence is limited.

AGE One study of people ages 18 to 94 revealed that negative emotions seem to occur less as people get older. Periods of highly positive moods lasted longer for older individuals, and bad moods faded more quickly. The study implies emotional experience improves with age; as we get older, we experience fewer negative emotions.

SEX Evidence confirms women are more emotionally expressive than men; they experience emotions more intensely, tend to “hold onto” emotions longer than men, and display more frequent expressions of both positive and negative emotions, except anger. Evidence from a study of participants from 37 different countries found that men
consistently report higher levels of powerful emotions like anger, whereas women report
more powerless emotions like sadness and fear. Thus, there are some sex differences in
the experience and expression of emotions.  

People also tend to attribute men’s and women’s emotions in ways that might be
based on stereotypes of what typical emotional reactions are. One study showed that par-
ticipants who read about emotional expressions interpreted women’s reactions as being
dispositional (related to personality), whereas men’s reactions were interpreted as being
due to the situation around them. Another study showed that participants were faster
at detecting angry expressions on male faces and happy expressions on female faces;
neutral faces in men were attributed as more angry and neutral faces in women were
interpreted as happy.

EMOTIONAL LABOR

Every employee expends physical and mental labor by putting body and mind, respec-
tively, into the job. But jobs also require emotional labor, an employee’s expression of
organizationally desired emotions during interpersonal transactions at work.

The concept of emotional labor emerged from studies of service jobs. Airlines
expect their flight attendants to be cheerful; we expect funeral directors to be sad, and
doctors emotionally neutral. But emotional labor is relevant to almost every job. At the
least, your managers expect you to be courteous, not hostile, in your interactions with
coworkers. The true challenge arises when employees have to project one emotion while
feeling another. This disparity is emotional dissonance, and it can take a heavy toll.
Emotional dissonance is like cognitive dissonance as discussed in a previous chapter,
except that emotional dissonance concerns feelings rather than thinking. With emo-
tional dissonance, bottled-up feelings of frustration and resentment can lead to emotional
exhaustion and burnout. It’s from the increasing importance of emotional labor as a key
component of effective job performance that we have come to understand the relevance
of emotion within the field of OB.

It can help you, on the job especially, if you separate emotions into felt or displayed emotions. Felt emotions are an individual’s actual emotions. In contrast, displayed emotions are those that the organization requires workers to show and considers appropriate in a given job. They’re not innate; they’re learned. “The ritual look of delight on the face of the first runner-up as the new Miss America is announced is a product of the display rule that losers should mask their sadness with an expression of joy for the winner.” Similarly, most of us know how we’re expected to act at funerals and weddings, regardless of our actual feelings.

Research suggests that at U.S. workplaces, it is expected that we should typically
display positive emotions like happiness and excitement and suppress negative emo-
tions like fear and anger. Effective managers have learned to be serious when giving
an employee a negative performance evaluation and to hide their anger when they’ve
been passed over for promotion. A salesperson who hasn’t learned to smile and appear
friendly, despite his true feelings at the moment, typically won’t last long in the job. How
we experience an emotion isn’t always the same as how we show it.

Displaying fake emotions requires us to suppress real ones. Surface acting is
hiding inner feelings and forgoing emotional expressions in response to display rules.
A worker who smiles at a customer even when he doesn’t feel like it is surface acting.
Deep acting is trying to modify our true inner feelings based on display rules. A health care provider trying to genuinely feel more empathy for her patients is deep acting. Surface acting deals with displayed emotions, and deep acting deals with felt emotions. Research shows that surface acting is more stressful to employees because it entails denying their true emotions. Displaying emotions we don’t really feel is exhausting, so it is important to give employees who engage in surface displays a chance to relax and recharge. A study found that in hospital work groups where there were heavy emotional display demands, for instance, burnout was higher than in other hospital work groups. As well, the quality of breaks matters to the ability to recover. A study that looked at how cheerleading instructors spent their breaks from teaching found those who used their breaks to rest and relax were more effective instructors after their breaks. Instructors who did chores during their breaks were only about as effective after their break as they were before.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Diane Marshall is an office manager. Her awareness of her own and others’ emotions is almost nil. She’s moody and unable to generate much enthusiasm or interest in her employees. She doesn’t understand why employees get upset with her. She often overreacts to problems and chooses the most ineffectual responses to emotional situations. Diane has low emotional intelligence.

Emotional intelligence (EI) is a person’s ability to (1) perceive emotions in the self and others, (2) understand the meaning of these emotions, and (3) regulate one’s emotions accordingly in a cascading model, as shown in Exhibit 4-5. People who know their own emotions and are good at reading others’ emotions may be more effective in their jobs.

EI has been a controversial concept in OB, with supporters and detractors. In the following sections, we review the arguments for and against its viability.

The Case for EI

The arguments in favor of EI include its intuitive appeal, the fact that it predicts criteria that matter, and the idea that it is biologically based.
INTUITIVE APPEAL  Almost everyone agrees it is good to possess social intelligence. Intuition suggests people who can detect emotions in others and control their own emotions will have an advantage in the business world. For example, partners in a multinational consulting firm who scored above the median on an EI measure delivered $1.2 million more in business than did the other partners.53

EI PREDICTS CRITERIA THAT MATTER  Evidence suggests a high level of EI means a person will perform well on the job. For example, one study found EI predicted the performance of employees in a cigarette factory in China.54 Another study found the ability to recognize emotions in others’ facial expressions, and to pick up subtle signals about people’s emotions, predicted peer ratings of how valuable people were to their organization.55 Finally, a review of studies indicated that, overall, EI weakly but consistently positively correlated with job performance, even after researchers took cognitive ability, conscientiousness, and neuroticism into account.56

EI IS BIOLOGICALLY BASED  In one study, people with damage to the brain area that governs emotional processing (part of the prefrontal cortex) scored no lower on standard measures of intelligence than people without similar damage. But they scored significantly lower on EI tests and were impaired in normal decision making. This suggests EI is neurologically based in a way that’s unrelated to standard measures of intelligence, as we will discuss in more depth in the next chapter.57 There is also evidence EI is genetically influenced, further supporting the idea that it measures a real underlying biological factor.58

The Case Against EI

For all its supporters, EI has just as many critics who say it’s vague and impossible to measure, and they question its validity.

EI RESEARCHERS DO NOT AGREE ON DEFINITIONS  To many researchers, it’s not clear what EI is because researchers use different definitions of the construct.59 Some researchers have focused on emotional intelligence via tests with right and wrong answers, scoring the ability to recognize and control emotions. This is the ability-based perspective on EI. Others focus on EI as a broad array of constructs that can be measured by self-reports and are connected primarily by the fact that they are not redundant with cognitive intelligence. Not only are these two definitions different, but the measures used by each perspective are barely correlated with one another.60

EI CAN’T BE MEASURED  Many have raised questions about measuring EI, arguing because it’s a form of intelligence, there must be right and wrong answers on tests. Some tests do have right and wrong answers, although the validity of some questions is doubtful. One measure asks you to associate feelings with colors, as if purple always makes us feel cool and not warm. Other measures are self-reported, such as “I’m good at ‘reading’ other people,” and have no right or wrong answers. However, these self-report measures could reflect a variety of nonability-related constructs like general self-esteem or self-efficacy. The measures of EI are diverse, and researchers have not subjected them to as much rigorous study as they have measures of personality and general intelligence.61
EI IS NOTHING BUT PERSONALITY WITH A DIFFERENT LABEL  Some critics argue that because EI is so closely related to intelligence and personality, once you control for these factors, it has nothing unique to offer. There is some foundation to this argument. EI appears to be correlated with measures of personality, especially emotional stability.62 If this is true, then the evidence for a biological component to EI is spurious, and biological markers like brain activity and heritability are attributable to other well-known and much better researched psychological constructs. To some extent, researchers have resolved this issue by noting that EI is a construct partially determined by traits like cognitive intelligence, conscientiousness, and emotional stability, as shown in Exhibit 4-5, so it makes sense that EI is correlated with these characteristics.63

Although the field is progressing in its understanding of EI, many questions have not been answered. Still, EI is wildly popular among consulting firms and in the popular press. One consulting firm’s promotional materials for an EI measure claimed, “EI accounts for more than 85 percent of star performance in top leaders.”64 To say the least, it’s difficult to validate this statement with the research literature.

Emotion Regulation

Have you ever tried to cheer yourself up when you’re feeling down, or calm yourself when you’re feeling angry? If so, you have engaged in emotion regulation—identifying and modifying the emotions you feel. Strategies to change your emotions include thinking about more pleasant things, suppressing negative thoughts, distracting yourself, or engaging in relaxation techniques.

While it might seem desirable to regulate your emotions, research suggests there is a downside to trying to change the way you feel. Changing your emotions takes effort, and this effort can be exhausting. Sometimes attempts to change an emotion actually make the emotion stronger; for example, trying to talk yourself out of being afraid can make you focus more on what scares you, making you more afraid.65 Also, emotion suppression appears to be especially difficult to do effectively and can lead to more negative emotions.66 From another perspective, research suggests that avoiding negative emotional experiences is less likely to lead to positive moods than seeking out positive emotional experiences.67 For example, you’re more likely to experience a positive mood if you have a pleasant conversation with a friend than you would be if you avoided an unpleasant conversation with a hostile co-worker.

OB APPLICATIONS OF EMOTIONS AND MOODS

In this section, we assess how an understanding of emotions and moods can improve our ability to explain and predict the selection process in organizations, decision making, creativity, motivation, leadership, interpersonal conflict, negotiation, customer service, job attitudes, and deviant workplace behaviors. We also look at how managers can influence our moods.

Selection

One implication from the evidence on EI is that employers should consider it a factor in hiring employees, especially in jobs that demand a high degree of social interaction. In fact,
more employers are starting to use EI measures to hire people. In fact, a study of U.S. Air
Force recruiters showed that top-performing recruiters exhibited high levels of EI.

**Decision Making**

As you will see in Chapter 6, traditional approaches to the study of decision making in
organizations have emphasized rationality. But OB researchers are increasingly finding
that moods and emotions have important effects on decision making.

Positive moods and emotions seem to help people make sound decisions. People
in good moods or experiencing positive emotions are more likely than others to use heu-
ristics, or rules of thumb, to help make good decisions quickly. Positive emotions also
enhance problem-solving skills, so positive people find better solutions to problems.

OB researchers continue to debate the role of negative emotions and moods in
decision making. Although one often-cited study suggested depressed people reach more
accurate judgments, more recent evidence hints they make poorer decisions. Why?
Because depressed people are slower at processing information and tend to weigh all
possible options rather than the most likely ones. They search for the perfect solution,
when there rarely is one.

**Creativity**

People in good moods tend to be more creative than people in bad moods. They pro-
duce more ideas and more options. It seems people experiencing positive moods or
emotions are more flexible and open in their thinking, which may explain why they’re
more creative. Supervisors should actively try to keep employees happy because doing
so creates more good moods, which in turn leads people to be more creative.

Some researchers, however, do not believe a positive mood makes people more
creative. They argue that when people are in positive moods, they may relax and not
engage in the critical thinking necessary for some forms of creativity. The answer may
lie in thinking of moods somewhat differently. Rather than looking at positive or nega-
tive affect, it’s possible to conceptualize moods as active feelings like anger or elation
and contrast these with deactivating moods like sorrow or serenity. All the activating
moods, whether positive or negative, seem to lead to more creativity, whereas deactivat-
ing moods, as shown in Exhibit 4-2, as those with low affect, lead to less.

**Motivation**

Several studies have highlighted the importance of moods and emotions on motivation.
One study set two groups of people to solving word puzzles. The first group saw a funny
video clip, intended to put the subjects in a good mood first. The other group was not
shown the clip and started working on the puzzles right away. The results? The positive-
mood group reported higher expectations of being able to solve the puzzles, worked
harder at them, and solved more puzzles as a result.

The second study found that giving people performance feedback—whether real
or fake—influenced their mood, which then influenced their motivation. So a cycle can
exist in which a positive mood causes people to be more creative, which leads to positive
feedback from those observing their work. This positive feedback further reinforces the
positive mood, which may make people perform even better, and so on.
Another study looked at the moods of insurance sales agents in Taiwan. Agents in a good mood were more helpful toward their co-workers, and also felt better about themselves. These two factors in turn led to superior performance in the form of higher sales and better supervisor reports of performance.

**Leadership**

Effective leaders rely on emotional appeals to help convey their messages. In fact, the expression of emotions in speeches is often the critical element that makes us accept or reject a leader’s message. Politicians, as a case in point, have learned to show enthusiasm when talking about their chances of winning an election, even when polls suggest otherwise.

Corporate executives know emotional content is critical if employees are to buy into their vision of the company’s future and accept change. When higher-ups offer new visions with vague or distant goals, it is often difficult for employees to accept the changes they’ll bring. By arousing emotions and linking them to an appealing vision, leaders increase the likelihood that managers and employees alike will accept change. Leaders who focus on inspirational goals also generate greater optimism and enthusiasm in employees, leading to more positive social interactions with co-workers and customers.

**Negotiation**

Negotiation is an emotional process; however, we often say a skilled negotiator has a “poker face.” Several studies have shown that a negotiator who feigns anger has an advantage over their opponent. Why? Because when a negotiator shows anger, the opponent concludes the negotiator has conceded all she can and so gives in. However, anger should be used selectively in negotiation: angry negotiators who have less information or less power than their opponents experience significantly worse outcomes. It appears that a powerful, better-informed individual will be less willing to share information or meet an angry opponent halfway.

Displaying a negative emotion (such as anger) can be effective, but feeling bad about your performance appears to impair future negotiations. Individuals who do poorly in a negotiation experience negative emotions, develop negative perceptions of their counterpart, and are less willing to share information or be cooperative in future negotiations. Interestingly, then, while moods and emotions have benefits at work, in negotiation—unless we’re putting up a false front like feigning anger—emotions may impair negotiator performance. A 2005 study found people who suffered damage to the emotional centers of their brains (the same part that was injured in Phineas Gage) may be the best negotiators, because they’re not likely to overcorrect when faced with negative outcomes.

**Customer Service**

A worker’s emotional state influences customer service, which influences levels of repeat business and of customer satisfaction. Providing high-quality customer service makes demands on employees because it often puts them in a state of emotional dissonance. Long-term emotional dissonance is a predictor for job burnout, declines in job performance, and lower job satisfaction.
Employees’ emotions can transfer to the customer. Studies indicate a matching effect between employee and customer emotions called emotional contagion—the “catching” of emotions from others. When someone experiences positive emotions and laughs and smiles at you, you tend to respond positively. Emotional contagion is important because customers who catch the positive moods or emotions of employees shop longer. Negative emotions and moods are contagious too. When an employee feels unfairly treated by a customer, for example, it’s harder for him to display the positive emotions his organization expects of him.

**Job Attitudes**

Ever hear the advice “Never take your work home with you,” meaning you should forget about work once you go home? That’s easier said than done. Several studies have shown people who had a good day at work tend to be in a better mood at home that evening, and vice versa. People who have a stressful day at work also have trouble relaxing after they get off work. One study had married couples describing their moods throughout the course of the day. As one might suspect, if one member of the couple was in a negative mood during the workday, that mood spilled over to the spouse at night. Even though people do emotionally take their work home with them, by the next day the effect is usually gone.

**Deviant Workplace Behaviors**

Anyone who has spent much time in an organization realizes people often behave in ways that violate established norms and threaten the organization, its members, or both. These actions are called workplace deviant behaviors. Many can be traced to negative emotions.

For instance, envy is an emotion that occurs when you resent someone for having something you don’t have but strongly desire and it can lead to malicious behaviors. An envious employee could backstab another employee, negatively distort others’ successes, and positively distort his own accomplishments. Angry people look for other people to blame for their bad mood, interpret other people’s behavior as hostile, and have trouble considering others’ point of view. It’s not hard to see how these thought processes can lead to verbal or physical aggression.

Evidence suggests people who feel negative emotions, particularly anger or hostility, are more likely than others to engage in short-term deviant behavior at work such as gossiping or searching the internet. Once aggression starts, it’s likely that other people will become angry and aggressive, so the stage is set for a serious escalation of negative behavior.

**Safety and Injury at Work**

Research relating negative affectivity to increased injuries at work suggests employers might improve health and safety by ensuring workers aren’t engaged in potentially dangerous activities when they’re in a bad mood as these moods can contribute to injury in several ways. Individuals in negative moods tend to be more anxious, which can make them less able to cope effectively with hazards. A person who is always fearful will be more pessimistic about the effectiveness of safety precautions because she feels she’ll
just get hurt anyway, or she might panic or freeze up when confronted with a threatening situation. Negative moods also make people more easily distracted, and distractions can obviously lead to careless behaviors.

**How Managers Can Influence Moods**

You can usually improve a friend’s mood by sharing a funny video clip, giving the person a small bag of candy, or even offering a pleasant beverage. But what can companies do to improve employees’ moods? Managers can use humor and give their employees small tokens of appreciation for work well done. Also, when leaders themselves are in good moods, group members are more positive, and as a result they cooperate better.

Finally, selecting positive team members can have a contagion effect because positive moods transmit from team member to team member. One study of professional cricket teams found players’ happy moods affected the moods of their team members and positively influenced their performance. It makes sense, then, for managers to select team members predisposed to experience positive moods.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Emotions and moods are similar in that both are affective in nature. But they’re also different—moods are more general and less contextual than emotions. And events do matter. The time of day and day of the week, stressful events, social activities, and sleep patterns are some of the factors that influence emotions and moods.

Emotions and moods have proven relevant for virtually every OB topic we study, and they have implications for managerial practice.

- Increasingly, organizations are relying on research to select employees they believe have high levels of emotional intelligence.
- Emotions and positive moods appear to facilitate effective decision making and creativity.
- Research suggests mood is linked to motivation, especially through feedback.
- Leaders rely on emotions to increase their effectiveness.
- The display of emotions is important to social behavior like negotiation and customer service.
- The experience of emotions is closely linked to job attitudes and behaviors that follow from attitudes, such as deviant workplace behavior.
- Our final managerial implication is a question: Can managers control colleagues’ and employees’ emotions and moods? Certainly there are limits, practical and ethical. Emotions and moods are a natural part of an individual’s makeup. Where managers err is in ignoring co-workers’ and employees’ emotions and assessing others’ behavior as if it were completely rational. As one consultant aptly put it, “You can’t divorce emotions from the workplace because you can’t divorce emotions from people.” Managers who understand the role of emotions and moods will significantly improve their ability to explain and predict their co-workers’ and employees’ behavior.
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Personality and Values

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define personality, describe how it is measured, and explain the factors that determine an individual’s personality.

• Describe the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator personality framework and assess its strengths and weaknesses.

• Identify the key traits in the Big Five personality model and demonstrate how the Big Five traits predict behavior at work.

• Identify other personality traits relevant to OB.

• Define values, demonstrate the importance of values, and contrast terminal and instrumental values.

• Identify Hofstede’s five value dimensions of national culture.
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PERSONALITY

Why are some people quiet and passive, while others are loud and aggressive? Are certain personality types better adapted than others for certain job types? Before we can answer these questions, we need to address a more basic one: What is personality?
What Is Personality?

When we talk of personality, we don’t mean a person has charm, a positive attitude toward life, or a constantly smiling face. When psychologists talk of personality, they mean a dynamic concept describing the growth and development of a person’s whole psychological system.

DEFINING PERSONALITY The definition of personality we most frequently use was produced by Gordon Allport nearly 70 years ago. Allport said personality is “the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his environment.” For our purposes, you should think of personality as the sum total of ways in which an individual reacts to and interacts with others. We most often describe it in terms of the measurable traits a person exhibits.

MEASURING PERSONALITY The most important reason managers need to know how to measure personality is that research has shown personality tests are useful in hiring decisions and help managers forecast who is best for a job. The most common means of measuring personality is through self-report surveys, with which individuals evaluate themselves on a series of factors, such as “I worry a lot about the future.” Though self-report measures work well when well constructed, one weakness is that the respondent might lie or practice impression management to create a good impression. When people know their personality scores are going to be used for hiring decisions, they rate themselves as about half a standard deviation more conscientious and emotionally stable than if they are taking the test just to learn more about themselves. Another problem is accuracy. A perfectly good candidate could have been in a bad mood when taking the survey, and that will make the scores less accurate.

PERSONALITY DETERMINANTS An early debate in personality research centered on whether an individual’s personality was the result of heredity or of environment. It appears to be a result of both. However, it might surprise you that research tends to support the importance of heredity over the environment.

Heredity refers to factors determined at conception. Physical stature, facial attractiveness, gender, temperament, muscle composition and reflexes, energy level, and biological rhythms are generally considered to be either completely or substantially influenced by who your parents are—that is, by their biological, physiological, and inherent psychological makeup. The heredity approach argues that the ultimate explanation of an individual’s personality is the molecular structure of the genes, located in the chromosomes.

Researchers in many different countries have studied thousands of sets of identical twins who were separated at birth and raised separately. If heredity played little or no part in determining personality, you would expect to find few similarities between the separated twins. But twins raised apart have much in common, and a significant part of the behavioral similarity between them turns out to be associated with genetic factors. One set of twins separated for 39 years and raised 45 miles apart were found to drive the same model and color car. They chain-smoked the same brand of cigarette, owned dogs with the same name, and regularly vacationed within three blocks of each other in
a beach community 1,500 miles away. Researchers have found that genetics accounts for about 50 percent of the personality similarities between twins and more than 30 percent of the similarities in occupational and leisure interests.

Interestingly, twin studies have suggested parents don’t add much to our personality development. The personalities of identical twins raised in different households are more similar to each other than to the personalities of siblings with whom the twins were raised. Ironically, the most important contribution our parents may make to our personalities is giving us their genes!

This is not to suggest that personality never changes. People’s scores on measures of dependability tend to increase over time, as when young adults take on roles like starting a family and establishing a career that require great responsibility. However, strong individual differences in dependability remain; everyone tends to change by about the same amount, so their rank order stays roughly the same. An analogy to intelligence may make this clearer. Children become smarter as they age, so nearly everyone is smarter at age 20 than at age 10. Still, if Madison is smarter than Blake at age 10, she is likely to be so at age 20, too. Consistent with the notion that the teenage years are periods of great exploration and change, research has shown that personality is more changeable in adolescence and more stable among adults.

Early work on the structure of personality tried to identify and label enduring characteristics that describe an individual’s behavior, including shy, aggressive, submissive, lazy, ambitious, loyal, and timid. When someone exhibits these characteristics in a large number of situations, we call them personality traits of that person. The more consistent the characteristic over time, and the more frequently it occurs in diverse situations, the more important that trait is in describing the individual.

Early efforts to identify the primary traits that govern behavior often resulted in long lists that were difficult to generalize from and provided little practical guidance to organizational decision makers. Two exceptions are the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and the Big Five Model, now the dominant frameworks for identifying and classifying traits.

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is the most widely used personality-assessment instrument in the world. It is a 100-question personality test that asks people how they usually feel or act in particular situations. Respondents are classified as extraverted or introverted (E or I), sensing or intuitive (S or N), thinking or feeling (T or F), and judging or perceiving (J or P). These terms are defined as follows:

- **Extraverted (E) Versus Introverted (I).** Extraverted individuals are outgoing, sociable, and assertive. Introverts are quiet and shy.
- **Sensing (S) Versus Intuitive (N).** Sensing types are practical and prefer routine and order. They focus on details. Intuitives rely on unconscious processes and look at the “big picture.”
- **Thinking (T) Versus Feeling (F).** Thinking types use reason and logic to handle problems. Feeling types rely on their personal values and emotions.
- **Judging (J) Versus Perceiving (P).** Judging types want control and prefer their world to be ordered and structured. Perceiving types are flexible and spontaneous.
These classifications together describe 16 personality types, identifying every person by one trait from each of the four pairs. For example, Introverted/Intuitive/Thinking/Judging (INTJ) people are visionaries with original minds and great drive. They are skeptical, critical, independent, determined, and often stubborn. ESTJs are organizers. They are realistic, logical, analytical, and decisive and have a natural head for business or mechanics. The ENTP type is a conceptualizer, innovative, individualistic, versatile, and attracted to entrepreneurial ideas. This person tends to be resourceful in solving challenging problems but may neglect routine assignments.

The MBTI has been widely used by organizations including Apple Computer, AT&T, Citigroup, GE, 3M Co., many hospitals and educational institutions, and even the U.S. Armed Forces. Evidence is mixed about its validity as a measure of personality, however; most of the evidence is against it. One problem is that it forces a person into one type or another; that is, you’re either introverted or extraverted. There is no in between, though in reality people can be both extraverted and introverted to some degree. The best we can say is that the MBTI can be a valuable tool for increasing self-awareness and providing career guidance. But because results tend to be unrelated to job performance, managers probably shouldn’t use it as a selection test for job candidates.

**The Big Five Personality Model**

The MBTI may lack strong supporting evidence, but an impressive body of research supports the thesis of the Big Five Model—that five basic dimensions underlie all others and encompass most of the significant variation in human personality. Moreover, test scores of these traits do a very good job of predicting how people behave in a variety of real-life situations. The following are the Big Five factors:

- **Extraversion.** The extraversion dimension captures our comfort level with relationships. Extraverts tend to be gregarious, assertive, and sociable. Introverts tend to be reserved, timid, and quiet.

- **Agreeableness.** The agreeableness dimension refers to an individual’s propensity to defer to others. Highly agreeable people are cooperative, warm, and trusting. People who score low on agreeableness are cold, disagreeable, and antagonistic.

- **Conscientiousness.** The conscientiousness dimension is a measure of reliability. A highly conscientious person is responsible, organized, dependable, and persistent. Those who score low on this dimension are easily distracted, disorganized, and unreliable.

- **Emotional Stability.** The emotional stability dimension—often labeled by its converse, neuroticism—taps a person’s ability to withstand stress. People with positive emotional stability tend to be calm, self-confident, and secure. Those with high negative scores tend to be nervous, anxious, depressed, and insecure.

- **Openness to Experience.** The openness to experience dimension addresses range of interests and fascination with novelty. Extremely open people are creative, curious, and artistically sensitive. Those at the other end of the category are conventional and find comfort in the familiar.

**HOW DO THE BIG FIVE TRAITS PREDICT BEHAVIOR AT WORK?** Research has found relationships between these personality dimensions and job performance. As the authors of the most-cited review put it, “The preponderance of evidence shows that individuals
who are dependable, reliable, careful, thorough, able to plan, organized, hardworking, persistent, and achievement-oriented tend to have higher job performance in most if not all occupations."\(^4\) In addition, employees who score higher in conscientiousness develop higher levels of job knowledge, probably because highly conscientious people learn more (a review of 138 studies revealed conscientiousness was rather strongly related to GPA).\(^5\) Higher levels of job knowledge then contribute to higher levels of job performance. Conscientious individuals who are more interested in learning than in just performing on the job are also exceptionally good at maintaining performance in the face of negative feedback.\(^6\) There can be “too much of a good thing,” however, as extremely conscientious individuals typically do not perform better than those who are simply above average in conscientiousness.\(^7\)

Conscientiousness is as important for managers as for front-line employees. A study of the personality scores of 313 CEO candidates in private equity companies (of whom 225 were hired, and their company’s performance later correlated with their personality scores) found conscientiousness—in the form of persistence, attention to detail, and setting of high standards—was more important than other traits. These results attest to the importance of conscientiousness to organizational success.

Interestingly, conscientious people live longer because they take better care of themselves (they eat better and exercise more) and engage in fewer risky behaviors like smoking, drinking and drugs, and risky sexual or driving behavior.\(^8\) Still, probably because they’re so organized and structured, conscientious people don’t adapt as well to changing contexts. They are generally performance oriented and have more trouble learning complex skills early in the training process because their focus is on performing well rather than on learning. Finally, they are often less creative than less conscientious people, especially artistically.\(^9\)

Although conscientiousness is most consistently related to job performance, the other Big Five traits are also related to aspects of performance and have other implications for work and for life. Let’s look at them one at a time. Exhibit 5-1 summarizes.

Of the Big Five traits, emotional stability is most strongly related to life satisfaction, job satisfaction, and low stress levels. This is probably true because high scorers are more likely to be positive and optimistic and experience fewer negative emotions. They are happier than those who score low. People low on emotional stability are hypervigilant (looking for problems or impending signs of danger) and are especially vulnerable to the physical and psychological effects of stress.

Extraverts tend to be happier in their jobs and in their lives as a whole. They experience more positive emotions than do introverts, and they more freely express these feelings. They also tend to perform better in jobs that require significant interpersonal interaction, perhaps because they have more social skills—they usually have more friends and spend more time in social situations than introverts. Finally, extraversion is a relatively strong predictor of leadership emergence in groups; extraverts are more socially dominant, “take charge” sorts of people, and they are generally more assertive than introverts.\(^10\) One downside is that extraverts are more impulsive than introverts; they are more likely to be absent from work and engage in risky behavior such as unprotected sex, drinking, and other impulsive or sensation-seeking acts.\(^11\) One study also found extraverts were more likely than introverts to lie during job interviews.\(^12\)

You might expect agreeable people to be happier than disagreeable people. They are, but only slightly. When people choose romantic partners, friends, or organizational
team members, agreeable individuals are usually their first choice. Agreeable individuals are better liked than disagreeable people, which explains why they tend to do better in interpersonally oriented jobs such as customer service. They also are more compliant and rule abiding and less likely to get into accidents as a result. People who are agreeable are more satisfied in their jobs and contribute to organizational performance by engaging in citizenship behavior.

Individuals who score high on openness to experience are more creative in science and art than those who score low. Because creativity is important to leadership, open people are more likely to be effective leaders, and more comfortable with ambiguity and change. They cope better with organizational change and are more adaptable in changing contexts. Recent evidence also suggests, however, that they are especially susceptible to workplace accidents.

The five personality factors identified in the Big Five model appear in almost all cross-cultural studies. These studies have included a wide variety of diverse cultures—such as China, Israel, Germany, Japan, Spain, Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, and the United States. Differences are complex but tend to be primarily about whether countries are predominantly individualistic or collectivistic. Chinese managers use the category of conscientiousness more often and agreeableness less often than do U.S. managers. And the Big Five appear to predict a bit better in individualistic than in collectivist cultures.
But there is a surprisingly high amount of agreement, especially across individuals from developed countries. A comprehensive review of studies covering people from what was then the 15-nation European Community found conscientiousness a valid predictor of performance across jobs and occupational groups. This is exactly what U.S. studies have found.

Other Personality Traits Relevant to OB

Although the Big Five traits have proven highly relevant to OB, they don’t exhaust the range of traits that can describe someone’s personality. Now we’ll look at other, more specific, attributes that are powerful predictors of behavior in organizations. The first relates to our core self-evaluation. The others are Machiavellianism, narcissism, self-monitoring, propensity for risk taking, proactive personality, and other-orientation.

CORE SELF-EVALUATIONS (CSE) People who have positive core self-evaluations like themselves and see themselves as effective, capable, and in control of their environment. Those with negative core self-evaluations tend to dislike themselves, question their capabilities, and view themselves as powerless over their environment. We discussed before that core self-evaluations relate to job satisfaction because people positive on this trait see more challenge in their job and actually attain more complex jobs. But what about job performance? People with positive CSE perform better than others because they set more ambitious goals, are more committed to their goals, and persist longer in attempting to reach these goals. One study of life insurance agents found core self-evaluations were critical predictors of performance. Ninety percent of life insurance sales calls end in rejection, so an agent has to believe in herself to persist. In fact, this study showed the majority of successful salespersons did have positive CSE. Such people also provide better customer service, are more popular co-workers, and have careers that both begin on better footing and ascend more rapidly over time. Some evidence suggests that individuals high in CSE perform especially well if they also feel their work provides meaning and is helpful to others.

Can we be too positive? What happens when someone thinks he is capable but is actually incompetent? One study of Fortune 500 CEOs showed that many are overconfident, and their perceived infallibility often causes them to make bad decisions. Teddy Forstmann, chairman of the sports marketing giant IMG, said of himself, “I know God gave me an unusual brain. I can’t deny that. I have a God-given talent for seeing potential.” We might say people like Forstmann are overconfident, but very often we humans sell ourselves short and are less happy and effective than we could be because of it. If we decide we can’t do something, for example, we won’t try, and not doing it only reinforces our self-doubts.

MACHIAVELLIANISM Kuzi is a young bank manager in Taiwan. He’s had three promotions in the past 4 years and makes no apologies for the aggressive tactics he’s used to propel his career upward. “I’m prepared to do whatever I have to do to get ahead,” he says. Kuzi would properly be called Machiavellian.

The personality characteristic of Machiavellianism (often abbreviated Mach) is named after Niccolo Machiavelli, who wrote in the sixteenth century on how to gain and use power. An individual high in Machiavellianism is pragmatic, maintains emotional distance, and believes ends can justify means. “If it works, use it” is consistent
with a high-Mach perspective. A considerable amount of research has found high Machs manipulate more, win more, are persuaded less, and persuade others more than do low Machs. They like their jobs less, are more stressed by their work, and engage in more deviant work behaviors. Yet high-Mach outcomes are moderated by situational factors. High Machs flourish (1) when they interact face to face with others rather than indirectly; (2) when the situation has minimal rules and regulations, allowing latitude for improvisation; and (3) when emotional involvement with details irrelevant to winning distracts low Machs. Thus, in jobs that require bargaining skills (such as labor negotiation) or that offer substantial rewards for winning (such as commissioned sales), high Machs will be productive. But if ends can’t justify the means, there are absolute standards of behavior, or the three situational factors we noted are not in evidence, our ability to predict a high Mach’s performance will be severely curtailed.

**Narcissism**  
Hans likes to be the center of attention. He looks at himself in the mirror a lot, has extravagant dreams, and considers himself a person of many talents. Hans is a narcissist. The term is from the Greek myth of Narcissus, a man so vain and proud he fell in love with his own image. In psychology, narcissism describes a person who has a grandiose sense of self-importance, requires excessive admiration, has a sense of entitlement, and is arrogant. Evidence suggests that narcissists are more charismatic and thus more likely to emerge as leaders, and they may even display better psychological health (at least as they self-report). Despite having some advantages, most evidence suggests that narcissism is undesirable. A study found that while narcissists thought they were better leaders than their colleagues, their supervisors actually rated them as worse. An Oracle executive described that company’s CEO Larry Ellison as follows: “The difference between God and Larry is that God does not believe he is Larry.” Because narcissists often want to gain the admiration of others and receive affirmation of their superiority, they tend to “talk down” to those who threaten them, treating others as if they were inferior. Narcissists also tend to be selfish and exploitive and believe others exist for their benefit. Their bosses rate them as less effective at their jobs than others, particularly when it comes to helping people. Research using data compiled over 100 years has shown that narcissistic CEOs of baseball organizations tend to generate higher levels of manager turnover, although curiously, members of external organizations see them as more influential.

**Self-Monitoring**  
Joyce McIntyre is always in trouble at work. Though she’s competent, hardworking, and productive, in performance reviews she is rated no better than average, and she seems to have made a career of irritating bosses. Joyce’s problem is that she’s politically inept. She’s unable to adjust her behavior to fit changing situations. As she puts it, “I’m true to myself. I don’t remake myself to please others.” We would describe Joyce as a low self-monitor.

Self-monitoring refers to an individual’s ability to adjust behavior to external, situational factors. Individuals high in self-monitoring show considerable adaptability in adjusting their behavior to external situational factors. They are highly sensitive to external cues and can behave differently in different situations, sometimes presenting striking contradictions between their public persona and their private self. Low self-monitors, like Joyce, can’t disguise themselves in that way. They tend to display their true dispositions and attitudes in every situation; hence, there is high behavioral consistency between who they are and what they do.
Evidence indicates high self-monitors pay closer attention to the behavior of others and are more capable of conforming than are low self-monitors. They also receive better performance ratings, are more likely to emerge as leaders, and show less commitment to their organizations. In addition, high self-monitoring managers tend to be more mobile in their careers, receive more promotions (both internal and cross-organizational), and are more likely to occupy central positions in an organization.

**RISK TAKING** Donald Trump stands out for his willingness to take risks. He started with almost nothing in the 1960s. By the mid-1980s, he had made a fortune by betting on a resurgent New York City real estate market. Then, trying to capitalize on his successes, Trump overextended himself. By 1994, he had a negative net worth of $850 million. Never fearful of taking chances, “The Donald” leveraged the few assets he had left on several New York, New Jersey, and Caribbean real estate ventures and hit it big again. In 2011, when Trump was contemplating a presidential run, The Atlantic estimated his net worth at more than $7 billion.

People differ in their willingness to take chances, a quality that affects how much time and information they need to make a decision. For instance, 79 managers worked on simulated exercises that required them to make hiring decisions. High risk-taking managers made more rapid decisions and used less information than did the low risk takers. Interestingly, decision accuracy was the same for both groups.

Although previous studies have shown managers in large organizations to be more risk averse than growth-oriented entrepreneurs who actively manage small businesses, recent findings suggest managers in large organizations may actually be more willing to take risks than entrepreneurs. The work population as a whole also differs in risk propensity. It makes sense to recognize these differences and even consider aligning them with specific job demands. A high risk-taking propensity may lead to more effective performance for a stock trader in a brokerage firm because that type of job demands rapid decision making. On the other hand, a willingness to take risks might prove a major obstacle to an accountant who performs auditing activities.

**PROACTIVE PERSONALITY** Did you ever notice that some people actively take the initiative to improve their current circumstances or create new ones? These are proactive personalities. Those with a proactive personality identify opportunities, show initiative, take action, and persevere until meaningful change occurs, compared to others who passively react to situations. Proactives create positive change in their environment, regardless of, or even in spite of, constraints or obstacles. Not surprisingly, they have many desirable behaviors that organizations covet. They are more likely than others to be seen as leaders and to act as change agents. Proactive individuals are more likely to be satisfied with work and help others more with their tasks, largely because they build more relationships with others.

Proactives are also more likely to challenge the status quo or voice their displeasure when situations aren’t to their liking. If an organization requires people with entrepreneurial initiative, proactives make good candidates; however, they’re also more likely to leave an organization to start their own business. As individuals, proactives are more likely than others to achieve career success. They select, create, and influence work situations in their favor. They seek out job and organizational information, develop contacts in high places, engage in career planning, and demonstrate persistence in the face of career obstacles.
OTHER-ORIENTATION Some people just naturally seem to think about other people a lot, being concerned about their well-being and feelings. Others behave like “economic actors,” primarily rational and self-interested. These differences reflect varying levels of other-orientation, a personality trait that reflects the extent to which decisions are affected by social influences and concerns as opposed to our own well-being and outcomes.\(^{56}\)

What are the consequences of having a high level of other-orientation? Those who are other-oriented feel more obligated to help others who have helped them (pay me back), whereas those who are more self-oriented will help others when they expect to be helped in the future (pay me forward).\(^{57}\) Employees high in other-orientation also exert especially high levels of effort when engaged in helping work or prosocial behavior.\(^{58}\) In sum, it appears that having a strong orientation toward helping others does affect some behaviors that actually matter for organizations. However, research is still needed to clarify this emerging construct and its relationship with agreeableness.

Having discussed personality traits—the enduring characteristics that describe a person’s behavior—we now turn to values. Values are often very specific and describe belief systems rather than behavioral tendencies. Some beliefs or values don’t say much about a person’s personality, and we don’t always act consistently with our values.

VALUES

Is capital punishment right or wrong? If a person likes power, is that good or bad? The answers to these questions are value laden. Some might argue capital punishment is right because it is an appropriate retribution for crimes such as murder and treason. Others might argue, just as strongly, that no government has the right to take anyone’s life.

Values represent basic convictions that “a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence.”\(^{59}\) They contain a judgmental element in that they carry an individual’s ideas as to what is right, good, or desirable. Values have both content and intensity attributes. The content attribute says a mode of conduct or end-state of existence is important. The intensity attribute specifies how important it is. When we rank an individual’s values in terms of their intensity, we obtain that person’s value system. All of us have a hierarchy of values that forms our value system. We find it in the relative importance we assign to values such as freedom, pleasure, self-respect, honesty, obedience, and equality.

Are values fluid and flexible? Generally speaking, no. They tend to be relatively stable and enduring.\(^{60}\) A significant portion of the values we hold is established in our early years—by parents, teachers, friends, and others. As children, we are told certain behaviors or outcomes are always desirable or always undesirable, with few gray areas. You were never taught to be just a little bit honest or a little bit responsible, for example. It is this absolute, or “black-or-white,” learning of values that ensures their stability and endurance. If we question our values, of course, they may change, but more often they are reinforced. There is also evidence linking personality to values, implying our values may be partly determined by our genetically transmitted traits.\(^{61}\)

The Importance of Values

Values lay the foundation for our understanding of people’s attitudes and motivation and influence our perceptions. We enter an organization with preconceived notions of what “ought” and “ought not” to be. These notions are not value-free; on the contrary, they
contain our interpretations of right and wrong and our preference for certain behaviors or outcomes over others. As a result, values cloud objectivity and rationality; they influence attitudes and behavior.  

Suppose you enter an organization with the view that allocating pay on the basis of performance is right, while allocating pay on the basis of seniority is wrong. How will you react if you find the organization you’ve just joined rewards seniority and not performance? You’re likely to be disappointed—and this can lead to job dissatisfaction and a decision not to exert a high level of effort because “It’s probably not going to lead to more money anyway.” Would your attitudes and behavior be different if your values aligned with the organization’s pay policies? Most likely.

Terminal Versus Instrumental Values

Can we classify values? Yes. In this section, we review two approaches to developing value typologies.

ROKEACH VALUE SURVEY Milton Rokeach created the Rokeach Value Survey (RVS). It consists of two sets of values, each containing 18 individual value items. One set, called terminal values, refers to desirable end-states. These are the goals a person would like to achieve during a lifetime. The other set, called instrumental values, refers to preferable modes of behavior, or means of achieving the terminal values. Some examples of terminal values in the RVS include: prosperity and economic success, freedom, health and well-being, world peace, social recognition, and meaning in life. The types of instrumental values illustrated in RVS are self-improvement, autonomy and self-reliance, personal discipline, kindness, ambition, and goal-orientation.

Several studies confirm that RVS values vary among groups. People in the same occupations or categories (corporate managers, union members, parents, students) tend to hold similar values. One study compared corporate executives, members of the steel-workers’ union, and members of a community activist group. Although there was a good deal of overlap among them, there were also significant differences (see Exhibit 5-2).

The activists ranked “equality” as their most important terminal value; executives and union members ranked this value 12 and 13, respectively. Activists ranked “helpful” as their second-highest instrumental value. The other two groups both ranked it 14. Because executives, union members, and activists all have a vested interest in what corporations do, these differences can create serious conflicts when groups contend with each other over an organization’s economic and social policies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminal Values</th>
<th>Instrumental Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosperity and economic success</td>
<td>Self-improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>Autonomy and self-reliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and well-being</td>
<td>Personal discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World peace</td>
<td>Kindness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social recognition</td>
<td>Ambition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning in life</td>
<td>Goal-orientation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 5-2
Terminal and Instrumental Values in the Rokeach Value Survey
LINKING AN INDIVIDUAL’S PERSONALITY AND VALUES TO THE WORKPLACE

Thirty years ago, organizations were concerned only with personality because their primary focus was to match individuals to specific jobs. That concern has expanded to include how well the individual’s personality and values match the organization. Why? Because managers today are less interested in an applicant’s ability to perform a specific job than with their flexibility to meet changing situations and commitment to the organization.

We’ll now discuss person–job fit and person–organization fit in more detail.

Person–Job Fit

The effort to match job requirements with personality characteristics is best articulated in John Holland’s personality–job fit theory. Holland presents six personality types and proposes that satisfaction and the propensity to leave a position depend on how well individuals match their personalities to a job. Exhibit 5-3 describes the six types, their personality characteristics, and examples of the congruent occupations for each.

Holland developed the Vocational Preference Inventory questionnaire, which contains 160 occupational titles. Respondents indicate which they like or dislike, and their answers form personality profiles. Research strongly supports the resulting hexagonal diagram shown in Exhibit 5-4. The closer two fields or orientations are in the hexagon,
the more compatible they are. Adjacent categories are quite similar, whereas diagonally opposite ones are highly dissimilar.

What does all this mean? The theory argues that satisfaction is highest and turnover lowest when personality and occupation are in agreement. A realistic person in a realistic job is in a more congruent situation than a realistic person in an investigative job. A realistic person in a social job is in the most incongruent situation possible. The key points of this model are that (1) there do appear to be intrinsic differences in personality among individuals, (2) there are different types of jobs, and (3) people in jobs congruent with their personality should be more satisfied and less likely to voluntarily resign than people in incongruent jobs. Evidence supports the value of assessing vocational interests in the selection process, with a match between interests and job requirements predicting job knowledge, performance, and low likelihood of turnover.

As you might expect, Holland types relate to personality scales. One study found individuals higher in openness to experience as children were more likely to take jobs high on the investigative and artistic dimensions as adults, and those higher in conscientiousness as children were more likely to work in conventional jobs as adults.

**Person–Organization Fit**

We’ve noted that researchers have looked at matching people to organizations as well as to jobs. If an organization faces a dynamic and changing environment and requires employees able to readily change tasks and move easily between teams, it’s more important that employees’ personalities fit with the overall organization’s culture than with the characteristics of any specific job.

The person–organization fit essentially argues that people are attracted to and selected by organizations that match their values, and they leave organizations that are not compatible with their personalities. Using the Big Five terminology, for instance, we could expect that people high on extraversion fit well with aggressive and team-oriented cultures, that people high on agreeableness match up better with a supportive organizational
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International Values

One of the most widely referenced approaches for analyzing variations among cultures was done in the late 1970s by Geert Hofstede. He surveyed more than 116,000 IBM employees in 40 countries about their work-related values and found that managers and employees vary on five value dimensions of national culture:

- **Power Distance.** Power distance describes the degree to which people in a country accept that power in institutions and organizations is distributed unequally. A high rating on power distance means that large inequalities of power and wealth exist and are tolerated in the culture, as in a class or caste system that discourages upward mobility. A low power-distance rating characterizes societies that stress equality and opportunity.

- **Individualism Versus Collectivism.** Individualism is the degree to which people prefer to act as individuals rather than as members of groups and believe in individual rights above all else. Collectivism emphasizes a tight social framework in which people expect others in groups of which they are a part to look after them and protect them.

- **Masculinity Versus Femininity.** Hofstede’s construct of masculinity is the degree to which the culture favors traditional masculine roles such as achievement, power, and control, as opposed to viewing men and women as equals. A high masculinity rating indicates the culture has separate roles for men and women, with men dominating the society. A high femininity rating means the culture sees little differentiation between male and female roles and treats women as the equals of men in all respects.

- **Uncertainty Avoidance.** The degree to which people in a country prefer structured over unstructured situations defines their uncertainty avoidance. In cultures that score high on uncertainty avoidance, people have an increased level of anxiety about uncertainty and ambiguity and use laws and controls to reduce uncertainty. People in cultures low on uncertainty avoidance are more accepting of ambiguity, are less rule oriented, take more risks, and more readily accept change.

- **Long-Term Versus Short-Term Orientation.** This newest addition to Hofstede’s typology measures a society’s devotion to traditional values. People in a culture with long-term orientation look to the future and value thrift, persistence, and tradition. In a short-term orientation, people value the here and now; they accept change more readily and don’t see commitments as impediments to change.

How do different countries score on Hofstede’s dimensions? Exhibit 5-5 shows the ratings for the countries for which data are available. For example, power distance is higher in Malaysia than in any other country. The United States is very individualistic; in fact, it’s the most individualistic nation of all (closely followed by Australia and Great Britain). The United States also tends to be short term in orientation and low in power.
### EXHIBIT 5-5
**Hofstede's Cultural Values by Nation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Power Distance</th>
<th>Individualism Versus Collectivism</th>
<th>Masculinity Versus Femininity</th>
<th>Uncertainty Avoidance</th>
<th>Long- versus Short-Term Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rank</strong></td>
<td><strong>Index</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rank</strong></td>
<td><strong>Index</strong></td>
<td><strong>Rank</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22–23</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26–27</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24–25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42–44</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15–16</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42–44</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>9–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27–28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15–16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8–9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47–48</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22–23</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea (South)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>27–28</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4–5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>47–48</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47–48</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>2–3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>21–23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>24–25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33–35</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39–41</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>35–36</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Copyright © Geert Hofstede BV, hofstede@bovt.nl. Reprinted with permission.*
Overall, the five original culture dimensions are: **Power Distance**, **Individualism Versus Collectivism**, **Masculinity Versus Femininity**, **Uncertainty Avoidance**, and **Long Versus Short Term Orientation**. Each dimension is measured on a scale ranging from 1 to 7, with higher scores indicating a stronger orientation towards that dimension. The data in Exhibit 5-5 show how countries score on these dimensions, with examples such as Spain and Sweden demonstrating high scores in **Power Distance** and **Collectivism**, indicating strong cultural norms for hierarchy and collectivist behavior within organizations. The data also illustrate how countries like the United States tend to score lower on **Uncertainty Avoidance**, indicating a greater tolerance for ambiguity and risk-taking. This can influence organizational practices, such as decision-making processes and the design of work environments.

You’ll notice regional differences. Western and northern nations such as Canada and the Netherlands tend to be more individualistic. Less wealthy countries such as Mexico and the Philippines tend to be higher on power distance. South American nations tend to be higher than other countries on uncertainty avoidance, and Asian countries tend to have a long-term orientation.

Hofstede’s culture dimensions have been enormously influential on OB researchers and managers. Nevertheless, his research has been criticized. First, although the data have since been updated, the original work is more than 30 years old and was based on a single company (IBM). A lot has happened on the world scene since then. Some of the most obvious changes include the fall of the Soviet Union, the transformation of central and eastern Europe, the end of apartheid in South Africa, and the rise of China as a global power. Second, few researchers have read the details of Hofstede’s methodology closely and are therefore unaware of the many decisions and judgment calls he had to make (for example, reducing the number of cultural values to just five). Some results are unexpected. Japan, which is often considered a highly collectivist nation, is considered only average on collectivism under Hofstede’s dimensions. Despite these concerns, Hofstede has been one of the most widely cited social scientists ever, and his framework has left a lasting mark on OB.

Recent research across 598 studies with more than 200,000 respondents has investigated the relationship of cultural values and a variety of organizational criteria at both the individual and national level of analysis.

### Exhibit 5-5 Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Power Distance</th>
<th>Individualism Versus Collectivism</th>
<th>Masculinity Versus Femininity</th>
<th>Uncertainty Avoidance</th>
<th>Long Versus Short Term Orientation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Index</em></td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Index Rank</td>
<td>Index Rank</td>
<td>Index Rank</td>
<td>Index Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>47–48</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>21–23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39–41</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33–35</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab countries</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>26–27</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>21–23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33–35</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10–11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39–41</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dimensions were equally strong predictors of relevant outcomes, meaning researchers and practicing managers need to think about culture holistically and not just focus on one or two dimensions. Cultural values were more strongly related to organizational commitment, citizenship behavior, and team-related attitudes than were personality scores. On the other hand, personality was more strongly related to behavioral criteria like performance, absenteeism, and turnover. The researchers also found that individual scores were much better predictors of most outcomes than assigning all people in a country the same cultural values. In sum, this research suggests that Hofstede’s value framework may be a valuable way of thinking about differences among people, but we should be cautious about assuming all people from a country have the same values.

THE GLOBE FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING CULTURES  Begun in 1993, the Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) research program is an ongoing cross-cultural investigation of leadership and national culture. Using data from 825 organizations in 62 countries, the GLOBE team identified nine dimensions on which national cultures differ. Some—such as power distance, individualism/collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, gender differentiation (similar to masculinity versus femininity), and future orientation (similar to long-term versus short-term orientation)—resemble the Hofstede dimensions. The main difference is that the GLOBE framework added dimensions, such as humane orientation (the degree to which a society rewards individuals for being altruistic, generous, and kind to others) and performance orientation (the degree to which a society encourages and rewards group members for performance improvement and excellence).

Which framework is better? That’s hard to say, and each has its adherents. We give more emphasis to Hofstede’s dimensions here because they have stood the test of time and the GLOBE study confirmed them. However, researchers continue to debate the differences between them, and future studies may favor the more nuanced perspective of the GLOBE study.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

PERSONALITY  What value, if any, does the Big Five model provide to managers? From the early 1900s through the mid-1980s, researchers sought a link between personality and job performance. However, the past 20 years have been more promising, largely due to the findings about the Big Five.

- Screening job candidates for high conscientiousness—as well as the other Big Five traits, depending on the criteria an organization finds most important—should pay dividends. Of course, managers still need to take situational factors into consideration.
- Factors such as job demands, the degree of required interaction with others, and the organization’s culture are examples of situational variables that moderate the personality–job performance relationship.
- You need to evaluate the job, the work group, and the organization to determine the optimal personality fit.
- Other traits, such as core self-evaluation or narcissism, may be relevant in certain situations, too.
- Although the MBTI has been widely criticized, it may have a place in organizations. In training and development, it can help employees better understand themselves,
help team members better understand each other, and open up communication in work groups and possibly reduce conflicts.

VALUES Why is it important to know an individual’s values? Values often underlie and explain attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions. So knowledge of an individual’s value system can provide insight into what makes the person “tick.”

• Employees’ performance and satisfaction are likely to be higher if their values fit well with the organization. The person who places great importance on imagination, independence, and freedom is likely to be poorly matched with an organization that seeks conformity from its employees.

• Managers are more likely to appreciate, evaluate positively, and allocate rewards to employees who fit in, and employees are more likely to be satisfied if they perceive they do fit in. This argues for management to seek job candidates who have not only the ability, experience, and motivation to perform but also a value system compatible with the organization’s.
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Perception and Individual Decision Making

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define perception and explain the factors that influence it.
• Identify the shortcuts individuals use in making judgments about others.
• Explain the link between perception and decision making.
• List and explain the common decision biases or errors.
• Contrast the three ethical decision criteria.
• Define creativity and discuss the three-component model of creativity.
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WHAT IS PERCEPTION?

Perception is a process by which individuals organize and interpret their sensory impressions in order to give meaning to their environment. However, what we perceive can be substantially different from objective reality. For example, all employees in a firm may view it as a great place to work—favorable working conditions, interesting job assignments, good pay, excellent benefits, understanding and responsible management—but, as most of us know, it’s very unusual to find such agreement.

Why is perception important in the study of OB? Simply because people’s behavior is based on their perception of what reality is, not on reality itself. The world as it is perceived is the world that is behaviorally important.
Factors That Influence Perception

How do we explain the fact that individuals may look at the same thing yet perceive it differently? A number of factors operate to shape and sometimes distort perception. These factors can reside in the perceiver, in the object, or target, being perceived; or in the context of the situation in which the perception is made.

• Perceiver. When you look at a target and attempt to interpret what you see, your interpretation is heavily influenced by your personal characteristics—your attitudes, personality, motives, interests, past experiences, and expectations. For instance, if you expect police officers to be authoritative or young people to be lazy, you may perceive them as such, regardless of their actual traits.

• Target. Characteristics of the target also affect what we perceive. Loud people are more likely to be noticed in a group than quiet ones. So, too, are extremely attractive or unattractive individuals. Because we don’t look at targets in isolation, the relationship of a target to its background also influences perception, as does our tendency to group close things and similar things together. We often perceive women, men, Whites, African Americans, Asians, or members of any other group that has clearly distinguishable characteristics as alike in other, unrelated ways as well.

• Situation. Context matters too. The time at which we see an object or event can influence our attention, as can location, light, heat, or any number of situational factors. At a nightclub on Saturday night, you may not notice a guest “dressed to the nines.” Yet that same person so attired for your Monday morning management class would certainly catch your attention (and that of the rest of the class). Neither the perceiver nor the target has changed between Saturday night and Monday morning, but the situation is different.

PERSON PERCEPTION: MAKING JUDGMENTS ABOUT OTHERS

Now we turn to the application of perception concepts most relevant to OB—person perception, or the perceptions people form about each other.

Attribution Theory

Nonliving objects such as desks, machines, and buildings are subject to the laws of nature, but they have no beliefs, motives, or intentions. People do. That’s why when we observe people, we attempt to explain why they behave in certain ways. Our perception and judgment of a person’s actions, therefore, will be significantly influenced by the assumptions we make about that person’s internal state of mind.

Attribution theory tries to explain the ways in which we judge people differently, depending on the meaning we attribute to a given behavior. It suggests that when we observe an individual’s behavior, we attempt to determine whether it was internally or externally caused. That determination, however, depends largely on three factors: (1) distinctiveness, (2) consensus, and (3) consistency. First, let’s clarify the differences between internal and external causation, and then explore each of the three determining factors.

Internally caused behaviors are those an observer believes to be under the personal behavioral control of another individual. Externally caused behavior is what we imagine
the situation forced the individual to do. If one of your employees is late for work, you might attribute that to his partying into the wee hours and then oversleeping. This is an internal attribution. But if you attribute lateness to an automobile accident that tied up traffic, you are making an external attribution.

Now let’s discuss the three determining factors.

1. Distinctiveness. Distinctiveness refers to whether or not an individual displays different behaviors in different situations. Is the employee who arrives late today also one who regularly “blows off” commitments? What we want to know is whether this behavior is unusual, relative to others. If it is, we are likely to give it an external attribution. If it’s not, we will probably judge the behavior to be internal.

2. Consensus. If everyone who faces a similar situation responds in the same way, we can say the behavior shows consensus. The behavior of our tardy employee meets this criterion if all employees who took the same route were also late. From an attribution perspective, if consensus is high, you would probably give an external attribution to the employee’s tardiness, whereas if other employees who took the same route made it to work on time, you would attribute his lateness to an internal cause.

3. Consistency. Finally, an observer looks for consistency in a person’s actions. Does the person respond the same way over time? Coming in 10 minutes late for work is not perceived in the same way for an employee who hasn’t been late for several months as it is for an employee who is late two or three times a week. The more consistent the behavior over time, the more we are inclined to attribute it to internal causes.

Exhibit 6-1 summarizes the key elements in attribution theory. It tells us, for instance, that if an employee, Kim, generally performs at about the same level on related tasks as she does on her current task (low distinctiveness), other employees frequently perform differently—better or worse—than Kim on that task (low consensus), and Kim’s performance on this current task is consistent over time (high consistency), then anyone judging Kim’s work will likely hold her primarily responsible for her task performance (internal attribution).
One of the most interesting findings from attribution theory research is that errors or biases distort attributions. When we make judgments about the behavior of other people, we tend to underestimate the influence of external factors and overestimate the influence of internal or personal factors. This fundamental attribution error can explain why a sales manager is prone to attribute the poor performance of her sales agents to laziness rather than to the innovative product line introduced by a competitor. Individuals and organizations also tend to attribute their own successes to internal factors such as ability or effort, while blaming failure on external factors such as bad luck or noisy co-workers. People also tend to attribute ambiguous information as relatively flattering and accept positive feedback while rejecting negative feedback. This is the self-serving bias.

The evidence on cultural differences in perception is mixed, but most suggest there are differences across cultures in the attributions people make. One study found Korean managers less likely to use the self-serving bias—they tended to accept responsibility for group failure “because I was not a capable leader” instead of attributing failure to group members. On the other hand, Asian managers are more likely to blame institutions or whole organizations, whereas Western observers believe individual managers should get blame or praise. That probably explains why U.S. newspapers prominently report the names of individual executives when firms do poorly, whereas Asian media cover how the firm as a whole has failed. This tendency to make group-based attributions also explains why individuals from Asian cultures are more likely to make group-based stereotypes. Attribution theory was developed largely based on experiments with U.S. and Western European workers. But these studies suggest caution in making attribution theory predictions in non-Western societies, especially in countries with strong collectivist traditions.

Differences in attribution tendencies don’t mean the basic concepts of attribution and blame completely differ across cultures, though. Self-serving biases may be less common in East Asian cultures, but evidence suggests they still operate across cultures. Recent studies indicate Chinese managers assess blame for mistakes using the same distinctiveness, consensus, and consistency cues Western managers use. They also become angry and punish those deemed responsible for failure, a reaction shown in many studies of Western managers. This means the basic process of attribution applies across cultures, but that it takes more evidence for Asian managers to conclude someone else should be blamed.

**Common Shortcuts in Judging Others**

The shortcuts we use in judging others are frequently valuable: They allow us to make accurate perceptions rapidly and provide valid data for making predictions. However, they are not foolproof. They can and do get us into trouble when they result in significant distortions.

**SELECTIVE PERCEPTION** Any characteristic that makes a person, an object, or an event stand out will increase the probability we will perceive it. Why? Because it is impossible for us to assimilate everything we see; we can take in only certain stimuli. This explains why you’re more likely to notice cars like your own, or why a boss may reprimand some people and not others doing the same thing. Because we can’t observe everything going on about us, we engage in *selective perception*. **Selective perception** allows us to
“speed-read” others, but not without the risk of drawing an inaccurate picture. Because we see what we want to see, we can draw unwarranted conclusions from an ambiguous situation.

HALO EFFECT When we draw a general impression about an individual on the basis of a single characteristic, such as intelligence, sociability, or appearance, a halo effect is operating. The reality of the halo effect was confirmed in a classic study in which subjects were given a list of traits such as intelligent, skillful, practical, industrious, determined, and warm and asked to evaluate the person to whom those traits applied. Subjects judged the person to be wise, humorous, popular, and imaginative. When the same list was modified to include “cold” instead of “warm,” a completely different picture emerged. Clearly, the subjects were allowing a single trait to influence their overall impression of the person they were judging.

CONTRAST EFFECTS An old adage among entertainers is “Never follow an act that has kids or animals in it.” Why? Audiences love children and animals so much that you’ll look bad in comparison. This example demonstrates how a contrast effect can distort perceptions. We don’t evaluate a person in isolation. Our reaction is influenced by other persons we have recently encountered.

STEREOTYPING When we judge someone on the basis of our perception of the group to which he belongs, we are using the shortcut called stereotyping.

We rely on generalizations every day because they help us make decisions quickly; they are a means of simplifying a complex world. It’s less difficult to deal with an unmanageable number of stimuli if we use heuristics or stereotypes. For example, it does make sense to assume that Tre, the new employee from accounting, is going to know something about budgeting, or that Allie from finance will be able to help you figure out a forecasting problem. The problem occurs, of course, when we generalize inaccurately or too much. In organizations, we frequently hear comments that represent stereotypes based on gender, age, race, religion, ethnicity, and even weight. “Men aren’t interested in child care,” “Older workers can’t learn new skills,” “Asian immigrants are hardworking and conscientious.” An accumulating amount of research suggests stereotypes operate emotionally and often below the level of conscious awareness, making them particularly hard to challenge and change.

Stereotypes can be deeply ingrained and powerful enough to influence life-and-death decisions. One study, controlling for a wide array of factors (such as aggravating or mitigating circumstances), showed that the degree to which black defendants in murder trials looked “stereotypically black” essentially doubled their odds of receiving a death sentence if convicted. Another experimental study found that students who read scenarios describing leaders tended to assign higher scores for leadership potential and effective leadership to Whites than to minorities even though the content of the scenarios was equivalent, supporting the idea of a stereotype of Whites as better leaders.

One problem of stereotypes is that they are widespread and often useful generalizations, though they may not contain a shred of truth when applied to a particular person or situation. So we constantly have to check ourselves to make sure we’re not unfairly or inaccurately applying a stereotype in our evaluations and decisions. Stereotypes are an example of the warning “The more useful, the more danger from misuse.”
THE LINK BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING

Individuals in organizations make decisions, choices from among two or more alternatives. Top managers determine their organization’s goals, what products or services to offer, how best to finance operations, or where to locate a new manufacturing plant. Middle- and lower-level managers set production schedules, select new employees, and decide how to allocate pay raises. Organizations have begun empowering their nonmanagerial employees with decision-making authority historically reserved for managers alone. Individual decision making is thus an important part of organizational behavior. But the way individuals make decisions and the quality of their choices are largely influenced by their perceptions.

Decision making occurs as a reaction to a problem. That is, a discrepancy exists between the current state of affairs and some desired state, requiring us to consider alternative courses of action. If your car breaks down and you rely on it to get to work, you have a problem that requires a decision on your part. Unfortunately, most problems don’t come neatly labeled “problem.” One person’s problem is another person’s satisfactory state of affairs. One manager may view her division’s 2 percent decline in quarterly sales to be a serious problem requiring immediate action on her part. In contrast, her counterpart in another division, who also had a 2 percent sales decrease, might consider that quite acceptable. So awareness that a problem exists and that a decision might or might not be needed is a perceptual issue.

Every decision requires us to interpret and evaluate information. We typically receive data from multiple sources and need to screen, process, and interpret them. Which data are relevant to the decision and which are not? Our perceptions will answer that question. We also need to develop alternatives and evaluate their strengths and weaknesses. Again, our perceptual process will affect the final outcome. Finally, throughout the entire decision-making process, perceptual errors often surface that can bias analysis and conclusions.

DECISION MAKING IN ORGANIZATIONS

Business schools generally train students to follow rational decision-making models. Although models have considerable merit, they don’t always describe how people actually make decisions. This is where OB enters the picture: to improve the way we make decisions in organizations, we must understand the decision-making errors people commit (in addition to the perception errors we’ve discussed). Next we describe these errors, beginning with a brief overview of the rational decision-making model.

The Rational Model, Bounded Rationality, and Intuition

In OB, there are three generally accepted constructs of decision making each of us employs to make determinations: rational decision making, bounded rationality, and intuition. Though their processes outwardly make sense, they may not lead to the most accurate (or best) decisions. More importantly, there are times when one strategy may lead to a better outcome than another in a given situation.

RATIONAL DECISION MAKING We often think the best decision maker is rational and makes consistent, value-maximizing choices within specified constraints. These decisions follow a six-step rational decision-making model. The six steps are listed in Exhibit 6-2 on the next page.
The rational decision-making model relies on a number of assumptions, including that the decision maker has complete information, is able to identify all the relevant options in an unbiased manner, and chooses the option with the highest utility. As you might imagine, most decisions in the real world don’t follow the rational model. People are usually content to find an acceptable or reasonable solution to a problem rather than an optimal one. Choices tend to be limited to the neighborhood of the problem symptom and the current alternative. As one expert in decision making put it, “Most significant decisions are made by judgment, rather than by a defined prescriptive model.” What’s more, people are remarkably unaware of making suboptimal decisions.

Our limited information-processing capability makes it impossible to assimilate and understand all the information necessary to optimize. So most people respond to a complex problem by reducing it to a level at which they can readily understand it. Also many problems don’t have an optimal solution because they are too complicated to fit the rational decision-making model. So people satisfice; they seek solutions that are satisfactory and sufficient.

Because the human mind cannot formulate and solve complex problems with full rationality, we operate within the confines of bounded rationality. We construct simplified models that extract the essential features from problems without capturing all their complexity. We can then behave rationally within the limits of the simple model.

How does bounded rationality work for the typical individual? Once we’ve identified a problem, we begin to search for criteria and alternatives. But the criteria are unlikely to be exhaustive. We identify choices that are easy to find and highly visible and that usually represent familiar criteria and tried-and-true solutions. Next, we begin reviewing them, focusing on alternatives that differ little from the choice currently in effect until we identify one that is “good enough”—that meets an acceptable level of performance. That ends our search. So the solution represents a satisficing choice—the first acceptable one we encounter—rather than an optimal one.

Satisficing is not always a bad idea—a simple process may frequently be more sensible than the traditional rational decision-making model. To use the rational model in the real world, you need to gather a great deal of information about all the options, compute applicable weights, and then calculate values across a huge number of alternatives.
of criteria. All of these processes can cost time, energy, and money. And if there are many unknown weights and preferences, the fully rational model may not be any more accurate than a best guess. Sometimes a fast-and-frugal process of solving problems might be your best option.

**INTUITION** Perhaps the least rational way of making decisions is **intuitive decision making**, an unconscious process created from distilled experience.\(^{26}\) It occurs outside conscious thought; it relies on holistic associations, or links between disparate pieces of information; it’s fast; and it’s *affectively charged*, meaning it usually engages the emotions.\(^ {27}\)

While intuition isn’t rational, it isn’t necessarily wrong. Nor does it always contradict rational analysis; rather, the two can complement each other. But nor is intuition superstition, or the product of some magical or paranormal sixth sense. As one recent review noted, “Intuition is a highly complex and highly developed form of reasoning that is based on years of experience and learning.”\(^ {28}\)

**Common Biases and Errors in Decision Making**

Decision makers engage in bounded rationality, but they also allow systematic biases and errors to creep into their judgments.\(^ {29}\) To minimize effort and avoid difficult trade-offs, people tend to rely too heavily on experience, impulses, gut feelings, and convenient rules of thumb. These shortcuts can be helpful. However, they can also distort rationality. Following are the most common biases in decision making. Exhibit 6-3 provides some suggestions for how to avoid falling into these biases and errors.

---

**Focus on Goals.** Without goals, you can’t be rational, you don’t know what information you need, you don’t know which information is relevant and which is irrelevant, you’ll find it difficult to choose between alternatives, and you’re far more likely to experience regret over the choices you make. Clear goals make decision making easier and help you eliminate options that are inconsistent with your interests.

**Look for Information That Disconfirms Your Beliefs.** One of the most effective means for countering overconfidence and the confirmation and hindsight biases is to actively look for information that contradicts your beliefs and assumptions. When we overtly consider various ways we could be wrong, we challenge our tendencies to think we’re smarter than we actually are.

**Don’t Try to Create Meaning out of Random Events.** The educated mind has been trained to look for cause-and-effect relationships. When something happens, we ask why. And when we can’t find reasons, we often invent them. You have to accept that there are events in life that are outside your control. Ask yourself if patterns can be meaningfully explained or whether they are merely coincidence. Don’t attempt to create meaning out of coincidence.

**Increase Your Options.** No matter how many options you’ve identified, your final choice can be no better than the best of the option set you’ve selected. This argues for increasing your decision alternatives and for using creativity in developing a wide range of diverse choices. The more alternatives you can generate, and the more diverse those alternatives, the greater your chance of finding an outstanding one.

---

**EXHIBIT 6-3** Reducing Biases and Errors
OVERCONFIDENCE BIAS It’s been said that “no problem in judgment and decision making is more prevalent and more potentially catastrophic than overconfidence.” When we’re given factual questions and asked to judge the probability that our answers are correct, we tend to be far too optimistic. When people say they’re 90 percent confident about the range a certain number might take, their estimated ranges contain the correct answer only about 50 percent of the time—and experts are no more accurate in setting up confidence intervals than are novices. When people say they’re 100 percent sure of an outcome, they tend to be 70 to 85 percent correct.32

Individuals whose intellectual and interpersonal abilities are weakest are most likely to overestimate their performance and ability.33 There’s also a negative relationship between entrepreneurs’ optimism and the performance of their new ventures: the more optimistic, the less successful.34 The tendency to be too confident about their ideas might keep some from planning how to avoid problems that arise.

ANCHORING BIAS The anchoring bias is a tendency to fixate on initial information and fail to adequately adjust for subsequent information. Anchors are widely used by people in professions in which persuasion skills are important—advertising, management, politics, real estate, and law. Any time a negotiation takes place, so does anchoring. When a prospective employer asks how much you made in your prior job, your answer typically anchors the employer’s offer. (Remember this when you negotiate your salary, but set the anchor only as high as you realistically can.) Finally, the more precise your anchor, the smaller the adjustment. Some research suggests people think of making an adjustment after an anchor is set as rounding off a number. If you suggest a target salary of $55,000, your boss will consider $50,000 to $60,000 a reasonable range for negotiation, but if you mention $55,650, your boss is more likely to consider $55,000 to $56,000 the range of likely values.

CONFIRMATION BIAS The rational decision-making process assumes we objectively gather information. But we don’t. We selectively gather it. The confirmation bias represents a specific case of selective perception: We seek out information that reaffirms our past choices, and we discount information that contradicts them. We also tend to accept at face value information that confirms our preconceived views, while we are critical and skeptical of information that challenges them. Therefore, the information we gather is typically biased toward supporting views we already hold. Interestingly, we are most prone to the confirmation bias when we believe we have good information and strongly believe in our opinions. Fortunately, those who feel there is a strong need to be accurate in making a decision are less prone to the confirmation bias.

AVAILABILITY BIAS More people fear flying than fear driving in a car. But if flying on a commercial airline really were as dangerous as driving, the equivalent of two 747s filled to capacity would crash every week, killing all aboard. Because the media give much more attention to air accidents, we tend to overstate the risk of flying and understate the risk of driving.

The availability bias is our tendency to base judgments on information readily available. Events that evoke emotions, are particularly vivid, or are more recent tend to be more available in our memory, leading us to overestimate the chances of unlikely events such as an airplane crash. The availability bias can also explain why managers doing performance appraisals give more weight to recent employee behaviors than to
behaviors of 6 or 9 months earlier, or why credit-rating agencies such as Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s may issue overly positive ratings by relying on information presented by debt issuers, who have an incentive to offer data favorable to their case.\textsuperscript{39}

**ESCALATION OF COMMITMENT** Another distortion that creeps into decisions is a tendency to escalate commitment.\textsuperscript{40} **Escalation of commitment** refers to staying with a decision even when there is clear evidence it’s wrong. Consider a friend who has been dating someone for several years. Although he admits things aren’t going too well, he says he is still going to marry her. His justification: “I have a lot invested in the relationship!”

Individuals escalate commitment to a failing course of action when they view themselves as responsible for the failure.\textsuperscript{41} They “throw good money after bad” to demonstrate their initial decision wasn’t wrong and to avoid admitting they made a mistake.\textsuperscript{42} In fact, people who carefully gather and consider information consistent with the rational decision-making model are more likely to engage in escalation of commitment than those who spend less time thinking about their choices.\textsuperscript{43} Perhaps they have invested so much time and energy in making their decisions that they have convinced themselves they’re taking the right course of action and don’t update their knowledge in the face of new information. Many an organization has suffered because a manager determined to prove her original decision right continued to commit resources to a lost cause.

**RANDOMNESS ERROR** Most of us like to think we have some control over our world and our destiny. Our tendency to believe we can predict the outcome of random events is the **randomness error**.

Decision making suffers when we try to create meaning in random events, particularly when we turn imaginary patterns into superstitions.\textsuperscript{44} These can be completely contrived (“I never make important decisions on Friday the 13th”) or can evolve from a reinforced past pattern of behavior (Tiger Woods often wears a red shirt during a golf tournament’s final round because he won many junior tournaments wearing red shirts). Superstitious behavior can be debilitating when it affects daily judgments or biases major decisions.

**RISK AVERSION** Mathematically, we should find a 50–50 flip of the coin for $100 to be worth as much as a sure promise of $50. After all, the expected value of the gamble over a number of trials is $50. However, nearly everyone but committed gamblers would rather have the sure thing than a risky prospect.\textsuperscript{45} For many people, a 50–50 flip of a coin even for $200 might not be worth as much as a sure promise of $50, even though the gamble is mathematically worth twice as much! This tendency to prefer a sure thing over a risky outcome is **risk aversion**.

Risk aversion has important implications. To offset the risks inherent in a commission-based wage, companies pay commissioned employees considerably more than they do those on straight salaries. Risk-averse employees will stick with the established way of doing their jobs, rather than taking a chance on innovative or creative methods. Sticking with a strategy that has worked in the past does minimize risk, but in the long run it will lead to stagnation. Ambitious people with power that can be taken away (most managers) appear to be especially risk averse, perhaps because they don’t want to lose on a gamble everything they’ve worked so hard to achieve.\textsuperscript{46} CEOs at risk of being terminated are also exceptionally risk averse, even when a riskier investment strategy is in their firms’ best interests.\textsuperscript{47}
**Hindsight Bias**  The **hindsight bias** is the tendency to believe falsely, after the outcome is known, that we’d have accurately predicted it.\(^4\) When we have accurate feedback on the outcome, we seem pretty good at concluding it was obvious.

Over the past 10 years, the home video rental industry has been collapsing fast as online distribution outlets have eaten away at the market.\(^5\) Hollywood Video declared bankruptcy in May 2010 and began liquidating its assets; Blockbuster filed for bankruptcy in September 2010. Some have suggested that if only these organizations had leveraged their brand and distribution resources effectively and sooner to develop web-based delivery, as Netflix does, and low-cost distribution in grocery and convenience stores, which Redbox offers, they could have avoided failure. Although that might seem obvious now, many experts with good information failed to see these two major trends that would upend the industry.

Of course, after the fact, it is easy to see that a combination of automated and mail-order distribution would outperform the traditional brick-and-mortar movie rental business. Similarly, former Merrill Lynch CEO John Thain—and many other Wall Street executives—took blame for failing to see what now seems obvious (that housing prices were inflated, too many risky loans were made, and the values of many “securities” were based on fragile assumptions). Though the criticisms may have merit, things are often all too clear in hindsight.

**APPLICATION: Financial Decision Making**  This discussion of decision-making errors may have you thinking about how organizations and individuals make financial decisions. Did decision errors influence capital markets and even lead to crises like the financial meltdown of 2008? How are financial decisions affected by errors and biases? Experts have identified several ways this can occur.\(^6\)

One of the core problems that created the financial crisis was that large loans were made to individuals who could not repay them, and finance companies purchased these bad debts without realizing how poor the prospects of repayment were. Thus, overconfidence bias by both lenders and borrowers about the ability to pay back loans was clearly a major factor. Most studies suggest that people are more willing to buy on credit and spend more money when they feel confident. Although experts were no more accurate at predicting financial outcomes than were people without knowledge or skills in finance, they were more confident in their predictions. Unfortunately, as confidence decreases in the face of poor economic data, businesses and consumers become more conservative in their spending. This further decreases demand for products and services, which deepens the economic crisis in a vicious cycle.

Overconfidence isn’t the only decision error implicated in the financial crisis. Investors deliberately avoid negative information about investments, an example of the confirmation bias. Lenders may have overlooked potential problems with borrowers’ accounts when making loans, and stock traders may have ignored information about potential problems with complex derivatives when making purchasing decisions. Once a loan has been paid off, lenders also selectively ignore the negative effects of debt, making them more likely to make unwise loans in the future.

What might prevent these situations from occurring in the future? Both investors and consumers may need to more carefully consider whether their confidence level is aligned with their actual future ability to pay. It is also always a good idea to seek information that goes against your initial inclinations, to ensure you’re getting the whole
picture. Be careful not to commit the hindsight bias and conclude after financial crises have dissipated that it should have been obvious problems were about to occur.

**ORGANIZATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON DECISION MAKING**

Having examined the rational decision-making model, bounded rationality, and some of the most salient biases and errors in decision making, we turn here to a discussion of organizational constraints. Organizations can constrain decision makers, creating deviations from the rational model. For instance, managers shape their decisions to reflect the organization’s performance evaluation and reward system, to comply with its formal regulations, and to meet organizationally imposed time constraints. Precedent can also limit decisions.

**PERFORMANCE EVALUATION** Managers are strongly influenced by the criteria on which they are evaluated. If a division manager believes the manufacturing plants under his responsibility are operating best when he hears nothing negative, we shouldn’t be surprised to find his plant managers spending a good part of their time ensuring that negative information doesn’t reach him.

**REWARD SYSTEMS** The organization’s reward system influences decision makers by suggesting which choices have better personal payoffs. If the organization rewards risk aversion, managers are more likely to make conservative decisions. From the 1930s through the mid-1980s, General Motors consistently gave promotions and bonuses to managers who kept a low profile and avoided controversy. These executives became adept at dodging tough issues and passing controversial decisions on to committees.

**FORMAL REGULATIONS** David Gonzalez, a shift manager at a Taco Bell restaurant in San Antonio, Texas, describes constraints he faces on his job: “I’ve got rules and regulations covering almost every decision I make—from how to make a burrito to how often I need to clean the restrooms. My job doesn’t come with much freedom of choice.” David’s situation is not unique. All but the smallest organizations create rules and policies to program decisions and get individuals to act in the intended manner. And of course, in so doing, they limit decision choices.

**SYSTEM-IMPOSED TIME CONSTRAINTS** Almost all important decisions come with explicit deadlines. A report on new-product development may have to be ready for executive committee review by the first of the month. Such conditions often make it difficult, if not impossible, for managers to gather all the information they might like before making a final choice.

**HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS** Decisions aren’t made in a vacuum; they have a context. In fact, individual decisions are points in a stream of choice. Those made in the past are like ghosts that haunt and constrain current choices. It’s common knowledge that the largest determinant of the size of any given year’s budget is last year’s budget. Choices made today are largely a result of choices made over the years.
WHAT ABOUT ETHICS AND CREATIVITY IN DECISION MAKING?

Ethical considerations should be an important criterion in all organizational decision making. In this section, we present three ways to frame decisions ethically. As well, all managers need to understand the important role creativity should play in the decision process; the best managers employ strategies to increase the creative potential of their employees and harvest the ideas for organizational application.

Three Ethical Decision Criteria

The first ethical yardstick is utilitarianism, which proposes making decisions solely on the basis of their outcomes, ideally to provide the greatest good for the greatest number. This view dominates business decision making. It is consistent with goals such as efficiency, productivity, and high profits.

Another ethical criterion is to make decisions consistent with fundamental liberties and privileges, as set forth in documents such as the Bill of Rights. An emphasis on rights in decision making means respecting and protecting the basic rights of individuals, such as the right to privacy, free speech, and due process. This criterion protects whistleblowers when they reveal an organization’s unethical practices to the press or government agencies, using their right to free speech.

A third criterion is to impose and enforce rules fairly and impartially to ensure justice or an equitable distribution of benefits and costs. Union members typically favor this view. It justifies paying people the same wage for a given job regardless of performance differences and using seniority as the primary determination in layoff decisions.

Each criterion has advantages and liabilities. A focus on utilitarianism promotes efficiency and productivity, but it can sideline the rights of some individuals, particularly those with minority representation. The use of rights protects individuals from injury and is consistent with freedom and privacy, but it can create a legalistic environment that hinders productivity and efficiency. A focus on justice protects the interests of the underrepresented and less powerful, but it can encourage a sense of entitlement that reduces risk taking, innovation, and productivity.

Decision makers, particularly in for-profit organizations, feel comfortable with utilitarianism. The “best interests” of the organization and its stockholders can justify a lot of questionable actions, such as large layoffs. But many critics feel this perspective needs to change. Public concern about individual rights and social justice suggests managers should develop ethical standards based on nonutilitarian criteria. This presents a challenge because satisfying individual rights and social justice creates far more ambiguities than utilitarian effects on efficiency and profits. However, while raising prices, selling products with questionable effects on consumer health, closing down inefficient plants, laying off large numbers of employees, and moving production overseas to cut costs can be justified in utilitarian terms, that may no longer be the single measure by which good decisions are judged.

Improving Creativity in Decision Making

Although the rational decision-making model will often improve decisions, a rational decision maker also needs creativity, the ability to produce novel and useful ideas. These are different from what’s been done before but appropriate to the problem presented.
L’Oreal puts its managers through creative exercises such as cooking or making music, and the University of Chicago requires MBA students to make short movies about their experiences.

**CREATIVE POTENTIAL** Most people have useful creative potential. But to unleash it, they have to escape the psychological ruts many of us fall into and learn how to think about a problem in divergent ways.

Exceptional creativity is scarce. We all know of creative geniuses in science (Albert Einstein), art (Pablo Picasso), and business (Steve Jobs). But what about the typical individual? Intelligent people and those who score high on openness to experience are more likely to be creative. Other traits of creative people are independence, self-confidence, risk taking, an internal locus of control, tolerance for ambiguity, a low need for structure, and perseverance. Exposure to a variety of cultures can also improve creativity.

So taking an international assignment, or even an international vacation, could jump-start your creative process.

**THREE-COMPONENT MODEL OF CREATIVITY** What can individuals and organizations do to stimulate employee creativity? The best answer lies in the three-component model of creativity, which proposes that individual creativity essentially requires expertise, creative-thinking skills, and intrinsic task motivation. Studies confirm that the higher the level of each, the higher the creativity.

**Expertise** is the foundation for all creative work. Film writer, producer, and director Quentin Tarantino spent his youth working in a video rental store, where he built up an encyclopedic knowledge of movies. The potential for creativity is enhanced when individuals have abilities, knowledge, proficiencies, and similar expertise in their field of endeavor. You wouldn’t expect someone with minimal knowledge of programming to be very creative as a software engineer.

The second component is **creative-thinking skills**. This encompasses personality characteristics associated with creativity, the ability to use analogies, and the talent to see the familiar in a different light.

A meta-analysis of 102 studies found positive moods increase creativity, but it depends on what sort of positive mood was considered. Moods such as happiness that encourage interaction with the world are more conducive to creativity than passive moods such as calm. This means the common advice to relax and clear your mind to develop creative ideas may be misplaced. It would be better to get in an upbeat mood and then frame your work as an opportunity to have fun and experiment. Negative moods also don’t always have the same effects on creativity. Passive negative moods such as sadness don’t seem to have much effect, but avoidance-oriented negative moods such as fear and anxiety decrease creativity. Feeling threatened reduces your desire to try new activities; risk aversion increases when you’re scared. Active negative moods, such as anger, however, do appear to enhance creativity, especially if you are taking your task seriously.

Being around creative others can make us more inspired, especially if we’re creatively “stuck.” One study found that having “weak ties” to creative people—knowing them but not well—facilitates creativity because the people are there as a resource if we need them but not so close as to stunt our own independent thinking.

Analogies allow decision makers to apply an idea from one context to another. One of the most famous examples was Alexander Graham Bell’s observation that it might be possible to apply the way the ear operates to his “talking box.” Bell noticed the bones in
the ear are operated by a delicate, thin membrane. He wondered why a thicker and stronger membrane shouldn’t be able to move a piece of steel. From that analogy, the telephone was conceived. Thinking in terms of analogies is a complex intellectual skill, which helps explain why cognitive ability is related to creativity. Demonstrating this effect, one study found children who got high scores on cognitive ability tests at age 13 were significantly more likely to have made creative achievements in their professional lives 25 years later.62

The final component in the three-component model of creativity is **intrinsic task motivation.** This is the desire to work on something because it’s interesting, involving, exciting, satisfying, or personally challenging. It’s what turns creativity **potential** into **actual** creative ideas. Environmental stimulants that foster creativity include a culture that encourages the flow of ideas; fair and constructive judgment of ideas; rewards and recognition for creative work; sufficient financial, material, and information resources; freedom to decide what work is to be done and how to do it; a supervisor who communicates effectively, shows confidence in others, and supports the work group; and work group members who support and trust each other.63

**International Differences**

There are no global ethical standards,64 as contrasts between Asia and the West illustrate.65 Because bribery is commonplace in countries such as China, a Canadian working in China might face a dilemma: Should I pay a bribe to secure business if it is an accepted part of that country’s culture? A manager of a large U.S. company operating in China once caught an employee stealing. Following company policy, she fired him and turned him over to the local authorities. Later, she was horrified to learn the employee had been summarily executed.66

Although ethical standards may seem ambiguous in the West, criteria defining right and wrong are actually much clearer there than in Asia, where few issues are black and white and most are gray. Global organizations must establish ethical principles for decision makers in countries such as India and China and modify them to reflect cultural norms if they want to uphold high standards and consistent practices.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

**PERCEPTION** Individuals base their behavior not on the way their external environment actually is but rather on what they see or believe it to be.

- Whether a manager successfully plans and organizes the work of employees and actually helps them to structure their work more efficiently and effectively is far less important than how employees perceive the manager’s efforts.
- Employees judge issues such as fair pay, performance appraisals, and working conditions in very individual ways. To influence productivity, we need to assess how workers perceive their jobs.
- Absenteeism, turnover, and job satisfaction are also reactions to an individual’s perception. Dissatisfaction with working conditions and the belief that an organization lacks promotion opportunities are judgments based on attempts to create meaning in the job.
- The employee’s conclusion that a job is good or bad is an interpretation. Managers must spend time understanding how each individual interprets reality and, when there is a significant difference between what someone sees and what exists, try to eliminate the distortions.
INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING  Individuals think and reason before they act. This is why an understanding of how people make decisions can be helpful for explaining and predicting their behavior.

In some decision situations, people follow the rational decision-making model. But few important decisions are simple or unambiguous enough for the rational model’s assumptions to apply. So we find individuals looking for solutions that satisfice rather than optimize, injecting biases and prejudices into the decision process, and relying on intuition.

What can managers do to improve their decision making? We offer four suggestions.

• Analyze the situation. Adjust your decision-making approach to the national culture you’re operating in and to the criteria your organization evaluates and rewards. If you’re in a country that doesn’t value rationality, don’t feel compelled to follow the rational decision-making model or to try to make your decisions appear rational. Similarly, organizations differ in the importance they place on risk, the use of groups, and the like. Adjust your decision approach to ensure it’s compatible with the organization’s culture.

• Second, be aware of biases. Then try to minimize their impact.

• Third, combine rational analysis with intuition. These are not conflicting approaches to decision making. By using both, you can actually improve your decision-making effectiveness. As you gain managerial experience, you should feel increasingly confident in imposing your intuitive processes on top of your rational analysis.

• Finally, try to enhance your creativity. Actively look for novel solutions to problems, attempt to see problems in new ways, and use analogies. Try to remove work and organizational barriers that might impede your creativity.
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Debates about motivation can occupy a central role in important public policy debates, and as we will see, they also rank among the most important questions managers need to answer.

Motivation is one of the most frequently researched topics in OB. A recent Gallup poll revealed one reason—a majority of U.S. employees (54 percent) are not actively engaged in their work, and another portion (17 percent) are actively disengaged. In another study, workers reported wasting roughly 2 hours per day, not counting lunch and scheduled breaks (usually Internet surfing and talking with co-workers). Clearly, motivation is an issue. The good news is that all this research provides useful insights into how to improve it.

In this chapter, we’ll review the basics of motivation, assess motivation theories, and provide an integrative model that fits the best of these theories together.

DEFINING MOTIVATION

Some individuals seem driven to succeed. But the same student who struggles to read a textbook for more than 20 minutes may devour a Harry Potter book in a day. The difference is the situation. So as we analyze the concept of motivation, keep in mind that the level of motivation varies both between individuals and within individuals at different times.
We define motivation as the processes that account for an individual’s intensity, direction, and persistence of effort toward attaining a goal. Although general motivation is concerned with effort toward any goal, we’ll narrow the focus to organizational goals in order to reflect our singular interest in work-related behavior.

The three key elements in our definition are intensity, direction, and persistence. Intensity describes how hard a person tries. This is the element most of us focus on when we talk about motivation. However, high intensity is unlikely to lead to favorable job-performance outcomes unless the effort is channeled in a direction that benefits the organization. Therefore, we consider the quality of effort as well as its intensity. Effort directed toward, and consistent with, the organization’s goals is the kind of effort we should be seeking. Finally, motivation has a persistence dimension. This measures how long a person can maintain effort. When motivated, individuals stay with a task long enough to achieve their goal.

EARLY THEORIES OF MOTIVATION

Four theories of employee motivation formulated during the 1950s, although now of questionable validity, are probably still the best known. We will discuss more valid explanations later, but these four represent a foundation on which contemporary theories have grown, and practicing managers still use them and their terminology.

Hierarchy of Needs Theory

The best-known theory of motivation is Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. Maslow hypothesized that within every human being, there exists a hierarchy of five needs:

1. **Physiological.** Includes hunger, thirst, shelter, sex, and other bodily needs.
2. **Safety.** Security and protection from physical and emotional harm.
3. **Social.** Affection, belongingness, acceptance, and friendship.
4. **Esteem.** Internal factors such as self-respect, autonomy, and achievement, and external factors such as status, recognition, and attention.
5. **Self-actualization.** Drive to become what we are capable of becoming; includes growth, achieving our potential, and self-fulfillment.

Although no need is ever fully gratified, a substantially satisfied need no longer motivates. Thus as each becomes substantially satisfied, the next one becomes dominant. So if you want to motivate someone, according to Maslow, you need to understand what level of the hierarchy that person is currently on and focus on satisfying needs at or above that level, moving up the steps in Exhibit 7-1.

Maslow separated the five needs into higher and lower orders. Physiological and safety needs, where the theory says people start, were lower-order needs, and social, esteem, and self-actualization were higher-order needs. Higher-order needs are satisfied internally (within the person), whereas lower-order needs are predominantly satisfied externally (by things such as pay, union contracts, and tenure).

The hierarchy, if it applies at all, aligns with U.S. culture. In Japan, Greece, and Mexico, where uncertainty-avoidance characteristics are strong, security needs would be on top of the hierarchy, or first priority. Countries that score high on nurturing characteristics—Denmark, Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, and Finland—would have social needs and
self-actualization on top.\textsuperscript{6} Group work will motivate employees more when the country’s culture scores high on the nurturing criterion.

Maslow’s theory has received wide recognition, particularly among practicing managers. It is intuitively logical and easy to understand. When introduced, it provided a compelling alternative to behaviorist theories that posited only physiological and safety needs as important. Unfortunately, however, research does not validate it. Maslow provided no empirical substantiation, and several studies that sought to validate it found no support for it.\textsuperscript{7} There is little evidence that need structures are organized as Maslow proposed, that unsatisfied needs motivate, or that a satisfied need activates movement to a new need level.\textsuperscript{8} But old theories, especially intuitively logical ones, apparently die hard.

Some researchers have attempted to revive components of the need hierarchy concept, using principles from evolutionary psychology.\textsuperscript{9} They propose that lower-level needs are the chief concern of immature animals or those with primitive nervous systems, whereas higher needs are more frequently observed in mature animals with more developed nervous systems. They also note distinct underlying biological systems for different types of needs. Time will tell whether these revisions to Maslow’s hierarchy will be useful to practicing managers.

**Theory X and Theory Y**

Douglas McGregor proposed two distinct views of human beings: one basically negative, labeled Theory X, and the other basically positive, labeled Theory Y.\textsuperscript{10} After studying managers’ dealings with employees, McGregor concluded that the managers’ views of the nature of human beings are based on certain assumptions that mold the managers’ behavior toward the employees.

Under **Theory X**, managers believe employees inherently dislike work and must therefore be directed or even coerced into performing it. Under **Theory Y**, in contrast, managers assume employees can view work as being as natural as rest or play, and therefore the average person can learn to accept, and even seek, responsibility.

To understand more fully, think in terms of Maslow’s hierarchy. Theory Y assumes higher-order needs dominate individuals. McGregor himself believed Theory Y assumptions were more valid than Theory X. Therefore, he proposed such ideas as participative decision making, responsible and challenging jobs, and good group relations to maximize an employee’s job motivation.
Unfortunately, no evidence confirms that either set of assumptions is valid or that acting on Theory Y assumptions will lead to more motivated workers. OB theories need empirical support before we can accept them. Theory X and Theory Y lack such support as much as the hierarchy of needs.

**Two-Factor Theory**

Believing an individual’s relationship to work is basic, and that attitude toward work can determine success or failure, psychologist Frederick Herzberg wondered, “What do people want from their jobs?” He asked people to describe, in detail, situations in which they felt exceptionally good or bad about their jobs. The responses differed significantly and led Hertzberg to his two-factor theory—also called motivation-hygiene theory.\(^\text{11}\)

As shown in Exhibit 7-2 intrinsic factors such as advancement, recognition, responsibility, and achievement seem related to job satisfaction. Respondents who felt good about their work tended to attribute these factors to themselves, while dissatisfied respondents tended to cite extrinsic factors, such as supervision, pay, company policies, and working conditions.

**EXHIBIT 7-2**

Comparison of Satisfiers and Dissatisfiers

To Hertzberg, the data suggest that the opposite of satisfaction is not dissatisfaction, as was traditionally believed. Removing dissatisfying characteristics from a job does not necessarily make the job satisfying. Herzberg proposed a dual continuum: The opposite of “satisfaction” is “no satisfaction,” and the opposite of “dissatisfaction” is “no dissatisfaction.”

According to Herzberg, the factors that lead to job satisfaction are separate and distinct from those that lead to job dissatisfaction. Therefore, managers who seek to eliminate factors that can create job dissatisfaction may bring about peace, but not necessarily motivation. They will be placating rather than motivating their workers. As a result, Herzberg characterized conditions such as quality of supervision, pay, company policies, physical working conditions, relationships with others, and job security as hygiene factors. When they’re adequate, people will not be dissatisfied; neither will they be satisfied. If we want to motivate people on their jobs, Herzberg suggested emphasizing factors associated with the work itself or with outcomes directly derived from it, such as promotional opportunities, personal growth opportunities, recognition, responsibility, and achievement. These are the characteristics people find intrinsically rewarding.

The two-factor theory has not been well supported in OB research, and it has many detractors. Criticisms include the following:

1. Herzberg’s methodology is limited because it relies on self-reports. When things are going well, people tend to take credit. Contrarily, they blame failure on the extrinsic environment.
2. The reliability of Herzberg’s methodology is questionable. Raters have to make interpretations, so they may contaminate the findings by interpreting one response in one manner while treating a similar response differently.
3. No overall measure of satisfaction was utilized. A person may dislike part of a job yet still think the job is acceptable overall.
4. Herzberg assumed a relationship between satisfaction and productivity, but he looked only at satisfaction. To make his research relevant, we must assume a strong relationship between satisfaction and productivity.

Regardless of the criticisms, Herzberg’s theory has been quite influential, and few managers are unfamiliar with its recommendations.

**McClelland’s Theory of Needs**

You have one beanbag and five targets set up in front of you, each farther away than the last. Target A sits almost within arm’s reach. If you hit it, you get $2. Target B is a bit farther out, but about 80 percent of the people who try can hit it. It pays $4. Target C pays $8, and about half the people who try can hit it. Very few people can hit Target D, but the payoff is $16 for those who do. Finally, Target E pays $32, but it’s almost impossible to achieve. Which would you try for? If you selected C, you’re likely to be a high achiever. Why? Read on.

**McClelland’s theory of needs** was developed by David McClelland and his associates. It looks at three needs:

- **Need for achievement (nAch)** is the drive to excel, to achieve in relationship to a set of standards.
- **Need for power (nPow)** is the need to make others behave in a way they would not have otherwise.
- **Need for affiliation (nAff)** is the desire for friendly and close interpersonal relationships.
McClelland and subsequent researchers focused most of their attention on nAch. High achievers perform best when they perceive their probability of success as 0.5—that is, a 50–50 chance. They dislike gambling with high odds because they get no achievement satisfaction from success that comes by pure chance. Similarly, they dislike low odds (high probability of success) because then there is no challenge to their skills. They like to set goals that require stretching themselves a little.

Relying on an extensive amount of research, we can predict some relationships between achievement need and job performance. First, when jobs have a high degree of personal responsibility and feedback and an intermediate degree of risk, high achievers are strongly motivated. They are successful in entrepreneurial activities such as running their own businesses, for example, and managing self-contained units within large organizations. Second, a high need to achieve does not necessarily make someone a good manager, especially in large organizations. People with a high achievement need are interested in how well they do personally, and not in influencing others to do well. High-nAch salespeople do not necessarily make good sales managers, and the good general manager in a large organization does not typically have a high need to achieve. Third, needs for affiliation and power tend to be closely related to managerial success. The best managers are high in their need for power and low in their need for affiliation. In fact, a high power motive may be a requirement for managerial effectiveness.

The view that a high achievement need acts as an internal motivator presupposes two U.S. cultural characteristics—willingness to accept a moderate degree of risk (which excludes countries with strong uncertainty-avoidance characteristics) and concern with performance (which applies to countries with strong achievement characteristics). This combination is found in Anglo-American countries such as the United States, Canada, and Great Britain, and much less in Chile and Portugal.

Among the early theories of motivation, McClelland’s has garnered the best research support. Unfortunately, it has less practical effect than the others. Because McClelland argued that the three needs are subconscious—we may rank high on them but not know it—measuring them is not easy. In the most common approach, a trained expert presents pictures to individuals, asks them to tell a story about each, and then scores their responses in terms of the three needs. However, the process is time consuming and expensive, and few organizations have been willing to invest in measuring McClelland’s concept.

CONTEMPORARY THEORIES OF MOTIVATION

Early theories of motivation either have not held up under close examination or have fallen out of favor. In contrast, contemporary theories have one thing in common: each has a reasonable degree of valid supporting documentation. This doesn’t mean they are unquestionably right. We call them “contemporary theories” because they represent the current state of thinking in explaining employee motivation.

Self-Determination Theory

“It’s strange,” said Marcia. “I started work at the Humane Society as a volunteer. I put in 15 hours a week helping people adopt pets. And I loved coming to work. Then, 3 months ago, they hired me full-time at $11 an hour. I’m doing the same work I did before. But I’m not finding it nearly as much fun.”

Does Marcia’s reaction seem counterintuitive? There’s an explanation for it. It’s called self-determination theory, which proposes that people prefer to feel they have
control over their actions, so anything that makes a previously enjoyed task feel more like an obligation than a freely chosen activity will undermine motivation. Much research on self-determination theory in OB has focused on cognitive evaluation theory, which hypothesizes that extrinsic rewards will reduce intrinsic interest in a task. When people are paid for work, it feels less like something they want to do and more like something they have to do. Self-determination theory also proposes that in addition to being driven by a need for autonomy, people seek ways to achieve competence and positive connections to others. A large number of studies support self-determination theory. As we’ll show, its major implications relate to work rewards.

When organizations use extrinsic rewards as payoffs for superior performance, employees feel they are doing a good job less because of their own intrinsic desire to excel than because that’s what the organization wants. Eliminating extrinsic rewards can also shift an individual’s perception of why she works on a task from an external to an internal explanation. If you’re reading a novel a week because your English literature instructor requires you to, you can attribute your reading behavior to an external source. However, if you find yourself continuing to read a novel a week after the course is over, your natural inclination is to say, “I must enjoy reading novels because I’m still reading one a week.” Applying extrinsic rewards is therefore all in the approach.

Studies examining how extrinsic rewards increases motivation for some creative tasks suggest we might need to place cognitive evaluation theory’s predictions into a broader context. Goal setting is more effective in improving motivation, for instance, when we provide rewards for achieving the goals. The original authors of self-determination theory acknowledge that extrinsic rewards such as verbal praise and feedback about competence can improve even intrinsic motivation under specific circumstances. Deadlines and specific work standards do, too, if people believe they are in control of their behavior. This is consistent with the central theme of self-determination theory: rewards and deadlines diminish motivation if people see them as coercive.

What does self-determination theory suggest for providing rewards? If a senior sales representative really enjoys selling and making the deal, a commission indicates she’s been doing a good job and increases her sense of competence by providing feedback that could improve intrinsic motivation. On the other hand, if a computer programmer values writing code because she likes to solve problems, then a reward for working to an externally imposed standard she does not accept, such as writing a certain number of lines of code every day, could feel coercive, and her intrinsic motivation would suffer. She would be less interested in the task and might reduce her effort.

A recent outgrowth of self-determination theory is self-concordance, which considers how strongly people’s reasons for pursuing goals are consistent with their interests and core values. If individuals pursue goals because of an intrinsic interest, they are more likely to attain their goals and are happy even if they do not. Why? Because the process of striving toward them is fun. In contrast, people who pursue goals for extrinsic reasons (money, status, or other benefits) are less likely to attain their goals and less happy even when they do. Why? Because the goals are less meaningful to them. OB research suggests that people who pursue work goals for intrinsic reasons are more satisfied with their jobs, feel they fit into their organizations better, and may perform better.

What does all this mean? For individuals, it means choose your job for reasons other than extrinsic rewards. For organizations, it means managers should provide intrinsic as well as extrinsic incentives. They need to make the work interesting, provide recognition, and support employee growth and development. Employees who feel what
they do is within their control and a result of free choice are likely to be more motivated by their work and committed to their employers.\textsuperscript{25}

**Job Engagement**

When nurse Melissa Jones comes to work, it seems that everything else in her life goes away, and she becomes completely absorbed in what she is doing. Her emotions, her thoughts, and her behavior are all directed toward patient care. In fact, she can get so caught up in her work that she isn’t even aware of how long she’s been there. As a result of this total commitment, she is more effective in providing patient care and feels uplifted by her time at work.

Melissa has a high level of **job engagement**, the investment of an employee’s physical, cognitive, and emotional energies into job performance.\textsuperscript{26} Practicing managers and scholars alike have lately become interested in facilitating job engagement, believing something deeper than liking a job or finding it interesting drives performance. Many studies attempt to measure this deeper level of commitment.

The Gallup organization has been using 12 questions to assess the extent to which employee engagement is linked to positive work outcomes for millions of employees over the past 30 years.\textsuperscript{27} There are far more engaged employees in highly successful than in average organizations, and groups with more engaged employees have higher levels of productivity, fewer safety incidents, and lower turnover. Academic studies have also found positive outcomes. One particularly large study examined multiple business units for their level of engagement and found a positive relationship with a variety of practical outcomes.\textsuperscript{28} Another reviewed 91 distinct investigations and found higher levels of engagement associated with task performance and citizenship behavior.\textsuperscript{29}

What makes people more likely to be engaged in their jobs? As we discussed in Chapter 3 in relation to the major job attitudes, one key is the degree to which an employee believes it is meaningful to engage in work. This is partially determined by job characteristics and access to sufficient resources to work effectively.\textsuperscript{30} Another factor is a match between the individual’s values and those of the organization.\textsuperscript{31} Leadership behaviors that inspire workers to a greater sense of mission also increase employee engagement.\textsuperscript{32}

One of the critiques of engagement is that the construct is partially redundant with job attitudes like satisfaction or stress.\textsuperscript{33} However, engagement questionnaires usually assess motivation and absorption in a task, quite unlike job satisfaction questionnaires. Engagement may also predict important work outcomes better than traditional job attitudes.\textsuperscript{34} Other critics note there may be a “dark side” to engagement, as evidenced by positive relationships between engagement and work-family conflict.\textsuperscript{35} Individuals might grow so engaged in their work roles that family responsibilities become an unwelcome intrusion. Further research exploring how engagement relates to these negative outcomes may help clarify whether some highly engaged employees might be getting “too much of a good thing.”

**Goal-Setting Theory**

Gene Broadwater, coach of the Hamilton High School cross-country team, gave his squad these last words before they approached the starting line for the league championship race: “Each one of you is physically ready. Now, get out there and do your best. No one can ever ask more of you than that.”

You’ve heard the sentiment a number of times yourself: “Just do your best. That’s all anyone can ask.” But what does “do your best” mean? Do we ever know whether we’ve
achieved that vague goal? Would the cross-country runners have recorded faster times if Coach Broadwater had given each a specific goal? Research on goal-setting theory in fact reveals impressive effects of goal specificity, challenge, and feedback on performance.

In the late 1960s, Edwin Locke proposed that intentions to work toward a goal are a major source of work motivation. That is, goals tell an employee what needs to be done and how much effort is needed. Evidence strongly suggests that specific goals increase performance; that difficult goals, when accepted, result in higher performance than do easy goals; and that feedback leads to higher performance than does nonfeedback.

Specific goals produce a higher level of output than the generalized goal “do your best.” Why? Specificity itself seems to act as an internal stimulus. When a trucker commits to making 12 round-trip hauls between Toronto and Buffalo, New York, each week, this intention gives him a specific objective to attain. All things being equal, he will outperform a counterpart with no goals or the generalized goal “do your best.”

If factors such as acceptance of the goals are held constant, the more difficult the goal, the higher the level of performance. Of course, it’s logical to assume easier goals are more likely to be accepted. But once a hard task is accepted, we can expect the employee to exert a high level of effort to try to achieve it.

But why are people motivated by difficult goals? First, challenging goals get our attention and thus tend to help us focus. Second, difficult goals energize us because we have to work harder to attain them. Do you study as hard for an easy exam as you do for a difficult one? Probably not. Third, when goals are difficult, people persist in trying to attain them. Finally, difficult goals lead us to discover strategies that help us perform the job or task more effectively. People do better when they get feedback on how well they are progressing toward their goals, because it helps identify discrepancies between what they have done and what they want to do next—that is, feedback guides behavior. But all feedback is not equally potent. Self-generated feedback—with which employees are able to monitor their own progress—is more powerful than externally generated feedback.

If employees can participate in the setting of their own goals, will they try harder? The evidence is mixed. In some cases, participatively set goals yielded superior performance; in others, individuals performed best when assigned goals by their boss. But a major advantage of participation may be that it increases acceptance of the goal as a desirable one toward which to work. Commitment is important. Without participation, the individual assigning the goal needs to clearly explain its purpose and importance.

In addition to feedback, three other factors influence the goals—performance relationship: goal commitment, task characteristics, and national culture.

Goal-setting theory assumes an individual is committed to the goal and determined not to lower or abandon it. The individual (1) believes she can achieve the goal and (2) wants to achieve it. Goal commitment is most likely to occur when goals are made public, when the individual has an internal locus of control, and when the goals are self-set rather than assigned. Goals themselves seem to affect performance more strongly when tasks are simple rather than complex, well learned rather than novel, and independent rather than interdependent. On interdependent tasks, group goals are preferable.

Finally, setting specific, difficult, individual goals may have different effects in different cultures. Most goal-setting research has been done in the United States and Canada, where individual achievement and performance are most highly valued. To date, research has not shown that group-based goals are more effective in collectivists than in
individualist cultures. In collectivistic and high-power-distance cultures, achievable moderate goals can be more highly motivating than difficult ones. Finally, assigned goals appear to generate greater goal commitment in high than in low power-distance cultures. More research is needed to assess how goal constructs might differ across cultures.

Although goal-setting has positive outcomes, some goals may be too effective. When learning something is important, goals related to performance undermine adaptation and creativity because people become too focused on outcomes and ignore changing conditions. In this case, a goal to learn and generate alternative solutions will be more effective than a goal to perform. Some authors argue that goals can lead employees to focus on a single standard and exclude all others. Consider the narrow focus on boosting short-term stock prices in many businesses—it may have led organizations to ignore long-term success and even to engage in such unethical behavior as accounting fraud or excessively risky investments. (Of course, organizations can establish goals for ethical performance.) Other studies show that employees low in conscientiousness and emotional stability experience greater emotional exhaustion when their leaders set goals. Despite differences of opinion, most researchers do agree that goals are powerful in shaping behavior. Managers should make sure they are actually aligned with the company’s objectives.

Research has begun to examine subconscious goals—that is, goals we are not even aware of setting. One study primed people to think about goals by having them assemble scrambled words into sentences with achievement themes, whereas other people assembled sentences without achievement themes. The people who made the achievement sentences were subconsciously primed. That might not sound like a very strong manipulation, but this group performed more effectively in a brainstorming task than those given easier goals. Another study found similar results when a picture of a woman winning a race was the subconscious prime rather than assembling sentences. Interestingly, these studies do not find that conscious and subconscious goal-setting are related, meaning that we sometimes are driven by goals we don’t even know we have.

**IMPLEMENTING GOAL-SETTING?** As a manager, how do you make goal-setting theory operational? That’s often left up to the individual. Some managers set aggressive performance targets—what General Electric called “stretch goals.” Some CEOs, such as Procter Gamble’s A. G. Lafley and SAP AG’s Hasso Plattner, are known for the demanding performance goals they set. But many managers don’t set goals. When asked whether their job had clearly defined goals, only a minority of employees in a recent survey said yes.

A more systematic way to utilize goal-setting is with management by objectives (MBO), an initiative most popular in the 1970s, but still used today. MBO emphasizes participatively set goals that are tangible, verifiable, and measurable. As in Exhibit 7-3, the organization’s overall objectives are translated into specific objectives for each level (divisional, departmental, individual). But because lower-unit managers jointly participate in setting their own goals, MBO works from the bottom up as well as from the top down. The result is a hierarchy that links objectives at one level to those at the next. And for the individual employee, MBO provides specific personal performance objectives.

Four ingredients are common to MBO programs: goal specificity, participation in decision making (including the setting of goals or objectives), an explicit time period, and performance feedback. Many elements in MBO programs match propositions of goal-setting theory. For example, having an explicit time period to accomplish objectives matches goal-setting theory’s emphasis on goal specificity. Similarly, we noted
previously that feedback about goal progress is a critical element of goal-setting theory. The only area of possible disagreement between MBO and general goal-setting theory is participation: MBO strongly advocates it, whereas goal-setting theory demonstrates that managers’ assigned goals are usually just as effective.

**Self-Efficacy Theory**

Self-efficacy (also known as *social cognitive theory* or *social learning theory*) refers to an individual’s belief that he is capable of performing a task. The higher your self-efficacy, the more confidence you have in your ability to succeed. So, in difficult situations, people with low self-efficacy are more likely to lessen their effort or give up altogether, while those with high self-efficacy will try harder to master the challenge.

Self-efficacy can create a positive spiral in which those with high efficacy become more engaged in their tasks and then, in turn, increase performance, which increases efficacy further. Changes in self-efficacy over time are related to changes in creative performance as well. In addition, individuals high in self-efficacy also seem to respond to negative feedback with increased effort and motivation, while those low in self-efficacy are likely to lessen their effort after negative feedback. How can managers help their employees achieve high levels of self-efficacy? By bringing goal-setting theory and self-efficacy theory together.

Goal-setting theory and self-efficacy theory don’t compete; they complement each other. As Exhibit 7-4 shows, employees whose managers set difficult goals for them will have a higher level of self-efficacy and set higher goals for their own performance. Why? Setting difficult goals for people communicates your confidence in them. Imagine you learn your boss sets a higher goal for you than for your co-workers. How would you interpret this? As long as you didn’t feel you were being picked on, you would probably think, “Well, I guess my boss thinks I’m capable of performing better than others.” This sets in motion a psychological process in which you’re more confident in yourself (higher self-efficacy) and you set higher personal goals, performing better both inside and outside the workplace.
The researcher who developed self-efficacy theory, Albert Bandura, proposes four ways self-efficacy can be increased:

1. **Enactive mastery** — that is, gaining relevant experience with the task or job. If you’ve been able to do the job successfully in the past, you’re more confident you’ll be able to do it in the future.

2. **Vicarious modeling** — becoming more confident because you see someone else doing the task. If your friend slims down, it increases your confidence that you can lose weight, too. Vicarious modeling is most effective when you see yourself as similar to the person you are observing. Watching Tiger Woods play a difficult golf shot might not increase your confidence in being able to play the shot yourself, but if you watch a golfer with a handicap similar to yours, it’s persuasive.

3. **Verbal persuasion** — becoming more confident because someone convinces you that you have the skills necessary to be successful. Motivational speakers use this tactic.

4. **Arousal** — that leads to an energized state, so the person gets “psyched up” and performs better. But if the task requires a steady, lower-key perspective (say, carefully editing a manuscript), arousal may in fact hurt performance.
The best way for a manager to use verbal persuasion is through the Pygmalion effect or the Galatea effect. As discussed earlier, the Pygmalion effect is a form of self-fulfilling prophecy in which believing something can make it true. In some studies, teachers were told their students had very high IQ scores when, in fact, they spanned a range from high to low. Consistent with the Pygmalion effect, the teachers spent more time with the students they thought were smart, gave them more challenging assignments, and expected more of them—all of which led to higher student self-efficacy and better grades. This strategy also has been used in the workplace. Sailors who were told convincingly that they would not get seasick were in fact much less likely to do so.

What are the OB implications of self-efficacy theory? Well, it’s a matter of applying Bandura’s sources of self-efficacy to the work setting. Training programs often make use of enactive mastery by having people practice and build their skills. In fact, one reason training works is that it increases self-efficacy. Individuals with higher levels of self-efficacy also appear to reap more benefits from training programs and are more likely to use their training on the job.

Intelligence and personality are absent from Bandura’s list, but they can increase self-efficacy. People who are intelligent, conscientious, and emotionally stable are so much more likely to have high self-efficacy that some researchers argue self-efficacy is less important than prior research would suggest. They believe it is partially a by-product in a smart person with a confident personality. Although Bandura strongly disagrees with this conclusion, more research is needed.

**Equity Theory/Organizational Justice**

Jane Pearson graduated from State University last year with a degree in accounting. After interviews with a number of organizations on campus, she accepted a position with a top public accounting firm and was assigned to its Boston office. Jane was very pleased with the offer she received: challenging work with a prestigious firm, an excellent opportunity to gain valuable experience, and the highest salary any accounting major at State was offered last year—$4,550 per month—but Jane was the top student in her class. She was articulate and mature, and she fully expected to receive a commensurate salary.

Twelve months have passed. The work has proved to be as challenging and satisfying as Jane had hoped. Her employer is extremely pleased with her performance; in fact, Jane recently received a $200-per-month raise. However, her motivational level has dropped dramatically in the past few weeks. Why? Jane’s employer has just hired a fresh graduate out of State University who lacks the year of experience Jane has gained, for $4,800 per month—$50 more than Jane now makes! Jane is irate. She is even talking about looking for another job.

Jane’s situation illustrates the role that equity plays in motivation. Employees perceive what they get from a job situation (salary levels, raises, recognition) in relationship to what they put into it (effort, experience, education, competence), and then they compare their outcome—input ratio with that of relevant others. This is shown in Exhibit 7-5. If we perceive our ratio to be equal to that of the relevant others with whom we compare ourselves, a state of equity exists; we perceive that our situation is fair and justice prevails. When we see the ratio as unequal and we feel underrewarded, we experience equity tension that creates anger. When we see ourselves as overrewarded, tension creates guilt. J. Stacy Adams proposed that this negative state of tension provides the motivation to do something to correct it.
The referent an employee selects adds to the complexity of equity theory. There are four referent comparisons:

1. **Self-inside.** An employee’s experiences in a different position inside the employee’s current organization.
2. **Self-outside.** An employee’s experiences in a situation or position outside the employee’s current organization.
3. **Other-inside.** Another individual or group of individuals inside the employee’s organization.
4. **Other-outside.** Another individual or group of individuals outside the employee’s organization.

Employees might compare themselves to friends, neighbors, co-workers, or colleagues in other organizations or compare their present job with past jobs. Which referent an employee chooses will be influenced by the information the employee holds about referents as well as by the attractiveness of the referent. Four moderating variables are gender, length of tenure, level in the organization, and amount of education or professionalism.

Based on equity theory, employees who perceive inequity will make one of six choices:

1. Change inputs (exert less effort if underpaid or more if overpaid).
2. Change outcomes (individuals paid on a piece-rate basis can increase their pay by producing a higher quantity of units of lower quality).
3. Distort perceptions of self (“I used to think I worked at a moderate pace, but now I realize I work a lot harder than everyone else.”).
4. Distort perceptions of others (“Mike’s job isn’t as desirable as I thought.”).
5. Choose a different referent (“I may not make as much as my brother-in-law, but I’m doing a lot better than my Dad did when he was my age.”).
6. Leave the field (quit the job).

Some of these propositions have been supported, but others haven’t. First, inequities created by overpayment do not seem to significantly affect behavior in most work situations. Apparently, people have more tolerance of overpayment inequities than of
underpayment inequities or are better able—to rationalize them. It’s pretty damaging to a theory when half the equation falls apart. Second, not all people are equity sensitive. A few actually prefer outcome—input ratios lower than the referent comparisons. Predictions from equity theory are not likely to be very accurate about these “benevolent types.”

Finally, recent research has expanded the meaning of equity, or fairness. Historically, equity theory focused on distributive justice, the employee’s perceived fairness of the amount of rewards among individuals and who received them. But organizational justice draws a bigger picture. Employees perceive their organizations as just when they believe rewards and the way they are distributed are fair. In other words, fairness or equity can be subjective; what one person sees as unfair, another may see as perfectly appropriate. In general, people see allocations or procedures favoring themselves as fair.

Most of the equity theory research we’ve described proposes a fairly rational, calculative way of estimating what is fair and unfair. But few people really make mathematical calculations of their inputs relative to the outcomes of others. Instead, they base distributive judgments on a feeling or an emotional reaction to how they think they are treated relative to others, and their reactions are often emotional as well. Our discussion has also focused on reactions to personal mistreatment. However, people also react emotionally to injustices committed against others, prompting them to take retributive actions.

Beyond perceptions of fairness, the other key element of organizational justice is the view that justice is multidimensional. How much we get paid relative to what we think we should be paid (distributive justice) is obviously important. But, according to researchers, how we get paid is just as important. Thus, the model of organizational justice in Exhibit 7-6 includes procedural justice—the perceived fairness of the process

**EXHIBIT 7-6**
Model of Organizational Justice

**Distributive Justice**
*Definition*: perceived fairness of outcome
*Example*: I got the pay raise I deserved.

**Procedural Justice**
*Definition*: perceived fairness of process used to determine outcome
*Example*: I had input into the process used to give raises and was given a good explanation of why I received the raise I did.

**Interactional Justice**
*Definition*: perceived degree to which one is treated with dignity and respect
*Example*: When telling me about my raise, my supervisor was very nice and complimentary.

**Organizational Justice**
*Definition*: overall perception of what is fair in the workplace
*Example*: I think this is a fair place to work.
used to determine the distribution of rewards. Two key elements of procedural justice are process control and explanations. Process control is the opportunity to present your point of view about desired outcomes to decision makers. Explanations are clear reasons management gives for the outcome. Therefore, for employees to see a process as fair, they need to feel they have some control over the outcome and that they were given an adequate explanation about why the outcome occurred. It’s also important that a manager is consistent (across people and over time), is unbiased, makes decisions based on accurate information, and is open to appeals. 77

The effects of procedural justice become more important when distributive justice is lacking. This makes sense. If we don’t get what we want, we tend to focus on why. If your supervisor gives a cushy office to a co-worker instead of to you, you’re much more focused on your supervisor’s treatment of you than if you had gotten the office. Explanations are beneficial when they take the form of post hoc excuses (“I know this is bad, and I wanted to give you the office, but it wasn’t my decision”) rather than justifications (“I decided to give the office to Sam, but having it isn’t a big deal”). 78

Interactional justice describes an individual’s perception of the degree to which she is treated with dignity, concern, and respect. When people are treated in an unjust manner (at least in their own eyes), they retaliate (for example, badmouthing a supervisor). 79 Because people intimately connect interactional justice or injustice to the conveyer of the information, we would expect perceptions of injustice to be more closely related to the supervisor. Generally, that’s what the evidence suggests. 80

Of these three forms of justice, distributive justice is most strongly related to organizational commitment and satisfaction with outcomes such as pay. Procedural justice relates most strongly to job satisfaction, employee trust, withdrawal from the organization, job performance, and citizenship behaviors. There is less evidence about interactional justice. 81

Equity theory has gained a strong following in the United States because U.S.-style reward systems assume workers are highly sensitive to equity in reward allocations. And in the United States, equity is meant to closely tie pay to performance. However, in collectivist cultures, employees expect rewards to reflect their individual needs as well as their performance. 82 Other research suggests that inputs and outcomes are valued differently in various cultures. 83 Some cultures emphasize status over individual achievement as a basis for allocating resources. Materialistic cultures are more likely to see cash compensation and rewards as the most relevant outcomes of work, whereas relational cultures will see social rewards and status as important outcomes. International managers must consider the cultural preferences of each group of employees when determining what is “fair” in different contexts.

Studies suggest that managers are motivated to foster employees’ perceptions of justice because they wish to ensure compliance, maintain a positive identity, and establish fairness at work. 84 To enhance perceptions of justice, they should realize that employees are especially sensitive to unfairness in procedures when bad news has to be communicated (that is, when distributive justice is low). If employees feel they have been treated unjustly, having opportunities to express their frustration has been shown to reduce their desire for retribution. 85 Meta-analytic evidence shows individuals in both individualistic and collectivistic cultures prefer an equitable distribution of rewards (the most effective workers get paid the most) over an equal division (everyone gets paid the

To promote fairness in the workplace, managers should consider openly sharing information on how allocation decisions are made. Fair and open procedures are especially important when the outcome is likely to be viewed negatively by some or all employees.
same regardless of performance). Across nations, the same basic principles of procedural justice are respected, and workers around the world prefer rewards based on performance and skills over rewards based on seniority. Thus, it’s especially important to openly share information about how allocation decisions are made, follow consistent and unbiased procedures, and engage in similar practices to increase the perception of procedural justice. Second, when addressing perceived injustices, managers need to focus their actions on the source of the problems.

**Expectancy Theory**

One of the most widely accepted explanations of motivation is Victor Vroom’s expectancy theory. Although it has its critics, most of the evidence supports the theory.

Expectancy theory argues that the strength of our tendency to act a certain way depends on the strength of our expectation of a given outcome and its attractiveness. In more practical terms, employees will be motivated to exert a high level of effort when they believe it will lead to a good performance appraisal; that a good appraisal will lead to organizational rewards such as salary increases, and/or intrinsic rewards; and that the rewards will satisfy the employees’ personal goals. The theory, therefore, focuses on three relationships (see Exhibit 7-7):

1. **Effort–Performance Relationship.** The probability perceived by the individual that exerting a given amount of effort will lead to performance.
2. **Performance–Reward Relationship.** The degree to which the individual believes performing at a particular level will lead to the attainment of a desired outcome.
3. **Rewards–Personal Goals Relationship.** The degree to which organizational rewards satisfy an individual’s personal goals or needs and the attractiveness of those potential rewards for the individual.

Expectancy theory helps explain why a lot of workers aren’t motivated on their jobs and do only the minimum necessary to get by. Let’s frame the theory’s three relationships as questions employees need to answer in the affirmative if their motivation is to be maximized.

First, *if I give a maximum effort, will it be recognized in my performance appraisal?* For many employees, the answer is no. Why? Their skill level may be deficient, which means no matter how hard they try, they’re not likely to be high performers. The organization’s performance appraisal system may be designed to assess nonperformance factors such as loyalty, initiative, or courage, which means more effort won’t necessarily result in a higher evaluation. Another possibility is that employees, rightly or wrongly, perceive the boss doesn’t like them. As a result, they expect a poor appraisal, regardless of effort. These examples suggest one possible source of motivation is employees’ belief that, no matter how hard they work, the likelihood of getting a good performance appraisal is low.
Second, *if I get a good performance appraisal, will it lead to organizational rewards?* Many organizations reward things besides performance. When pay is based on factors such as having seniority, being cooperative, or “kissing up” to the boss, employees are likely to see the performance–reward relationship as weak and demotivating.

Finally, *if I’m rewarded, are the rewards attractive to me?* The employee works hard in the hope of getting a promotion but gets a pay raise instead. Or the employee wants a more interesting and challenging job but receives only a few words of praise. Unfortunately, many managers are limited in the rewards they can distribute, which makes it difficult to tailor rewards to individual employee needs. Some incorrectly assume all employees want the same thing, thus overlooking the motivational effects of differentiating rewards. In either case, employee motivation is submaximized.

As a vivid example of how expectancy theory can work, consider stock analysts. They make their living trying to forecast a stock’s future price; the accuracy of their buy, sell, or hold recommendations is what keeps them in work or gets them fired. But it’s not quite that simple. Analysts place few sell ratings on stocks, although in a steady market, by definition, as many stocks are falling as are rising. Expectancy theory provides an explanation: analysts who place a sell rating on a company’s stock have to balance the benefits they receive by being accurate against the risks they run by drawing that company’s ire. What are these risks? They include public rebuke, professional blackballing, and exclusion from information. When analysts place a buy rating on a stock, they face no such trade-off because, obviously, companies love it when analysts recommend that investors buy their stock. So the incentive structure suggests the expected outcome of buy ratings is higher than the expected outcome of sell ratings, and that’s why buy ratings vastly outnumber sell ratings.91

Does expectancy theory work? Some critics suggest it has only limited use and is more valid where individuals clearly perceive effort—performance and performance—reward linkages.92 Because few individuals do, the theory tends to be idealistic. If organizations actually rewarded individuals for performance rather than for seniority, effort, skill level, and job difficulty, expectancy theory might be much more valid. However, rather than invalidating it, this criticism can explain why a significant segment of the workforce exerts low effort on the job.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

The motivation theories in this chapter differ in their predictive strength. Here, we (1) review the most established to determine their relevance in explaining turnover, productivity, and other outcomes and (2) assess the predictive power of each.93

- **Need theories.** Maslow’s hierarchy, McClelland’s needs, and the two-factor theory focus on needs. None has found widespread support, although McClelland’s is the strongest, particularly regarding the relationship between achievement and productivity. In general, need theories are not very valid explanations of motivation.
- **Self-Determination Theory and Cognitive Evaluation Theory.** As research on the motivational effects of rewards has accumulated, it increasingly appears extrinsic rewards can undermine motivation if they are seen as coercive. They can increase motivation if they provide information about competence and relatedness.
- **Goal-Setting Theory.** Clear and difficult goals lead to higher levels of employee productivity, supporting goal-setting theory’s explanation of this dependent variable. The theory does not address absenteeism, turnover, or satisfaction, however.
• **Equity Theory/Organizational Justice.** Equity theory deals with productivity, satisfaction, absence, and turnover variables. However, its strongest legacy is that it provided the spark for research on organizational justice, which has more support in the literature.

• **Expectancy Theory.** Expectancy theory offers a powerful explanation of performance variables such as employee productivity, absenteeism, and turnover. But it assumes employees have few constraints on decision making, such as bias or incomplete information, and this limits its applicability. Expectancy theory has some validity because, for many behaviors, people consider expected outcomes.
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In the last chapter, we focused on motivation theories. In this chapter, we start applying motivation concepts to practices such as employee involvement and skill-based pay. Why? Because it’s one thing to know specific theories; it’s quite another to see how, as a manager, you can use them.

**MOTIVATING BY CHANGING THE NATURE OF THE WORK ENVIRONMENT**

Increasingly, research on motivation focuses on approaches that link motivational concepts to changes in the way work is structured. Research in job design suggests the way the elements in a job are organized can increase or decrease effort and also suggests what
those elements are. We’ll first review the job characteristics model and then discuss some ways jobs can be redesigned. Finally, we’ll explore alternative work arrangements.

**The Job Characteristics Model**

Developed by J. Richard Hackman and Greg Oldham, the job characteristics model (JCM) says we can describe any job in terms of five core job dimensions:

1. **Skill Variety.** Skill variety is the degree to which a job requires a variety of different activities so the worker can use a number of different skills and talents. The work of a garage owner-operator who does electrical repairs, rebuilds engines, does bodywork, and interacts with customers scores high on skill variety. The job of a bodyshop worker who sprays paint 8 hours a day scores low on this dimension.

2. **Task Identity.** Task identity is the degree to which a job requires completion of a whole and identifiable piece of work. A cabinetmaker who designs a piece of furniture, selects the wood, builds the object, and finishes it to perfection has a job that scores high on task identity. A job scoring low on this dimension is operating a factory lathe solely to make table legs.

3. **Task Significance.** Task significance is the degree to which a job affects the lives or work of other people. The job of a nurse handling the diverse needs of patients in a hospital intensive care unit scores high on task significance; sweeping floors in a hospital scores low.

4. **Autonomy.** Autonomy is the degree to which a job provides the worker freedom, independence, and discretion in scheduling work and determining the procedures in carrying it out. A salesperson who schedules his own work each day and decides on the most effective sales approach for each customer without supervision has a highly autonomous job. A salesperson who is given a set of leads each day and is required to follow a standardized sales script with each potential customer has a job low on autonomy.

5. **Feedback.** Feedback is the degree to which carrying out work activities generates direct and clear information about your own performance. A job with high feedback is assembling iPads and testing them to see whether they operate properly. A factory worker who assembles iPads but then routes them to a quality-control inspector for testing and adjustments receives low feedback from her activities.

Exhibit 8-1 presents the job characteristics model (JCM). Note how the first three dimensions—skill variety, task identity, and task significance—combine to create meaningful work the incumbent will view as important, valuable, and worthwhile. Note, too, that jobs with high autonomy give incumbents a feeling of personal responsibility for the results and that, if a job provides feedback, employees will know how effectively they are performing. From a motivational standpoint, the JCM proposes that individuals obtain internal rewards when they learn (knowledge of results) that they personally (experienced responsibility) have performed well on a task they care about (experienced meaningfulness). The more these three psychological states are present, the greater will be employees’ motivation, performance, and satisfaction, and the lower their absenteeism and likelihood of leaving. As Exhibit 8-1 also shows, individuals with a high growth need are more likely to experience the critical psychological states when their jobs are enriched—and respond to them more positively—than are their counterparts with low growth need.
Much evidence supports the JCM concept that the presence of a set of job characteristics—variety, identity, significance, autonomy, and feedback—does generate higher and more satisfying job performance. But apparently we can better calculate motivating potential by simply adding the characteristics rather than using the multiplicative formula. Think about your job. Do you have the opportunity to work on different tasks, or is your day pretty routine? Are you able to work independently, or do you constantly have a supervisor or co-worker looking over your shoulder? What do you think your answers to these questions say about your job's motivating potential?

A few studies have tested the job characteristics model in different cultures, but the results aren’t very consistent. One study suggested that when employees are “other oriented” (concerned with the welfare of others at work), the relationship between intrinsic job characteristics and job satisfaction was weaker. The fact that the job characteristics model is relatively individualistic (considering the relationship between the employee and his work) suggests job enrichment strategies may not have the same effects in collectivistic cultures as in individualistic cultures (such as the United States). However, another study suggested the degree to which jobs had intrinsic job characteristics predicted job satisfaction and job involvement equally well for U.S., Japanese, and Hungarian employees.

How Can Jobs Be Redesigned?

“Every day was the same thing,” Frank Greer said. “Stand on that assembly line. Wait for an instrument panel to be moved into place. Unlock the mechanism and drop the panel into the Jeep Liberty as it moved by on the line. Then I plugged in the harnessing wires.
I repeated that for eight hours a day. I don’t care that they were paying me twenty-four dollars an hour. I was going crazy. I did it for almost a year and a half. Finally, I just said to my wife that this isn’t going to be the way I’m going to spend the rest of my life. My brain was turning to JELL-O on that Jeep assembly line. So I quit. Now I work in a print shop and I make less than fifteen dollars an hour. But let me tell you, the work I do is really interesting. The job changes all the time, I’m continually learning new things, and the work really challenges me! I look forward every morning to going to work again.”

The repetitive tasks in Frank Greer’s job at the Jeep plant provided little variety, autonomy, or motivation. In contrast, his job in the print shop is challenging and stimulating. Let’s look at some of the ways to put JCM into practice to make jobs more motivating.

**JOB ROTATION** If employees suffer from overroutinization of their work, one alternative is **job rotation**, or the periodic shifting of an employee from one task to another with similar skill requirements at the same organizational level (also called *cross-training*). Many manufacturing firms have adopted job rotation as a means of increasing flexibility and avoiding layoffs. Managers at Apex Precision Technologies, a custom-machine shop in Indiana, train workers on all the company’s equipment so they can move around as needed in response to incoming orders. Although job rotation has often been conceptualized as an activity for assembly-line and manufacturing employees, many organizations use job rotation for new managers to help them get a picture of the whole business as well. At Singapore Airlines, for instance, a ticket agent may take on the duties of a baggage handler. Extensive job rotation is among the reasons Singapore Airlines is rated one of the best airlines in the world and a highly desirable place to work.

The strengths of job rotation are that it reduces boredom, increases motivation, and helps employees better understand how their work contributes to the organization. An indirect benefit is that employees with a wider range of skills give management more flexibility in scheduling work, adapting to changes, and filling vacancies. International evidence from Italy, Britain, and Turkey does show that job rotation is associated with higher levels of organizational performance in manufacturing settings. However, job rotation has drawbacks. Training costs increase, and moving a worker into a new position reduces productivity just when efficiency at the prior job is creating organizational economies. Job rotation also creates disruptions when members of the work group have to adjust to the new employee. And supervisors may also have to spend more time answering questions and monitoring the work of recently rotated employees.

**JOB ENRICHMENT** Job enrichment expands jobs by increasing the degree to which the worker controls the planning, execution, and evaluation of the work. An enriched job organizes tasks to allow the worker to do a complete activity, increases the employee’s freedom and independence, increases responsibility, and provides feedback so individuals can assess and correct their own performance.

How does management enrich an employee’s job? Exhibit 8-2 offers suggested guidelines based on the job characteristics model. *Combining tasks* puts fractionalized tasks back together to form a new and larger module of work. *Forming natural work units* makes an employee’s tasks create an identifiable and meaningful whole. *Establishing client relationships* increases the direct relationships between workers and their clients (clients can be internal as well as outside the organization). *Expanding jobs vertically*
gives employees responsibilities and control formerly reserved for management. *Opening feedback channels* lets employees know how well they are doing and whether their performance is improving, deteriorating, or remaining constant.

Some newer versions of job enrichment concentrate specifically on improving the meaningfulness of work. One method is to relate employee experiences to customer outcomes, by providing employees with stories from customers who benefited from the company’s products or services. The medical device manufacturer Medtronic invites people to describe how Medtronic products have improved, or even saved, their lives and shares these stories with employees during annual meetings, providing a powerful reminder of the impact of their work. Researchers recently found that when university fund-raisers briefly interacted with the undergraduates who would receive the scholarship money they raised, they persisted 42 percent longer, and raised nearly twice as much money, as those who didn’t interact with potential recipients.12

Another method for improving the meaningfulness of work is providing employees with mutual assistance programs.13 Employees who can help each other directly through their work come to see themselves, and the organizations for which they work, in more positive, pro-social terms. This, in turn, can increase employee affective commitment.

Many organizations provide job enrichment through cross-training to learn new skills, and through job rotation to perform new tasks in another position. Employees typically work with managers to set job enrichment goals, identify desired competencies, and find appropriate placement. For example, an employee who usually works in handling client records might receive cross-training to learn about the organization’s purchasing and accounting systems. Then an accounting employee might learn about client data processes. These two employees could then rotate through one another’s jobs, allowing them to cover for one another and prepare for possible future promotions.

The evidence on job enrichment shows it reduces absenteeism and turnover costs and increases satisfaction, but not all programs are equally effective.14 A review of 83 organizational interventions designed to improve performance management showed
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that frequent, specific feedback related to solving problems was linked to consistently higher performance, but infrequent feedback that focused more on past problems than future solutions was much less effective. Some recent evidence suggests job enrichment works best when it compensates for poor feedback and reward systems.

**Alternative Work Arrangements**

Another approach to motivation is to alter work arrangements with flextime, job sharing, or telecommuting. These are likely to be especially important for a diverse workforce of dual-earner couples, single parents, and employees caring for sick or aging relatives.

**Flextime**  Susan Ross is the classic “morning person.” She rises at 5:00 AM sharp each day, full of energy. However, as she puts it, “I'm usually ready for bed right after the 7:00 PM news.”

Susan’s work schedule as a claims processor at The Hartford Financial Services Group is flexible. Her office opens at 6:00 AM and closes at 7:00 PM. It’s up to her how she schedules her 8-hour day within this 13-hour period. Because Susan is a morning person and also has a 7-year-old son who gets out of school at 3:00 PM every day, she opts to work from 6:00 AM to 3:00 PM. “My work hours are perfect. I’m at the job when I’m mentally most alert, and I can be home to take care of my son after he gets out of school.”

Susan’s schedule is an example of flextime, short for “flexible work time.” Employees must work a specific number of hours per week but are free to vary their hours of work within certain limits. As in Exhibit 8-3, each day consists of a common core, usually 6 hours, with a flexibility band surrounding it. The core may be 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM, with the office actually opening at 6:00 AM and closing at 6:00 PM. All employees are required to be at their jobs during the common core period, but they may accumulate their other 2 hours before, after, or before and after that. Some flextime programs allow employees to accumulate extra hours and turn them into a free day off each month.

Flextime has become extremely popular; according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, nearly 26 percent of working women with children have flexible work schedules, compared to just 14 percent in 1991. And this is not just a U.S. phenomenon. In Germany, for instance, 29 percent of businesses offer flextime, and such practices are becoming more widespread in Japan as well.

Claimed benefits include reduced absenteeism, increased productivity, reduced overtime expenses, reduced hostility toward management, reduced traffic congestion around work sites, elimination of tardiness, and increased autonomy and responsibility for employees—any of which may increase employee job satisfaction. But what’s flextime’s actual record?

Most of the evidence stacks up favorably. Flextime tends to reduce absenteeism and frequently improves worker productivity, probably for several reasons. Employees can schedule their work hours to align with personal demands, reducing tardiness and absences, and they can work when they are most productive. Flextime can also help employees balance work and family lives; it is a popular criterion for judging how “family friendly” a workplace is.

Flextime’s major drawback is that it’s not applicable to every job or every worker. It works well with clerical tasks for which an employee’s interaction with people outside his department is limited. It is not a viable option for receptionists, sales personnel in retail stores, or people whose service jobs require them to be at their workstations at predetermined times. It also appears that people who have a stronger desire to separate their
work and family lives are less prone to take advantage of opportunities for flextime.21 Overall, employers need to consider the appropriateness of both the work and the workers before implementing flextime schedules.

**JOB SHARING** Job sharing allows two or more individuals to split a traditional 40-hour-a-week job. One might perform the job from 8:00 AM to noon and the other from 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM, or the two could work full but alternate days. For example, top Ford engineers Julie Levine and Julie Rocco engage in a job-sharing program that allows both of them to spend time with their families while working on the time-intensive job of redesigning the Explorer crossover. Typically, one of the pair will work late afternoons and evenings while the other works mornings. They both agree that the program has worked well, although making such a relationship work requires a great deal of time and preparation.22

Approximately 19 percent of large organizations now offer job sharing.23 Reasons it is not more widely adopted are likely the difficulty of finding compatible partners to share a job and the historically negative perceptions of individuals not completely committed to their jobs and employers.
Job sharing allows an organization to draw on the talents of more than one individual in a given job. A bank manager who oversees two job sharers describes it as an opportunity to get two heads but “pay for one.” It also opens the opportunity to acquire skilled workers—for instance, women with young children and retirees—who might not be available on a full-time basis. Many Japanese firms are increasingly considering job sharing—but for a very different reason. Because Japanese executives are extremely reluctant to fire people, job sharing is seen as a potentially humanitarian means of avoiding layoffs due to overstaffing.

From the employee’s perspective, job sharing increases flexibility and can increase motivation and satisfaction when a 40-hour-a-week job is just not practical. But the major drawback is finding compatible pairs of employees who can successfully coordinate the intricacies of one job.

**TELECOMMUTING** It might be close to the ideal job for many people. No commuting, flexible hours, freedom to dress as you please, and few or no interruptions from colleagues. It’s called telecommuting, and it refers to working at home at least 2 days a week on a computer linked to the employer’s office. (A closely related term—the virtual office—describes working from home on a relatively permanent basis.)

The U.S. Department of the Census estimated there was a 25 percent increase in self-employed home-based workers from 1999 to 2005, and a 20 percent increase in employed workers who work exclusively from home. One recent survey of more than 5,000 HR professionals found that 35 percent of organizations allowed employees to telecommute at least part of the time, and 21 percent allowed employees to telecommute full-time. Well-known organizations that actively encourage telecommuting include AT&T, IBM, American Express, Sun Microsystems, and a number of U.S. government agencies.

What kinds of jobs lend themselves to telecommuting? There are three categories: routine information-handling tasks, mobile activities, and professional and other knowledge-related tasks. Writers, attorneys, analysts, and employees who spend the majority of their time on computers or the telephone—such as telemarketers, customer-service representatives, reservation agents, and product-support specialists—are natural candidates. As telecommuters, they can access information on their computers at home as easily as in the company’s office.

The potential pluses of telecommuting include a larger labor pool from which to select, higher productivity, less turnover, improved morale, and reduced office-space costs. A positive relationship exists between telecommuting and supervisor performance ratings, but any relationship between telecommuting and potentially lower turnover intentions has not been substantiated in research to date. The major downside for management is less direct supervision of employees. In today’s team-focused workplace, telecommuting may make it more difficult to coordinate teamwork and can reduce knowledge transfer in organizations. From the employee’s standpoint, telecommuting can offer a considerable increase in flexibility and job satisfaction—but not without costs. For employees with a high social need, telecommuting can increase feelings of isolation and reduce job satisfaction. And all telecommuters are vulnerable to the “out of sight, out of mind” effect. Employees who aren’t at their desks, who miss meetings, and who don’t share in day-to-day informal workplace interactions may be at a disadvantage when it comes to raises and promotions.
The Social and Physical Context of Work

Robin and Chris both graduated from college a couple years ago with degrees in elementary education and became first-grade teachers in different school districts. Robin immediately confronted a number of obstacles: several long-term employees were hostile to her hiring, there was tension between administrators and teachers, and students had little interest in learning. Chris, conversely, had a colleague who was excited to work with a new graduate, students who were excited about academics, and a highly supportive principal. Not surprisingly, at the end of the first year, Chris had become a considerably more effective teacher than Robin.

The job characteristics model shows most employees are more motivated and satisfied when their intrinsic work tasks are engaging. However, having the most interesting workplace characteristics in the world may not always lead to satisfaction if you feel isolated from your co-workers, and having good social relationships can make even the most boring and onerous tasks more fulfilling. Research demonstrates that social aspects and work context are as important as other job design features. Policies such as job rotation, worker empowerment, and employee participation have positive effects on productivity, at least partially because they encourage more communication and a positive social environment.

Some social characteristics that improve job performance include interdependence, social support, and interactions with other people outside work. Social interactions are strongly related to positive moods and give employees more opportunities to clarify their work roles and how well they are performing. Social support gives employees greater opportunities to obtain assistance with their work. Constructive social relationships can bring about a positive feedback loop as employees assist one another in a “virtuous circle.”

The work context is also likely to affect employee satisfaction. Hot, loud, and dangerous work is less satisfying than work conducted in climate-controlled, relatively quiet, and safe environments. This is probably why most people would rather work in a coffee shop than a metalworking foundry. Physical demands make people physically uncomfortable, which is likely to show up in lower levels of job satisfaction.

To assess why an employee is not performing to her best level, see whether the work environment is supportive. Does the employee have adequate tools, equipment, materials, and supplies? Does the employee have favorable working conditions, helpful co-workers, supportive work rules and procedures, sufficient information to make job-related decisions, and adequate time to do a good job? If not, performance will suffer.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

Employee involvement is a participative process that uses employees’ input to increase their commitment to the organization’s success. The logic is that if we engage workers in decisions that affect them and increase their autonomy and control over their work lives, they will become more motivated, more committed to the organization, more productive, and more satisfied with their jobs.

Employee involvement programs differ among countries. A study of four nations, including the United States and India, confirmed the importance of modifying practices to reflect culture. Although U.S. employees readily accepted employee involvement programs, managers in India who tried to empower their employees were rated low by those employees. These reactions are consistent with India’s high power-distance culture, which accepts and expects differences in authority. Similarly, Chinese workers who
were very accepting of traditional Chinese values showed few benefits from participative decision making, but workers who were less traditional were more satisfied and had higher performance ratings under participative management.41

Examples of Employee Involvement Programs

Let’s look at two major forms of employee involvement—participative management and representative participation—in more detail.

**PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT** Common to all participative management programs is joint decision making, in which subordinates share a significant degree of decision-making power with their immediate superiors. Participative management has, at times, been promoted as a panacea for poor morale and low productivity. But for it to work, employees must be engaged in issues relevant to their interests so they’ll be motivated, they must have the competence and knowledge to make a useful contribution, and trust and confidence must exist among all parties.42

Studies of the participation–performance relationship have yielded mixed findings.43 Organizations that institute participative management do have higher stock returns, lower turnover rates, and higher estimated labor productivity, although these effects are typically not large.44 A careful review of research at the individual level shows participation typically has only a modest influence on employee productivity, motivation, and job satisfaction. Of course, this doesn’t mean participative management can’t be beneficial under the right conditions. However, it is not a sure means for improving performance.

**REPRESENTATIVE PARTICIPATION** Almost every country in western Europe requires companies to practice representative participation, called “the most widely legislated form of employee involvement around the world.”45 Its goal is to redistribute power within an organization, putting labor on a more equal footing with the interests of management and stockholders by letting workers be represented by a small group of employees who actually participate.

The two most common forms are works councils and board representatives.46 Works councils are groups of nominated or elected employees who must be consulted when management makes decisions about employees. Board representatives are employees who sit on a company’s board of directors and represent employees’ interests.

The influence of representative participation on working employees seems to be minimal.47 Works councils are dominated by management and have little impact on employees or the organization. Although participation might increase the motivation and satisfaction of employee representatives, there is little evidence this trickles down to the employees they represent. Overall, “the greatest value of representative participation is symbolic. If one is interested in changing employee attitudes or in improving organizational performance, representative participation would be a poor choice.”48

**Linking Employee Involvement Programs and Motivation Theories**

Employee involvement draws on a number of the motivation theories we discussed in Chapters 7. Theory Y is consistent with participative management and Theory X with the more traditional autocratic style of managing people. In terms of two-factor theory, employee involvement programs could provide intrinsic motivation by increasing
opportunities for growth, responsibility, and involvement in the work itself. The opportunity to make and implement decisions—and then see them work out—can help satisfy an employee’s needs for responsibility, achievement, recognition, growth, and enhanced self-esteem. And extensive employee involvement programs clearly have the potential to increase employee intrinsic motivation in work tasks.

**USING REWARDS TO MOTIVATE EMPLOYEES**

As we saw in Chapters 3, pay is not a primary factor driving job satisfaction. However, it does motivate people, and companies often underestimate its importance in keeping top talent. A 2006 study found that while 45 percent of employers thought pay was a key factor in losing top talent, 71 percent of top performers called it a top reason.59

Given that pay is so important, will the organization lead, match, or lag the market in pay? How will individual contributions be recognized? In this section, we consider (1) what to pay employees (decided by establishing a pay structure), (2) how to pay individual employees (decided through variable pay plans and skill-based pay plans), (3) what benefits and choices to offer (such as flexible benefits), and (4) how to construct employee recognition programs.

**What to Pay: Establishing a Pay Structure**

There are many ways to pay employees. The process of initially setting pay levels entails balancing *internal equity*—the worth of the job to the organization (usually established through a technical process called job evaluation)—and *external equity*—the external competitiveness of an organization’s pay relative to pay elsewhere in its industry (usually established through pay surveys). Obviously, the best pay system pays what the job is worth (internal equity) while also paying competitively relative to the labor market.

Some organizations prefer to pay above the market, while some may lag the market because they can’t afford to pay market rates, or they are willing to bear the costs of paying below market (namely, higher turnover as people are lured to better-paying jobs). Walmart, for example, pays less than its competitors and often outsources jobs overseas. Chinese workers in Shenzhen earn $120 a month (that’s $1,440 per year) to make stereo for Walmart. Of the 6,000 factories that are worldwide suppliers to Walmart, 80 percent are located in China. In fact, one-eighth of all Chinese exports to the United States go to Walmart.50

Pay more, and you may get better-qualified, more highly motivated employees who will stay with the organization longer. A study covering 126 large organizations found employees who believed they were receiving a competitive pay level had higher morale and were more productive, and customers were more satisfied as well.51 But pay is often the highest single operating cost for an organization, which means paying too much can make the organization’s products or services too expensive. It’s a strategic decision an organization must make, with clear trade-offs.

**How to Pay: Rewarding Individual Employees Through Variable-Pay Programs**

“Why should I put any extra effort into this job?” asked Anne Garcia, a fourth-grade elementary schoolteacher in Denver, Colorado. “I can excel or I can do the bare minimum. It makes no difference. I get paid the same. Why do anything above the
minimum to get by?" Comments like Anne’s have been voiced by schoolteachers for decades because pay increases were tied to seniority. Recently, however, a number of states have revamped their compensation systems to motivate people like Anne by tying teacher pay levels to results in the classroom in various ways, and other states are considering such programs. 

A number of organizations are moving away from paying solely on credentials or length of service. Piece-rate plans, merit-based pay, bonuses, skill-based pay, profit sharing, gainsharing, and employee stock ownership plans are all forms of a variable-pay program, which bases a portion of an employee’s pay on some individual and/or organizational measure of performance. Earnings therefore fluctuate up and down. The fluctuation in variable pay is what makes these programs attractive to management. It turns part of an organization’s fixed labor costs into a variable cost, thus reducing expenses when performance declines. When the U.S. economy encountered a recession in 2001 and 2008, companies with variable pay were able to reduce their labor costs much faster than others. When pay is tied to performance, the employee’s earnings also recognize contribution rather than being a form of entitlement. Over time, low performers’ pay stagnates, while high performers enjoy pay increases commensurate with their contributions.

Let’s examine the different types of variable-pay programs in more detail.

1. **Piece-Rate Pay.** The piece-rate pay plan has long been popular as a means of compensating production workers with a fixed sum for each unit of production completed. A pure piece-rate plan provides no base salary and pays the employee only for what she produces. Ballpark workers selling peanuts and soda are frequently paid this way. If they sell 40 bags of peanuts at $1 each, their take is $40. The harder they work and the more peanuts they sell, the more they earn. The limitation of these plans is that they’re not feasible for many jobs. Surgeons earn significant salaries regardless of their patients’ outcomes. Would it be better to pay them only if their patients fully recover? It seems unlikely that most would accept such a deal, and it might cause unanticipated consequences as well (such as surgeons avoiding patients with complicated or terminal conditions). So, although incentives are motivating and relevant for some jobs, it is unrealistic to think they can constitute the only piece of some employees’ pay.

2. **Merit-Based Pay.** A merit-based pay plan pays for individual performance based on performance appraisal ratings. A main advantage is that people thought to be high performers can get bigger raises. If designed correctly, merit-based plans let individuals perceive a strong relationship between their performance and their rewards. Despite their intuitive appeal, merit pay plans have several limitations. One is that they are typically based on an annual performance appraisal and thus are only as valid as the performance ratings. Another limitation is that the pay-raise pool fluctuates on economic or other conditions that have little to do with individual performance. One year, a colleague at a top university who performed very well in teaching and research was given a pay raise of $300. Why? Because the pay-raise pool was very small. Yet that is hardly pay-for-performance. Finally, unions typically resist merit pay plans. Relatively few teachers are covered by merit pay for this reason. Instead, seniority-based pay, where all employees get the same raises, predominates.
3. **Bonuses.** An annual bonus is a significant component of total compensation for many jobs. The incentive effects of performance bonuses should be higher than those of merit pay because, rather than paying for performance years ago (that was rolled into base pay), bonuses reward recent performance. When times are bad, firms can cut bonuses to reduce compensation costs. Steel company Nucor, for example, guarantees employees only about $10 per hour, but bonuses can be substantial. In 2006, the average Nucor worker made roughly $91,000. When the recession hit, bonuses were cut dramatically: in 2009, total pay had dropped 40 percent. This example also highlights the downside of bonuses: employees' pay is more vulnerable to cuts. This is problematic when bonuses are a large percentage of total pay or when employees take bonuses for granted.

4. **Skill-Based Pay.** Skill-based pay (also called competency-based or knowledge-based pay) is an alternative to job-based pay that centers pay levels on how many skills employees have or how many jobs they can do. For employers, the lure of skill-based pay plans is increased flexibility of the workforce: staffing is easier when employee skills are interchangeable. Skill-based pay also facilitates communication across the organization because people gain a better understanding of each other's jobs. One study found that across 214 different organizations, skill-based pay was related to higher levels of workforce flexibility, positive attitudes, membership behaviors, and productivity. Another study found that over 5 years, a skill-based pay plan was associated with higher levels of individual skill change and skill maintenance. These results suggest that skill-based pay plans are effective in achieving their stated goals. What about the downsides? People can “top out”—that is, they can learn all the skills the program calls for them to learn. This can frustrate employees after they’ve been challenged by an environment of learning, growth, and continual pay raises. Finally, skill-based plans don’t address level of performance but only whether someone can perform the skill. Perhaps reflecting these weaknesses, one study of 97 U.S. companies using skill-based pay plans found that 39 percent had switched to a more traditional market-based pay plan 7 years later.

5. **Profit-Sharing Plans.** A profit-sharing plan distributes compensation based on some established formula designed around a company’s profitability. Compensation can be direct cash outlays or, particularly for top managers, allocations of stock options. When you read about executives like Oracle’s Larry Ellison earning $75.33 million in pay, it almost all (88.8 percent in Ellison’s case) comes from cashing in stock options previously granted based on company profit performance. Not all profit-sharing plans are so grand in scale. Jacob Luke, age 13, started his own lawn-mowing business after getting a mower from his uncle. Jacob employs his brother, Isaiah, and friend, Marcel Monroe, and pays them each 25 percent of the profits he makes on each yard. Profit-sharing plans at the organizational level appear to have positive impacts on employee attitudes; employees report a greater feeling of psychological ownership.

6. **Gainsharing.** Gainsharing is a formula-based group incentive plan that uses improvements in group productivity from one period to another to determine the total amount of money allocated. Its popularity seems narrowly focused among large manufacturing companies, although some health care organizations have experimented with it as a cost-saving mechanism. Gainsharing differs from profit sharing...
in tying rewards to productivity gains rather than profits, so employees can receive incentive awards even when the organization isn’t profitable. Because the benefits accrue to groups of workers, high performers pressure weaker ones to work harder, improving performance for the group as a whole.63

7. **Employee Stock Ownership Plans.** An employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) is a company-established benefit plan in which employees acquire stock, often at below-market prices, as part of their benefits. Research on ESOPs indicates they increase employee satisfaction and innovation.64 But their impact on performance is less clear. ESOPs have the potential to increase employee job satisfaction and work motivation, but employees need to psychologically experience ownership.65 That is, in addition to their financial stake in the company, they need to be kept regularly informed of the status of the business and have the opportunity to influence it in order to significantly improve the organization’s performance.66 ESOP plans for top management can reduce unethical behavior. CEOs are more likely to manipulate firm earnings reports if unfavorable to make themselves look good in the short run when they don’t have an ownership share, even though this manipulation may eventually lead to lower stock prices. However, when CEOs own a large amount of stock, they report earnings accurately, partly because they view themselves as company owners; also, they don’t want the greater potential negative consequences such as the loss of their positions if exposed.67

**EVALUATION OF VARIABLE PAY**  Do variable-pay programs increase motivation and productivity? Studies generally support the idea that organizations with profit-sharing plans have higher levels of profitability than those without them.68 Profit-sharing plans have also been linked to higher levels of employee affective commitment, especially in small organizations.69 Similarly, gainsharing has been found to improve productivity in a majority of cases and often has a positive impact on employee attitudes.70 Economist Ed Lazear seems generally right when he says, “Workers respond to prices just as economic theory predicts. Claims by sociologists and others that monetizing incentives may actually reduce output are unambiguously refuted by the data.” But that doesn’t mean everyone responds positively to variable-pay plans.71 A study found that whereas piece-rate pay-for-performance plans stimulated higher levels of productivity, this positive effect was not observed for risk-averse employees.

You’d probably think individual pay systems such as merit pay or pay-for-performance work better in individualistic cultures such as the United States or that group-based rewards such as gainsharing or profit sharing work better in collectivistic cultures. Unfortunately, there isn’t much research on the issue. One recent study did suggest that employee beliefs about the fairness of a group incentive plan were more predictive of pay satisfaction in the United States than in Hong Kong. This could mean that U.S. employees are more critical in appraising a group pay plan, and therefore, it’s more important that the plan be communicated clearly and administered fairly.72

**Flexible Benefits: Developing a Benefits Package**

Consistent with expectancy theory’s thesis that organizational rewards should be linked to employees’ individual goals, flexible benefits individualize rewards by allowing each employee to choose the compensation package that best satisfies his current needs and situation. These plans replace the “one-benefit-plan-fits-all” programs designed for a
male with a wife and two children at home that dominated organizations for more than 50 years. Fewer than 10 percent of employees now fit this image: about 25 percent are single, and one-third are part of two-income families with no children. Flexible benefits can accommodate differences in employee needs based on age, marital status, partner’s benefit status, and number and age of dependents.

Today, almost all major corporations in the United States offer flexible benefits. And they’re becoming the norm in other countries and in small companies, too. A recent survey of 211 Canadian organizations found that 60 percent offer flexible benefits, up from 41 percent in 2005. A similar survey of firms in the United Kingdom found that nearly all major organizations were offering flexible benefits programs, with options ranging from private supplemental medical insurance to holiday trading (with co-workers), discounted bus travel, and child-care assistance.

**Intrinsic Rewards: Employee Recognition Programs**

Laura Schendell makes only $8.50 per hour working at her fast-food job in Pensacola, Florida, and the job isn’t very challenging or interesting. Yet Laura talks enthusiastically about the job, her boss, and the company that employs her. “What I like is the fact that Guy [her supervisor] appreciates the effort I make. He compliments me regularly in front of the other people on my shift, and I’ve been chosen Employee of the Month twice in the last six months. Did you see my picture on that plaque on the wall?”

Organizations are increasingly recognizing what Laura knows: important work rewards can be both intrinsic and extrinsic. Rewards are intrinsic in the form of employee recognition programs and extrinsic in the form of compensation systems. In this section, we deal with ways in which managers can reward and motivate employee performance.

Employee recognition programs range from a spontaneous and private thank-you to widely publicized formal programs in which specific types of behavior are encouraged and the procedures for attaining recognition are clearly identified. Some research suggests financial incentives and benefits may be more motivating in the short term, but in the long run it’s nonfinancial incentives.

A few years ago, 1,500 employees were surveyed in a variety of work settings to find out what they considered the most powerful workplace motivator. Their response? Recognition, recognition, and more recognition.

An obvious advantage of recognition programs is that they are inexpensive, since praise is free! As companies and government organizations face tighter budgets, non-financial incentives become more attractive. Everett Clinic in Washington State uses a combination of local and centralized initiatives to encourage managers to recognize employees. Employees and managers give “Hero Grams” and “Caught in the Act” cards to colleagues for exceptional accomplishments at work. Part of the incentive is simply to receive recognition, but there are also drawings for prizes based on the number of cards a person receives. Managers are trained to use the programs frequently and effectively to reward good performance. Multinational corporations like Symantec Corporation have also increased their use of recognition programs. Centralized programs across multiple offices in different countries can help ensure that all employees, regardless of where they work, can be recognized for their contribution to the work environment. Another study found that recognition programs are common in both Canadian and Australian firms as well.
Despite the increased popularity of employee recognition programs, critics argue they are highly susceptible to political manipulation by management. When applied to jobs for which performance factors are relatively objective, such as sales, recognition programs are likely to be perceived by employees as fair. However, in most jobs, the criteria for good performance aren’t self-evident, which allows managers to manipulate the system and recognize their favorites. Abuse can undermine the value of recognition programs and demoralize employees.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Although it’s always dangerous to synthesize a large number of complex ideas, the following suggestions summarize what we know about motivating employees in organizations.

- **Recognize Individual Differences.** Managers should be sensitive to individual differences. For example, employees from Asian cultures prefer not to be singled out as special because it makes them uncomfortable. Spend the time necessary to understand what’s important to each employee. This allows you to individualize goals, level of involvement, and rewards to align with individual needs. Design jobs to align with individual needs and maximize their motivation potential.

- **Use Goals and Feedback.** Employees should have firm, specific goals, and they should get feedback on how well they are faring in pursuit of those goals.

- **Allow Employees to Participate in Decisions That Affect Them.** Employees can contribute to setting work goals, choosing their own benefits packages, and solving productivity and quality problems. Participation can increase employee productivity, commitment to work goals, motivation, and job satisfaction.

- **Link Rewards to Performance.** Rewards should be contingent on performance, and employees must perceive the link between the two. Regardless of how strong the relationship is, if individuals perceive it to be weak, the results will be low performance, a decrease in job satisfaction, and an increase in turnover and absenteeism.

- **Check the System for Equity.** Employees should perceive that experience, skills, abilities, effort, and other obvious inputs explain differences in performance and hence in pay, job assignments, and other obvious rewards.

---
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DEFINING AND CLASSIFYING GROUPS

We define a group as two or more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to achieve particular objectives. Groups can be either formal or informal.

By a formal group, we mean one defined by the organization’s structure, with designated work assignments establishing tasks. In formal groups, the behaviors team members should engage in are stipulated by and directed toward organizational goals. The six members of an airline flight crew are a formal group, for example. In contrast, an informal group is neither formally structured nor organizationally determined. Informal groups are natural formations in the work environment that appear in response to the need for social contact. Three employees from different departments who regularly have lunch or coffee together are an informal group. These types of interactions among individuals, though informal, deeply affect their behavior and performance.

Groups can be formal as well as informal; regardless of the type of group, group norms, roles, and identities have powerful effects on individuals’ behavior.
It’s possible to further subclassify groups as command, task, interest, or friendship groups. Command and task groups are dictated by formal organization, whereas interest and friendship groups are informal alliances.

A command group is determined by the organization chart. It is composed of the individuals who report directly to a given manager. An elementary school principal and her 18 teachers form a command group, as do a director of postal audits and his five inspectors.

A task group, also organizationally determined, represents individuals working together to complete a job task. However, a task group’s boundaries are not limited to its immediate hierarchical superior; the group can cross command relationships. If a college student is accused of a campus crime, dealing with the problem might require coordination among the dean of academic affairs, the dean of students, the registrar, the director of security, and the student’s advisor. Such a formation constitutes a task group. All command groups are also task groups. But because task groups can cut across the organization, they are not always command groups.

Whether they are together or not in command groups or task groups, people may affiliate to attain a specific objective with which each individual is concerned. This creates an interest group. Employees who band together to have their vacation schedules altered, to support a peer who has been fired, or to seek improved working conditions have formed a united body to further their common interest.

Groups often develop because individual members have one or more common characteristics. We call these formations friendship groups. Social alliances, which frequently extend outside the work situation, can be based on common age or ethnic heritage, support for Notre Dame football, interest in the same alternative rock band, or similar political views, to name just a few such characteristics.

There is no single reason individuals join groups. Because most people belong to a number of groups, it’s obvious that different groups provide different benefits to their members. Exhibit 9-1 summarizes the most popular reasons people have for joining groups.

**EXHIBIT 9-1**

Why Do People Join Groups?

| Security | By joining a group, individuals can reduce the insecurity of “standing alone.” People feel stronger, have fewer self-doubts, and are more resistant to threats when they are part of a group. |
| Status | Inclusion in a group that is viewed as important by others provides recognition and status for its members. |
| Self-esteem | Groups can provide people with feelings of self-worth. That is, in addition to conveying status to those outside the group, membership can also give increased feelings of worth to the group members. |
| Affiliation | Groups can fulfill social needs. People enjoy the regular interaction that comes with group membership. For many people, these on-the-job interactions are their primary sources for fulfilling their needs for affiliation. |
| Power | What cannot be achieved individually often becomes possible through group action. There is power in numbers. |
| Goal achievement | There are times when it takes more than one person to accomplish a particular task—there is a need to pool talents, knowledge, or power in order to complete a job. In such instances, management will rely on the use of a formal group. |
STAGES OF GROUP DEVELOPMENT

Groups generally pass through a predictable sequence in their evolution. Although not all groups follow this five-stage model, it is a useful framework for understanding group development. In this section, we describe the five-stage model and an alternative for temporary groups with deadlines.

The Five-Stage Model

As shown in Exhibit 9-2, the five-stage group-development model characterizes groups as proceeding through the distinct stages of forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning.

The first stage, forming stage, is characterized by a great deal of uncertainty about the group’s purpose, structure, and leadership. Members “test the waters” to determine what types of behaviors are acceptable. This stage is complete when members have begun to think of themselves as part of a group.

The storming stage is one of intragroup conflict. Members accept the existence of the group but resist the constraints it imposes on individuality. There is conflict over who will control the group. When this stage is complete, there will be a relatively clear hierarchy of leadership within the group.

In the third stage, close relationships develop and the group demonstrates cohesiveness. There is now a strong sense of group identity and camaraderie. This norming stage is complete when the group structure solidifies and the group has assimilated a common set of expectations of what defines correct member behavior.

The fourth stage is performing. The structure at this point is fully functional and accepted. Group energy has moved from getting to know and understand each other to performing the task at hand.

For permanent work groups, performing is the last stage in development. However, for temporary committees, teams, task forces, and similar groups that have a limited task to perform, the adjourning stage is for wrapping up activities and preparing to disband. Some group members are upbeat, basking in the group’s accomplishments. Others may be depressed over the loss of camaraderie and friendships gained during the work group’s life.

Many interpreters of the five-stage model have assumed a group becomes more effective as it progresses through the first four stages. Although this may be generally true, what makes a group effective is actually more complex. First, groups proceed through the stages of group development at different rates. Those with a strong sense of purpose and strategy rapidly achieve high performance and improve over time, whereas those with less sense of purpose actually see their performance worsen over time. Similarly, groups that begin with a positive social focus (reward) appear to achieve the “performing” stage more rapidly. Nor do groups always proceed clearly from one stage to the next. Storming and performing can occur simultaneously, and groups can even regress to previous stages.
Temporary groups with deadlines don’t seem to follow the usual five stage model. Studies indicate they have their own unique sequencing of actions (or inaction): (1) their first meeting sets the group’s direction, (2) this first phase of group activity is one of inertia, (3) a transition takes place exactly when the group has used up half its allotted time, (4) this transition initiates major changes, (5) a second phase of inertia follows the transition, and (6) the group’s last meeting is characterized by markedly accelerated activity. This pattern, called the punctuated-equilibrium model, is shown in Exhibit 9-3.

The first meeting sets a framework of behavioral patterns and assumptions through which the group will approach its project emerges, sometimes in the first few seconds of the group’s existence. Once set, the group’s direction is solidified and is unlikely to be reexamined throughout the first half of its life. This is a period of inertia—the group tends to stand still or become locked into a fixed course of action even if it gains new insights that challenge initial patterns and assumptions.

One of the most interesting discoveries was that each group experienced its transition precisely halfway between its first meeting and its official deadline—whether members spent an hour on their project or 6 months. The midpoint appears to work like an alarm clock, heightening members’ awareness that project time is limited and they need to get moving. This transition ends phase 1 and is characterized by a concentrated burst of changes, dropping of old patterns, and adoption of new perspectives. The transition sets a revised direction for phase 2, a new equilibrium or period of inertia in which the group executes plans created during the transition period.

The group’s last meeting is characterized by a final burst of activity to finish its work. In summary, the punctuated-equilibrium model characterizes groups as exhibiting long periods of inertia interspersed with brief revolutionary changes triggered primarily by members’ awareness of time and deadlines. Keep in mind, however, that this model doesn’t apply to all groups. It’s essentially limited to temporary task groups working under a time-constrained completion deadline.
GROUP PROPERTIES: ROLES, NORMS, STATUS, SIZE, COHESIVENESS, AND DIVERSITY

Work groups are not unorganized mobs; they have properties that shape members’ behavior and help explain and predict individual behavior within the group as well as the performance of the group itself. Some of these properties are roles, norms, status, size, cohesiveness, and diversity.

Group Property 1: Roles

Shakespeare said, “All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women merely players.” Using the same metaphor, all group members are actors, each playing a role. By this term, we mean a set of expected behavior patterns attributed to someone occupying a given position in a social unit. Our understanding of role behavior would be dramatically simplified if each of us could choose one role and play it regularly and consistently. Instead, we are required to play a number of diverse roles, both on and off our jobs. As we’ll see, one of the tasks in understanding behavior is grasping the role a person is currently playing.

Bill Patterson is a plant manager with EMM Industries, a large electrical equipment manufacturer in Phoenix. He fulfills a number of roles—EMM employee, member of middle management, electrical engineer, and primary company spokesperson in the community. Off the job, Bill Patterson finds himself in still more roles: husband, father, Catholic, tennis player, member of the Thunderbird Country Club, and president of his homeowners’ association. Many of these roles are compatible; some create conflicts. How does Bill’s religious commitment influence his managerial decisions regarding layoffs, expense account padding, and provision of accurate information to government agencies? A recent offer of promotion requires Bill to relocate, yet his family wants to stay in Phoenix. Can the role demands of his job be reconciled with the demands of his husband and father roles?

Like Bill Patterson, we are all required to play a number of roles, and our behavior varies with each. Different groups impose different role requirements on individuals.

ROLE PERCEPTION Our view of how we’re supposed to act in a given situation is a role perception. We get role perceptions from stimuli all around us—for example, friends, books, films, television, as when we form an impression of the work of doctors from watching Grey’s Anatomy. Apprenticeship programs allow beginners to watch an expert so they can learn to act as they should.

ROLE EXPECTATIONS Role expectations are the way others believe you should act in a given context. The role of a U.S. federal judge is viewed as having propriety and dignity, whereas a football coach is seen as aggressive, dynamic, and inspiring to his players.

ROLE CONFLICT When compliance with one role requirement may make it difficult to comply with another, the result is role conflict. For example, if you were asked to provide feedback on your supervisor’s performance, your role as evaluator for that task and employee of that person would conflict. At the extreme, two or more role expectations are mutually contradictory.
Group Property 2: Norms

Did you ever notice that golfers don’t speak while their partners are putting on the green or that employees don’t criticize their bosses in public? Why not? The answer is norms.

All groups have established norms—acceptable standards of behavior shared by their members that express what they ought and ought not to do under certain circumstances. When agreed to and accepted by the group, norms influence members’ behavior with a minimum of external controls. Different groups, communities, and societies have different norms, but they all have them.9

Norms can cover virtually any aspect of group behavior.10 Probably the most common is a performance norm, providing explicit cues about how hard members should work, what the level of output should be, how to get the job done, what level of tardiness is appropriate, and the like. These norms are extremely powerful and are capable of significantly modifying a performance prediction based solely on ability and level of personal motivation. Other norms include appearance norms (dress codes, unspoken rules about when to look busy), social arrangement norms (with whom to eat lunch, whether to form friendships on and off the job), and resource allocation norms (assignment of difficult jobs, distribution of resources like pay or equipment).

THE HAWTHORNE STUDIES  Full-scale appreciation of the influence of norms on worker behavior did not occur until the early 1930s, following studies undertaken between 1924 and 1932 at the Western Electric Company’s Hawthorne Works in Chicago.11

The Hawthorne researchers began by examining the relationship between the physical environment and productivity. As they increased the light level for the experimental group of workers, output rose for that unit and the control group. But to their surprise, as they dropped the light level in the experimental group, productivity continued to increase in both groups. In fact, productivity in the experimental group decreased only when the light intensity had been reduced to that of moonlight.

As a follow-up, the researchers began a second set of experiments at Western Electric. A small group of women assembling telephone relays was isolated from the main work group so their behavior could be more carefully observed. Observations covering a multiyear period found this small group’s output increased steadily. The number of personal and out-sick absences was approximately one-third that recorded by women in the regular production department. It became evident this group’s performance was significantly influenced by its status as “special.” The members thought being in the experimental group was fun, that they were in an elite group, and that management showed concern about their interests by engaging in such experimentation. In essence, workers in both the illumination and assembly-test-room experiments were really reacting to the increased attention they received.

A third study, in the bank wiring observation room, was introduced to study the effect of a sophisticated wage incentive plan for the group. The most important finding was that employees did not individually maximize their outputs. Rather, their output became controlled by a group norm that determined what was a proper day’s work even with the awareness of the share of incentive each would earn. Interviews determined the group was operating well below its capability and was leveling output to protect itself. Members were afraid that if they significantly increased their output, the unit incentive rate would be eliminated, the expected daily output would be increased, layoffs might occur, or slower
workers would be reprimanded. So the group established its idea of a fair output—neither too much nor too little. Members helped each other ensure their reports were nearly level.

The norms the group established included a number of “don’ts.” Don’t be a rate-buster, turning out too much work. Don’t be a chiseler, turning out too little work. Don’t squeal on any of your peers. How did the group enforce these norms? The methods included sarcasm, name-calling, ridicule, and even punches to the upper arm of any member who violated the group’s norms. Members also ostracized individuals whose behavior was against the group’s interest.

**CONFORMITY**  As a member of a group, you desire acceptance by the group. Thus you are susceptible to conforming to the group’s norms. Considerable evidence suggests groups can place strong pressures on individual members to change their attitudes and behaviors to conform to the group’s standard. There are numerous reasons for conformity, with recent research highlighting the importance of a desire to develop meaningful social relationships with others or to maintain a favorable self-concept.

The impact that group pressures for conformity can have on an individual member’s judgment was demonstrated in now-classic studies by Solomon Asch. Asch made up groups of seven or eight people who were asked to compare two cards held by the experimenter. One card had one line, and the other had three lines of varying length, one of which was identical to the line on the one-line card, as Exhibit 9-4 shows. The difference in line length was quite obvious; in fact, under ordinary conditions, subjects made fewer than 1 percent errors in announcing aloud which of the three lines matched the single line. But what happens if members of the group begin giving incorrect answers? Will pressure to conform cause an unsuspecting subject (USS) to alter an answer? Asch arranged the group so only the USS was unaware the experiment was rigged. The seating was prearranged so the USS was one of the last to announce a decision.

The experiment began with several sets of matching exercises. All the subjects gave the right answers. On the third set, however, the first subject gave an obviously wrong answer—for example, saying “C” in Exhibit 9-4. The next subject gave the same wrong answer, and so did the others. Now the dilemma confronting the USS was this: publicly state a perception that differs from the announced position of the others in the group, or give an incorrect answer in order to agree with the others.

The results over many experiments and trials showed 75 percent of subjects gave at least one answer that conformed—that they knew was wrong but was consistent with the replies of other group members—and the average conformer gave wrong answers 37 percent of the time. What meaning can we draw from these results? They suggest group norms press us toward conformity. We desire to be one of the group and therefore avoid being visibly different.

**EXHIBIT 9-4**

The Punctuated-Equilibrium Model
This research was conducted more than 50 years ago. Has time altered the conclusions’ validity? And should we consider them generalizable across cultures? Evidence indicates levels of conformity have steadily declined since Asch’s studies in the early 1950s, and his findings are culture-bound to the United States. Conformity to social norms is even higher in collectivist cultures, but it is obviously or conclusively still a powerful force in groups in individualistic countries.

Do individuals conform to the pressures of all the groups to which they belong? Obviously not, because people belong to many groups, and their norms vary and sometimes are contradictory. So what do people do? We conform to the important groups (according to our perception) to which we belong or hope to belong. These important groups are reference groups, in which a person is aware of other members, defines himself as a member or would like to be a member, and feels group members are significant to him. The implication, then, is that all groups cannot impose equal conformity pressures on their members, since their importance is in the eye of the perceiver.

**DEVIAN T WORKPLACE BEHAVIOR** LeBron Hunt is frustrated by a co-worker who constantly spreads malicious and unsubstantiated rumors about him. Debra Hundley is tired of a member of her work team who, when confronted with a problem, takes out his frustration by yelling and screaming at her and other members. And Mi Cha Kim recently quit her job as a dental hygienist after being constantly sexually harassed by her employer.

What do these three episodes have in common? They represent employees exposed to acts of deviant workplace behavior. As we’ve briefly discussed in a previous chapter, deviant workplace behavior (also called counterproductive behavior or employee withdrawal) is voluntary behavior that violates significant organizational norms and, in doing so, threatens the well-being of the organization or its members.

Few organizations will admit to creating or condoning conditions that encourage and maintain deviant norms. Yet they exist. Employees report an increase in rudeness and disregard toward others by bosses and co-workers in recent years. And nearly half of employees who have suffered this incivility say it has led them to think about changing jobs; 12 percent actually quit because of it. A study of nearly 1,500 respondents found that in addition to increasing turnover intentions, incivility at work increased reports of psychological stress and physical illness.

Like norms in general, individual employees’ antisocial actions are shaped by the group context within which they work. Evidence demonstrates deviant workplace behavior is likely to flourish where it’s supported by group norms. For example, workers who socialize either at or outside work with people who are frequently absent from work are more likely to be absent themselves. What this means for managers is that when deviant workplace norms surface, employee cooperation, commitment, and motivation are likely to suffer.

What are the consequences of workplace deviance for teams? Some research suggests a chain reaction occurs in a group with high levels of dysfunctional behavior. The process begins with negative behaviors like shirking, undermining co-workers, or being generally uncooperative. As a result of these behaviors, the team collectively starts to have negative moods. These negative moods then result in poor coordination of effort and lower levels of group performance, especially when there is a lot of nonverbal negative communication between members.

One study suggests those working in a group are more likely to lie, cheat, and steal than individuals working alone. As shown in Exhibit 9-5, in this study, no individual
working alone lied, but 22 percent of those working in groups did. They also were more likely to cheat on a task (55 percent versus 23 percent of individuals working alone) and steal (29 percent compared to 10 percent working alone). Groups provide a shield of anonymity, so someone who might ordinarily be afraid of getting caught can rely on the fact that other group members had the same opportunity, creating a false sense of confidence that may result in more aggressive behavior. Thus, deviant behavior depends on the accepted norms of the group—or even whether an individual is part of a group.

**Group Property 3: Status**

**STATUS** Status—a socially defined position or rank given to groups or group members by others—permeates every society. Even the smallest group will develop roles, rights, and rituals to differentiate its members. Status is a significant motivator and has major behavioral consequences when individuals perceive a disparity between what they believe their status is and what others perceive it to be.

**WHAT DETERMINES STATUS?** According to status characteristics theory, status tends to derive from one of three sources:

1. **The Power a Person Wields Over Others.** Because they likely control the group’s resources, people who control the outcomes tend to be perceived as high status.
2. **A Person’s Ability to Contribute to a Group’s Goals.** People whose contributions are critical to the group’s success tend to have high status. Some thought NBA star Kobe Bryant had more say over player decisions than his coaches (though not as much as Bryant wanted!).
3. **An Individual’s Personal Characteristics.** Someone whose personal characteristics are positively valued by the group (good looks, intelligence, money, or a friendly personality) typically has higher status than someone with fewer valued attributes.
**STATUS AND NORMS** Status has some interesting effects on the power of norms and pressures to conform. High-status individuals are often given more freedom to deviate from norms than are other group members.\(^{24}\) Physicians actively resist administrative decisions made by lower-ranking insurance company employees.\(^{25}\) High-status people are also better able to resist conformity pressures than their lower-status peers. An individual who is highly valued by a group but doesn’t need or care about the group’s social rewards is particularly able to disregard conformity norms.\(^{26}\)

These findings explain why many star athletes, celebrities, top-performing salespeople, and outstanding academics seem oblivious to appearance and social norms that constrain their peers. As high-status individuals, they’re given a wider range of discretion as long as their activities aren’t severely detrimental to group goal achievement.\(^{27}\)

**STATUS AND GROUP INTERACTION** High-status people tend to be more assertive group members.\(^{28}\) They speak out more often, criticize more, state more commands, and interrupt others more often. But status differences actually inhibit diversity of ideas and creativity in groups, because lower-status members tend to participate less actively in group discussions. When they possess expertise and insights that could aid the group, failure to fully utilize these members reduces the group’s overall performance.

**Group Property 4: Size**

Does the size of a group affect the group’s overall behavior? Yes, but the effect depends on what dependent variables we look at. Smaller groups are faster at completing tasks than larger ones, and individuals perform better in smaller groups.\(^{29}\) However, in problem solving, large groups consistently get better marks than their smaller counterparts.\(^{30}\) Translating these results into specific numbers is a bit more hazardous, but groups with a dozen or more members are good for gaining diverse input. So if the goal is fact-finding, larger groups should be more effective. Smaller groups of about seven members are better at doing something productive.

One of the most important findings about the size of a group concerns **social loafing**, the tendency for individuals to expend less effort when working collectively than alone.\(^{31}\) It directly challenges the assumption that the productivity of the group as a whole should at least equal the sum of the productivity of the individuals in it.

As a test of this, German psychologist Max Ringelmann compared the results of individual and group performance on a rope-pulling task in the late 1920s.\(^{32}\) Wondering if team spirit spurs individual effort and enhances overall group productivity, he expected that three people pulling together would exert three times as much pull on the rope as one person, and eight people eight times as much. One person pulling on a rope alone exerted an average of 63 kilograms of force. In groups of three, the per-person force dropped to 53 kilograms. And in groups of eight, it fell to only 31 kilograms per person, supporting the social loafing theory.

Replications of Ringelmann’s research with similar tasks have generally supported his findings.\(^{33}\) Group performance increases with group size, but the addition of new members has diminishing returns on productivity. So more may be better in that total productivity of a group of four is greater than that of three, but the individual productivity of each member declines.

What causes social loafing? It may be a belief that others in the group are not carrying their fair share. If you see others as lazy or inept, you can reestablish equity by
Reducing your effort. Another explanation is the dispersion of responsibility. Because group results cannot be attributed to any single person, the relationship between an individual’s input and the group’s output is clouded. Individuals may then be tempted to become free riders and coast on the group’s efforts. The implications for OB are significant. When managers use collective work situations to enhance morale and improve teamwork, they must also be able to identify individual efforts. Otherwise, they must weigh the potential losses in productivity from using groups against the possible gains in worker satisfaction.  

Social loafing appears to have a Western bias. It’s consistent with individualistic cultures, such as the United States and Canada, that are dominated by self-interest. It is not prevalent in collective societies, in which individuals are motivated by in-group goals. In studies comparing U.S. employees with employees from the People’s Republic of China and Israel, the Chinese and Israelis showed no propensity to engage in social loafing and actually performed better in a group than alone.

There are several ways to prevent social loafing: (1) Set group goals, so the group has a common purpose to strive toward; (2) increase intergroup competition, which again focuses on the shared outcome; (3) engage in peer evaluation so each person evaluates each other person’s contribution; (4) select members who have high motivation and prefer to work in groups, and (5) if possible, base group rewards in part on each member’s unique contributions. Although no magic bullet will prevent social loafing in all cases, these steps should help minimize its effect.

**Group Property 5: Cohesiveness**

Groups differ in their cohesiveness—the degree to which members are attracted to each other and motivated to stay in the group. Some work groups are cohesive because the members have spent a great deal of time together, or the group’s small size or purpose facilitates high interaction, or external threats have brought members close together.

Cohesiveness affects group productivity. Studies consistently show that the relationship between cohesiveness and productivity depends on the group’s performance-related norms. If norms for quality, output, and cooperation with outsiders, for instance, are high, a cohesive group will be more productive than will a less cohesive group. But if performance norms are low and cohesiveness is high, productivity will be low. If performance norms are high and cohesiveness is low, productivity increases, but less than in the high-norms/high-cohesiveness situation. When performance-related norms and cohesiveness are both low, productivity tends to fall into the low-to-moderate range.

What can you do to encourage group cohesiveness? (1) Make the group smaller, (2) encourage agreement with group goals, (3) increase the time members spend together, (4) increase the group’s status and the perceived difficulty of attaining membership, (5) stimulate competition with other groups, (6) give rewards to the group rather than to individual members, and (7) physically isolate the group.

**Group Property 6: Diversity**

The final property of groups we consider is diversity in the group’s membership, the degree to which members of the group are similar to, or different from, one another. A great deal of research is being done on how diversity influences group performance. Some
research looks at cultural diversity and some at racial, gender, and other differences. Overall, studies identify both benefits and costs from group diversity.

Diversity appears to increase group conflict, especially in the early stages of a group’s tenure, which often lowers group morale and raises dropout rates. One study compared groups that were culturally diverse (composed of people from different countries) and homogeneous (composed of people from the same country). On a wilderness survival exercise, the groups performed equally well, but the diverse groups were less satisfied with their groups, were less cohesive, and had more conflict. Another study examined the effect of differences in tenure on the performance of 67 engineering research and development groups. When most people had roughly the same level of tenure, performance was high, but as tenure diversity increased, performance dropped off. There was an important qualifier: higher levels of tenure diversity were not related to lower performance for groups when there were effective team-oriented human resources practices. In other words, teams in which members’ values or opinions differ tend to experience more conflict, but leaders who can get the group to focus on the task at hand and encourage group learning are able to reduce these conflicts and enhance discussion of group issues.

It seems diversity can be bad for performance even in creative teams, but appropriate organizational support and leadership might offset these problems.

However, culturally and demographically diverse groups may perform better over time—if they can get over their initial conflicts. Why might this be so?

Surface-level diversity—in observable characteristics such as national origin, race, and gender—alerts people to possible deep-level diversity—in underlying attitudes, values, and opinions. One researcher argues, “The mere presence of diversity you can see, such as a person’s race or gender, actually cues a team that there’s likely to be differences of opinion.” Although those differences can lead to conflict, they also provide an opportunity to solve problems in unique ways.

One study of jury behavior found diverse juries more likely to deliberate longer, share more information, and make fewer factual errors when discussing evidence. Two studies of MBA student groups found surface-level diversity led to greater openness even without deep-level diversity. Here, surface-level diversity may subconsciously cue team members to be more open-minded in their views.

The impact of diversity on groups is mixed. It is difficult to be in a diverse group in the short term. However, if members can weather their differences, over time, diversity may help them to be more open-minded and creative and to do better. But even positive effects are unlikely to be especially strong. As one review stated, “The business case (in terms of demonstrable financial results) for diversity remains hard to support based on the extant research.”

**GROUP DECISION MAKING**

The belief—characterized by juries—that two heads are better than one has long been accepted as a basic component of the U.S. legal system and those of many other countries. Today, many decisions in organizations are made by groups, teams, or committees. We’ll discuss the advantages of group decision making, along with the unique challenges group dynamics bring to the decision-making process. Finally, we’ll offer some techniques for maximizing the group decision-making opportunity.
Groups Versus the Individual

Decision-making groups may be widely used in organizations, but are group decisions preferable to those made by an individual alone? The answer depends on a number of factors. Let’s begin by looking at the strengths and weaknesses of group decision making.46

STRENGTHS OF GROUP DECISION MAKING  Groups generate more complete information and knowledge. By aggregating the resources of several individuals, groups bring more input as well as heterogeneity into the decision process. They offer increased diversity of views. This opens up the opportunity to consider more approaches and alternatives. Finally, groups lead to increased acceptance of a solution. Group members who participated in making a decision are more likely to enthusiastically support and encourage others to accept it.

WEAKNESSES OF GROUP DECISION MAKING  Group decisions are time consuming because groups typically take more time to reach a solution. There are conformity pressures. The desire by group members to be accepted and considered an asset to the group can squash any overt disagreement. Group discussion can be dominated by one or a few members. If they’re low- and medium-ability members, the group’s overall effectiveness will suffer. Finally, group decisions suffer from ambiguous responsibility. In an individual decision, it’s clear who is accountable for the final outcome. In a group decision, the responsibility of any single member is diluted.

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY  Whether groups are more effective than individuals depends on how you define effectiveness. Group decisions are generally more accurate than the decisions of the average individual in a group, but less accurate than the judgments of the most accurate person.47 In terms of speed, individuals are superior. If creativity is important, groups tend to be more effective. And if effectiveness means the degree of acceptance the final solution achieves, the nod again goes to the group.48

But we cannot consider effectiveness without also assessing efficiency. With few exceptions, group decision making consumes more work hours than an individual tackling the same problem alone. The exceptions tend to be the instances in which, to achieve comparable quantities of diverse input, the single decision maker must spend a great deal of time reviewing files and talking to other people. In deciding whether to use groups, then, managers must assess whether increases in effectiveness are more than enough to offset the reductions in efficiency.

Groupthink and Groupshift

Two by-products of group decision making have the potential to affect a group’s ability to appraise alternatives objectively and arrive at high-quality solutions.

The first, called groupthink, relates to norms. It describes situations in which group pressures for conformity deter the group from critically appraising unusual, minority, or unpopular views. Groupthink is a disease that attacks many groups and can dramatically hinder their performance. The second phenomenon is groupshift, which describes the way group members tend to exaggerate the initial positions they hold when discussing a given set of alternatives and arriving at a solution. In some situations, caution dominates and there is a conservative shift, whereas in other situations groups tend toward a risky shift. Let’s look at each phenomenon in detail.
GROUPTHINK Have you ever felt like speaking up in a meeting, a classroom, or an informal group but decided against it? One reason may have been shyness. Or you may have been a victim of groupthink, which occurs when the norm for consensus overrides the realistic appraisal of alternative courses and the full expression of deviant, minority, or unpopular views. The individual’s mental efficiency, reality testing, and moral judgment deteriorate as a result of group pressures.\(^{49}\)

We have all seen the symptoms of groupthink:

1. Group members rationalize any resistance to the assumptions they’ve made. No matter how strongly their evidence may contradict their basic assumptions, they behave so as to reinforce them.
2. Members apply direct pressure on those who momentarily express doubts about any of the group’s shared views, or who question the validity of arguments supporting the alternative favored by the majority.
3. Members who have doubts or differing points of view seek to avoid deviating from what appears to be group consensus by keeping silent about misgivings and even minimizing to themselves the importance of their doubts.
4. There is an illusion of unanimity. If someone doesn’t speak, it’s assumed he is in full accord. Abstention becomes a “yes” vote.\(^{50}\)

Groupthink appears closely aligned with the conclusions Solomon Asch drew in his experiments with a lone dissenter. Individuals who hold a position different from that of the dominant majority are under pressure to suppress, withhold, or modify their true feelings and beliefs. As members of a group, we find it more pleasant to be in agreement—to be a positive part of the group—than to be a disruptive force, even if disruption is necessary to improve the effectiveness of the group’s decisions. Groups that are more focused on performance than on learning are especially likely to fall victim to groupthink and to suppress the opinions of those who do not agree with the majority.\(^{51}\)

Does groupthink attack all groups? No. It seems to occur most often when there is a clear group identity, when members hold a positive image of their group that they want to protect, and when the group perceives a collective threat to this positive image.\(^{52}\) So groupthink is not a dissenter-suppression mechanism as much as it’s a means for a group to protect its positive image. One study also showed that those influenced by groupthink were more confident about their course of action early on.\(^{53}\) Groups that believe too strongly in the correctness of their course of action are more likely to suppress dissent and encourage conformity than are groups that are more skeptical about their course of action.

What can managers do to minimize groupthink?\(^{54}\) First, they can monitor group size. People grow more intimidated and hesitant as group size increases and, although there is no magic number that will eliminate groupthink, individuals are likely to feel less personal responsibility when groups get larger than about 10 members. Managers should also encourage group leaders to play an impartial role. Leaders should actively seek input from all members and avoid expressing their own opinions, especially in the early stages of deliberation. In addition, managers should appoint one group member to play the role of devil’s advocate, overtly challenging the majority position and offering divergent perspectives. Still another suggestion is to use exercises that stimulate active discussion of diverse alternatives without threatening the group or intensifying identity protection. Have group members delay discussion of possible gains so they can first talk about the dangers or risks inherent in a decision. Requiring members to first focus on the negatives of an alternative makes the group less likely to stifle dissenting views and more likely to gain an objective evaluation.
GROUPSHIFT OR GROUP POLARIZATION  There are differences between group decisions and the individual decisions of group members. As discussed previously, what appears to happen in groups is that discussion leads members toward more extreme views of the positions they already held. Conservatives become more cautious, and more aggressive types take on more risk. The group discussion tends to exaggerate the initial position of the group.

We can view group polarization as a special case of groupthink. The group’s decision reflects the dominant decision-making norm that develops during discussion. Whether the shift in the group’s decision is toward greater caution or more risk depends on the dominant prediscussion norm.

The shift toward polarization has generated several explanations. It’s been argued, for instance, that discussion makes the members more comfortable with each other and, thus, more willing to express extreme versions of their original positions. Another argument is that the group diffuses responsibility. Group decisions free any single member from accountability for the group’s final choice, so a more extreme position can be taken. It’s also likely that people take on extreme positions because they want to demonstrate how different they are from the out-group. People on the fringes of political or social movements take on ever-more extreme positions just to prove they are really committed to the cause, whereas those who are more cautious tend to take exceptionally moderate positions to demonstrate how reasonable they are.

So how should you use the findings on groupshift? Recognize that group decisions exaggerate the initial position of the individual members, that the shift has been shown more often to be toward greater risk, and that which way a group will shift is a function of the members’ prediscussion inclinations.

We now turn to the techniques by which groups make decisions. These reduce some of the dysfunctional aspects of group decision making.

**Group Decision-Making Techniques**

The most common form of group decision making takes place in interacting groups. Members meet face to face and rely on both verbal and nonverbal interaction to communicate. But as our discussion of groupthink demonstrated, interacting groups often censor themselves and pressure individual members toward conformity of opinion. Brainstorming and the nominal group technique can reduce problems inherent in the traditional interacting group.

**Brainstorming** can overcome the pressures for conformity that dampen creativity by encouraging any and all alternatives while withholding criticism. In a typical brainstorming session, a half-dozen to a dozen people sit around a table. The group leader states the problem in a clear manner so all participants understand. Members then freewheel as many alternatives as they can in a given length of time. To encourage members to “think the unusual,” no criticism is allowed, even of the most bizarre suggestions, and all ideas are recorded for later discussion and analysis.

Brainstorming may indeed generate ideas—but not in a very efficient manner. Research consistently shows individuals working alone generate a greater number of ideas than a group in a brainstorming session (though the ideas may not be more creative in scope). One reason for this is “production blocking.” When people are generating ideas in a group, many are talking at once, which blocks the thought process and eventually impedes the sharing of ideas. The following two techniques go further than brainstorming by helping groups arrive at a preferred solution.
The nominal group technique restricts discussion or interpersonal communication during the decision-making process, hence the term nominal. Group members are all physically present, as in a traditional committee meeting, but they operate independently. Specifically, a problem is presented and then the group takes the following steps:

1. Before any discussion takes place, each member independently writes down ideas on the problem.
2. After this silent period, each member presents one idea to the group. No discussion takes place until all ideas have been presented and recorded.
3. The group discusses the ideas for clarity and evaluates them.
4. Each group member silently and independently rank-orders the ideas. The idea with the highest aggregate ranking determines the final decision.

The chief advantage of the nominal group technique is that it permits a group to meet formally but does not restrict independent thinking, as does an interacting group. Research generally shows nominal groups outperform brainstorming groups. Brainstorming and the nominal group technique both have their own set of strengths and weaknesses. The choice depends on what criteria you want to emphasize and the cost–benefit trade-off. An interacting group is good for achieving commitment to a solution, brainstorming develops group cohesiveness, and the nominal group technique is an inexpensive means for generating a large number of ideas.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Several implications can be drawn from our discussion of groups. The next chapter will explore several of these in greater depth.

- Role perception and an employee’s performance evaluation are positively related. The degree of congruence between the employee’s and the boss’s perception of the employee’s job influences the degree to which the boss will judge that employee effective. An employee whose role perception fulfills the boss’s role expectations will receive a higher performance evaluation.
- Norms control behavior by establishing standards of right and wrong. The norms of a given group can help explain members’ behaviors for managers. When norms support high output, managers can expect markedly higher individual performance than when they aim to restrict output. Norms that support antisocial behavior increase the likelihood that individuals will engage in deviant workplace activities.
- Status inequities create frustration and can adversely influence productivity and willingness to remain with an organization. Incongruence is likely to reduce motivation and motivate a search for ways to bring about fairness. Because lower-status people tend to participate less in group discussions, groups with high status differences are likely to inhibit input from lower-status members and reduce their potential.
- The impact of size on a group’s performance depends on the type of task. Larger groups are more effective at fact-finding activities, and smaller groups are more effective at action-taking tasks. Our knowledge of social loafing suggests that managers using larger groups should also provide measures of individual performance.
- Cohesiveness can influence a group’s level of productivity or not, depending on the group’s performance-related norms.
• Diversity appears to have a mixed impact on group performance, with some studies suggesting that diversity can help performance and others suggesting it can hurt it. It appears the situation makes a difference in whether positive or negative results predominate.

• High congruence between a boss’s and an employee’s perception of the employee’s job correlates strongly with high employee satisfaction. Role conflict is associated with job-induced tension and job dissatisfaction.

• Most people prefer to communicate with others at their own status level or a higher one rather than with those below them. As a result, we should expect satisfaction to be greater among employees whose job minimizes interaction with individuals lower in status than themselves.

• The group size–satisfaction relationship is what we would intuitively expect: larger groups are associated with lower satisfaction. As size increases, opportunities for participation and social interaction decrease, as does the ability of members to identify with the group’s accomplishments. Also, having more members prompts dissension, conflict, and the formation of subgroups, which all act to make the group a less pleasant entity of which to be a part.
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Understanding Work Teams

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

- Contrast groups and teams and analyze the growing popularity of teams in organizations.
- Compare and contrast four types of teams.
- Identify the characteristics of effective teams.
- Show how organizations can create team players.
- Decide when to use individuals instead of teams.
- Show how our understanding of teams differs in a global context.

Why Have Teams Become So Popular?

Decades ago, when companies such as W. L. Gore, Volvo, and General Foods introduced teams into their production processes, it made news because no one else was doing it. Today, it’s just the opposite. The organization that doesn’t use teams has become newsworthy. Teams are everywhere.

How do we explain the current popularity of teams? As organizations have restructured themselves to compete more effectively and efficiently, they have turned to teams as a better way to use employee talents. Teams are more flexible and responsive to changing events than traditional departments or other forms of permanent groupings. They can quickly assemble, deploy, refocus, and disband. But don’t overlook the motivational properties of teams. Consistent with our discussion of employee involvement as a motivator, teams facilitate employee participation in operating decisions. So another explanation for their popularity is that they are an effective means for management to democratize organizations and increase employee motivation.

The fact that organizations have turned to teams doesn’t necessarily mean they’re always effective. Decision makers, as humans, can be swayed by fads and herd mentality. Are teams truly effective? What conditions affect their potential? How do members work together? These are some of the questions we’ll answer in this chapter.


Differences Between Groups and Teams

Groups and teams are not the same thing. In this section, we define and clarify the difference between work groups and work teams.¹

In Chapter 9, we defined a group as two or more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have come together to achieve particular objectives. A work group is a collective of any size that interacts primarily to share information and make decisions to help each member perform within his area of responsibility.

Work groups have no need or opportunity to engage in collaborative work that requires joint effort. So their performance is merely the summation of each group member’s individual contribution. There is no positive synergy that would create an overall level of performance greater than the sum of the inputs.

A work team, on the other hand, generates positive synergy through coordinated effort. The individual efforts result in a level of performance greater than the sum of those individual inputs. With both work groups and work teams, there are often behavioral expectations of members, collective normalization efforts, active group dynamics, and some level of decision making (even if just informally about the scope of membership). Both work groups and work teams may be called upon to generate ideas, pool resources, or coordinate logistics such as work schedules; for the work group, however, this will be limited to information gathering for decision makers outside the group (not team actionable).

Whereas a work team may be thought of as a subset of a work group, the team is constructed to be purposeful (symbiotic) in its member interaction. The distinction should be kept even when the terms are mentioned interchangeably in differing contexts. Exhibit 10-1 highlights the differences between work groups and work teams.

These definitions help clarify why so many organizations have recently restructured work processes around teams. Management is looking for positive synergy that will allow the organizations to increase performance. The extensive use of teams creates the potential for an organization to generate greater outputs with no increase in inputs. Notice, however, we said potential. There is nothing inherently magical that ensures the achievement of positive synergy in the creation of teams. Merely calling a group a team doesn’t automatically improve its performance. As we show later in this chapter, effective teams have certain common characteristics. If management hopes to gain increases in organizational performance through the use of teams, its teams must possess these.

![Exhibit 10-1: Comparing Work Groups and Work Teams](image-url)

¹ Robbins/Judge
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**EXHIBIT 10-1**
Comparing Work Groups and Work Teams
TYPES OF TEAMS

Teams can make products, provide services, negotiate deals, coordinate projects, offer advice, and make decisions. In this section, we describe the four most common types of teams in an organization: problem-solving teams, self-managed work teams, cross-functional teams, and virtual teams (see Exhibit 10-2).

Problem-Solving Teams

In the past, teams were typically composed of 5 to 12 hourly employees from the same department who met for a few hours each week to discuss ways of improving quality, efficiency, and the work environment. These problem-solving teams rarely have the authority to unilaterally implement any of their suggestions. Merrill Lynch created a problem-solving team to figure out ways to reduce the number of days it took to open a new cash management account. By suggesting cutting the number of steps from 46 to 36, the team reduced the average number of days from 15 to 8.

Self-Managed Work Teams

Problem-solving teams only make recommendations. Some organizations have gone further and created teams that not only solve problems but implement solutions and take responsibility for outcomes.

Self-managed work teams are groups of employees (typically 10 to 15 in number) who perform highly related or interdependent jobs and take on many of the responsibilities of their former supervisors. Typically, these tasks are planning and scheduling work, assigning tasks to members, making operating decisions, taking action on problems, and working with suppliers and customers. Fully self-managed work teams even select their own members and evaluate each other’s performance. Supervisory positions take on decreased importance and are sometimes even eliminated.

But research on the effectiveness of self-managed work teams has not been uniformly positive. Self-managed teams do not typically manage conflicts well. When disputes arise, members stop cooperating and power struggles ensue, which leads to lower group performance. Moreover, although individuals on these teams report higher levels of job satisfaction than other individuals, they also sometimes have higher absenteeism and turnover rates. One large-scale study of labor productivity in British establishments found that although using teams in general does improve labor productivity, no evidence supported the claim that self-managed teams performed better than traditional teams with less decision-making authority.
Cross-Functional Teams

Starbucks created a team of individuals from production, global PR, global communications, and U.S. marketing to develop its Via brand of instant coffee. The team’s suggestions resulted in a product that would be cost-effective to produce and distribute and that was marketed through a tightly integrated, multifaceted strategy. This example illustrates the use of cross-functional teams, made up of employees from about the same hierarchical level but different work areas, who come together to accomplish a task.

Many organizations have used horizontal, boundary-spanning teams for decades. In the 1960s, IBM created a large task force of employees from across departments to develop its highly successful System 360. Today, cross-functional teams are so widely used it is hard to imagine a major organizational undertaking without one. All the major automobile manufacturers—Toyota, Honda, Nissan, BMW, GM, Ford, and Chrysler—currently use this form of team to coordinate complex projects. Cisco relies on specific cross-functional teams to identify and capitalize on new trends in several areas of the software market. Cisco’s teams are the equivalent of social-networking groups that collaborate in real time to identify new business opportunities in the field and then implement them from the bottom up.

Cross-functional teams are an effective means of allowing people from diverse areas within or even between organizations to exchange information, develop new ideas, solve problems, and coordinate complex projects. Of course, cross-functional teams are no picnic to manage. Their early stages of development are often long, as members learn to work with diversity and complexity. It takes time to build trust and teamwork, especially among people from varying backgrounds with different experiences and perspectives.

Virtual Teams

The teams described in the preceding section do their work face to face. Virtual teams use computer technology to unite physically dispersed members and achieve a common goal. They collaborate online—using communication links such as wide-area networks, videoconferencing, or e-mail—whether they’re a room away or continents apart. Virtual teams are so pervasive, and technology has advanced so far, that it’s probably a bit of a misnomer to call them “virtual.” Nearly all teams today do at least some of their work remotely.

Despite their ubiquity, virtual teams face special challenges. They may suffer because there is less social rapport and direct interaction among members. Evidence from 94 studies entailing more than 5,000 groups found that virtual teams are better at sharing unique information (information held by individual members but not the entire group), but they tend to share less information overall. As a result, low levels of virtuality in teams results in higher levels of information sharing, but high levels of virtuality hinder it. For virtual teams to be effective, management should ensure that (1) trust is established among members (one inflammatory remark in an e-mail can severely undermine team trust), (2) team progress is monitored closely (so the team doesn’t lose sight of its goals and no team member “disappears”), and (3) the efforts and products of the team are publicized throughout the organization (so the team does not become invisible).
CREATING EFFECTIVE TEAMS

Many have tried to identify factors related to team effectiveness. However, some studies have organized what was once a “veritable laundry list of characteristics” into a relatively focused model. Exhibit 10-3 summarizes what we currently know about what makes teams effective. As you’ll see, it builds on many of the group concepts introduced in Chapter 9.

The following discussion is based on the model in Exhibit 10-3. Keep in mind two points. First, teams differ in form and structure. The model attempts to generalize across all varieties of teams, but avoid rigidly applying its predictions to all teams. Use it as a guide. Second, the model assumes teamwork is preferable to individual work. Creating “effective” teams when individuals can do the job better is like perfectly solving the wrong problem.

We can organize the key components of effective teams into three general categories. First are the resources and other contextual influences that make teams effective. The second relates to the team’s composition. Finally, process variables are events within the team that influence effectiveness. What does team effectiveness mean in this model? Typically, it has included objective measures of the team’s productivity, managers’ ratings of the team’s performance, and aggregate measures of member satisfaction.

Context: What Factors Determine Whether Teams Are Successful?

The four contextual factors most significantly related to team performance are adequate resources, effective leadership, a climate of trust, and a performance evaluation and reward system that reflects team contributions.

EXHIBIT 10-3
Team Effectiveness Model
ADEQUATE RESOURCES  Teams are part of a larger organization system; every work team relies on resources outside the group to sustain it. A scarcity of resources directly reduces the ability of a team to perform its job effectively and achieve its goals. As one study concluded, after looking at 13 factors related to group performance, “perhaps one of the most important characteristics of an effective work group is the support the group receives from the organization.” This support includes timely information, proper equipment, adequate staffing, encouragement, and administrative assistance.

LEADERSHIP AND STRUCTURE  Teams can’t function if they can’t agree on who is to do what and ensure all members share the workload. Agreeing on the specifics of work and how they fit together to integrate individual skills requires leadership and structure, either from management or from the team members themselves. It’s true in self-managed teams that team members absorb many of the duties typically assumed by managers. However, a manager’s job then becomes managing outside (rather than inside) the team.

Leadership is especially important in multiteam systems, in which different teams coordinate their efforts to produce a desired outcome. Here, leaders need to empower teams by delegating responsibility to them, and they play the role of facilitator, making sure the teams work together rather than against one another. Teams that establish shared leadership by effectively delegating it are more effective than teams with a traditional single-leader structure.

CLIMATE OF TRUST  Members of effective teams trust each other. They also exhibit trust in their leaders. Interpersonal trust among team members facilitates cooperation, reduces the need to monitor each others’ behavior, and bonds members around the belief that others on the team won’t take advantage of them. Team members are more likely to take risks and expose vulnerabilities when they believe they can trust others on their team. And, as we will discuss later in the book, trust is the foundation of leadership. It allows a team to accept and commit to its leader’s goals and decisions.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS AND REWARD SYSTEMS  How do you get team members to be both individually and jointly accountable? Individual performance evaluations and incentives may interfere with the development of high-performance teams. So, in addition to evaluating and rewarding employees for their individual contributions, management should modify the traditional, individually oriented evaluation and reward system to reflect team performance and focus on hybrid systems that recognize individual members for their exceptional contributions and reward the entire group for positive outcomes. Group-based appraisals, profit sharing, gainsharing, small-group incentives, and other system modifications can reinforce team effort and commitment.

Team Composition

The team composition category includes variables that relate to how teams should be staffed—the abilities and personalities of team members, allocation of roles and diversity, size of the team, and members’ preferences for teamwork.

ABILITIES OF MEMBERS  Part of a team’s performance depends on the knowledge, skills, and abilities of its individual members. It’s true we occasionally read about an athletic team of mediocre players who, because of excellent coaching, determination,
and precision teamwork, beat a far more talented group. But such cases make the news precisely because they are unusual. A team’s performance is not merely the summation of its individual members’ abilities. However, these abilities set limits on what members can do and how effectively they will perform on a team.

Research reveals some insights into team composition and performance. First, when the task entails considerable thought (solving a complex problem such as reengineering an assembly line), high-ability teams—composed of mostly intelligent members—do better than lower-ability teams, especially when the workload is distributed evenly. That way, team performance does not depend on the weakest link. High-ability teams are also more adaptable to changing situations; they can more effectively apply existing knowledge to new problems.

The ability of the team’s leader also matters. Smart team leaders help less intelligent team members when they struggle with a task. This is due in part because the leader is able to contribute to successful completion of team goals on his own. A less intelligent leader can neutralize the effect of a high-ability team.

**PERSONALITY OF MEMBERS** We demonstrated previously that personality significantly influences individual employee behavior. Many of the dimensions identified in the Big Five personality model are also relevant to team effectiveness; a review of OB literature identified three. Specifically, teams that rate higher on mean levels of conscientiousness and openness to experience tend to perform better, and the minimum level of team member agreeableness also matters: teams did worse when they had one or more highly disagreeable members. Perhaps one bad apple can spoil the whole bunch!

Research has also provided us with a good idea about why these personality traits are important to teams. Conscientious people are good at backing up other team members, and they’re also good at sensing when their support is truly needed. One study found that specific behavioral tendencies such as personal organization, cognitive structuring, achievement orientation, and endurance were all related to higher levels of team performance. Open team members communicate better with one another and throw out more ideas, which makes teams composed of open people more creative and innovative.

Suppose an organization needs to create 20 teams of 4 people each and has 40 highly conscientious people and 40 who score low on conscientiousness. Would the organization be better off (1) forming 10 teams of highly conscientious people and 10 teams of members low on conscientiousness, or (2) “seeding” each team with 2 people who scored high and 2 who scored low on conscientiousness? Perhaps surprisingly, evidence suggests option 1 is the best choice; performance across the teams will be higher if the organization forms 10 highly conscientious teams and 10 teams low in conscientiousness. This is because the team of highly conscientious members will set and keep high group performance expectations, while the team comprised of members of varying conscientiousness levels will not work to the peak performance of the highly conscientious members. Instead, a resentment or group normalization dynamic will complicate interactions and force the highly conscientious members to lower their expectations, thus adversely affecting the group’s performance. In cases like this, it does appear to make sense to “put all of one’s eggs [conscientious team members] into one basket [into teams with other conscientious members].

**ALLOCATION OF ROLES** Teams have different needs, and members should be selected to ensure all the various roles are filled. A study of 778 major league baseball teams over a 21-year period highlights the importance of assigning roles appropriately. As you
might expect, teams with more experienced and skilled members performed better. However, the experience and skill of those in core roles who handle more of the workflow of the team, and who are central to all work processes (in this case, pitchers and catchers), were especially vital. In other words, put your most able, experienced, and conscientious workers in the most central roles in a team.

We can identify nine potential team roles. Successful work teams have selected people to play all these roles based on their skills and preferences.30 (On many teams, individuals will play multiple roles.) To increase the likelihood the team members will work well together, managers need to understand the individual strengths each person can bring to a team, select members with their strengths in mind, and allocate work assignments that fit with members’ preferred styles.

**DIVERSITY OF MEMBERS** There is a great deal of discussion and research on the effect of diversity on groups. How does team diversity affect team performance? The degree to which members of a work unit (group, team, or department) share a common demographic attribute, such as age, sex, race, educational level, or length of service in the organization, is the subject of organizational demography. Organizational demography suggests that attributes such as age or the date of joining should help us predict turnover. The logic goes like this: Turnover will be greater among those with dissimilar experiences because communication is more difficult and conflict is more likely. Increased conflict makes membership less attractive, so employees are more likely to quit. Similarly, the losers in a power struggle are more apt to leave voluntarily or be forced out.31

Many of us hold the optimistic view that diversity should be a good thing—diverse teams should benefit from differing perspectives. Two meta-analytic reviews of the research literature show, however, that demographic diversity is essentially unrelated to team performance overall, while a third actually suggests that race and gender diversity are negatively related to team performance.32 One qualifier is that gender and ethnic diversity have more negative effects in occupations dominated by white or male employees, but in more demographically balanced occupations, diversity is less of a problem. Diversity in function, education, and expertise are positively related to group performance, but these effects are quite small and depend on the situation.

Proper leadership can also improve the performance of diverse teams.33 When leaders provide an inspirational common goal for members with varying types of education and knowledge, teams are very creative. When leaders don’t provide such goals, diverse teams fail to take advantage of their unique skills and are actually less creative than teams with homogeneous skills. Even teams with diverse values can perform effectively, however, if leaders provide a focus on work tasks rather than leading based on personal relationships.

We have discussed research on team diversity in race or gender. But what about diversity created by national differences? Like the earlier research, evidence here indicates elements of diversity interfere with team processes, at least in the short term.34 Cultural diversity does seem to be an asset for tasks that call for a variety of viewpoints. But culturally heterogeneous teams have more difficulty learning to work with each other and solving problems. The good news is that these difficulties seem to dissipate with time. Although newly formed culturally diverse teams underperform newly formed culturally homogeneous teams, the differences disappear after about 3 months.35 Fortunately, some team performance-enhancing strategies seem to work well in many cultures. One study found that teams in the European Union made up of members from collectivist and individualist countries benefited equally from having group goals.36
SIZE OF TEAMS  Most experts agree, keeping teams small is a key to improving group effectiveness.\textsuperscript{37} Generally speaking, the most effective teams have five to nine members. And experts suggest using the smallest number of people who can do the task. Unfortunately, managers often err by making teams too large. It may require only four or five members to develop diversity of views and skills, while coordination problems can increase exponentially as team members are added. When teams have excess members, cohesiveness and mutual accountability decline, social loafing increases, and people communicate less. Members of large teams have trouble coordinating with one another, especially under time pressure. If a natural working unit is larger and you want a team effort, consider breaking the group into subteams when it’s difficult to develop effective coordination processes.\textsuperscript{38}

MEMBER PREFERENCES  Not every employee is a team player. Given the option, many employees will select themselves out of team participation. When people who prefer to work alone are required to team up, there is a direct threat to the team’s morale and to individual member satisfaction.\textsuperscript{39} This result suggests that, when selecting team members, managers should consider individual preferences along with abilities, personalities, and skills. High-performing teams are likely to be composed of people who prefer working as part of a group.

Team Processes

The final category related to team effectiveness is process variables such as member commitment to a common purpose, establishment of specific team goals, team efficacy, a managed level of conflict, and minimized social loafing. These will be especially important in larger teams and in teams that are highly interdependent.\textsuperscript{40}

Why are processes important to team effectiveness? Let’s return to the topic of social loafing. We found that 1+1+1 doesn’t necessarily add up to 3. When each member’s contribution is not clearly visible, individuals tend to decrease their efforts. Social loafing, in other words, illustrates a process loss from using teams. But teams should create outputs greater than the sum of their inputs, as when a diverse group develops creative alternatives. Exhibit 10-4 illustrates how group processes can have an impact on actual effectiveness.\textsuperscript{41}

Teams are often used in research laboratories because they can draw on the diverse skills of various individuals to produce more meaningful research than researchers working independently—that is, they produce positive synergy, and their process gains exceed their process losses.

COMMON PLAN AND PURPOSE  Effective teams begin by analyzing the team’s mission, developing goals to achieve that mission, and creating strategies for achieving the goals. Teams that consistently perform better have established a clear sense of what needs to be done and how.\textsuperscript{42}

| Potential group effectiveness | + | Process gains | - | Process losses | = | Actual group effectiveness |

**EXHIBIT 10-4**

Effects of Group Processes
Members of successful teams put a tremendous amount of time and effort into discussing, shaping, and agreeing on a purpose that belongs to them both collectively and individually. This common purpose, when accepted by the team, becomes what GPS is to a ship captain; it provides direction and guidance under any and all conditions. Like a ship following the wrong course, teams that don’t have good planning skills are doomed; perfectly executing the wrong plan is a lost cause. Teams should also agree on whether their goal is to learn about and master a task or simply to perform the task; evidence suggests that diverging perspectives on learning versus performance goals lead to lower levels of team performance overall. It appears that these differences in goal orientation have their effects by reducing discussion and sharing of information. In sum, having all employees on a team strive for the same type of goal is important.

Effective teams also show reflexivity, meaning they reflect on and adjust their master plan when necessary. A team has to have a good plan, but it also has to be willing and able to adapt when conditions call for it. Interestingly, some evidence does suggest that teams high in reflexivity are better able to adapt to conflicting plans and goals among team members.

**SPECIFIC GOALS** Successful teams translate their common purpose into specific, measurable, and realistic performance goals. Specific goals facilitate clear communication. They also help teams maintain their focus on getting results.

Consistent with the research on individual goals, team goals should also be challenging. Difficult but achievable goals raise team performance on those criteria for which they’re set. So, for instance, goals for quantity tend to raise quantity, goals for accuracy raise accuracy, and so on.

**TEAM EFFICACY** Effective teams have confidence in themselves; they believe they can succeed. We call this team efficacy. Teams that have been successful raise their beliefs about future success, which, in turn, motivates them to work harder. What can management do to increase team efficacy? Two options are helping the team achieve small successes that build confidence and providing training to improve members’ technical and interpersonal skills. The greater the abilities of team members, the more likely the team will develop confidence and the ability to deliver on that confidence.

**MENTAL MODELS** Effective teams share accurate mental models—organized mental representations of the key elements within a team’s environment that team members share. If team members have the wrong mental models, which is particularly likely with teams under acute stress, their performance suffers. In the Iraq War, for instance, many military leaders said they underestimated the power of the insurgency and the infighting among Iraqi religious sects. The similarity of team members’ mental models matters, too. If team members have different ideas about how to do things, the team will fight over methods rather than focus on what needs to be done. One review of 65 independent studies of team cognition found that teams with shared mental models engaged in more frequent interactions with one another, were more motivated, had more positive attitudes toward their work, and had higher levels of objectively rated performance.

**CONFLICT LEVELS** Conflict on a team isn’t necessarily bad. As we discuss later in this book, conflict has a complex relationship with team performance. Relationship conflicts—those based on interpersonal incompatibilities, tension, and animosity toward others—are
almost always dysfunctional. However, when teams are performing nonroutine activities, disagreements about task content (called task conflicts) stimulate discussion, promote critical assessment of problems and options, and can lead to better team decisions. A study conducted in China found that moderate levels of task conflict during the initial phases of team performance were positively related to team creativity, but both very low and very high levels of task conflict were negatively related to team performance.\(^5^3\) In other words, both too much and too little disagreement about how a team should initially perform a creative task can inhibit performance.

The way conflicts are resolved can also make the difference between effective and ineffective teams. A study of ongoing comments made by 37 autonomous work groups showed that effective teams resolved conflicts by explicitly discussing the issues, whereas ineffective teams had conflicts focused more on personalities and the way things were said.\(^5^4\)

**SOCIAL LOAFING** As we noted previously, individuals can engage in social loafing and coast on the group’s effort when their particular contributions can’t be identified. Effective teams undermine this tendency by making members individually and jointly accountable for the team’s purpose, goals, and approach.\(^5^5\) Therefore, members should be clear on what they are individually responsible for and what they are jointly responsible for on the team.

**TURNING INDIVIDUALS INTO TEAM PLAYERS**

We’ve made a strong case for the value and growing popularity of teams. But many people are not inherently team players, and many organizations have historically nurtured individual accomplishments. Finally, teams fit well in countries that score high on collectivism. But what if an organization wants to introduce teams into a work population of individuals born and raised in an individualistic society? A veteran employee of a large company, who had done well working in an individualistic company in an individualist country, described the experience of joining a team: "I’m learning my lesson. I just had my first negative performance appraisal in 20 years."\(^5^6\)

So what can organizations do to enhance team effectiveness—to turn individual contributors into team members? Here are options for managers trying to turn individuals into team players.

**Selecting: Hiring Team Players**

Some people already possess the interpersonal skills to be effective team players. When hiring team members, be sure candidates can fulfill their team roles as well as technical requirements.\(^5^7\)

When faced with job candidates who lack team skills, managers have three options. First, don’t hire them. If you have to hire them, assign them to tasks or positions that don’t require teamwork. If that is not feasible, the candidates can undergo training to make them into team players. In established organizations that decide to redesign jobs around teams, some employees will resist being team players and may be untrainable. Unfortunately, they typically become casualties of the team approach.

Creating teams often means resisting the urge to hire the best talent no matter what. Personal traits also appear to make some people better candidates for working in diverse
teams. Teams made up of members who like to work through difficult mental puzzles also seem more effective at capitalizing on the multiple points of view that arise from diversity in age and education.58

Training: Creating Team Players

Training specialists conduct exercises that allow employees to experience the satisfaction teamwork can provide. Workshops help employees improve their problem solving, communication, negotiation, conflict-management, and coaching skills. L’Oréal, for example, found that successful sales teams required much more than being staffed with high-ability salespeople: management had to focus much of its efforts on team building. “What we didn’t account for was that many members of our top team in sales had been promoted because they had excellent technical and executional skills,” said L’Oréal’s senior VP of sales, David Waldock. As a result of the focus on team training, Waldock says, “We are no longer a team just on paper, working independently. We have a real group dynamic now, and it’s a good one.”59 Employees also learn the five-stage group development model described in the previous chapter. Developing an effective team doesn’t happen overnight—it takes time.

Rewarding: Providing Incentives to Be a Good Team Player

An organization’s reward system must be reworked to encourage cooperative efforts rather than competitive ones.60 Hallmark Cards Inc. added to its basic individual-incentive system an annual bonus based on achievement of team goals. Whole Foods directs most of its performance-based rewards toward team performance. As a result, teams select new members carefully so they will contribute to team effectiveness (and thus team bonuses).61 It is usually best to set a cooperative tone as soon as possible in the life of a team. As we already noted, teams that switch from a competitive to a cooperative system do not immediately share information, and they still tend to make rushed, poor-quality decisions.62 Apparently, the low trust typical of the competitive group will not be readily replaced by high trust with a quick change in reward systems. These problems are not seen in teams that have consistently cooperative systems.

Promotions, pay raises, and other forms of recognition should be given to individuals who work effectively as team members by training new colleagues, sharing information, helping resolve team conflicts, and mastering needed new skills. This doesn’t mean individual contributions should be ignored; rather, they should be balanced with selfless contributions to the team.

Finally, don’t forget the intrinsic rewards, such as camaraderie, that employees can receive from teamwork. It’s exciting to be part of a successful team. The opportunity for personal development of self and teammates can be a very satisfying and rewarding experience.

BEWARE! TEAMS AREN’T ALWAYS THE ANSWER

Teamwork takes more time and often more resources than individual work. Teams have increased communication demands, conflicts to manage, and meetings to run. So, the benefits of using teams have to exceed the costs, and that’s not always the case.63 Before you rush to implement teams, carefully assess whether the work requires or will benefit from a collective effort.
How do you know whether the work of your group would be better done in teams? You can apply three tests. First, can the work be done better by more than one person? A good indicator is the complexity of the work and the need for different perspectives. Simple tasks that don’t require diverse input are probably better left to individuals. Second, does the work create a common purpose or set of goals for the people in the group that is more than the aggregate of individual goals? Many service departments of new-vehicle dealers have introduced teams that link customer service people, mechanics, parts specialists, and sales representatives. Such teams can better manage collective responsibility for ensuring customer needs are properly met.

The final test is to determine whether the members of the group are interdependent. Using teams makes sense when there is interdependence among tasks—the success of the whole depends on the success of each one, and the success of each one depends on the success of the others. Soccer, for instance, is an obvious team sport. Success requires a great deal of coordination between interdependent players. Conversely, except possibly for relays, swim teams are not really teams. They’re groups of individuals performing individually, whose total performance is merely the aggregate summation of their individual performances.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Few trends have influenced jobs as much as the massive movement to introduce teams into the workplace. The shift from working alone to working on teams requires employees to cooperate with others, share information, confront differences, and sublimate personal interests for the greater good of the team.

- Effective teams have common characteristics. They have adequate resources, effective leadership, a climate of trust, and a performance evaluation and reward system that reflects team contributions. These teams have individuals with technical expertise as well as problem-solving, decision-making, and interpersonal skills and the right traits, especially conscientiousness and openness.
- Effective teams also tend to be small—with fewer than 10 people, preferably of diverse backgrounds. They have members who fill role demands and who prefer to be part of a group. And the work that members do provides freedom and autonomy, the opportunity to use different skills and talents, the ability to complete a whole and identifiable task or product, and work that has a substantial impact on others.
- Effective teams have members who believe in the team’s capabilities and are committed to a common plan and purpose, an accurate shared mental model of what is to be accomplished, specific team goals, a manageable level of conflict, and a minimal degree of social loafing.
- Because individualistic organizations and societies attract and reward individual accomplishments, it can be difficult to create team players in these environments. To make the conversion, management should try to select individuals who have the interpersonal skills to be effective team players, provide training to develop teamwork skills, and reward individuals for cooperative efforts.
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Communication

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

• Describe the communication process and distinguish between formal and informal communication.
• Contrast downward, upward, and lateral communication, and provide examples of each.
• Contrast oral, written, and nonverbal communication.
• Identify common barriers to effective communication.
• Show how to overcome the potential problems in cross-cultural communication.

No individual, group, or organization can exist without sharing meaning among its members. It is only then that we can convey information and ideas. Communicating, however, is more than merely imparting meaning; that meaning must also be understood. If one group member speaks only German and the others do not know the language, the German speaker will not be fully understood. Therefore, communication must include both the transfer and the understanding of meaning.

Before making too many generalizations concerning communication and problems in communicating effectively, we need to describe the communication process.

THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS

Before communication can take place it needs a purpose, a message to be conveyed between a sender and a receiver. The sender encodes the message (converts it to a symbolic form) and passes it through a medium (channel) to the receiver, who decodes it. The result is transfer of meaning from one person to another.¹

Exhibit 11-1 depicts this communication process. The key parts of this model are (1) the sender, (2) encoding, (3) the message, (4) the channel, (5) decoding, (6) the receiver, (7) noise, and (8) feedback.
EXHIBIT 11-1
The Communication Process

The sender initiates a message by encoding a thought. The message is the actual physical product of the sender’s encoding. When we speak, the speech is the message. When we write, the writing is the message. When we gesture, the movements of our arms and the expressions on our faces are the message. The channel is the medium through which the message travels. The sender selects it, determining whether to use a formal or informal channel. Formal channels are established by the organization and transmit messages related to the professional activities of members. They traditionally follow the authority chain within the organization. Other forms of messages, such as personal or social, follow informal channels, which are spontaneous and emerge as a response to individual choices. The receiver is the person(s) to whom the message is directed, who must first translate the symbols into understandable form. This step is the decoding of the message. Noise represents communication barriers that distort the clarity of the message, such as perceptual problems, information overload, semantic difficulties, or cultural differences. The final link in the communication process is a feedback loop. Feedback is the check on how successful we have been in transferring our messages as originally intended. It determines whether or not understanding has been achieved.

DIRECTION OF COMMUNICATION

Communication can flow vertically or laterally. We further subdivide the vertical dimension into downward and upward directions.

Downward Communication

Communication that flows from one level of a group or organization to a lower level is downward communication. Group leaders and managers use it to assign goals, provide job instructions, explain policies and procedures, point out problems that need attention, and offer feedback about performance.

When engaging in downward communication, managers must explain the reasons why a decision was made. One study found employees were twice as likely to be committed to changes when the reasons behind them were fully explained. Although this may seem like common sense, many managers feel they are too busy to explain things or that explanations will “open up a big can of worms.” Evidence clearly indicates, though, that explanations increase employee commitment and support of decisions. Moreover, although managers might think that sending a message one time is enough to get through
to lower-level employees, most research suggests managerial communications must be repeated several times and through a variety of different media to be truly effective.\(^5\)

Another problem in downward communication is its one-way nature; generally, managers inform employees but rarely solicit their advice or opinions. Many employees say their bosses rarely or never ask for their advice. Yet some companies value employee input greatly and create programs to maximize feedback effectiveness. For instance, Bayer, the German pharmaceutical company, has instituted a corporatewide program called Triple-i: Inspiration, Ideas, Innovation, which has generated more than 9,000 ideas in one year.\(^6\)

The best communicators explain the reasons behind their downward communications but also solicit communication from the employees they supervise. That leads us to the next direction: upward communication.

**Upward Communication**

*Upward communication* flows to a higher level in the group or organization. It’s used to provide feedback to higher-ups, inform them of progress toward goals, and relay current problems. Upward communication keeps managers aware of how employees feel about their jobs, co-workers, and the organization in general. Managers also rely on upward communication for ideas on how conditions can be improved.

Given that most managers’ job responsibilities have expanded, upward communication is increasingly difficult because managers are overwhelmed and easily distracted. To engage in effective upward communication, try to reduce distractions (meet in a conference room if you can, rather than your boss’s office or cubicle), communicate in headlines not paragraphs (your goal is to get your boss’s attention, not to engage in a meandering discussion), support your headlines with actionable items (what you believe should happen), and prepare an agenda to make sure you use your boss’s attention well.\(^7\)

**Lateral Communication**

When communication takes place among members of the same work group, members of work groups at the same level, managers at the same level, or any other horizontally equivalent workers, we describe it as *lateral communication*.

Why is lateral communication needed if a group or an organization’s vertical communications are effective? Lateral communication saves time and facilitates coordination. Some lateral relationships are formally sanctioned. More often, they are informally created to short-circuit the vertical hierarchy and expedite action. So from management’s viewpoint, lateral communications can be good or bad. Because strictly adhering to the formal vertical structure for all communications can be inefficient, lateral communication occurring with management’s knowledge and support can be beneficial. But it can create dysfunctional conflicts when the formal vertical channels are breached, when members go above or around their superiors to get things done, or when bosses find actions have been taken or decisions made without their knowledge.

**INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION**

How do group members transfer meaning between and among each other? They essentially rely on oral, written, and nonverbal communication.
**Oral Communication**

The chief means of conveying messages is oral communication. Speeches, formal one-on-one and group discussions, and the informal rumor mill or grapevine are popular forms of oral communication.

The advantages of oral communication are speed and feedback. We can convey a verbal message and receive a response in minimal time. If the receiver is unsure of the message, rapid feedback allows the sender to quickly detect and correct it. As one professional put it, “Face-to-face communication on a consistent basis is still the best way to get information to and from employees.”

The major disadvantage of oral communication surfaces whenever a message has to pass through a number of people: the more people, the greater the potential distortion. If you’ve ever played the game “Telephone,” you know the problem. Each person interprets the message in her own way. The message’s content, when it reaches its destination, is often very different from the original. In an organization, where decisions and other communiqués are verbally passed up and down the authority hierarchy, considerable opportunities arise for messages to become distorted.

**Written Communication**

Written communications include memos, letters, fax transmissions, e-mail, instant messaging, organizational periodicals, notices placed on bulletin boards (including electronic ones), and any other device that transmits via written words or symbols.

Why would a sender choose written communication? It’s often tangible and verifiable. Both the sender and receiver have a record of the communication; and the message can be stored for an indefinite period. If there are questions about its content, the message is physically available for later reference. This feature is particularly important for complex and lengthy communications. The marketing plan for a new product, for instance, is likely to contain a number of tasks spread out over several months. By putting it in writing, those who have to initiate the plan can readily refer to it over its lifespan. A final benefit of all written communication comes from the process itself. People are usually forced to think more thoroughly about what they want to convey in a written message than in a spoken one. Thus, written communications are more likely to be well thought out, logical, and clear.

Of course, written messages have drawbacks. They’re time consuming. You could convey far more information to a college instructor in a 1-hour oral exam than in a 1-hour written exam. In fact, what you can say in 10 to 15 minutes might take you an hour to write. The other major disadvantage is lack of a built-in feedback mechanism. Oral communication allows the receiver to respond rapidly to what he thinks he hears. But e-mailing a memo or sending an instant message provides no assurance it has been received or that the recipient will interpret it as the sender intended.

**Nonverbal Communication**

Every time we deliver a verbal message, we also impart a nonverbal message. Sometimes the nonverbal component may stand alone. In a singles bar, a glance, a stare, a smile, a frown, and a provocative body movement all convey meaning. No discussion of communication would thus be complete without consideration of
nonverbal communication—which includes body movements, the intonations or emphasis we give to words, facial expressions, and the physical distance between the sender and receiver.

We could argue that every body movement has meaning, and no movement is accidental (though some are unconscious). Through body language, we say, “Help me, I’m lonely”; “Take me, I’m available”; and “Leave me alone, I’m depressed.” We act out our state of being with nonverbal body language. We lift one eyebrow for disbelief. We rub our noses for puzzlement. We clasp our arms to isolate ourselves or to protect ourselves. We shrug our shoulders for indifference, wink for intimacy, tap our fingers for impatience, slap our forehead for forgetfulness.\(^{10}\)

The two most important messages body language conveys are (1) the extent to which we like another and are interested in the other person’s views and (2) the perceived status between a sender and receiver.\(^{11}\) We’re more likely to position ourselves closer to people we like and touch them more often. Similarly, if you feel you’re of higher status than another, you’re more likely to display body movements—such as crossed legs or a slouched seated position—that reflect a casual and relaxed manner.\(^{12}\)

Body language adds to, and often complicates, verbal communication. A body position or movement can communicate something of the emotion behind a message, but when it is linked with spoken language, it gives fuller meaning to a sender’s message.

If you read the verbatim minutes of a meeting, you wouldn’t grasp the impact of what was said the same way as if you had been there or could see the meeting on video. Why? There is no record of nonverbal communication. The emphasis given to words or phrases is missing. Exhibit 11-2 illustrates how intonations can change the meaning of a message. Facial expressions also convey meaning. A snarling face says something different from a smile. Facial expressions, along with intonations, can show arrogance, aggressiveness, fear, shyness, and other characteristics.

Physical distance also has meaning. What is considered proper spacing between people largely depends on cultural norms. A businesslike distance in some European countries feels intimate in many parts of North America. If someone stands closer to you than is considered appropriate, it may indicate aggressiveness or sexual interest; if farther away, it may signal disinterest or displeasure with what is being said.

It’s important to be alert to these nonverbal aspects of communication and look for nonverbal cues as well as the literal meaning of a sender’s words. You should particularly be aware of contradictions between the messages. Someone who frequently glances at her wristwatch is giving the message that she would prefer to terminate the conversation.
no matter what she actually says. We misinform others when we express one message verbally, such as trust, but nonverbally communicate a contradictory message that reads, “I don’t have confidence in you.”

**ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION**

In this section, we move from interpersonal communication to organizational communication. Our first focus will be to describe and distinguish formal networks and the grapevine. Then we discuss technological innovations in communication.

**Formal Small-Group Networks**

Formal organizational networks can be very complicated, including hundreds of people and a half-dozen or more hierarchical levels. To simplify our discussion, we’ve condensed these networks into three common small groups of five people each (see Exhibit 11-3): chain, wheel, and all channel.

The *chain* rigidly follows the formal chain of command; this network approximates the communication channels you might find in a rigid three-level organization. The *wheel* relies on a central figure to act as the conduit for all the group’s communication; it simulates the communication network you would find on a team with a strong leader. The *all-channel* network permits all group members to actively communicate with each other; it’s most often characterized in practice by self-managed teams, in which all group members are free to contribute and no one person takes on a leadership role.

As Exhibit 11-4 demonstrates, the effectiveness of each network depends on the dependent variable that concerns you. The structure of the wheel facilitates the emergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Chain</th>
<th>Networks Wheel</th>
<th>All Channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergence of a leader</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member satisfaction</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of a leader, the all-channel network is best if you desire high member satisfaction, and the chain is best if accuracy is most important. Exhibit 11-4 leads us to the conclusion that no single network will work best for all occasions.

**The Grapevine**

The informal communication network in a group or organization is called the grapevine.\textsuperscript{13} Although the rumors and gossip transmitted through the grapevine may be informal, it’s still an important source of information. A recent report shows that grapevine or word-of-mouth information from peers about a company has important effects on whether job applicants join an organization.\textsuperscript{14}

One of the most famous studies of the grapevine investigated communication patterns among 67 managers in a small manufacturing firm.\textsuperscript{15} The study asked each communication recipient how he or she first received a given piece of information and then traced it back to its source. Although the grapevine was important, only 10 percent of the executives acted as liaison individuals (that is, passed the information to more than one other person). When one executive decided to resign to enter the insurance business, 81 percent of the others knew about it, but only 11 percent told someone else. This lack of spreading information through the grapevine is interesting in light of how often individuals claim to receive information that way.

It’s frequently assumed rumors start because they make good gossip. This is rarely the case. Rumors emerge as a response to situations that are important to us, when there is ambiguity, and under conditions that arouse anxiety.\textsuperscript{16} The fact that work situations frequently contain these three elements explains why rumors flourish in organizations. The secrecy and competition that typically prevail in large organizations—around the appointment of new bosses, the relocation of offices, downsizing decisions, or the realignment of work assignments—encourage and sustain rumors on the grapevine. A rumor will persist until either the wants and expectations creating the uncertainty are fulfilled or the anxiety has been reduced.

What can we conclude about the grapevine? Certainly it’s an important part of any group or organization communication network and is well worth understanding. It gives managers a feel for the morale of their organization, identifies issues employees consider important, and helps tap into employee anxieties. The grapevine also serves employees’ needs: small talk creates a sense of closeness and friendship among those who share information, although research suggests it often does so at the expense of those in the “out” group.\textsuperscript{17} There is also evidence that gossip is driven largely by employee social networks that managers can study to learn more about how positive and negative information is flowing through their organization.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, although the grapevine may not be sanctioned or controlled by the organization, it can be understood.

Can managers entirely eliminate rumors? No. What they should do, however, is minimize the negative consequences of rumors by limiting their range and impact. Exhibit 11-5 offers a few practical suggestions.

**Electronic Communications**

An indispensable—and in about 71 percent of cases, the primary—medium of communication in today’s organizations is electronic. Electronic communications include e-mail, text messaging, networking software, blogs, and videoconferencing. Let’s discuss each.
E-mail uses the Internet to transmit and receive computer-generated text and documents. Its growth has been spectacular, and its use is now so pervasive it’s hard to imagine life without it. E-mail messages can be quickly written, edited, and stored. They can be distributed to one person or thousands with a click of a mouse. And the cost of sending formal e-mail messages to employees is a fraction of the cost of printing, duplicating, and distributing a comparable letter or brochure.19

E-mail is not without drawbacks. The following are some of its most significant limitations and what organizations should do to reduce or eliminate them:

- **Risk of misinterpreting the message.** It’s true we often misinterpret verbal messages, but the potential to misinterpret e-mail is even greater. One research team at New York University found we can accurately decode an e-mail’s intent and tone only 50 percent of the time, yet most of us vastly overestimate our ability to send and interpret clear messages. If you’re sending an important message, make sure you reread it for clarity.20

- **Drawbacks for communicating negative messages.** E-mail may not be the best way to communicate negative information. When Radio Shack decided to lay off 400 employees, it drew an avalanche of scorn inside and outside the company by doing it via e-mail. Employees need to be careful when communicating negative messages via e-mail, too. Justen Deal, 22, wrote an e-mail critical of some strategic decisions made by his employer, pharmaceutical giant Kaiser Permanente, and questioned the financing of several information technology projects. Within hours, Deal’s computer was seized; he was later fired.21

- **Time-consuming nature.** An estimated 62 trillion e-mails are sent every year, of which approximately 60 percent, or 36 trillion, are non-spam messages that someone has to answer.22 Some people, such as venture capitalist and Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban, receive more than a thousand messages a day (Cuban says 10 percent are of the “I want” variety). Although you probably don’t receive that many, most of us have trouble keeping up with all e-mail, especially as we advance in our career. Experts suggest the following strategies:

  - **Don’t check e-mail in the morning.** Take care of important tasks before getting ensnared in e-mails. Otherwise, you may never get to those tasks.
  
  - **Check e-mail in batches.** Don’t check e-mail continually throughout the day. Some experts suggest twice a day. “You wouldn’t want to do a new load of laundry every time you have a dirty pair of socks,” says one expert.
  
  - **Unsubscribe.** Stop newsletters and other subscriptions you don’t really need.

---

**EXHIBIT 11-5**

Suggestions for Reducing the Negative Consequences of Rumors

| 1. Provide information—in the long run, the best defense against rumors is a good offense (in other words, rumors tend to thrive in the absence of formal communication). |
| 2. Explain actions and decisions that may appear inconsistent, unfair, or secretive. |
| 3. Refrain from shooting the messenger—rumors are a natural fact of organizational life, so respond to them calmly, rationally, and respectfully. |
| 4. Maintain open communication channels—constantly encourage employees to come to you with concerns, suggestions, and ideas. |
• **Stop sending e-mail.** The best way to receive lots of e-mail is to send lots of e-mail, so send less. Shorter e-mails garner shorter responses. “A well-written message can and should be as concise as possible,” says one expert.

• **Declare e-mail bankruptcy.** Some people, like recording artist Moby and venture capitalist Fred Wilson, become so overwhelmed by e-mail they declare “e-mail bankruptcy.” They wipe out their entire inbox and start over.

  Although some of these steps may not work for you, keep in mind that e-mail can be less productive than it seems: we often seem busy but get less accomplished through e-mail than we might think.²³

• **Limited expression of emotions.** We tend to think of e-mail as a sort of sterile, faceless form of communication. Some researchers say the lack of visual and vocal cues means emotionally positive messages, like those including praise, will be seen as more emotionally neutral than the sender intended.²⁴ But as you no doubt know, e-mails are often highly emotional. E-mail tends to have a disinhibiting effect on people; without the recipient’s facial expression to temper their emotional expression, senders write things they’d never be comfortable saying in person. When others send flaming messages, remain calm and try not to respond in kind. And, as hard as it might sometimes be, try to see the flaming message from the other party’s point of view. That may calm your nerves.²⁵

• **Privacy concerns.** There are two privacy issues with e-mail.²⁶ First, your e-mails may be, and often are, monitored. You can’t always trust the recipient of your e-mail to keep it confidential, either. For these reasons, you shouldn’t write anything you wouldn’t want made public. Second, you need to exercise caution in forwarding e-mail from your company’s e-mail account to a personal or “public” e-mail account (for example, Gmail, Yahoo!, MSN). These accounts often aren’t as secure as corporate accounts, so when you forward a company e-mail to them, you may be violating your organization’s policy or unintentionally disclosing confidential data. Many employers hire vendors to sift through e-mails, using software to catch not only obvious key words (“insider trading”) but also the vague (“that thing we talked about”) or the guilt-ridden (“regret”). Another survey revealed nearly 40 percent of companies have employees whose only job is to read other employees’ e-mail.²⁷

**INSTANT MESSAGING AND TEXT MESSAGING** Like e-mail, instant messaging (IM) and text messaging (TM) use electronic media. Unlike e-mail, though, IM and TM either occur in real time (IM) or use portable communication devices (TM). In just a few years, IM and TM have become pervasive. As you no doubt know from experience, IM is usually sent via computer, whereas TM is transmitted via cell phones or handheld devices such as BlackBerrys and iPhones.

Despite their advantages, IM and TM aren’t going to replace e-mail. E-mail is still probably a better device for conveying long messages that must be saved. IM is preferable for one- or two-line messages that would just clutter up an e-mail inbox. On the downside, some IM and TM users find the technology intrusive and distracting. Its continual presence can make it hard for employees to concentrate and stay focused. A survey of managers revealed that in 86 percent of meetings, at least some participants checked TM, and another survey revealed 20 percent of managers report having been scolded for using wireless devices during meetings.²⁸ Finally, because instant
messages can be intercepted easily, many organizations are concerned about the security of IM and TM.29

One other point: it’s important to not let the informality of text messaging (“omg! r u serious? brb”) spill over into business e-mails. Many prefer to keep business communication relatively formal. A survey of employers revealed that 58 percent rate grammar, spelling, and punctuation as “very important” in e-mail messages.30 By making sure your professional communications are, well, professional, you’ll show yourself to be mature and serious. Avoid jargon and slang, use formal titles, use formal e-mail addresses for yourself (losethatpartygirl@yahoo.com), and take care to make your message concise and well written. None of this means, of course, that you have to give up TM or IM; you just need to maintain the differences between the way you communicate with your friends and the way you communicate professionally.

SOCIAL NETWORKING Nowhere has communication been more transformed than in the rise of social networking. You are doubtlessly familiar with and perhaps a user of social networking platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn. Rather than being one huge site, Facebook, which has more than 600 million active users, is actually composed of separate networks based on schools, companies, or regions. Individuals older than age 25 are now its fastest-growing group of users. In a desire to maintain control over employee use of social networking for professional purposes, many organizations have developed their own in-house social networking applications. The research and advisory firm Gartner Inc. estimates that social networking will soon replace e-mail as the primary form of business communication for 20 percent or more of business users.31

To get the most from social networks and avoid irritating your contacts, reserve them for high-value items only—not as an everyday or even every-week tool. Remember that a prospective employer might check your Facebook entries. Some entrepreneurs have developed software that mines such websites on behalf of companies (or individuals) that want to check up on a job applicant (or potential date). So keep in mind that what you post may be read by people other than your intended contacts.32

BLOGS A blog (web log) is a website about a single person or company. Experts estimate that more than 156 million blogs now exist. Millions of U.S. workers have blogs. And, of course, many organizations and organizational leaders have blogs that speak for the organization.

Twitter is a hybrid social networking service that allows users to post “micro-blog” entries to their subscribers about any topic, including work. Many organizational leaders send Twitter messages (“tweets”), but they can also come from any employee about any work topic, leaving organizations with less control over the communication of important or sensitive information.

Although some companies have policies governing the content of blogs and Twitter feeds, many don’t, and many posters say they have blogged or tweeted comments that could be construed as harmful to their company’s reputation. Many think their personal blogs are outside their employer’s purview, but if someone else in the company happens to read a critical or negative blog entry or post, there is nothing to keep him or her from sharing that information with others, and the employee could be dismissed as a result.

One legal expert notes, “Employee bloggers mistakenly believe the First Amendment gives them the right to say whatever they want on their personal blogs.
Wrong!" Also, beware of posting personal blog entries from work. More than three-quarters of employers actively monitor employees’ website connections. In short, if you are going to have a personal blog, maintain a strict work–personal “firewall.”

**VIDEOCONFERRING** Videoconferencing permits employees in an organization to have real-time meetings with people at different locations. Live audio and video images let participants see, hear, and talk with each other without being physically in the same location.

Peter Quirk, a program manager with EMC Corporation, uses videoconferencing to hold monthly meetings of employees at various locations and many other meetings as well. Doing so saves travel expenses and time. However, Quirk notes, it’s especially important to stimulate questions and involve all participants in order to avoid someone who is linked in but disengaged. Sun Microsystem’s Karen Rhode agrees special efforts must be made to engage remote participants, suggesting, “You can poll people, people can ask questions, you can do an engaging presentation.”

**Managing Information**

We all have more information at our disposal than ever. It brings us many benefits, but also two important challenges: information overload and threats to information security. We consider each in turn.

**DEALING WITH INFORMATION OVERLOAD** Do you find yourself bombarded with information—from e-mail, blogs, Internet surfing, IMs, cell phones, and televisions? You’re not alone. Basex, a company that looks at worker efficiency, found the largest part of an average worker’s day—43 percent—is spent on matters that are neither important nor urgent, such as responding to noncrucial e-mails and surfing the web. (Basex also found 25 percent of an employee’s time was spent composing and responding to important e-mail.)

Intel designed an 8-month experiment to see how limiting this information overload might aid productivity. One group of employees was told to limit both digital and in-person contact for 4 hours on Tuesdays, while another group followed its usual routine. The first group was more productive, and 75 percent of its members suggested the program be expanded. “It’s huge. We were expecting less,” remarked Nathan Zeldes, an Intel engineer who led the experiments. “When people are uninterrupted they can sit back and design chips and really think.”

We have already reviewed some ways of reducing the time sunk into e-mails. More generally, as the Intel study shows, it may make sense to connect to technology less frequently, to, in the words of one article, “avoid letting the drumbeat of digital missives constantly shake up and reorder to-do lists.” For instance, Lynaia Lutes, an account supervisor for a small Texas company, was able to think much more strategically by taking a break from digital information each day. In the past, she said, “I basically completed an assignment” but didn’t approach it strategically. By creating such breaks for yourself, you may be better able to prioritize, think about the big picture, and thereby be more effective.

**BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION**

A number of barriers can retard or distort effective communication. In this section, we highlight the most important.
Filtering

Filtering refers to a sender’s purposely manipulating information so the receiver will see it more favorably. A manager who tells his boss what he feels the boss wants to hear is filtering information.

The more vertical levels in the organization’s hierarchy, the more opportunities there are for filtering. But some filtering will occur wherever there are status differences. Factors such as fear of conveying bad news and the desire to please the boss often lead employees to tell their superiors what they think they want to hear, thus distorting upward communications.

Selective Perception

We have mentioned selective perception before in this book. It appears again here because the receivers in the communication process selectively see and hear based on their needs, motivations, experience, background, and other personal characteristics. Receivers also project their interests and expectations into communications as they decode them. An employment interviewer who expects a female job applicant to put her family ahead of her career is likely to see that in all female applicants, regardless of whether they actually feel that way. As we said in the chapter on perception, we don’t see reality; we interpret what we see and call it reality.

Information Overload

Individuals have a finite capacity for processing data. When the information we have to work with exceeds our processing capacity, the result is information overload. We’ve seen that dealing with it has become a huge challenge for individuals and for organizations. It’s a challenge you can manage—to some degree—by following the steps outlined earlier in this chapter.

What happens when individuals have more information than they can sort and use? They tend to select, ignore, pass over, or forget. Or they may put off further processing until the overload situation ends. In any case, lost information and less effective communication results, making it all the more important to deal well with overload.

Emotions

You may interpret the same message differently when you’re angry or distraught than when you’re happy. For example, individuals in positive moods are more confident about their opinions after reading a persuasive message, so well-crafted arguments have stronger impacts on their opinions. People in negative moods are more likely to scrutinize messages in greater detail, whereas those in positive moods tend to accept communications at face value. Extreme emotions such as jubilation or depression are most likely to hinder effective communication. In such instances, we are most prone to disregard our rational and objective thinking processes and substitute emotional judgments.

Language

Even when we’re communicating in the same language, words mean different things to different people. Age and context are two of the biggest factors that influence such differences.
For instance, when Michael Schiller, a business consultant, was talking with his 15-year-old daughter about where she was going with her friends, he told her, “You need to recognize your KPIs and measure against them.” Schiller said that in response, his daughter “looked at him like he was from outer space.” (For the record, KPI stands for key performance indicators.) Those new to corporate lingo may find acronyms such as KPI, words such as deliverables (verifiable outcomes of a project), and phrases such as get the low-hanging fruit (deal with the easiest parts first) bewildering, in the same way parents may be mystified by teen slang.39

In short, our use of language is far from uniform. If we knew how each of us modified the language, we could minimize communication difficulties, but we usually don’t know. Senders tend to assume the words and terms they use mean the same to the receiver as to them. This assumption is often incorrect.

Silence

It’s easy to ignore silence or lack of communication, precisely because it is defined by the absence of information. However, research suggests silence and withholding communication are both common and problematic.40 One survey found that more than 85 percent of managers reported remaining silent about at least one issue of significant concern.41 Employee silence means managers lack information about ongoing operational problems. And silence regarding discrimination, harassment, corruption, and misconduct means top management cannot take action to eliminate this behavior. Finally, employees who are silent about important issues may also experience psychological stress.

Silence is less likely where minority opinions are treated with respect, work group identification is high, and high procedural justice prevails.42 Practically, this means managers must make sure they behave in a supportive manner when employees voice divergent opinions or concerns, and they must take these under advisement. One act of ignoring or belittling an employee for expressing concerns may well lead the employee to withhold important future communication.

Communication Apprehension

An estimated 5 to 20 percent of the population suffers debilitating communication apprehension, or social anxiety.43 These people experience undue tension and anxiety in oral communication, written communication, or both.44 They may find it extremely difficult to talk with others face to face or may become extremely anxious when they have to use the phone, relying on memos or e-mails when a phone call would be faster and more appropriate.

Studies show oral-communication apprehensives avoid situations, such as teaching, for which oral communication is a dominant requirement.45 But almost all jobs require some oral communication. Of greater concern is evidence that high oral-communication apprehensives distort the communication demands of their jobs in order to minimize the need for communication. So be aware some people severely limit their oral communication and rationalize their actions by telling themselves communicating isn’t necessary for them to do their jobs effectively.

Lying

The final barrier to effective communication is outright misrepresentation of information, or lying. People differ in their definition of what constitutes a lie. For example,
deliberately withholding information about a mistake you made a lie, or do you have to actively deny your role in the mistake to pass the threshold of deceit? Although the definition of a lie will continue to befuddle both ethicists and social scientists, there is no denying the prevalence of lying. In one diary study, the average person reported telling one to two lies per day, with some individuals telling considerably more.\textsuperscript{46} Compounded across a large organization, this is an enormous amount of deception happening every single day! Evidence also shows people are more comfortable lying over the phone than face to face, and more comfortable lying in e-mails than when they have to write with pen and paper.\textsuperscript{47}

Can you detect liars? Despite a great deal of investigation, research generally suggests most people are not very good at detecting deception in others.\textsuperscript{48} The problem is, there are no nonverbal or verbal cues unique to lying—averting your gaze, pausing, and shifting your posture, although possibly thought to be indicators of lying, can also be signals of nervousness, shyness, or doubt. Moreover, most people who lie take a number of steps to guard against being detected, so they might deliberately look a person in the eye when lying because they know that direct eye contact is (incorrectly) assumed to be a sign of truthfulness. Finally, many lies are embedded in truths; liars usually give a somewhat true account with just enough details changed to avoid detection.

In sum, the frequency of lying and the difficulty in detecting liars makes this an especially strong barrier to effective communication in organizations.

GLOBAL IMPLICATIONS

Effective communication is difficult under the best of conditions. Cross-cultural factors clearly create the potential for increased communication problems. A gesture that is well understood and acceptable in one culture can be meaningless or lewd in another. Only 18 percent of companies have documented strategies for communicating with employees across cultures, and only 31 percent require that corporate messages be customized for consumption in other cultures. Procter & Gamble seems to be an exception; more than half the company’s employees don’t speak English as their first language, so the company focuses on simple messages to make sure everyone knows what’s important.\textsuperscript{49}

Cultural Barriers

Researchers have identified a number of problems related to language difficulties in cross-cultural communications.\textsuperscript{50}

First are barriers caused by semantics. Words mean different things to different people, particularly people from different national cultures. Some words don’t translate between cultures. The Finnish word sisu means something akin to “guts” or “dogged persistence” but is essentially untranslatable into English. The new capitalists in Russia may have difficulty communicating with British or Canadian counterparts because English terms such as efficiency, free market, and regulation have no direct Russian equivalents.

Second are barriers caused by word connotations. Words imply different things in different languages. Negotiations between U.S. and Japanese executives can be difficult because the Japanese word hai translates as “yes,” but its connotation is “Yes, I’m listening” rather than “Yes, I agree.”
Third are barriers caused by tone differences. In some cultures, language is formal; in others, it’s informal. In some cultures, the tone changes depending on the context: People speak differently at home, in social situations, and at work. Using a personal, informal style when a more formal style is expected can be embarrassing.

Fourth are differences in tolerance for conflict and methods for resolving conflicts. Individuals from individualist cultures tend to be more comfortable with direct conflicts and will make the source of their disagreements overt. Collectivists are more likely to acknowledge conflict only implicitly and avoid emotionally charged disputes. They may attribute conflicts to the situation more than to the individuals and therefore may not require explicit apologies to repair relationships, whereas individualists prefer explicit statements accepting responsibility for conflicts and public apologies to restore relationships.

**Cultural Context**

Cultures tend to differ in the degree to which context influences the meaning individuals take from communication. In high-context cultures such as China, Korea, Japan, and Vietnam, people rely heavily on nonverbal and subtle situational cues in communicating with others, and a person’s official status, place in society, and reputation carry considerable weight. What is not said may be more significant than what is said. In contrast, people from Europe and North America reflect their low-context cultures. They rely essentially on spoken and written words to convey meaning; body language and formal titles are secondary.

These contextual differences actually mean quite a lot in terms of communication. Communication in high-context cultures implies considerably more trust by both parties. What may appear to be casual and insignificant conversation in fact reflects the desire to build a relationship and create trust. Oral agreements imply strong commitments in high-context cultures. And who you are—your age, seniority, rank in the organization—is highly valued and heavily influences your credibility. But in low-context cultures, enforceable contracts tend to be in writing, precisely worded, and highly legalistic. Similarly, low-context cultures value directness. Managers are expected to be explicit and precise in conveying intended meaning. It’s quite different in high-context cultures, in which managers tend to “make suggestions” rather than give orders.

**A Cultural Guide**

When communicating with people from a different culture, what can you do to reduce misinterpretations? Begin by trying to assess the cultural context. You’re likely to have fewer difficulties if it’s similar to yours. The following rules can be helpful:

1. *Assume differences until similarity is proven.* Most of us assume others are more similar to us than they actually are. You are less likely to err if you assume they are different from you until proven otherwise.

2. *Emphasize description rather than interpretation or evaluation.* Interpreting or evaluating what someone has said or done draws more on your own culture and background than on the observed situation. So delay judgment until you’ve had sufficient time to observe and interpret the situation from the differing perspectives of all concerned.

3. *Practice empathy.* Before sending a message, put yourself in the recipient’s shoes. What are his values, experiences, and frames of reference? What do you know
about his education, upbringing, and background that can give you added insight? Try to see the other person as he really is.

4. **Treat your interpretations as a working hypothesis.** Once you’ve developed an explanation for a new situation or think you empathize with someone from a foreign culture, treat your interpretation as a hypothesis that needs further testing rather than as a certainty. Carefully assess the feedback recipients provide you, to see whether it confirms your hypothesis. For important decisions or communiqués, check with other foreign and home-country colleagues to make sure your interpretations are on target.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

You’ve probably discovered the link between communication and employee satisfaction in this chapter: the less uncertainty, the greater the satisfaction. Distortions, ambiguities, and incongruities between verbal and nonverbal messages all increase uncertainty and reduce satisfaction.53

- The less distortion, the more employees will receive goals, feedback, and other management messages as intended.54 This, in turn, should reduce ambiguities and clarify the group’s task.
- Extensive use of vertical, lateral, and informal channels also increases communication flow, reduces uncertainty, and improves group performance and satisfaction.
- Perfect communication is unattainable, yet a positive relationship exists between effective communication and worker productivity.55 Choosing the correct channel, being an effective listener, and using feedback can make for more effective communication.
- Whatever the sender’s expectations, the message as decoded in the receiver’s mind represents his reality. And this reality will determine performance, along with the individual’s level of motivation and degree of satisfaction.
- Because we gather so much meaning from the way a message is communicated, the potential for misunderstanding in electronic communication is great despite its advantages.
- We sometimes process messages relatively automatically, whereas at other times we use a more effortful, controlled process. Make sure you use communication strategies appropriate to your audience and the type of message you’re sending.
- Finally, by keeping in mind communication barriers such as gender and culture, we can overcome them and increase our communication effectiveness.

**MyManagementLab**

Go to [MyManagementLab.com](http://MyManagementLab.com) to access study plans, interactive lectures, and videos as well as Auto-graded writing questions and the following Assisted-graded writing question.

11-1. **MyManagementLab Only**—comprehensive writing assignment for this chapter.
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Leadership

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:
• Define leadership and contrast leadership and management.
• Summarize the conclusions of trait theories of leadership.
• Assess contingency theories of leadership by their level of support.
• Compare and contrast charismatic and transformational leadership.
• Address challenges to the effectiveness of leadership.
• Assess whether or not charismatic and transformational leadership generalize across cultures.

MyManagementLab™
Improve Your Grade!
Over 10 million students improved their results using the Pearson MyLabs. Visit mymanagementlab.com for simulations, tutorials, and end-of-chapter problems.

In today’s dynamic world, leadership has the ability to influence a group toward the achievement of a vision or set of goals.

WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?

We define leadership as the ability to influence a group toward the achievement of a vision or set of goals. The source of this influence may be formal, such as that provided by managerial rank in an organization. But not all leaders are managers, nor, for that matter, are all managers leaders. Just because an organization provides its managers with certain formal rights is no assurance they will lead effectively. Nonsanctioned leadership—the ability to influence that arises outside the formal structure of the organization—is often as important or more important than formal influence. In other words, leaders can emerge from within a group as well as by formal appointment.

In this chapter, we look at what makes an effective leader and what differentiates leaders from nonleaders. First, we’ll present trait theories of leadership. Then, we’ll discuss challenges to the meaning and importance of leadership. But before we review these approaches, let’s clarify what we mean by the term leadership.
Organizations need strong leadership and strong management for optimal effectiveness. We need leaders today to challenge the status quo, create visions of the future, and inspire organizational members to want to achieve the visions. We also need managers to formulate detailed plans, create efficient organizational structures, and oversee day-to-day operations.

TRAIT THEORIES

Throughout history, strong leaders—Buddha, Napoléon, Mao, Churchill, Roosevelt, Reagan—have been described in terms of their traits. Trait theories of leadership thus focus on personal qualities and characteristics. We recognize leaders like South Africa’s Nelson Mandela, Virgin Group CEO Richard Branson, Apple co-founder Steve Jobs, and American Express Chairman Ken Chenault as charismatic, enthusiastic, and courageous. The search for personality, social, physical, or intellectual attributes that differentiate leaders from nonleaders goes back to the earliest stages of leadership research.

Early research efforts to isolate leadership traits resulted in a number of dead ends. A review in the late 1960s of 20 different studies identified nearly 80 leadership traits, but only five were common to four or more of the investigations.1 By the 1990s, after numerous studies and analyses, about the best we could say was that most leaders “are not like other people,” but the particular traits that characterized them varied a great deal from review to review.2 It was a confusing state of affairs.

A breakthrough, of sorts, came when researchers began organizing traits around the Big Five personality (ambition and energy are part of extraversion, for instance), giving strong support to traits as predictors of leadership.

A comprehensive review of the leadership literature, when organized around the Big Five, has found extraversion to be the most important trait of effective leaders,3 but it is more strongly related to the way leaders emerge than to their effectiveness. Sociable and dominant people are more likely to assert themselves in group situations, but leaders need to make sure they’re not too assertive—one study found leaders who scored very high on assertiveness were less effective than those who scored moderately high.4

Unlike agreeableness and emotional stability, conscientiousness and openness to experience also showed strong relationships to leadership, though not quite as strong as extraversion. Overall, the trait approach does have something to offer. Leaders who like being around people and are able to assert themselves (extraverted), who are disciplined and able to keep commitments they make (conscientious), and who are creative and flexible (open) do have an apparent advantage when it comes to leadership, suggesting good leaders do have key traits in common.

One reason is that conscientiousness and extraversion are positively related to leaders’ self-efficacy, which explained most of the variance in subordinates’ ratings of leader performance.5 People are more likely to follow someone who is confident she’s going in the right direction.

Another trait that may indicate effective leadership is emotional intelligence (EI), discussed in Chapter 4. Advocates of EI argue that without it, a person can have outstanding training, a highly analytical mind, a compelling vision, and an endless supply of terrific ideas but still not make a great leader. This may be especially true as individuals move up in an organization.6 Why is EI so critical to effective leadership? A core
component of EI is empathy. Empathetic leaders can sense others’ needs, listen to what followers say (and don’t say), and read the reactions of others. A leader who effectively displays and manages emotions will find it easier to influence the feelings of followers, by both expressing genuine sympathy and enthusiasm for good performance and by using irritation for those who fail to perform.7

The link between EI and leadership effectiveness may be worth investigating in greater detail.8 Some recent research has demonstrated that people high in EI are more likely to emerge as leaders, even after taking cognitive ability and personality into account, which helps to answer some of the most significant criticisms of this research.9

Based on the latest findings, we offer two conclusions. First, contrary to what we believed 20 years ago and thanks to the Big Five, we can say that traits can predict leadership. Second, traits do a better job predicting the emergence of leaders and the appearance of leadership than actually distinguishing between effective and ineffective leaders.10 The fact that an individual exhibits the traits and that others consider her a leader does not necessarily mean the leader is successful at getting the group to achieve its goals.

**BEHAVIORAL THEORIES**

The failures of early trait studies led researchers in the late 1940s through the 1960s to wonder whether there was something unique in the way effective leaders behave. Trait research provides a basis for selecting the right people for leadership. In contrast, behavioral theories of leadership implied we could train people to be leaders.

The most comprehensive theories resulted from the Ohio State Studies in the late 1940s,11 which sought to identify independent dimensions of leader behavior. Beginning with more than a thousand dimensions, the studies narrowed the list to two that substantially accounted for most of the leadership behavior described by employees: initiating structure and consideration.

**Initiating structure** is the extent to which a leader is likely to define and structure her role and those of employees in the search for goal attainment. It includes behavior that attempts to organize work, work relationships, and goals. A leader high in initiating structure is someone who “assigns group members to particular tasks,” “expects workers to maintain definite standards of performance,” and “emphasizes the meeting of deadlines.”

**Consideration** is the extent to which a person’s job relationships are characterized by mutual trust, respect for employees’ ideas, and regard for their feelings. A leader high in consideration helps employees with personal problems, is friendly and approachable, treats all employees as equals, and expresses appreciation and support. In a recent survey, when asked to indicate what most motivated them at work, 66 percent of employees mentioned appreciation.12

Leadership studies at the University of Michigan’s Survey Research Center had similar objectives: to locate behavioral characteristics of leaders that appeared related to performance effectiveness. The Michigan group also came up with two behavioral dimensions: the **employee-oriented leader** emphasized interpersonal relationships by taking a personal interest in the needs of employees and accepting individual differences among them, and the **production-oriented leader** emphasized the technical or task aspects of the job, focusing on accomplishing the group’s tasks. These dimensions are closely related to the Ohio State dimensions. Employee-oriented leadership is similar
to consideration, and production-oriented leadership is similar to initiating structure. In fact, most leadership researchers use the terms synonymously.\textsuperscript{13}

As research is needed to integrate these approaches. However, a more recent review of 160 studies found the followers of leaders high in consideration were more satisfied with their jobs, were more motivated, and had more respect for their leader. Initiating structure was more strongly related to higher levels of group and organization productivity and more positive performance evaluations.

Some research from the GLOBE program, a study on cultural values (that also focused on cultural differences in leadership) we mentioned in Chapter 5, suggests there are international differences in preference for initiating structure and consideration.\textsuperscript{14} Based on the values of Brazilian employees, a U.S. manager leading a team in Brazil would need to be team oriented, participative, and humane. Leaders high in consideration would succeed best in this culture. As one Brazilian manager said in the GLOBE study, “We do not prefer leaders who take self-governing decisions and act alone without engaging the group. That’s part of who we are.” Compared to U.S. employees, the French have a more bureaucratic view of leaders and are less likely to expect them to be humane and considerate. A leader high in initiating structure (relatively task oriented) will do best and can make decisions in a relatively autocratic manner. A manager who scores high on consideration (people oriented) may find that style backfiring in France. According to the GLOBE study, Chinese culture emphasizes being polite, considerate, and unselfish, but it also has a high-performance orientation. Thus, consideration and initiating structure may both be important.

**Summary of Trait Theories and Behavioral Theories**

Leaders who have certain traits and who display consideration and structuring behaviors do appear to be more effective. Perhaps you’re wondering whether conscientious leaders (trait) are more likely to be structuring (behavior) and extraverted leaders (trait) to be considerate (behavior). Unfortunately, we can’t be sure there is a connection. Future research is needed to integrate these approaches.

Some leaders may have the right traits or display the right behaviors and still fail. As important as traits and behaviors are in identifying effective or ineffective leaders, they do not guarantee success. The context matters, too.

**CONTINGENCY THEORIES**

Some tough-minded leaders seem to gain a lot of admirers when they take over struggling companies and help lead them out of the doldrums. Home Depot and Chrysler didn’t hire former CEO Bob Nardelli for his winning personality. However, such leaders also seem to be quickly dismissed when the situation stabilizes.

The rise and fall of leaders like Bob Nardelli illustrate that predicting leadership success is more complex than isolating a few traits or behaviors. In their cases, what worked in very bad times and in very good times didn’t seem to translate into long-term success. When researchers looked at situational influences, it appeared that under condition \( a \), leadership style \( x \) would be appropriate, whereas style \( y \) was more suitable for condition \( b \), and style \( z \) for condition \( c \). But what were conditions \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \)? We next consider three approaches to isolating situational variables: the Fiedler model, the situational theory, the path–goal theory, and the leader-participation model.
The Fiedler Model

Fred Fiedler developed the first comprehensive contingency model for leadership. The Fiedler contingency model proposes that effective group performance depends on the proper match between the leader’s style and the degree to which the situation gives the leader control.

IDENTIFYING LEADERSHIP STYLE Fiedler believes a key factor in leadership success is the individual’s basic leadership style. He created the least preferred co-worker (LPC) questionnaire to identify that style by measuring whether a person is task or relationship oriented. The LPC questionnaire asks respondents to think of all the co-workers they have ever had and describe the one they least enjoyed working with by rating that person on a scale of 1 to 8 for each of 16 sets of contrasting adjectives (such as pleasant–unpleasant, efficient–inefficient, open–guarded, supportive–hostile). If you describe the person you are least able to work with in favorable terms (a high LPC score), Fiedler would label you relationship oriented. If you see your least-preferred co-worker in unfavorable terms (a low LPC score), you are primarily interested in productivity and are task oriented. About percent of respondents score in the middle range and thus fall outside the theory’s predictions. The rest of our discussion relates to the 84 percent who score in either the high or low range of the LPC questionnaire.

Fiedler assumes an individual’s leadership style is fixed. This means if a situation requires a task-oriented leader and the person in the leadership position is relationship oriented, either the situation has to be modified or the leader has to be replaced to achieve optimal effectiveness.

DEFINING THE SITUATION After assessing an individual’s basic leadership style through the LPC questionnaire, we match the leader with the situation. Fiedler has identified three contingency or situational dimensions:

1. **Leader–member relations** is the degree of confidence, trust, and respect members have in their leader.
2. **Task structure** is the degree to which the job assignments are procedurized (that is, structured or unstructured).
3. **Position power** is the degree of influence a leader has over power variables such as hiring, firing, discipline, promotions, and salary increases.

The next step is to evaluate the situation in terms of these three variables. Fiedler states that the better the leader–member relations, the more highly structured the job, and the stronger the position power, the more control the leader has. A very favorable situation (in which the leader has a great deal of control) might include a payroll manager who is well respected and whose employees have confidence in her (good leader–member relations); who manages activities that are clear and specific—such as wage computation, check writing, and report filing (high task structure); and who is provided considerable freedom to reward and punish employees (strong position power). An unfavorable situation might be that of the disliked chairperson of a volunteer United Way fundraising team. In this job, the leader has very little control.

MATCHING LEADERS AND SITUATIONS Combining the three contingency dimensions yields eight possible situations in which leaders can find themselves (Exhibit 12-1). The
Fiedler model proposes matching an individual’s LPC score and these eight situations to achieve maximum leadership effectiveness.\textsuperscript{17} Fiedler concluded that task-oriented leaders perform better in situations very favorable to them and very unfavorable. So, when faced with a category I, II, III, VII, or VIII situation, task-oriented leaders perform better. Relationship-oriented leaders, however, perform better in moderately favorable situations—categories IV, V, and VI. In recent years, Fiedler has condensed these eight situations down to three.\textsuperscript{18} He now says task-oriented leaders perform best in situations of high and low control, whereas relationship-oriented leaders perform best in moderate control situations.

How would you apply Fiedler’s findings? You would match leaders—in terms of their LPC scores—with the type of situation—in terms of leader–member relationships, task structure, and position power—for which they were best suited. But remember that Fiedler views an individual’s leadership style as fixed. Therefore, there are only two ways to improve leader effectiveness.

First, you can change the leader to fit the situation—as a baseball manager puts a right- or left-handed pitcher into the game depending on the hitter. If a group situation rates highly unfavorable but is currently led by a relationship-oriented manager, the group’s performance could be improved under a manager who is task oriented. The second alternative is to change the situation to fit the leader by restructuring tasks or increasing or decreasing the leader’s power to control factors such as salary increases, promotions, and disciplinary actions.

**EVALUATION** Studies testing the overall validity of the Fiedler model find considerable evidence to support substantial parts of it.\textsuperscript{19} If we use only three categories rather than the original eight, ample evidence supports Fiedler’s conclusions.\textsuperscript{20} But the logic underlying the LPC questionnaire is not well understood, and respondents’ scores are not stable.\textsuperscript{21} The contingency variables are also complex and difficult for practitioners to assess.\textsuperscript{22}
LEADER-MEMBER EXCHANGE (LMX) THEORY

Think of a leader you know. Did this leader have favorites who made up his in-group? If you answered yes, you’re acknowledging the foundation of leader–member exchange theory. Leader–member exchange (LMX) theory argues that, because of time pressures, leaders establish special relationships with small groups of their followers. These individuals make up the in-group—they are trusted, get a disproportionate amount of the leader’s attention, and are more likely to receive special privileges. Other followers fall into the out-group.

The theory proposes that early in the history of the interaction between a leader and a given follower, the leader implicitly categorizes the follower as an “in” or an “out” and that relationship is relatively stable over time. Leaders induce LMX by rewarding those employees with whom they want a closer linkage and punishing those with whom they do not. But for the LMX relationship to remain intact, the leader and the follower must invest in the relationship.

Just how the leader chooses who falls into each category is unclear, but there is evidence in-group members have demographic, attitude, and personality characteristics similar to those of their leader or a higher level of competence than out-group members (see Exhibit 12-2). Leaders and followers of the same gender tend to have closer (higher LMX) relationships than those of different genders. Even though the leader does the choosing, the follower’s characteristics drive the categorizing decision.

Research to test LMX theory has been generally supportive, with substantive evidence that leaders do differentiate among followers; these disparities are far from random; and followers with in-group status will have higher performance ratings, engage in more helping or “citizenship” behaviors at work, and report greater satisfaction with their superiors. These positive findings for in-group members shouldn’t be surprising, given our knowledge of self-fulfilling prophecy (see Chapter 6). Leaders invest their resources with those they expect to perform best. And believing in-group members are the most competent, leaders treat them as such and unwittingly fulfill their prophecy. In this type of case, we would expect the performance of out-group members would suffer because the perception of organizational justice is key to the link between LMX theory and performance. A study in Turkey, for instance, demonstrated that when leaders differentiate strongly among their followers in terms of their relationships (some followers had very positive leader–member exchange, others very poor), employees respond with more negative work attitudes and higher levels of withdrawal behavior when organizational
justice is perceived to be low. Leader–follower relationships may be stronger when followers have a more active role in shaping their own job performance. Research on 287 software developers and 164 supervisors showed leader–member relationships have a stronger impact on employee performance and attitudes when employees have higher levels of autonomy and a more internal locus of control.

**CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP AND TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

In this section, we present two contemporary leadership theories—charismatic leadership and transformational leadership—with a common theme: they view leaders as individuals who inspire followers through their words, ideas, and behaviors.

**Charismatic Leadership**

John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King Jr., Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton, Mary Kay Ash (founder of Mary Kay Cosmetics), and Steve Jobs (cofounder of Apple Computer) are frequently cited as charismatic leaders. What do they have in common?

**WHAT IS CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP?** Max Weber, a sociologist, defined charisma (from the Greek for “gift”) more than a century ago as “a certain quality of an individual personality, by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary people and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities. These are not accessible to the ordinary person and are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary, and on the basis of them the individual concerned is treated as a leader.” Weber argued that charismatic leadership was one of several ideal types of authority.

The first researcher to consider charismatic leadership in terms of OB was Robert House. According to House’s charismatic leadership theory, followers attribute heroic or extraordinary leadership abilities when they observe certain behaviors. A number of studies have attempted to identify the characteristics of charismatic leaders: they have a vision, they are willing to take personal risks to achieve that vision, they are sensitive to follower needs, and they exhibit extraordinary behaviors (see Exhibit 12-3).

**ARE CHARISMATIC LEADERS BORN OR MADE?** Are charismatic leaders born with their qualities? Or can people actually learn to be charismatic leaders? Yes, and yes.

1. **Vision and articulation.** Has a vision—expressed as an idealized goal—that proposes a future better than the status quo; and is able to clarify the importance of the vision in terms that are understandable to others.
2. **Personal risk.** Willing to take on high personal risk, incur high costs, and engage in self-sacrifice to achieve the vision.
3. **Sensitivity to follower needs.** Perceptive of others’ abilities and responsive to their needs and feelings.
4. **Unconventional behavior.** Engages in behaviors that are perceived as novel and counter to norms.

**EXHIBIT 12-3**

Key Characteristics of Charismatic Leaders
Individuals are born with traits that make them charismatic. In fact, studies of identical twins have found they score similarly on charismatic leadership measures, even if they were raised in different households and had never met. Personality is also related to charismatic leadership; charismatic leaders are likely to be extraverted, self-confident, and achievement oriented. Consider Presidents Barack Obama and Ronald Reagan: like them or not, they are often compared because both possess the qualities of charismatic leaders.

Most experts believe individuals can be trained to exhibit charismatic behaviors. After all, just because we inherit certain tendencies doesn’t mean we can’t learn to change. One set of authors proposes a three-step process. First, develop an aura of charisma by maintaining an optimistic view; using passion as a catalyst for generating enthusiasm; and communicating with the whole body, not just with words. Second, draw others in by creating a bond that inspires them to follow. Third, bring out the potential in followers by tapping into their emotions.

The approach seems to work, according to researchers who have asked undergraduate business students to “play” charismatic. The students were taught to articulate an overarching goal, communicate high-performance expectations, exhibit confidence in the ability of followers to meet these expectations, and empathize with the needs of their followers; they learned to project a powerful, confident, and dynamic presence; and they practiced using a captivating and engaging voice. They were also trained to evoke charismatic nonverbal characteristics: they alternated between pacing and sitting on the edges of their desks, leaned toward the subjects, maintained direct eye contact, and had relaxed postures and animated facial expressions. Their followers had higher task performance, task adjustment, and adjustment to the leader and the group than did followers of noncharismatic leaders.

**HOW CHARISMATIC LEADERS INFLUENCE FOLLOWERS** How do charismatic leaders actually influence followers? Evidence suggests a four-step process. It begins with articulating an appealing vision, a long-term strategy for attaining a goal by linking the present with a better future for the organization. Desirable visions fit the times and circumstances and reflect the uniqueness of the organization. Steve Jobs championed the iPod at Apple, noting, “It’s as Apple as anything Apple has ever done.” People in the organization must also believe the vision is challenging yet attainable.

Second, a vision is incomplete without an accompanying vision statement, a formal articulation of an organization’s vision or mission. Charismatic leaders may use vision statements to imprint on followers an overarching goal and purpose. They build followers’ self-esteem and confidence with high-performance expectations and belief that followers can attain them. Next, through words and actions, the leader conveys a new set of values and sets an example for followers to imitate. One study of Israeli bank employees showed charismatic leaders were more effective because their employees personally identified with them. Charismatic leaders also set a tone of cooperation and mutual support. A study of 115 government employees found they had a stronger sense of personal belonging at work when they had charismatic leaders, increasing their willingness to engage in helping and compliance-oriented behavior.

Finally, the charismatic leader engages in emotion-inducing and often unconventional behavior to demonstrate courage and conviction about the vision. Followers “catch” the emotions their leader is conveying.
DOES EFFECTIVE CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP DEPEND ON THE SITUATION? Research shows impressive correlations between charismatic leadership and high performance and satisfaction among followers. People working for charismatic leaders are motivated to exert extra effort and, because they like and respect their leaders, express greater satisfaction. Organizations with charismatic CEOs are more profitable, and charismatic college professors enjoy higher course evaluations. However, charisma appears most successful when the follower’s task has an ideological component or the environment includes a high degree of stress and uncertainty. Even in laboratory studies, when people are psychologically aroused, they are more likely to respond to charismatic leaders. This may explain why, when charismatic leaders surface, it’s likely to be in politics or religion, or during wartime, or when a business is in its infancy, or facing a life-threatening crisis. Franklin D. Roosevelt offered a vision to get the United States out of the Great Depression in the 1930s. In 1997, when Apple Computer was floundering and lacking direction, the board persuaded charismatic cofounder Steve Jobs to return as interim CEO and return the company to its innovative roots.

Another situational factor apparently limiting charisma is level in the organization. Top executives create vision; it’s more difficult to utilize a person’s charismatic leadership qualities in lower-level management jobs or to align her vision with the larger goals of the organization.

Finally, people are especially receptive to charismatic leadership when they sense a crisis, when they are under stress, or when they fear for their lives. Charismatic leaders are able to reduce stress for their employees, perhaps because they help make work seem more meaningful and interesting. And some people’s personalities are especially susceptible to charismatic leadership. Consider self-esteem. An individual who lacks self-esteem and questions his self-worth is more likely to absorb a leader’s direction rather than establish his own way of leading or thinking.

THE DARK SIDE OF CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP Charismatic business leaders like AIG’s Hank Greenberg, GE’s Jack Welch, Tyco’s Dennis Kozlowski, Southwest Airlines’ Herb Kelleher, Disney’s Michael Eisner, and HP’s Carly Fiorina became celebrities on the order of David Beckham and Madonna. Every company wanted a charismatic CEO, and to attract them, boards of directors gave them unprecedented autonomy and resources—the use of private jets and multimillion-dollar penthouses, interest-free loans to buy beach homes and artwork, security staffs, and similar benefits befitting royalty. One study showed charismatic CEOs were able to leverage higher salaries even when their performance was mediocre.

Unfortunately, charismatic leaders who are larger than life don’t necessarily act in the best interests of their organizations. Many have allowed their personal goals to override the goals of the organization. The results at companies such as Enron, Tyco, WorldCom, and HealthSouth were disastrous; leaders recklessly used organizational resources for their personal benefit, and executives violated laws and ethical boundaries to inflate stock prices, allowing them to cash in millions of dollars in stock options. It’s little wonder research has shown that individuals who are narcissistic are also higher in some behaviors associated with charismatic leadership.

It’s not that charismatic leadership isn’t effective; overall, it is. But a charismatic leader isn’t always the answer. Success depends, to some extent, on the situation and on the leader’s vision. Some charismatic leaders—Hitler, for example—are all too successful at convincing their followers to pursue a vision that can be ruinous.
Transformational Leadership

A stream of research has focused on differentiating transformational from transactional leaders. The Ohio State studies, Fiedler’s model, and path–goal theory describe transactional leaders, who guide their followers toward established goals by clarifying role and task requirements. Transformational leaders inspire followers to transcend their self-interests for the good of the organization and can have an extraordinary effect on their followers. Andrea Jung at Avon, Richard Branson of the Virgin Group, and Jim McNerney of Boeing are all transformational leaders. They pay attention to the concerns and needs of individual followers; they change followers’ awareness of issues by helping them look at old problems in new ways; and they excite and inspire followers to put out extra effort to achieve group goals. Exhibit 12-4 briefly identifies and defines the characteristics that differentiate these two types of leaders.

Transactional and transformational leadership complement each other; they aren’t opposing approaches to getting things done. Transformational leadership builds on transactional leadership and produces levels of follower effort and performance beyond what transactional leadership alone can do. But the reverse isn’t true. So if you are a good transactional leader but do not have transformational qualities, you’ll likely only be a mediocre leader. The best leaders are transactional and transformational.

FULL RANGE OF LEADERSHIP MODEL

Exhibit 12-5 shows the full range of leadership model. Laissez-faire is the most passive and therefore least effective of leader behaviors. Management by exception—active or passive—is slightly better, but it’s still considered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transactional Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contingent Reward:</strong> Contracts exchange of rewards for effort, promises rewards for good performance, recognizes accomplishments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management by Exception (active):</strong> Watches and searches for deviations from rules and standards, takes correct action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management by Exception (passive):</strong> Intervenes only if standards are not met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laissez-Faire:</strong> Abdicates responsibilities, avoids making decisions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformational Leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idealized Influence:</strong> Provides vision and sense of mission, instills pride, gains respect and trust.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inspirational Motivation:</strong> Communicates high expectations, uses symbols to focus efforts, expresses important purposes in simple ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intellectual Stimulation:</strong> Promotes intelligence, rationality, and careful problem solving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individualized Consideration:</strong> Gives personal attention, treats each employee individually, coaches, advises.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EXHIBIT 12-4**

Characteristics of Transactional and Transformational Leaders

ineffective. Management by exception leaders tend to be available only when there is a problem, which is often too late. Contingent reward leadership can be an effective style of leadership but will not get employees to go above and beyond the call of duty.

Only with the four remaining styles—all aspects of transformational leadership—are leaders able to motivate followers to perform above expectations and transcend their self-interest for the sake of the organization. Individualized consideration, intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, and idealized influence (known as the four I’s) all result in extra effort from workers, higher productivity, higher morale and satisfaction, higher organizational effectiveness, lower turnover, lower absenteeism, and greater organizational adaptability. Based on this model, leaders are generally most effective when they regularly use each of the four transformational behaviors.

**HOW TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP WORKS** Transformational leaders are more effective because they are more creative, but also because they encourage those who follow them to be creative, too. Companies with transformational leaders have greater decentralization of responsibility, managers have more propensity to take risks, and compensation plans are geared toward long-term results—all of which facilitate corporate entrepreneurship. One study of information technology workers in China, for instance, found empowering leadership behavior led to feelings of positive personal control among workers, which increased their creativity at work.

Companies with transformational leaders also show greater agreement among top managers about the organization’s goals, which yields superior organizational
performance. The Israeli military has seen similar results, showing that transformational leaders improve performance by building consensus among group members. Transformational leaders are able to increase follower self-efficacy, giving the group a “can do” spirit. Followers are more likely to pursue ambitious goals, agree on the strategic goals of the organization, and believe the goals they are pursuing are personally important.

Just as vision helps explain how charismatic leadership works, it also explains part of the effect of transformational leadership. One study found vision was even more important than a charismatic (effusive, dynamic, lively) communication style in explaining the success of entrepreneurial firms. Finally, transformational leadership engenders commitment on the part of followers and instills greater trust in the leader.

**EVALUATION OF TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP** Transformational leadership has been impressively supported at diverse job levels and occupations (school principals, teachers, marine commanders, ministers, presidents of MBA associations, military cadets, union shop stewards, sales reps). One study of R&D firms found teams whose project leaders scored high on transformational leadership produced better-quality products as judged one year later and higher profits five years later. Another study looking at employee creativity and transformational leadership more directly found employees with transformational leaders had more confidence in their ability to be creative at work and higher levels of creative performance. A review of 117 studies testing transformational leadership found it was related to higher levels of individual follower performance, team performance, and organizational performance.

Transformational leadership isn’t equally effective in all situations. It has a greater impact on the bottom line in smaller, privately held firms than in more complex organizations. The personal nature of transformational leadership may be most effective when leaders can directly interact with the workforce and make decisions than when they report to an external board of directors or deal with a complex bureaucratic structure. Another study showed transformational leaders were more effective in improving group potency in teams higher in power distance and collectivism. Other recent research using a sample of employees both in China and the United States found that transformational leadership had a positive relationship with perceived procedural justice, especially among individuals who were lower in power distance orientation. Transformational leaders also obtain higher levels of trust, which reduces stress for followers. In short, transformational leadership works through a number of different processes.

One study examined how different types of transformational leadership can be effective depending on whether work is evaluated at the team or the individual level. Individual-focused transformational leadership is behavior that empowers individual followers to develop, enhance their abilities, and increase self-efficacy. Team-focused transformational leadership emphasizes group goals, shared values and beliefs, and unified efforts. Evidence from a sample of 203 team members and 60 leaders in a business unit found individual transformational leadership associated with higher individual-level performance, whereas team-focused transformational leadership drew higher group-level performance.

Transformational leadership theory is not perfect. Contingent reward leadership may not characterize transactional leaders only. And contrary to the full range of leadership model, the four I’s in transformational leadership are not always superior in effectiveness to transactional leadership (contingent reward leadership sometimes works as well as transformational leadership).
In summary, transformational leadership is more strongly correlated than transactional leadership with lower turnover rates, higher productivity, lower employee stress and burnout, and higher employee satisfaction. Like charisma, it can be learned. One study of Canadian bank managers found branches managed by those who underwent transformational leadership training performed significantly better than branches whose managers did not receive training. Other studies show similar results.

The GLOBE study—of 18,000 leaders from 825 organizations in 62 countries—links a number of elements of transformational leadership with effective leadership, regardless of country. This conclusion is very important because it disputes the contingency view that leadership style needs to adapt to cultural differences.

What elements of transformational leadership appear universal? Vision, foresight, providing encouragement, trustworthiness, dynamism, positiveness, and proactiveness top the list. The GLOBE team concluded that “effective business leaders in any country are expected by their subordinates to provide a powerful and proactive vision to guide the company into the future, strong motivational skills to stimulate all employees to fulfill the vision, and excellent planning skills to assist in implementing the vision.”

A vision is important in any culture, then, but the way it is formed and communicated may need to vary by culture. A GE executive who used his U.S. leadership style in Japan recalls, “Nothing happened. I quickly realized that I had to adapt my approach, to act more as a consultant to my colleagues and to adopt a team-based motivational decision-making process rather than the more vocal style which tends to be common in the West. In Japan the silence of a leader means far more than a thousand words uttered by somebody else.”

AUTHENTIC LEADERSHIP: ETHICS AND TRUST

Although theories have increased our understanding of effective leadership, they do not explicitly deal with the role of ethics and trust, which some argue is essential to complete the picture. Here, we consider these two concepts under the rubric of authentic leadership.

What Is Authentic Leadership?

Mike Ullman, former JCPenney CEO, argues that leaders have to be selfless, listen well, and be honest. Consistent with this, Campbell Soup’s CEO Douglas R. Conant is decidedly understated. When asked to reflect on the strong performance of Campbell Soup, he says, “We’re hitting our stride a little bit more (than our peers).” He regularly admits mistakes and often says, “I can do better.” Ullman and Conant appear to be good exemplars of authentic leadership.

Authentic leaders know who they are, know what they believe in and value, and act on those values and beliefs openly and candidly. Their followers consider them ethical people. The primary quality produced by authentic leadership, therefore, is trust. Authentic leaders share information, encourage open communication, and stick to their ideals. The result: people come to have faith in them.

Because the concept is relatively new, there has been less research on authentic leadership than on other forms of leadership. However, it’s a promising way to think about ethics and trust in leadership because it focuses on the moral aspects of being a leader. Transformational or charismatic leaders can have a vision and communicate it
persuasively, but sometimes the vision is wrong (as in the case of Hitler), or the leader is more concerned with his or her own needs or pleasures, as were Dennis Kozlowski (ex-CEO of Tyco), Jeff Skilling (ex-CEO of Enron), and Raj Rajaratnam (founder of the Galleon Group).76

Ethics and Leadership

Only recently have researchers begun to consider the ethical implications in leadership.77 Why now? One reason may be the growing interest in ethics throughout the field of management. Another may be the recognition that many past leaders—such as Martin Luther King Jr., John F. Kennedy, and Thomas Jefferson—suffered ethical shortcomings. Some companies, like Boeing, are tying executive compensation to ethics to reinforce the idea that, in CEO Jim McNerney’s words, “there’s no compromise between doing things the right way and performance.”78

Ethics and leadership intersect at a number of junctures. We can think of transformational leaders as fostering moral virtue when they try to change the attitudes and behaviors of followers.79 Charisma, too, has an ethical component. Unethical leaders use their charisma to enhance power over followers, directed toward self-serving ends. Ethical leaders use it in a socially constructive way to serve others.80 Leaders who treat their followers with fairness, especially by providing honest, frequent, and accurate information, are seen as more effective.81 Leaders rated highly ethical tend to have followers who engage in more organizational citizenship behaviors and who are more willing to bring problems to the leaders’ attention.82 Because top executives set the moral tone for an organization, they need to set high ethical standards, demonstrate them through their own behavior, and encourage and reward integrity in others while avoiding abuses of power such as giving themselves large raises and bonuses while seeking to cut costs by laying off longtime employees.

Leadership is not value-free. In assessing its effectiveness, we need to address the means a leader uses in trying to achieve goals, as well as the content of those goals. Scholars have tried to integrate ethical and charismatic leadership by advancing the idea of socialized charismatic leadership—leadership that conveys other-centered (not self-centered) values by leaders who model ethical conduct.83 Socialized charismatic leaders are able to bring employee values in line with their own values through their words and actions.84

Servant Leadership

Scholars have recently considered ethical leadership from a new angle by examining servant leadership.85 Servant leaders go beyond their own self-interest and focus on opportunities to help followers grow and develop. They don’t use power to achieve ends; they emphasize persuasion. Characteristic behaviors include listening, empathizing, persuading, practicing stewardship, and actively developing followers’ potential. Because servant leadership focuses on serving the needs of others, research has focused on its outcomes for the well-being of followers.

What are the effects of servant leadership? One study of 123 supervisors found it resulted in higher levels of commitment to the supervisor, self-efficacy, and perceptions of justice, which all were related to organizational citizenship behavior.86 This relationship between servant leadership and follower organizational citizenship behavior appears to be stronger when followers are focused on being dutiful and responsible.87 Second, servant leadership increases team potency (a belief that one’s team has above-average
skills and abilities), which in turn leads to higher levels of group performance. Third, a study with a nationally representative sample of 250 workers found higher levels of citizenship associated with a focus on growth and advancement, which in turn was associated with higher levels of creative performance.

Servant leadership may be more prevalent and more effective in certain cultures. When asked to draw images of leaders, U.S. subjects tend to draw them in front of the group, giving orders to followers. Singaporeans tend to draw leaders at the back of the group, acting more to gather a group’s opinions together and then unify them from the rear. This suggests the East Asian prototype is more like a servant leader, which might mean servant leadership is more effective in these cultures.

**Trust and Leadership**

**Trust** is a psychological state that exists when you agree to make yourself vulnerable to another because you have positive expectations about how things are going to turn out. Even though you aren’t completely in control of the situation, you are willing to take a chance that the other person will come through for you.

Trust is a primary attribute associated with leadership; breaking it can have serious adverse effects on a group’s performance. As one author noted, “Part of the leader’s task has been, and continues to be, working with people to find and solve problems, but whether leaders gain access to the knowledge and creative thinking they need to solve problems depends on how much people trust them. Trust and trust-worthiness modulate the leader’s access to knowledge and cooperation.”

Followers who trust a leader are confident their rights and interests will not be abused. Transformational leaders create support for their ideas in part by arguing that their direction will be in everyone’s best interests. People are unlikely to look up to or follow someone they perceive as dishonest or likely to take advantage of them. Thus, as you might expect, transformational leaders do generate higher levels of trust from their followers, which in turn is related to higher levels of team confidence and, ultimately, higher levels of team performance.

In a simple contractual exchange of goods and services, your employer is legally bound to pay you for fulfilling your job description. But today’s rapid reorganizations, diffusion of responsibility, and collaborative team-based work style mean employment relationships are not stable long-term contracts with explicit terms. Rather, they are more fundamentally based on trusting relationships than ever before. You have to trust that if you show your supervisor a creative project you’ve been working on, she won’t steal the credit behind your back. You have to trust that extra work you’ve been doing will be recognized in your performance appraisal. In contemporary organizations, where the scope of work is broader, voluntary employee contribution based on trust is absolutely necessary. And only a trusted leader will be able to encourage employees to reach beyond themselves to a transformational goal.

**What Are the Consequences of Trust?**

Trust between supervisors and employees has a number of important advantages. Here are just a few that research has shown:

- **Trust Encourages Taking Risks.** Whenever employees decide to deviate from the usual way of doing things, or to take their supervisors’ word on a new direction, they are taking a risk. In both cases, a trusting relationship can facilitate that leap.
• **Trust Facilitates Information Sharing.** One big reason employees fail to express concerns at work is because they don’t feel psychologically safe revealing their views. When managers demonstrate they will give employees’ ideas a fair hearing and actively make changes, employees are more willing to speak out. 96

• **Trusting Groups Are More Effective.** When a leader sets a trusting tone in a group, members are more willing to help each other and exert extra effort for one another, which further increases trust. Conversely, members of mistrusting groups tend to be suspicious of each other, constantly guard against exploitation, and restrict communication with others in the group. These actions tend to undermine and eventually destroy the group.

• **Trust Enhances Productivity.** The bottom-line interest of companies also appears positively influenced by trust. Employees who trust their supervisors tend to receive higher performance ratings. This is partially because the trust fosters employee responses conducive to good job performance. 97 People respond to mistrust by concealing information and secretly pursuing their own interests.

### CHALLENGES TO THE LEADERSHIP CONSTRUCT

Jim Collins, a leading business consultant, says, “In the 1500s, people ascribed all events they didn’t understand to God. Why did the crops fail? God. Why did someone die? God. Now our all-purpose explanation is leadership.” 98 But much of an organization’s success or failure is due to factors outside the influence of leadership. Sometimes it’s just a matter of being in the right or wrong place at a given time. In this section, we present two perspectives and one technological change that challenge accepted beliefs about the value of leadership.

### Leadership as an Attribution

As you may remember from Chapter 6, attribution theory examines how people try to make sense of cause-and-effect relationships. The **attribution theory of leadership** says leadership is merely an attribution people make about other individuals. 99 Thus we attribute to leaders intelligence, outgoing personality, strong verbal skills, aggressiveness, understanding, and industriousness. 100 At the organizational level, we tend to see leaders, rightly or wrongly, as responsible for extremely negative or extremely positive performance. 101

One longitudinal study of 128 major U.S. corporations found that whereas perceptions of CEO charisma did not lead to objective company performance, company performance did lead to perceptions of charisma. 102 Employee perceptions of their leaders’ behaviors are significant predictors of whether they blame the leader for failure, regardless of how the leader assesses himself. 103 A study of more than 3,000 employees from Western Europe, the United States, and the Middle East found people who tended to “romanticize” leadership in general were more likely to believe their own leaders were transformational. 104

When Merrill Lynch began to lose billions in 2008 as a result of its investments in mortgage securities, it wasn’t long before CEO Stan O’Neal lost his job. He appeared before the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee of the U.S. Congress for what one committee member termed “a public flogging.” Some called him a “criminal,” and still others suggested company losses represented “attempted destruction.” 105
Whether O’Neal was responsible for the losses at Merrill Lynch or deserved his nine-figure severance package are difficult questions to answer. However, it is not difficult to argue that he probably changed very little between 2004 when Fortune described him as a “turnaround genius” and 2009 when he was fired. What did change was the performance of the organization he led. It’s not necessarily wrong to terminate a CEO for failing or flagging financial performance. However, O’Neal’s story illustrates the power of the attribution approach to leadership: hero and genius when things are going well, villain when they aren’t.

We also make demographic assumptions about leaders. Respondents in a study assumed a leader described with no identifying racial information was white at a rate beyond the base rate of white employees in a company. In scenarios where identical leadership situations are described but the leaders’ race is manipulated, white leaders are rated as more effective than leaders of other racial groups. One large-scale summary study (a meta-analysis) found that many individuals hold stereotypes of men as having more leader characteristics than women, although as you might expect, this tendency to equate leadership with masculinity has decreased over time. Other data suggest women’s perceived success as transformational leaders may be based on demographic characteristics. Teams prefer male leaders when aggressively competing against other teams, but they prefer female leaders when the competition is within teams and calls for improving positive relationships within the group.

Attribution theory suggests what’s important is projecting the appearance of being a leader rather than focusing on actual accomplishments. Leader-wannabes who can shape the perception that they’re smart, personable, verbally adept, aggressive, hardworking, and consistent in their style can increase the probability their bosses, colleagues, and employees will view them as effective leaders.

**Substitutes for and Neutralizers of Leadership**

One theory of leadership suggests that in many situations leaders’ actions are irrelevant. Experience and training are among the substitutes that can replace the need for a leader’s support or ability to create structure. Organizational characteristics such as explicit formalized goals, rigid rules and procedures, and cohesive work groups can also replace formal leadership, while indifference to organizational rewards can neutralize its effects. Neutralizers make it impossible for leader behavior to make any difference to follower outcomes (see Exhibit 12-6).

This observation shouldn’t be too surprising. After all, we’ve introduced a number of variables—such as attitudes, personality, ability, and group norms—that affect employee performance and satisfaction. It’s simplistic to think employees are guided to goal accomplishments solely by the actions of their leader. Leadership is simply another independent variable in our overall OB model.

Sometimes the difference between substitutes and neutralizers is fuzzy. If I’m working on a task that’s intrinsically enjoyable, theory predicts leadership will be less important because the task itself provides enough motivation. But does that mean intrinsically enjoyable tasks neutralize leadership effects, or substitute for them, or both? Another problem is that while substitutes for leadership (such as employee characteristics, the nature of the task, and so forth) matter to performance, that doesn’t necessarily mean leadership doesn’t.
Online Leadership

How do you lead people who are physically separated from you and with whom you communicate electronically? This question needs attention from OB researchers. Today’s managers and employees are increasingly linked by networks rather than geographic proximity.

We propose that online leaders have to think carefully about what actions they want their digital messages to initiate. They confront unique challenges, the greatest of which appears to be developing and maintaining trust. Identification-based trust, based on a mutual understanding of each other’s intentions and appreciation of the other’s wants and desires, is particularly difficult to achieve without face-to-face interaction. And online negotiations can also be hindered because parties express lower levels of trust.

We tentatively conclude that good leadership skills will soon include the abilities to communicate support, trust, and inspiration through keyboarded words and accurately read emotions in others’ messages. In electronic communication, writing skills are likely to become an extension of interpersonal skills.

### SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

Leadership plays a central part in understanding group behavior, because it’s the leader who usually directs us toward our goals. Knowing what makes a good leader should thus be valuable in improving group performance.

- The early search for a set of universal leadership traits failed. However, recent efforts using the Big Five personality framework show strong and consistent
relationships between leadership and extraversion, conscientiousness, and openness to experience.

- The behavioral approach’s major contribution was narrowing leadership into task-oriented (initiating structure) and people-oriented (consideration) styles. By considering the situation in which the leader operates, contingency theories promised to improve on the behavioral approach, but only LPC theory has fared well in leadership research.

- Research on charismatic and transformational leadership has made major contributions to our understanding of leadership effectiveness. Organizations want managers who can exhibit transformational leadership qualities and who have vision and the charisma to carry it out.

- Effective managers must develop trusting relationships with followers because, as organizations have become less stable and predictable, strong bonds of trust are replacing bureaucratic rules in defining expectations and relationships.
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In both research and practice, power and politics have been described as the last dirty words. It is easier for most of us to talk about sex or money than about power or political behavior. People who have power deny it, people who want it try not to look like they’re seeking it, and those who are good at getting it are secretive about how they do so.¹

In this chapter, we show that power determines what goals a group will pursue and how the group’s resources will be distributed among its members. Further, we show how group members with good political skills use their power to influence the distribution of resources in their favor.

A DEFINITION OF POWER

Power refers to a capacity that A has to influence the behavior of B so B acts in accordance with A’s wishes.²

Someone can thus have power but not use it; it is a capacity or potential. Probably the most important aspect of power is that it is a function of dependence. The greater B’s dependence on A, the greater A’s power in the relationship. Dependence, in turn, is based on alternatives that B perceives and the importance B places on the alternative(s) A
controls. A person can have power over you only if he controls something you desire. If you want a college degree and have to pass a certain course to get it, and your current instructor is the only faculty member in the college who teaches that course, he has power over you. Your alternatives are highly limited, and you place a high degree of importance on obtaining a passing grade. Similarly, if you’re attending college on funds totally provided by your parents, you probably recognize the power they hold over you. You’re dependent on them for financial support. But once you’re out of school, have a job, and are making a good income, your parents’ power is reduced significantly. Who among us has not known or heard of a rich relative who is able to control a large number of family members merely through the implicit or explicit threat of “writing them out of the will”?

As anyone with young children (one of the most dependent groups) has doubtlessly noted, dependency increases the incentive to lie. But is the link as strong in less overt or ongoing situations? One study explored the link between dependency and lying in a controlled experiment with adults who had no outside relationship with one another. Researchers gave one group of research subjects bigger offices and more authority, whereas another group received smaller offices and less authority. Then half the subjects in each condition were told to steal a $100 bill and convince an interviewer they hadn’t taken it. If they were able to fool the interviewer, they could keep the money. In the interviews, those in positions of power showed fewer signs of dishonesty and stress like shoulder shrugs and stuttering when lying—perhaps because they felt less dependent on others. Recall that this simulation involved only hypothetical, experimentally manipulated power, so imagine the effects when real power is on the line.³ This study also suggests that powerful people might be better liars because they are more confident in their status, and less willing to acknowledge dependency on others.

Another study on the dependency variable relating to power investigated how people respond to the poor performance of a subordinate dependent on them in a work context.⁴ In this experiment, a laboratory mockup of a performance review was developed, and participants acted the part of either powerful or unpowerful managers. The result? Powerful managers were more likely to respond to poor performers by either directly confronting them or frankly encouraging them to get training to improve. Less powerful managers enacted strategies not to confront the poor performer, like compensating for poor performance or avoiding the individual altogether. In other words, they were less likely to actively engage in a potential conflict with the subordinate, possibly because they would be more vulnerable if the subordinate wanted to “get revenge” for the negative feedback.

Power involves dependency, but as we’ve explored, the dynamic range is wide. Managers do well to acknowledge the roles of dependency and power in their relationships with employees, as well as to minimize situations that escalate the pressure for employees to engage in workplace deviant behavior.

**CONTRASTING LEADERSHIP AND POWER**

A careful comparison of our description of power with our description of leadership in Chapter 12 reveals the concepts are closely intertwined. Leaders use power as a means of attaining group goals.

How are the two terms different? *Power* does not require goal compatibility, merely dependence. Leadership, on the other hand, requires some congruence between the goals of the leader and those being led. A second difference relates to the direction
of influence. Leadership focuses on the downward influence on followers. It minimizes the importance of lateral and upward influence patterns. Power does not. In still another difference, leadership research, for the most part, emphasizes style. It seeks answers to questions such as these: How supportive should a leader be? How much decision making should be shared with followers? In contrast, the research on power focuses on tactics for gaining compliance. It goes beyond the individual as the exerciser of power, because groups as well as individuals can use power to control other individuals or groups.

**BASES OF POWER**

Where does power come from? What gives an individual or a group influence over others? We answer by dividing the bases or sources of power into two general groupings—formal and personal—and then breaking each of these down into more specific categories.

**Formal Power**

**Formal power** is based on an individual’s position in an organization. It can come from the ability to coerce or reward, or from formal authority.

**Coercive Power** The coercive power base depends on fear of the negative results from failing to comply. It rests on the application, or the threat of application, of physical sanctions such as the infliction of pain, frustration through restriction of movement, or the controlling by force of basic physiological or safety needs.

At the organizational level, A has coercive power over B if A can dismiss, suspend, or demote B, assuming B values her job. If A can assign B work activities B finds unpleasant, or treat B in a manner B finds embarrassing, A possesses coercive power over B. Coercive power can also come from withholding key information. People in an organization who have data or knowledge others need can make those others dependent on them.

**Reward Power** The opposite of coercive power is reward power, with which people comply because it produces positive benefits; someone who can distribute rewards others view as valuable will have power over them. These rewards can be either financial—such as controlling pay rates, raises, and bonuses—or nonfinancial, including recognition, promotions, interesting work assignments, friendly colleagues, and preferred work shifts or sales territories.

**Legitimate Power** In formal groups and organizations, probably the most common access to one or more of the power bases is through legitimate power. It represents the formal authority to control and use organizational resources based on structural position in the organization. Legitimate power is broader than the power to coerce and reward. Specifically, it includes members’ acceptance of the authority of a position. We associate power so closely with the concept of hierarchy that just drawing longer lines in an organization chart leads people to infer the leaders are especially powerful, and when a powerful executive is described, people tend to put the person at a higher position when drawing an organization chart. When school principals, bank presidents, or army captains speak (assuming their directives are viewed as within the authority of their positions), teachers, tellers, and first lieutenants listen and usually comply.
Personal Power

Many of the most competent and productive chip designers at Intel have power, but they aren’t managers and have no formal power. What they have is personal power, which comes from an individual’s unique characteristics. There are two bases of personal power: expertise and the respect and admiration of others.

EXPERT POWER  Expert power is influence wielded as a result of expertise, special skill, or knowledge. As jobs become more specialized, we become increasingly dependent on experts to achieve goals. It is generally acknowledged that physicians have expertise and hence expert power: most of us follow our doctor’s advice. Computer specialists, tax accountants, economists, industrial psychologists, and other specialists wield power as a result of their expertise.

REFERENT POWER  Referent power is based on identification with a person who has desirable resources or personal traits. If I like, respect, and admire you, you can exercise power over me because I want to please you.

Referent power develops out of admiration of another and a desire to be like that person. It helps explain, for instance, why celebrities are paid millions of dollars to endorse products in commercials. Marketing research shows people such as LeBron James and Tom Brady have the power to influence your choice of athletic shoes and credit cards. With a little practice, you and I could probably deliver as smooth a sales pitch as these celebrities, but the buying public doesn’t identify with you and me. Some people who are not in formal leadership positions nonetheless have referent power and exert influence over others because of their charismatic dynamism, likability, and emotional effects on us.

Which Bases of Power Are Most Effective?

Of the three bases of formal power (coercive, reward, legitimate) and two bases of personal power (expert, referent), which are most important to have? Research suggests clearly that personal sources of power are most effective. Both expert and referent power are positively related to employees’ satisfaction with supervision, their organizational commitment, and their performance, whereas reward and legitimate power seem to be unrelated to these outcomes. One source of formal power—coercive power—actually can backfire in that it is negatively related to employee satisfaction and commitment.8

Consider Steve Stoute’s company, Translation, which matches pop-star spokespeople with corporations that want to promote their brands. Stoute has paired Gwen Stefani with HP, Justin Timberlake with McDonald’s, Beyoncé Knowles with Tommy Hilfiger, and Jay-Z with Reebok. Stoute’s business seems to be all about referent power. His firm’s work aims to use the credibility of these artists and performers to reach youth culture.9 In other words, people buy products associated with cool figures because they wish to identify with and emulate them.

Power and Perceived Justice

Just as relational dependency potentially distorts the perception of those in power, there are potential distortions in the perception of justice related to individuals in power. Commonly, for instance, people in positions of power are to be blamed for their failures and
credited for their successes to a greater degree than those who have less power. Studies also suggest that leaders and managers in positions of power pay greater costs for unfairness and reap greater benefits for fairness. The perception of organizational justice reflects upon powerful leaders in them well. Specifically, authorities are given greatest trust when they have a lot of power and their organizations are seen as operating fairly, and the least trust when they have a lot of power and their organizations are seen as operating unfairly. Thus, it appears that people think powerful leaders should have the discretion to shape organizational policies and change unfair rules, and if they fail to do so, they will be regarded especially negatively.

**POWER TACTICS**

What *power tactics* do people use to translate power bases into specific actions? What options do they have for influencing their bosses, co-workers, or employees? In this section, we review popular tactical options and the conditions that may make one more effective than another.

Research has identified nine distinct influence tactics:  

1. **Legitimacy.** Relying on your authority position or making a request accords with organizational policies or rules.
2. **Rational Persuasion.** Presenting logical arguments and factual evidence to demonstrate a request is reasonable.
3. **Inspirational Appeals.** Developing emotional commitment by appealing to a target’s values, needs, hopes, and aspirations.
4. **Consultation.** Increasing the target’s support by involving him in deciding how you will accomplish your plan.
5. **Exchange.** Rewarding the target with benefits or favors in exchange for following a request.
6. **Personal Appeals.** Asking for compliance based on friendship or loyalty.
7. **Ingratiation.** Using flattery, praise, or friendly behavior prior to making a request.
8. **Pressure.** Using warnings, repeated demands, and threats.
9. **Coalitions.** Enlisting the aid or support of others to persuade the target to agree.

Some tactics are more effective than others. Rational persuasion, inspirational appeals, and consultation tend to be the most effective, especially when the audience is highly interested in the outcomes of a decision process. Pressure tends to backfire and is typically the least effective of the nine tactics. You can also increase your chance of success by using two or more tactics together or sequentially, as long as your choices are compatible. Using both ingratiations and legitimacy can lessen negative reactions to your appearing to dictate outcomes, but only when the audience does not really care about the outcome of a decision process or the policy is routine.

Let’s consider the most effective way of getting a raise. You can start with rational persuasion: figure out how your pay compares to that of peers, or land a competing job offer, or show objective results that testify to your performance. Kitty Dunning, a vice president at Don Jagoda Associates, landed a 16 percent raise when she e-mailed her boss numbers showing she had increased sales. You can also make good use of salary calculators such as Salary.com to compare your pay with others in the same occupation.

But the effectiveness of some influence tactics depends on the direction of influence. As Exhibit 13-1 shows, rational persuasion is the only tactic effective across...
organizational levels. Inspirational appeals work best as a downward-influencing tactic with subordinates. When pressure works, it’s generally downward only. Personal appeals and coalitions are most effective as lateral influence. Other factors that affect the effectiveness of influence include the sequencing of tactics, a person’s skill in using the tactics, and the organizational culture.

You’re more likely to be effective if you begin with “softer” tactics that rely on personal power, such as personal and inspirational appeals, rational persuasion, and consultation. If these fail, you can move to “harder” tactics, such as exchange, coalitions, and pressure, which emphasize formal power and incur greater costs and risks. Interestingly, a single soft tactic is more effective than a single hard tactic, and combining two soft tactics or a soft tactic and rational persuasion is more effective than any single tactic or combination of hard tactics. The effectiveness of tactics depends on the audience. People especially likely to comply with soft power tactics tend to be more reflective and intrinsically motivated; they have high self-esteem and greater desire for control. Those likely to comply with hard power tactics are more action-oriented and extrinsically motivated and are more focused on getting along with others than on getting their own way.

People in different countries prefer different power tactics. Those from individualistic countries tend to see power in personalized terms and as a legitimate means of advancing their personal ends, whereas those in collectivistic countries see power in social terms and as a legitimate means of helping others. A study comparing managers in the United States and China found that U.S. managers prefer rational appeal, whereas Chinese managers preferred coalition tactics. These differences tend to be consistent with the values in these two countries. Reason is consistent with the U.S. preference for direct confrontation and rational persuasion to influence others and resolve differences, while coalition tactics align with the Chinese preference for meeting difficult or controversial requests with indirect approaches. Research also has shown that individuals in Western, individualistic cultures tend to engage in more self-enhancement behaviors (such as self-promotion) than individuals in more collectivistic Eastern cultures.

People differ in their political skill, or their ability to influence others to enhance their own objectives. The politically skilled are more effective users of all the influence tactics. Political skill also appears more effective when the stakes are high—such as when the individual is accountable for important organizational outcomes. Finally, the politically skilled are able to exert their influence without others detecting it, a key element in being effective (it’s damaging to be labeled political). However, these individuals also appear most able to use their political skills in environments marked by low levels
of procedural and distributive justice. When an organization is run with open and fairly applied rules, free of favoritism or biases, political skill is actually negatively related to job performance ratings.25

Finally, we know cultures within organizations differ markedly—some are warm, relaxed, and supportive; others are formal and conservative. Some encourage participation and consultation, some encourage reason, and still others rely on pressure. People who fit the culture of the organization tend to obtain more influence.26 Specifically, extraverts tend to be more influential in team-oriented organizations, and highly conscientious people are more influential in organizations that value working alone on technical tasks. People who fit the culture are influential because they can perform especially well in the domains deemed most important for success. In other words, they are influential because they are competent. Thus, the organization will influence which subset of power tactics is viewed as acceptable for use.

POLITICS: POWER IN ACTION

When people get together in groups, power will be exerted. People want to carve out a niche from which to exert influence, earn rewards, and advance their careers. When employees in organizations convert their power into action, we describe them as being engaged in politics. Those with good political skills have the ability to use their bases of power effectively.27

Definition of Organizational Politics

There is no shortage of definitions of organizational politics. Essentially, this type of politics focuses on the use of power to affect decision making in an organization, or on self-serving and organizationally unsanctioned behaviors.28 For our purposes, political behavior in organizations consists of activities that are not required as part of an individual’s formal role but that influence, or attempt to influence, the distribution of advantages and disadvantages within the organization.29

This definition encompasses what most people mean when they talk about organizational politics. Political behavior is outside specified job requirements. It requires some attempt to use power bases. It includes efforts to influence the goals, criteria, or processes used for decision making. Our definition is broad enough to include varied political behaviors such as withholding key information from decision makers, joining a coalition, whistle-blowing, spreading rumors, leaking confidential information to the media, exchanging favors with others in the organization for mutual benefit, and lobbying on behalf of or against a particular individual or decision alternative.

The Reality of Politics

Interviews with experienced managers show that most believe political behavior is a major part of organizational life.30 Many managers report some use of political behavior is both ethical and necessary, as long as it doesn’t directly harm anyone else. They describe politics as a necessary evil and believe someone who never uses political behavior will have a hard time getting things done. Most also indicate they had never been trained to use political behavior effectively. But why, you may wonder, must politics exist? Isn’t it possible for an organization to be politics free? It’s possible—but unlikely.

Organizations are made up of individuals and groups with different values, goals, and interests.31 This sets up the potential for conflict over the allocation of limited
resources, such as departmental budgets, space, project responsibilities, and salary adjustments. If resources were abundant, then all constituencies within the organization could satisfy their goals. But because resources are limited, not everyone’s interests can be satisfied. Furthermore, gains by one individual or group are often perceived as coming at the expense of others within the organization (whether they are or not). These forces create real competition among members for the organization’s limited resources.

Maybe the most important factor leading to politics within organizations is the realization that most of the “facts” used to allocate the limited resources are open to interpretation. What, for instance, is good performance? What’s an adequate improvement? What constitutes an unsatisfactory job? One person’s “selfless effort to benefit the organization” is seen by another as a “blatant attempt to further one’s interest.” The manager of any major league baseball team knows a .400 hitter is a high performer and a .125 hitter is a poor performer. You don’t need to be a baseball genius to know you should play your .400 hitter and send the .125 hitter back to the minors. But what if you have to choose between players who hit .280 and .290? Then less objective factors come into play: fielding expertise, attitude, potential, ability to perform in a clutch, loyalty to the team, and so on. More managerial decisions resemble the choice between a .280 and a .290 hitter than between a .125 hitter and a .400 hitter. It is in this large and ambiguous middle ground of organizational life—where the facts don’t speak for themselves—that politics flourish.

Finally, because most decisions have to be made in a climate of ambiguity—where facts are rarely fully objective and thus are open to interpretation—people within organizations will use whatever influence they can to taint the facts to support their goals and interests. That, of course, creates the activities we call politicking.

Therefore, to answer the question whether or not it is possible for an organization to be politics-free, we can say yes—if all members of that organization hold the same goals and interests, if organizational resources are not scarce, and if performance outcomes are completely clear and objective. But that doesn’t describe the organizational world in which most of us live.

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR

Factors Contributing to Political Behavior

Not all groups or organizations are equally political. In some organizations, for instance, politicking is overt and rampant, whereas in others politics plays a small role in influencing outcomes. Why this variation? Recent research and observation have identified a number of factors that appear to encourage political behavior. Some are individual characteristics, derived from the unique qualities of the people the organization employs; others are a result of the organization’s culture or internal environment. Both individual and organizational factors can increase political behavior and provide favorable outcomes (increased rewards and averted punishments) for both individuals and groups in the organization.

INDIVIDUAL FACTORS At the individual level, researchers have identified certain personality traits, needs, and other factors likely to be related to political behavior. In terms of traits, we find that employees who are high self-monitors, possess an internal locus of control, and have a high need for power are more likely to engage in political behavior. The high self-monitor is more sensitive to social cues, exhibits higher levels of social conformity, and is more likely to be skilled in political behavior than the low self-monitor. Because they believe they can control their environment, individuals with an internal
locus of control are more prone to take a proactive stance and attempt to manipulate situations in their favor. Not surprisingly, the Machiavellian personality—characterized by the will to manipulate and the desire for power—is comfortable using politics as a means to further her self-interest.

In addition, an individual’s investment in the organization, perceived alternatives, and expectations of success influence the degree to which she will pursue illegitimate means of political action. The more a person expects increased future benefits from the organization, the more that person has to lose if forced out and the less likely she is to use illegitimate means. The more alternative opportunities an individual has—due to a favorable job market or the possession of scarce skills or knowledge, a prominent reputation, or influential contacts outside the organization—the more likely that individual is to risk illegitimate political actions. Finally, an individual with low expectations of success from illegitimate means is unlikely to use them. High expectations of success from such measures are most likely to be the province of both experienced and powerful individuals with polished political skills and inexperienced, and naïve employees who misjudge their chances.

**Organizational Factors** Although we acknowledge the role individual differences can play, the evidence more strongly suggests that certain situations and cultures promote politics. Specifically, when an organization’s resources are declining, when the existing pattern of resources is changing, and/or when there is opportunity for promotions, politicking is more likely to surface. When organizations downsize to improve efficiency, resources must be reduced, and people may engage in political actions to safeguard what they have. But any changes, especially those that imply significant reallocation of resources within the organization, are likely to stimulate conflict and increase politicking. For instance, the opportunity for promotions or advancement has consistently been found to encourage competition for a limited resource as people try to positively influence the decision outcome.

Cultures characterized by low trust, role ambiguity, unclear performance evaluation systems, zero-sum (win-lose) reward allocation practices, democratic decision making, high pressures for performance, and self-serving senior managers will also create breeding grounds for politicking. The less trust within the organization, the higher the level of political behavior and the more likely it will be of the illegitimate kind. So, high trust should suppress political behavior in general and inhibit illegitimate actions in particular.

Role ambiguity, wherein the prescribed employee behaviors are not clear, allows fewer limits to the scope and functions of the employee’s political actions. Because political activities are defined as those not required as part of the employee’s formal role, the greater the role ambiguity, the more employees can engage in perhaps unnoticed political activity.

Performance evaluation is far from a perfect science. The more organizations use subjective criteria in the appraisal, emphasize a single outcome measure, or allow significant time to pass between the time of an action and its appraisal process, the greater the likelihood that an employee can get away with politicking. Subjective performance criteria create ambiguity. The use of a single outcome measure encourages individuals to do whatever is necessary to “look good” on that measure, but often at the cost of good performance on other important parts of the job not appraised.

The more an organization’s culture emphasizes the zero-sum or win–lose approach to reward allocations, the more employees will be motivated to engage in politicking. The **zero-sum approach** treats the reward “pie” as fixed, so any gain one person or
group achieves has to come at the expense of another person or group. If $15,000 in annual raises is to be distributed among five employees, any employee who gets more than $3,000 takes money away from one or more of the others. Such a practice encourages making others look bad and increasing the visibility of what you do.

Finally, when employees see the people on top engaging in political behavior, especially doing so successfully and being rewarded for it, a climate is created that supports politicking. This in a sense gives those lower in the organization permission to play politics by implying that such behavior is acceptable and even rewarded.

**How Do People Respond to Organizational Politics?**

Trish O’Donnell loves her job as a writer on a weekly television comedy series but hates the internal politics. “A couple of the writers here spend more time kissing up to the executive producer than doing any work. And our head writer clearly has his favorites. Although they pay me a lot and I get to really use my creativity, I’m sick of having to be on alert for backstabbers and constantly having to self-promote my contributions. I’m tired of doing most of the work and getting little of the credit.” Are Trish O’Donnell’s comments typical of people who work in highly politicized workplaces? We all know friends or relatives who regularly complain about the politics at their job. But how do people in general react to organizational politics? Let’s look at the evidence.

In our earlier discussion in this chapter of factors that contribute to political behavior, we focused on favorable outcomes. But for most people—who have modest political skills or are unwilling to play the politics game—outcomes tend to be predominantly negative. Exhibit 13-2 summarizes the extensive research (mostly conducted in the United States) on the relationship between organizational politics and individual outcomes. Very strong evidence indicates, for instance, that perceptions of organizational politics are negatively related to job satisfaction. The perception of politics also tends to increase job anxiety and stress, possibly because people believe they may be losing ground to others who are active politickers or, conversely, because they feel additional pressures from entering into and competing in the political arena. Politics may lead to
self-reported declines in employee performance, perhaps because employees perceive political environments to be unfair, which demotivates them.\textsuperscript{41} Not surprisingly, when politicking becomes too much to handle, it can lead employees to quit.\textsuperscript{42}

When employees of two agencies in a recent study in Nigeria viewed their work environments as political, they reported higher levels of job distress and were less likely to help their co-workers. Thus, although developing countries such as Nigeria are perhaps more ambiguous and more political environments in which to work, the negative consequences of politics appear to be the same as in the United States.\textsuperscript{43}

Researchers have also noted several interesting qualifiers. First, the politics-performance relationship appears to be moderated by an individual’s understanding of the “hows” and “whys” of organizational politics. “An individual who has a clear understanding of who is responsible for making decisions and why they were selected to be the decision makers would have a better understanding of how and why things happen the way they do than someone who does not understand the decision-making process in the organization.”\textsuperscript{44} When both politics and understanding are high, performance is likely to increase because the individual will see political actions as an opportunity. This is consistent with what you might expect among individuals with well-honed political skills. But when understanding is low, individuals are more likely to see politics as a threat, which can have a negative effect on job performance.\textsuperscript{45}

Second, political behavior at work moderates the effects of ethical leadership.\textsuperscript{46} One study found that male employees were more responsive to ethical leadership and showed the most citizenship behavior when levels of both politics and ethical leadership were high. Women, on the other hand, appear most likely to engage in citizenship behavior when the environment is consistently ethical and \textit{apolitical}.

Third, when employees see politics as a threat, they often respond with \textbf{defensive behaviors}—reactive and protective behaviors to avoid action, blame, or change.\textsuperscript{47} (Exhibit 13-3 provides some examples of these behaviors.) And defensive behaviors are often associated with negative feelings toward the job and work environment.\textsuperscript{48} In the short run, employees may find defensiveness protects their self-interest, but in the long run it wears them down. People who consistently rely on defensiveness find that, eventually, it is the only way they know how to behave. At that point, they lose the ability to approach their work proactively, and the trust and support of their peers, bosses, employees, and clients is negatively compromised.

\section*{Impression Management}

We know people have an ongoing interest in how others perceive and evaluate them. For example, North Americans spend billions of dollars on diets, health club memberships, cosmetics, and plastic surgery—all intended to make them more attractive to others.\textsuperscript{49} Being perceived positively by others should have benefits for people in organizations. It might, for instance, help them initially to get the jobs they want in an organization and, once hired, to get favorable evaluations, superior salary increases, and fast promotions. In a political context, it might help sway the distribution of advantages in their favor. The process by which individuals attempt to control the impression others form of them is called \textbf{impression management (IM)}.\textsuperscript{50}

Who might we predict will engage in IM? No surprise here. It’s our old friend, the high self-monitor.\textsuperscript{51} High self-monitors are good at reading situations and molding their appearances and behavior to fit each situation. In contrast, low self-monitors tend to present
images of themselves that are consistent with their personalities, regardless of the beneficial or detrimental effects for them. If you want to control the impression others form of you, what IM techniques can you use? Exhibit 13-4 summarizes some of the most popular.

Keep in mind that when people engage in IM, they are sending a false message that might be true under other circumstances. Excuses, for instance, may be offered with sincerity. Referring to the example in Exhibit 13-4, you can actually believe that ads contribute little to sales in your region. But in saying so, you are attempting to change your manager’s impression of the situation by minimizing the impact of your failure to perform.

Misrepresentation can have a high cost. If you “cry wolf” once too often, no one is likely to believe you when the wolf really comes. So the impression manager must be cautious not to be perceived as insincere or manipulative. Consider the effect of implausible name-dropping as an example of this principle. Participants in a study in Switzerland disliked an experimental confederate who claimed to be a personal friend of the well-liked Swiss tennis star Roger Federer, but they generally liked confederates who just said they were fans. Another study found that when managers attributed an
CONFORMITY
Agreeing with someone else’s opinion to gain his or her approval is a form of ingratiation.
Example: A manager tells his boss, “You’re absolutely right on your reorganization plan for the western regional office. I couldn’t agree with you more.”

FAVORS
Doing something nice for someone to gain that person’s approval is a form of ingratiation.
Example: A salesperson says to a prospective client, “I’ve got two tickets to the theater tonight that I can’t use. Take them. Consider it a thank-you for taking the time to talk with me.”

EXCUSES
Explanations of a predicament-creating event aimed at minimizing the apparent severity of the predicament is a defensive IM technique.
Example: A sales manager says to her boss, “We failed to get the ad in the paper on time, but no one responds to those ads anyway.”

APOLOGIES
Admitting responsibility for an undesirable event and simultaneously seeking to get a pardon for the action is a defensive IM technique.
Example: An employee says to his boss, “I’m sorry I made a mistake on the report. Please forgive me.”

SELF-PROMOTION
Highlighting one’s best qualities, downplaying one’s deficits, and calling attention to one’s achievements is a self-focused IM technique.
Example: A salesperson tells his boss, “Matt worked unsuccessfully for three years to try to get that account. I sewed it up in six weeks. I’m the best closer this company has.”

ENHANCEMENT
Claiming that something you did is more valuable than most other members of the organizations would think is a self-focused IM technique.
Example: A journalist tells his editor, “My work on this celebrity divorce story was really a major boost to our sales” (even though the story only made it to page 3 in the entertainment section).

FLATTERY
Complimenting others about their virtues in an effort to make oneself appear perceptive and likeable is an assertive IM technique.
Example: A new sales trainee says to her peer, “You handled that client’s complaint so tactfully! I could never have handled that as well as you did.”

EXEMPLIFICATION
Doing more than you need to in an effort to show how dedicated and hardworking you are is an assertive IM technique.
Example: An employee sends e-mails from his work computer when he works late so that his supervisor will know how long he’s been working.

EXHIBIT 13-4
Impression Management Techniques

employee’s citizenship behaviors to impression management, they actually felt angry
(probably because they felt manipulated) and gave subordinates lower performance rat-
ings. When managers attributed the same citizenship behaviors to prosocial values and
cornern about the organization, they felt happy and gave higher performance ratings. In
sum, people don’t like to feel others are manipulating them through impression manage-
ment, so such tactics should be employed with caution.

Are there situations in which individuals are more likely to misrepresent them-
theselves or more likely to get away with it? Yes—situations characterized by high uncer-
tainty or ambiguity provide relatively little information for challenging a fraudulent claim
and reduce the risks associated with misrepresentation. The increasing use of telework
may be increasing the use of IM. Individuals who work remotely from their supervisors
engage in high levels of IM relative to those who work closely with their supervisors.

Most of the studies undertaken to test the effectiveness of IM techniques have
related it to two criteria: interview success and performance evaluations. Let’s consider
each of these.

The evidence indicates most job applicants use IM techniques in interviews and
that it works. In one study, for instance, interviewers felt applicants for a position as a
customer service representative who used IM techniques performed better in the inter-
view, and they seemed somewhat more inclined to hire these people. Moreover, when
the researchers considered applicants’ credentials, they concluded it was the IM tech-
niques alone that influenced the interviewers—it didn’t seem to matter whether applicants
were well or poorly qualified. If they used IM techniques, they did better in the interviews.

Some IM techniques work better in interviews than others. Researchers have com-
pared applicants whose IM techniques focused on promoting their accomplishments
(called self-promotion) to those who focused on complimenting the interviewer and finding
areas of agreement (referred to as ingratiation). In general, applicants appear to use self-
promotion more than ingratiation. As well, self-promotion tactics may be more important
to interviewing success than ingratiation, though both contribute. Applicants who work to
create an appearance of competence by enhancing their accomplishments, taking credit
for successes, and explaining away failures do better in interviews. These effects reach be-
yond the interview: applicants who use more self-promotion tactics also seem to get more
follow-up job-site visits, even after adjusting for grade-point average, gender, and job type.
Ingratiation also works well in interviews; applicants who compliment the interviewer,
agree with his opinions, and emphasize areas of fit do better than those who don’t.

In terms of performance ratings, the picture is quite different. Ingratiation is posi-
tively related to performance ratings, meaning those who ingratiate with their supervisors
get higher performance evaluations. However, self-promotion appears to backfire: those
who self-promote actually seem to receive lower performance evaluations. There is
an important qualifier to this general result. It appears that individuals high in political
skill are able to translate IM into higher performance appraisals, whereas those lower in
political skill are more likely to be hurt by their IM attempts. For example, a study of
760 boards of directors found that individuals who ingratiate themselves to current board
members (express agreement with the director, point out shared attitudes and opinions,
compliment the director) increase their chances of landing on a board.

What explains these results? If you think about them, they make sense. Ingratiating
always works because everyone—both interviewers and supervisors—likes to be treated
nicely. However, self-promotion may work only in interviews and backfire on the job
because, whereas the interviewer has little idea whether you’re blowing smoke about
your accomplishments, the supervisor knows because it’s her job to observe you. Thus, if you’re going to self-promote, remember that what works in an interview won’t always work once you’re on the job, and stick to the truth.

Are our conclusions about responses to politics globally valid? Should we expect employees in Israel, for instance, to respond the same way to workplace politics that employees in the United States do? Almost all our conclusions on employee reactions to organizational politics are based on studies conducted in North America. The few studies that have included other countries suggest some minor modifications. One study of managers in U.S. culture and three Chinese cultures (People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan) found U.S. managers evaluated “gentle persuasion” tactics such as consultation and inspirational appeal as more effective than did their Chinese counterparts. Other research suggests that effective U.S. leaders achieve influence by focusing on personal goals of group members and the tasks at hand (an analytical approach), whereas influential East Asian leaders focus on relationships among group members and meeting the demands of the people around them (a holistic approach).

As another example, Israelis and the British seem to generally respond as do North Americans—their perception of organizational politics relates to decreased job satisfaction and increased turnover. But in countries that are more politically unstable, such as Israel, employees seem to demonstrate greater tolerance of intense political processes in the workplace, perhaps because they are used to power struggles and have more experience in coping with them. This suggests people from politically turbulent countries in the Middle East or Latin America might be more accepting of organizational politics, and even more willing to use aggressive political tactics in the workplace, than people are from countries such as Great Britain or Switzerland.

THE ETHICS OF BEHAVING POLITICALLY

There are some questions you should consider when engaging in politicking behaviors. For example, what is the utility of engaging in the effort? Sometimes we do it for little good reason. Major league baseball player Al Martin claimed he played football at USC when in fact he never did. As a baseball player, he had little to gain by pretending to have played football. Outright lies like this may be a rather extreme example of impression management, but many of us have at least distorted information to make a favorable impression. One thing to keep in mind is whether it’s really worth the risk. Another question to ask is this: how does the utility of engaging in the political behavior balance out any harm (or potential harm) it will do to others? Complimenting a supervisor on his appearance in order to curry favor is probably much less harmful than grabbing credit for a project that others deserve.

Finally, does the political activity conform to standards of equity and justice? Sometimes it is difficult to weigh the costs and benefits of a political action, but its ethical implications are clear. The department head who inflates the performance evaluation of a favored employee and deflates the evaluation of a disfavored employee—and then uses these evaluations to justify giving the former a big raise and nothing to the latter—has treated the disfavored employee unfairly.

Unfortunately, powerful people can become very good at explaining self-serving behaviors in terms of the organization’s best interests. They can persuasively argue that unfair actions are really equitable and just. Our point is that immoral people can justify almost any behavior. Those who are powerful, articulate, and persuasive are most
vulnerable to ethical lapses because they are likely to be able to get away with unethical practices successfully. When faced with an ethical dilemma regarding organizational politics, try to consider whether playing politics is worth the risk and whether others might be harmed in the process. If you have a strong power base, recognize the ability of power to corrupt. Remember that it’s a lot easier for the powerless to act ethically, if for no other reason than they typically have very little political discretion to exploit.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

If you want to get things done in a group or an organization, it helps to have power. Here are several suggestions for how to deal with power in your own work life:

- As a manager who wants to maximize your power, you will want to increase others’ dependence on you. You can, for instance, increase your power in relation to your boss by developing knowledge or a skill she needs and for which she perceives no ready substitute. But you will not be alone in attempting to build your power bases. Others, particularly employees and peers, will be seeking to increase your dependence on them, while you are trying to minimize it and increase their dependence on you. The result is a continual battle.
- Few employees relish being powerless in their jobs and organizations. Try to avoid putting others in a position where they feel they have no power.
- People respond differently to the various power bases. Expert and referent power are derived from an individual’s personal qualities. In contrast, coercion, reward, and legitimate power are essentially organizationally derived. Competence especially appears to offer wide appeal, and its use as a power base results in high performance by group members. The message for managers seems to be “Develop and use your expert power base!”
- An effective manager accepts the political nature of organizations. By assessing behavior in a political framework, you can better predict the actions of others and use that information to formulate political strategies that will gain advantages for you and your work unit.
- Some people are significantly more politically astute than others, meaning they are aware of the underlying politics and can manage impressions. Those who are good at playing politics can be expected to get higher performance evaluations and, hence, larger salary increases and more promotions than the politically naive or inept. The politically astute are also likely to exhibit higher job satisfaction and be better able to neutralize job stressors.
- Employees who have poor political skills or are unwilling to play the politics game generally relate perceived organizational politics to lower job satisfaction and self-reported performance, increased anxiety, and higher turnover.

**MyManagementLab**

Go to [MyManagementLab.com](http://MyManagementLab.com) to access study plans, interactive lectures, and videos as well as Auto-graded writing questions and the following Assisted-graded writing question.

13-1. MyManagementLab Only—comprehensive writing assignment for this chapter.
Conflict and Negotiation

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

• Define conflict and differentiate among the traditional, interactionist, and managed-conflict views of conflict.
• Outline the conflict process.
• Contrast distributive and integrative bargaining.
• Apply the five steps of the negotiation process.
• Show how individual differences influence negotiations.

Conflict can often turn personal. It can create chaotic conditions that make it nearly impossible for employees to work as a team. However, conflict also has a less well-known positive side. We’ll explain the difference between negative and positive conflicts in this chapter and provide a guide to help you understand how conflicts develop. We’ll also present a topic closely akin to conflict: negotiation.

**A DEFINITION OF CONFLICT**

There has been no shortage of definitions of conflict,1 but common to most is the idea that conflict is a perception. If no one is aware of a conflict, then it is generally agreed no conflict exists. Also needed to begin the conflict process are opposition or incompatibility and some form of interaction.

We can define conflict, then, as a process that begins when one party perceives another party has or is about to negatively affect something the first party cares about.2 This definition is purposely broad. It describes that point in any ongoing activity when an interaction crosses over to become an interparty conflict. It encompasses the wide range of conflicts people experience in organizations: incompatibility of goals, differences over
interpretations of facts, disagreements based on behavioral expectations, and the like. Finally, our definition is flexible enough to cover the full range of conflict levels—from overt and violent acts to subtle forms of disagreement.

**TRANSITIONS IN CONFLICT THOUGHT**

It is entirely appropriate to say there has been conflict over the role of conflict in groups and organizations. One school of thought has argued that conflict must be avoided—that it indicates a malfunctioning within the group.

We call this the *traditional view*. Another perspective proposes not only that conflict can be a positive force in a group but that some conflict is absolutely necessary for a group to perform effectively. We label this the *interactionist view*. Finally, recent research argues that instead of encouraging “good” or discouraging “bad” conflict, it’s more important to resolve naturally occurring conflicts productively. This perspective is the *managed conflict view*. Let’s take a closer look at each view.

**The Traditional View of Conflict**

The early approach to conflict assumed all conflict was bad and to be avoided. Conflict was viewed negatively and discussed with such terms as *violence, destruction, and irrationality* to reinforce its negative connotation. This *traditional view of conflict* was consistent with attitudes about group behavior that prevailed in the 1930s and 1940s. Conflict was a dysfunctional outcome resulting from poor communication, a lack of openness and trust between people, and the failure of managers to be responsive to the needs and aspirations of their employees.

The view that all conflict is bad certainly offers a simple approach to looking at the behavior of people who create conflict. We need merely direct our attention to the causes of conflict and correct those malfunctions to improve group and organizational performance. This view of conflict fell out of favor for a long time as researchers came to realize that some level of conflict was inevitable.

**The Interactionist View of Conflict**

The *interactionist view of conflict* encourages conflict on the grounds that a harmonious, peaceful, tranquil, and cooperative group is prone to becoming static, apathetic, and unresponsive to needs for change and innovation. The major contribution of this view is recognizing that a minimal level of conflict can help keep a group viable, self-critical, and creative.

The interactionist view does not propose that all conflicts are good. Rather, *functional conflict* supports the goals of the group and improves its performance and is, thus, a constructive form of conflict. A conflict that hinders group performance is a destructive or *dysfunctional conflict*. What differentiates functional from dysfunctional conflict? The evidence indicates we need to look at the *type* of conflict—whether it’s connected to task, relationship, or process.

*Task conflict* relates to the content and goals of the work. *Relationship conflict* focuses on interpersonal relationships. *Process conflict* relates to how the work gets done. Studies demonstrate that relationship conflicts are almost always dysfunctional. Why? It appears that the friction and interpersonal hostilities inherent in relationship

Conflict is an inherent part of organizational life. Indeed, some level of conflict is probably necessary for optimal organizational functioning.

Task conflict is more constructive than process or, especially, relationship conflict.
conflicts increase personality clashes and decrease mutual understanding, which hinders the completion of organizational tasks. Unfortunately, managers spend a lot of effort resolving personality conflicts among staff members; one survey indicated this task consumes 18 percent of their time.6

In contrast, low levels of process conflict and low to moderate levels of task conflict can be functional, but only in very specific cases. Recent reviews have shown task conflicts have the potential to be just as disruptive as relationship conflicts.7 For conflict to be productive, it must be kept within certain boundaries. For example, one study in China found that moderate levels of task conflict in the early development stage could increase creativity in groups, but high levels of task conflict decreased team performance, and task conflicts were unrelated to performance once the group was in the later stages of group development.8 Intense arguments about who should do what become dysfunctional when they create uncertainty about task roles, increase the time to complete tasks, and lead members to work at cross-purposes. Low to moderate levels of task conflict stimulate discussion of ideas. This means task conflicts relate positively to creativity and innovation, but they are not related to routine task performance. Groups performing routine tasks that don’t require creativity won’t benefit from task conflict. Moreover, if the group is already engaged in active discussion of ideas in a nonconfrontational way, adding conflict will not help generate more ideas. Task conflict is also related to these positive outcomes only when all members share the same goals and have high levels of trust.9 Another way of saying this is that task conflicts are related to increased performance only when all members believe the team is a safe place for taking risks and that members will not deliberately undermine or reject those who speak up.10

Resolution-Focused View of Conflict

Researchers, including those who had strongly advocated the interactionist view, have begun to recognize some problems with encouraging conflict.11 As we will see, there are some very specific cases in which conflict can be beneficial. However, workplace conflicts are not productive; they take time away from job tasks or interacting with customers, and hurt feelings and anger often linger after conflicts appear to be over. People can seldom wall off their feelings into neat categories of “task” or “relationship” disagreements, so task conflicts sometimes escalate into relationship conflicts.12 A study conducted in Taiwan and Indonesia found that when levels of relationship conflict are high, increases in task conflict are consistently related to lower levels of team performance and team member satisfaction.13 Conflicts produce stress, which may lead people to become more close minded and adversarial.14 Studies of conflict in laboratories also fail to take account of the reductions in trust and cooperation that occur even with relationship conflicts. Longer-term studies show that all conflicts reduce trust, respect, and cohesion in groups, which reduces their long-term viability.15

In sum, the traditional view was shortsighted in assuming all conflict should be eliminated. The interactionist view that conflict can stimulate active discussion without spilling over into negative, disruptive emotions is incomplete. The managed conflict perspective does recognize conflict is inevitable in most organizations, and it focuses more on productive conflict resolution. The research pendulum has swung from eliminating conflict, to encouraging limited levels of conflict, and now to finding constructive methods for resolving conflicts productively so their disruptive influence can be minimized.
THE CONFLICT PROCESS

The conflict process has five stages: (1) potential opposition or incompatibility, (2) cognition and personalization, (3) intentions, (4) behavior, and (5) outcomes. The process is diagrammed in Exhibit 14-1.

Stage I: Potential Opposition or Incompatibility

The first step in the conflict process is the appearance of conditions that create opportunities for conflict to arise. These conditions need not lead directly to conflict, but one of them is necessary if conflict is to surface. For simplicity’s sake, we group the conditions (which we can also look at as causes or sources of conflict) into three general categories: communication, structure, and personal variables.

COMMUNICATION Communication can be a source of conflict. This arises from semantic difficulties, misunderstandings, and “noise” in the communication channels. A review of the research suggests that differing word connotations, jargon, insufficient exchange of information, and noise in the communication channel are all barriers to communication and potential antecedent conditions to conflict. Research has further demonstrated a surprising finding: the potential for conflict increases when either too little or too much communication takes place. Apparently, an increase in communication is functional up to a point, after which it is possible to overcommunicate, with a resultant increase in the potential for conflict.

STRUCTURE The term structure in this context includes variables such as size of the group, degree of specialization in the tasks assigned to group members, jurisdictional clarity, member–goal compatibility, leadership styles, reward systems, and the degree of dependence between groups. The larger the group and the more specialized its activities, the greater the likelihood of conflict. Tenure and conflict have been found to be inversely related; the potential for conflict is greatest when group members are younger and when turnover is high. The greater the ambiguity about where responsibility for actions lies, the greater the potential for conflict to emerge. Such jurisdictional ambiguities increase intergroup fighting for control of resources and territory. Diversity of goals among groups is also a major source of conflict. Reward systems, too, create conflict when one member’s gain comes at another’s expense. Finally, if a group is dependent on another group (in contrast to the two being mutually independent), or if interdependence allows one group to gain at another’s expense, opposing forces are stimulated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage I</th>
<th>Stage II</th>
<th>Stage III</th>
<th>Stage IV</th>
<th>Stage V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potential opposition or incompatibility</td>
<td>Cognition and personalization</td>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Antecedent conditions
- Communication
- Structure
- Personal variables

Perceived conflict

Felt conflict

Conflict-handling intentions
- Competing
- Collaborating
- Compromising
- Avoiding
- Accommodating

Overt conflict
- Party’s behavior
- Other’s reaction

Increased group performance

Decreased group performance

EXHIBIT 14-1
The Conflict Process
**PERSONAL VARIABLES** Our last category of potential sources of conflict is personal variables, which include personality, emotions, and values. Personality does appear to play a role in the conflict process: some people just tend to get into conflicts a lot. In particular, people high in the personality traits of disagreeableness, neuroticism, or self-monitoring are prone to tangle with other people more often, and to react poorly when conflicts occur.\textsuperscript{16} Emotions can also cause conflict. An employee who shows up to work irate from her hectic morning commute may carry that anger with her to her 9:00 am meeting. The problem? Her anger can annoy her colleagues, which can result in a tension-filled meeting.\textsuperscript{17}

**Stage II: Cognition and Personalization**

If the conditions cited in Stage I negatively affect something one party cares about, then the potential for opposition or incompatibility becomes actualized in the second stage.

As we noted in our definition of conflict, one or more of the parties must be aware that antecedent conditions exist. However, because a conflict is a \textit{perceived conflict} does not mean it is personalized. In other words, “A may be aware that B and A are in serious disagreement . . . but it may not make A tense or anxious, and it may have no effect whatsoever on A’s affection toward B.”\textsuperscript{18} It is at the \textit{felt conflict} level, when individuals become emotionally involved, that they experience anxiety, tension, frustration, or hostility.

Keep in mind two points. First, Stage II is important because it’s where conflict issues tend to be defined, where the parties decide what the conflict is about.\textsuperscript{19} The definition of a conflict is important because it typically delineates the set of possible settlements.

Second, emotions play a major role in shaping perceptions.\textsuperscript{20} Negative emotions allow us to oversimplify issues, lose trust, and put negative interpretations on the other party’s behavior.\textsuperscript{21} In contrast, positive feelings increase our tendency to see potential relationships among the elements of a problem, to take a broader view of the situation, and to develop more innovative solutions.\textsuperscript{22}

**Stage III: Intentions**

\textbf{Intentions} intervene between people’s perceptions and emotions and their overt behavior. They are decisions to act in a given way.\textsuperscript{23}

We separate out intentions as a distinct stage because we have to infer the other’s intent to know how to respond to his or her behavior. Many conflicts escalate simply because one party attributes the wrong intentions to the other. There is also typically a great deal of slippage between intentions and behavior, so behavior does not always accurately reflect a person’s intentions.

Using two dimensions—\textit{cooperativeness} (the degree to which one party attempts to satisfy the other party’s concerns) and \textit{assertiveness} (the degree to which one party attempts to satisfy his own concerns)—we can identify five conflict-handling intentions: (1) \textit{competing} (assertive and uncooperative), (2) \textit{collaborating} (assertive and cooperative), (3) \textit{avoiding} (unassertive and uncooperative), (4) \textit{accommodating} (unassertive and cooperative), and (5) \textit{compromising} (midrange on both assertiveness and cooperativeness).\textsuperscript{24}

\begin{enumerate}
  \item \textbf{Competing.} When one person seeks to satisfy her own interests regardless of the impact on the other parties in the conflict, that person is \textbf{competing}. You compete when you place a bet that only one person can win, for example.
\end{enumerate}
2. **Collaborating.** When parties in conflict each desire to fully satisfy the concerns of all parties, there is cooperation and a search for a mutually beneficial outcome. In collaborating, the parties intend to solve a problem by clarifying differences rather than by accommodating various points of view. If you attempt to find a win–win solution that allows both parties’ goals to be completely achieved, that’s collaborating.

3. **Avoiding.** A person may recognize a conflict exists and want to withdraw from or suppress it. Examples of avoiding include trying to ignore a conflict and avoiding others with whom you disagree.

4. **Accommodating.** A party who seeks to appease an opponent may be willing to place the opponent’s interests above his own, sacrificing to maintain the relationship. We refer to this intention as accommodating. Supporting someone else’s opinion despite your reservations about it, for example, is accommodating.

5. **Compromising.** In compromising, there is no clear winner or loser. Rather, there is a willingness to ration the object of the conflict and accept a solution that provides incomplete satisfaction of both parties’ concerns. The distinguishing characteristic of compromising, therefore, is that each party intends to give up something.

Intentions are not always fixed. During the course of a conflict, they might change if the parties are able to see the other’s point of view or respond emotionally to the other’s behavior. However, research indicates people have preferences among the five conflict-handling intentions we just described. We can predict a person’s intentions rather well from a combination of intellectual and personality characteristics.

### Stage IV: Behavior

When most people think of conflict situations, they tend to focus on Stage IV because this is where conflicts become visible. The behavior stage includes the statements, actions, and reactions made by the conflicting parties, usually as overt attempts to implement their own intentions. As a result of miscalculations or unskilled enactments, overt behaviors sometimes deviate from these original intentions.

It helps to think of Stage IV as a dynamic process of interaction. For example, you make a demand on me, I respond by arguing, you threaten me, I threaten you back, and so on. Exhibit 14-2 provides a way of visualizing conflict behavior. All conflicts exist somewhere along this continuum. At the lower part are conflicts characterized by subtle, indirect, and highly controlled forms of tension, such as a student questioning in class a point the instructor has just made. Conflict intensities escalate as they move upward along the continuum until they become highly destructive. Strikes, riots, and wars clearly fall in this upper range. Conflicts that reach the upper ranges of the continuum are almost always dysfunctional. Functional conflicts are typically confined to the lower range of the continuum.

If a conflict is dysfunctional, what can the parties do to de-escalate it? Or, conversely, what options exist if conflict is too low and needs to be increased? This brings us to techniques of conflict management. We have already described several as conflict-handling intentions. This shouldn’t be surprising. Under ideal conditions, a person’s intentions should translate into comparable behaviors.
EXHIBIT 14-2  
Conflict-Intensity Continuum


Stage V: Outcomes

The action–reaction interplay between the conflicting parties results in consequences. As our model demonstrates (see Exhibit 14-1), these outcomes may be functional, if the conflict improves the group’s performance, or dysfunctional, if it hinders performance.

FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES  How might conflict act as a force to increase group performance? It is hard to visualize a situation in which open or violent aggression could be functional. But it’s possible to see how low or moderate levels of conflict could improve the effectiveness of a group. Let’s consider some examples and then review the research evidence. Note that all our examples focus on task and process conflicts and exclude the relationship variety.

Conflict is constructive when it improves the quality of decisions, stimulates creativity and innovation, encourages interest and curiosity among group members, provides the medium through which problems can be aired and tensions released, and fosters an environment of self-evaluation and change. The evidence suggests conflict can improve the quality of decision making by allowing all points to be weighed, particularly those that are unusual or held by a minority. Conflict is an antidote for groupthink. It doesn’t allow the group to passively rubber-stamp decisions that may be based on weak assumptions, inadequate consideration of relevant alternatives, or other debilities. Conflict challenges the status quo and therefore furthers the creation of new ideas, promotes reassessment of group goals and activities, and increases the probability that the group will respond to change. An open discussion focused on higher-order goals can make these functional outcomes more likely. Groups that are extremely polarized do not manage their underlying disagreements effectively and tend to accept suboptimal solutions, or they avoid making decisions altogether rather than working out the conflict.

Research studies in diverse settings confirm the functionality of active discussion. Groups whose members have different interests tend to produce higher-quality solutions to a variety of problems than do homogeneous groups. Team members with greater differences in work styles and experience also tend to share more information with one another.
DYSFUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES The destructive consequences of conflict on the performance of a group or an organization are generally well known: uncontrolled opposition breeds discontent, which acts to dissolve common ties and eventually leads to the destruction of the group. And, of course, a substantial body of literature documents how dysfunctional conflicts can reduce group effectiveness. Among the undesirable consequences are poor communication, reductions in group cohesiveness, and subordination of group goals to the primacy of infighting among members. All forms of conflict—even the functional varieties—appear to reduce group member satisfaction and trust. When active discussions turn into open conflicts between members, information sharing between members decreases significantly. At the extreme, conflict can bring group functioning to a halt and threaten the group’s survival.

MANAGING FUNCTIONAL CONFLICT If managers recognize that in some situations conflict can be beneficial, what can they do to manage conflict effectively in their organizations? Let’s look at some approaches organizations are using to encourage their people to challenge the system and develop fresh ideas.

One of the keys to minimizing counterproductive conflicts is recognizing when there really is a disagreement. Many apparent conflicts are due to people using different language to discuss the same general course of action. For example, someone in marketing might focus on “distribution problems,” whereas someone from operations will talk about “supply chain management” to describe essentially the same issue. Successful conflict management recognizes these different approaches and attempts to resolve them by encouraging open, frank discussion focused on interests rather than issues (we’ll have more to say about this when we contrast distributive and integrative bargaining styles). Another approach is to have opposing groups pick parts of the solution that are most important to them and then focus on how each side can get its top needs satisfied. Neither side may get exactly what it wants, but both sides will get the most important parts of its agenda.

Groups that resolve conflicts successfully discuss differences of opinion openly and are prepared to manage conflict when it arises. The most disruptive conflicts are those that are never addressed directly. An open discussion makes it much easier to develop a shared perception of the problems at hand; it also allows groups to work toward a mutually acceptable solution. Managers need to emphasize shared interests in resolving conflicts, so groups that disagree with one another don’t become too entrenched in their points of view and start to take the conflicts personally. Groups with cooperative conflict styles and a strong underlying identification to the overall group goals are more effective than groups with a competitive style.

Differences across countries in conflict resolution strategies may be based on collectivistic tendencies and motives. Collectivist cultures see people as deeply embedded in social situations, whereas individualist cultures see them as autonomous. As a result, collectivists are more likely to seek to preserve relationships and promote the good of the group as a whole. They will avoid direct expression of conflicts, preferring indirect methods for resolving differences of opinion. Collectivists may also be more interested in demonstrations of concern and working through third parties to resolve disputes, whereas individualists will be more likely to confront differences of opinion directly and openly.

Some research does support this theory. Compared to collectivist Japanese negotiators, their more individualist U.S. counterparts are more likely to see offers from
their counterparts as unfair and to reject them. Another study revealed that whereas U.S. managers were more likely to use competing tactics in the face of conflicts, compromising and avoiding are the most preferred methods of conflict management in China.\(^{38}\) Interview data, however, suggests top management teams in Chinese high-technology firms prefer collaboration even more than compromising and avoiding.\(^{39}\)

Having considered conflict—its nature, causes, and consequences—we now turn to negotiation, which often resolves conflict.

**NEGOTIATION**

Negotiation permeates the interactions of almost everyone in groups and organizations. There’s the obvious: labor bargains with management. There’s the not-so-obvious: managers negotiate with employees, peers, and bosses; salespeople negotiate with customers; purchasing agents negotiate with suppliers. And there’s the subtle: an employee agrees to cover for a colleague for a few minutes in exchange for some past or future benefit. In today’s loosely structured organizations, in which members work with colleagues over whom they have no direct authority and with whom they may not even share a common boss, negotiation skills become critical.

We can define **negotiation** as a process that occurs when two or more parties decide how to allocate scarce resources.\(^{40}\) Although we commonly think of the outcomes of negotiation in one-shot economic terms, like negotiating over the price of a car, every negotiation in organizations also affects the relationship between the negotiators and the way the negotiators feel about themselves.\(^{41}\) Depending on how much the parties are going to interact with one another, sometimes maintaining the social relationship and behaving ethically will be just as important as achieving an immediate outcome of bargaining. Note that we use the terms **negotiation** and **bargaining** interchangeably. In this section, we contrast two bargaining strategies, provide a model of the negotiation process, ascertain the role of moods and personality traits on bargaining, review gender and cultural differences in negotiation, and take a brief look at third-party negotiations.

**Bargaining Strategies**

There are two general approaches to negotiation—**distributive bargaining** and **integrative bargaining**.\(^{42}\) As Exhibit 14-3 shows, they differ in their goal and motivation, focus, interests, information sharing, and duration of relationship. Let’s define each and illustrate the differences.

**Distributive Bargaining** You see a used car advertised for sale online. It appears to be just what you’ve been looking to buy. You go out to see the car. It’s great and you want it. The owner tells you the asking price. You don’t want to pay that much. The two of you then negotiate. The negotiating strategy you’re engaging in is called **distributive bargaining**. Its identifying feature is that it operates under zero-sum conditions—that is, any gain I make is at your expense and vice versa. Every dollar you can get the seller to cut from the car’s price is a dollar you save, and every dollar more the seller can get from you comes at your expense. So the essence of distributive bargaining is negotiating over who gets what share of a fixed pie. By **fixed pie**, we mean a set amount of goods or
services to be divvied up. When the pie is fixed, or the parties believe it is, they tend to bargain distributively.

Probably the most widely cited example of distributive bargaining is labor-management negotiations over wages. Typically, labor’s representatives come to the bargaining table determined to get as much money as possible from management. Because every cent labor negotiates increases management’s costs, each party bargains aggressively and treats the other as an opponent who must be defeated.

The essence of distributive bargaining is depicted in Exhibit 14-4. Parties A and B represent two negotiators. Each has a target point that defines what she would like to achieve. Each also has a resistance point, which marks the lowest acceptable outcome—the point below which the party would break off negotiations rather than accept a less favorable settlement. The area between these two points makes up each party’s aspiration range. As long as there is some overlap between A’s and B’s aspiration ranges, there exists a settlement range in which each one’s aspirations can be met.

When you are engaged in distributive bargaining, research consistently shows one of the best things you can do is make the first offer, and make it an aggressive one. Making the first offer shows power; individuals in power are much more likely to make initial offers, speak first at meetings, and thereby gain the advantage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bargaining Characteristic</th>
<th>Distributive Bargaining</th>
<th>Integrative Bargaining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Get as much of the pie as possible</td>
<td>Expand the pie so that both parties are satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Win–lose</td>
<td>Win–win</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus</td>
<td>Positions (“I can’t go beyond this point on this issue.”)</td>
<td>Interests (“Can you explain why this issue is so important to you?”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interests</td>
<td>Opposed</td>
<td>Congruent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information sharing</td>
<td>Low (Sharing information will only allow other party to take advantage)</td>
<td>High (Sharing information will allow each party to find ways to satisfy interests of each party)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of relationship</td>
<td>Short term</td>
<td>Long term</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXHIBIT 14-3
Distributive Versus Integrative Bargaining

EXHIBIT 14-4
Staking Out the Bargaining Zone
Another reason this is a good strategy is the anchoring bias. People tend to fixate on initial information. Once that anchoring point is set, they fail to adequately adjust it based on subsequent information. A savvy negotiator sets an anchor with the initial offer, and scores of negotiation studies show that such anchors greatly favor the person who sets them.  

**INTEGRATIVE BARGAINING** Jake is a 5-year-old Chicago luxury boutique owned by Jim Wetzel and Lance Lawson. In the early days of the business, Wetzel and Lawson had no trouble moving millions of dollars of merchandise from many up-and-coming designers. They developed such a good rapport that many designers would send allotments to Jake without requiring advance payment. When the economy soured in 2008, Jake had trouble selling inventory, and the designers found they were not being paid for what they had shipped to the store. Despite the fact that many designers were willing to work with the store on a delayed payment plan, Wetzel and Lawson stopped returning their calls. Lamented one designer, Doo-Ri Chung, “You kind of feel this familiarity with people who supported you for so long. When they have cash-flow issues, you want to make sure you are there for them as well.” Ms. Chung’s attitude shows the promise of **integrative bargaining**. In contrast to distributive bargaining, integrative bargaining operates under the assumption that one or more of the possible settlements can create a win–win solution. Of course, as the Jake example shows and we’ll highlight later, integrative bargaining takes “two to tango”—both parties must be engaged for it to work.

In terms of intraorganizational behavior, all things being equal, integrative bargaining is preferable to distributive bargaining because the former builds long-term relationships. Integrative bargaining bonds negotiators and allows them to leave the bargaining table feeling they have achieved a victory. Distributive bargaining, however, leaves one party a loser. It tends to build animosities and deepen divisions when people have to work together on an ongoing basis. Research shows that over repeated bargaining episodes, a “losing” party who feels positive about the negotiation outcome is much more likely to bargain cooperatively in subsequent negotiations. This points to an important advantage of integrative negotiations: even when you “win,” you want your opponent to feel good about the negotiation.

Why, then, don’t we see more integrative bargaining in organizations? The answer lies in the conditions necessary for it to succeed. These include opposing parties who are open with information and candid about their concerns, are sensitive to the other’s needs and trust, and are willing to maintain flexibility. Because these conditions seldom exist in organizations, it isn’t surprising that negotiations often take on a win-at-any-cost dynamic.

There are ways to achieve more integrative outcomes. Individuals who bargain in teams reach more integrative agreements than those who bargain individually because more ideas are generated when more people are at the bargaining table. So, try bargaining in teams. Another way to achieve higher joint-gain settlements is to put more issues on the table. The more negotiable issues introduced into a negotiation, the more opportunity for “logrolling,” where issues are traded off because people have different preferences. This creates better outcomes for each side than if they negotiated each issue individually. A final piece of advice is to focus on the underlying interests of both sides rather than on issues. In other words, it is better to concentrate on why an employee wants a raise rather than focusing just on the raise amount—some unseen potential for integrative outcomes may arise if both sides concentrate on what they really want rather
than on the specific items they’re bargaining over. Typically, it’s easier to concentrate on underlying interests when parties to a negotiation are focused on broad, overall goals rather than on immediate outcomes of a specific decision. Negotiations that occur when both parties are focused on learning and understanding the other side tend to also yield higher joint outcomes than those in which parties are more interested in their individual bottom-line outcomes.

Finally, recognize that compromise may be your worst enemy in negotiating a win–win agreement. Compromising reduces the pressure to bargain integratively. After all, if you or your opponent caves in easily, it doesn’t require anyone to be creative to reach a settlement. Thus, people end up settling for less than they could have obtained if they had been forced to consider the other party’s interests, trade off issues, and be creative. Think of the classic example in which two sisters are arguing over who gets an orange. Unknown to them, one sister wants the orange to drink the juice, whereas the other wants the orange peel to bake a cake. If one sister simply capitulates and gives the other sister the orange, they will not be forced to explore their reasons for wanting the orange, and thus they will never find the win–win solution: they could each have the orange because they want different parts of it!

**The Negotiation Process**

Exhibit 14-5 provides a simplified model of the negotiation process. It views negotiation as made up of five steps: (1) preparation and planning, (2) definition of ground rules, (3) clarification and justification, (4) bargaining and problem solving, and (5) closure and implementation.

**PREPARATION AND PLANNING** Before you start negotiating, you need to do your homework. What’s the nature of the conflict? What’s the history leading up to this negotiation? Who’s involved and what are their perceptions of the conflict? What do you want from the negotiation? What are your goals? If you’re a supply manager at Dell Computer, for
instance, and your goal is to get a significant cost reduction from your supplier of keyboards, make sure this goal stays paramount in your discussions and doesn’t get overshadowed by other issues. It often helps to put your goals in writing and develop a range of outcomes—from “most hopeful” to “minimally acceptable”—to keep your attention focused.

You also want to assess what you think are the other party’s goals. What are they likely to ask? How entrenched is their position likely to be? What intangible or hidden interests may be important to them? On what might they be willing to settle? When you can anticipate your opponent’s position, you are better equipped to counter arguments with the facts and figures that support your position.

Relationships will change as a result of a negotiation, so that’s another outcome to take into consideration. If you could “win” a negotiation but push the other side into resentment or animosity, it might be wiser to pursue a more compromising style. If preserving the relationship will make you seem weak and easily exploited, you may want to consider a more aggressive style. As an example of how the tone of a relationship set in negotiations matters, consider that people who feel good about the process of a job offer negotiation are more satisfied with their jobs and less likely to turn over a year later regardless of their actual outcomes from these negotiations.53

Once you’ve gathered your information, use it to develop a strategy. For example, expert chess players know ahead of time how they will respond to any given situation. As part of your strategy, you should determine your and the other side’s best alternative to a negotiated agreement, or BATNA.54 Your BATNA determines the lowest value acceptable to you for a negotiated agreement. Any offer you receive that is higher than your BATNA is better than an impasse. Conversely, you shouldn’t expect success in your negotiation effort unless you’re able to make the other side an offer it finds more attractive than its BATNA. If you go into your negotiation having a good idea of what the other party’s BATNA is, even if you’re not able to meet it, you might be able to elicit a change. Think carefully about what the other side is willing to give up. People who underestimate their opponent’s willingness to give on key issues before the negotiation even starts end up with lower outcomes from a negotiation.55

**DEFINITION OF GROUND RULES** Once you’ve done your planning and developed a strategy, you’re ready to begin defining with the other party the ground rules and procedures of the negotiation itself. Who will do the negotiating? Where will it take place? What time constraints, if any, will apply? To what issues will negotiation be limited? Will you follow a specific procedure if an impasse is reached? During this phase, the parties will also exchange their initial proposals or demands.

**CLARIFICATION AND JUSTIFICATION** When you have exchanged initial positions, both you and the other party will explain, amplify, clarify, bolster, and justify your original demands. This step needn’t be confrontational. Rather, it’s an opportunity for educating and informing each other on the issues, why they are important, and how you arrived at your initial demands. Provide the other party with any documentation that helps support your position.

**BARGAINING AND PROBLEM SOLVING** The essence of the negotiation process is the actual give-and-take in trying to hash out an agreement. This is where both parties will undoubtedly need to make concessions.
The final step in the negotiation process is formalizing the agreement you have worked out and developing any procedures necessary for implementing and monitoring it. For major negotiations—from labor-management negotiations to bargaining over lease terms to buying a piece of real estate to negotiating a job offer for a senior management position—this requires hammering out the specifics in a formal contract. For most cases, however, closure of the negotiation process is nothing more formal than a handshake.

**Individual Differences in Negotiation Effectiveness**

Are some people better negotiators than others? The answer is more complex than you might think. Four factors influence how effectively individuals negotiate: personality, mood/emotions, culture, and gender.

**Personality Traits in Negotiation**

Can you predict an opponent’s negotiating tactics if you know something about her personality? Because personality and negotiation outcomes are related—but only weakly—the answer is, at best, “sort of.” Negotiators who are agreeable or extraverted are not very successful in distributive bargaining. Why? Because extraverts are outgoing and friendly, they tend to share more information than they should. And agreeable people are more interested in finding ways to cooperate rather than to butt heads. These traits, although slightly helpful in integrative negotiations, are liabilities when interests are opposed. So the best distributive bargainer appears to be a disagreeable introvert—someone more interested in his or her own outcomes than in pleasing the other party and having a pleasant social exchange. People who are highly interested in having positive relationships with other people, and who are not very concerned about their own outcomes, are especially poor negotiators. These people tend to be very anxious about disagreements and plan to give in quickly to avoid unpleasant conflicts even before negotiations start.

**Moods/Emotions in Negotiation**

Do moods and emotions influence negotiation? They do, but the way they do appears to depend on the type of negotiation. In distributive negotiations, it appears that negotiators in a position of power or equal status who show anger negotiate better outcomes because their anger induces concessions from their opponents. Angry negotiators also feel more focused and assertive in striking a bargain. This appears to hold true even when the negotiators are instructed to show anger despite not being truly angry. On the other hand, for those in a less powerful position, displaying anger leads to worse outcomes. Thus, if you’re a boss negotiating with a peer or a subordinate, displaying anger may help you, but if you’re an employee negotiating with a boss, it might hurt you.

So what happens when two parties have to negotiate and one has shown anger in the past? Does the other try to get revenge and act extra tough, or does this party have some residual fear that the angry negotiator might get angry again? Evidence suggests that being angry has a spillover effect, such that angry negotiators are perceived as “tough” when the parties meet a second time, which leads negotiation partners to give up more concessions again.

Anxiety also appears to have an impact on negotiation. For example, one study found that individuals who experienced more anxiety about a negotiation used more deceptions in dealing with others. Another study found that anxious negotiators expect lower outcomes from negotiations, respond to offers more quickly, and exit the bargaining process more quickly, which leads them to obtain worse outcomes.
All these findings regarding emotions have related to distributive bargains. In integrative negotiations, in contrast, positive moods and emotions appear to lead to more integrative agreements (higher levels of joint gain). This may happen because, as we noted in a previous chapter, positive mood is related to creativity.\(^{61}\)

**CULTURE IN NEGOTIATIONS** One study compared U.S. and Japanese negotiators and found the generally conflict-avoidant Japanese negotiators tended to communicate indirectly and adapt their behaviors to the situation. A follow-up study showed that, whereas early offers by U.S. managers led to the anchoring effect we noted when discussing distributive negotiation, for Japanese negotiators, early offers led to more information sharing and better integrative outcomes.\(^{62}\) In another study, managers with high levels of economic power from Hong Kong, which is a high power-distance country, were more cooperative in negotiations over a shared resource than German and U.S. managers, who were lower in power distance.\(^{63}\) This suggests that in high power-distance countries, those in positions of power might exercise more restraint.

Another study looked at differences between U.S. and Indian negotiators.\(^{64}\) Indian respondents reported having less trust in their negotiation counterparts than did U.S. respondents. These lower levels of trust were associated with lower discovery of common interests between parties, which occurred because Indian negotiators were less willing to disclose and solicit information. In both cultures, use of question-and-answer methods of negotiation were associated with superior negotiation outcomes, so although there are some cultural differences in negotiation styles, it appears that some negotiation tactics yield superior outcomes across cultures.

**GENDER DIFFERENCES IN NEGOTIATIONS** Do men and women negotiate differently? And does gender affect negotiation outcomes? The answer to the first question appears to be no.\(^{65}\) The answer to the second is a qualified yes.\(^{66}\)

A popular stereotype is that women are more cooperative and pleasant in negotiations than are men. The evidence doesn’t support this belief. However, men have been found to negotiate better outcomes than women, although the difference is relatively small. It’s been postulated that men and women place unequal values on outcomes. “It is possible that a few hundred dollars more in salary or the corner office is less important to women than forming and maintaining an interpersonal relationship.”\(^{67}\)

Because women are expected to be “nice” and men “tough,” research shows women are penalized when they initiate negotiations.\(^{68}\) What’s more, when women and men actually do conform to these stereotypes—women act “nice” and men “tough”—it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, reinforcing the stereotypical gender differences between male and female negotiators.\(^{69}\) Thus, one of the reasons negotiations favor men is that women are “damned if they do, damned if they don’t.” Negotiate tough and they are penalized for violating a gender stereotype. Negotiate nice and it only reinforces and lets others take advantage of the stereotype.

Evidence also suggests women’s own attitudes and behaviors hurt them in negotiations. Managerial women demonstrate less confidence than men in anticipation of negotiating and are less satisfied with their performance afterward, even when their performance and the outcomes they achieve are similar to those for men.\(^{70}\) Women are also less likely than men to see an ambiguous situation as an opportunity for negotiation. It appears that women may unduly penalize themselves by failing to engage in negotiations.
That would be in their best interests. Some research suggests that women are less aggressive in negotiations because they are worried about backlash from others. There is an interesting qualifier to this result: women are more likely to engage in assertive negotiation when they are bargaining on behalf of someone else than when they are bargaining on their own behalf.\footnote{71}

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

While many people assume conflict lowers group and organizational performance, this assumption is frequently incorrect. Conflict can be either constructive or destructive to the functioning of a group or unit. As shown in Exhibit 14-6, levels of conflict can be either too high or too low to be constructive. Either extreme hinders performance. An optimal level is one that prevents stagnation, stimulates creativity, allows tensions to be released, and initiates the seeds of change without being disruptive or preventing coordination of activities.

What advice can we give managers faced with excessive conflict and the need to reduce it? Don’t assume one conflict-handling strategy will always be best. Select a strategy appropriate for the situation. Here are some guidelines: \footnote{72}

- **Use competition** when quick decisive action is needed (in emergencies), when issues are important, when unpopular actions need to be implemented (in cost cutting, enforcement of unpopular rules, discipline), when the issue is vital to the organization’s welfare and you know you’re right, and when others are taking advantage of noncompetitive behavior.
- **Use collaboration** to find an integrative solution when both sets of concerns are too important to be compromised, when your objective is to learn, when you want to merge insights from people with different perspectives or gain commitment by incorporating concerns into a consensus, and when you need to work through feelings that have interfered with a relationship.
- **Use avoidance** when an issue is trivial or symptomatic of other issues, when more important issues are pressing, when you perceive no chance of satisfying your concerns, when potential disruption outweighs the benefits of resolution, when people need to cool down and regain perspective, when gathering information supersedes immediate decision, and when others can resolve the conflict more effectively.
- **Use accommodation** when you find you’re wrong, when you need to learn or show reasonableness, when you should allow a better position to be heard, when issues are more important to others than to yourself, when you want to satisfy others and maintain cooperation, when you can build social credits for later issues, when you are outmatched and losing (to minimize loss), when harmony and stability are especially important, and when employees can develop by learning from mistakes.
- **Use compromise** when goals are important but not worth the effort of potential disruption of more assertive approaches, when opponents with equal power are committed to mutually exclusive goals, when you seek temporary settlements to complex issues, when you need expedient solutions under time pressure, and as a backup when collaboration or competition is unsuccessful.
- Distributive bargaining can resolve disputes, but it often reduces the satisfaction of one or more negotiators because it is confrontational and focused on the short term.
Integrative bargaining, in contrast, tends to provide outcomes that satisfy all parties and build lasting relationships.

- Make sure you set aggressive negotiating goals and try to find creative ways to achieve the objectives of both parties, especially when you value the long-term relationship with the other party. That doesn’t mean sacrificing your self-interest; rather, it means trying to find creative solutions that give both parties what they really want.
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After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

- Identify the six elements of an organization’s structure.
- Describe the common organizational designs.
- Compare and contrast the virtual and boundaryless organizations.
- Demonstrate how organizational structures differ.
- Analyze the behavioral implications of different organizational designs.

The theme of this chapter is that organizations have different structures and that these structures have a bearing on employee attitudes and behaviors. More specifically, in the following pages, we’ll define the key components that make up an organization’s structure, present half a dozen or so structural designs preferable in different situations, and conclude by considering the different effects that various organizational structures have on employee behavior.

WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE?

An organizational structure defines how job tasks are formally divided, grouped, and coordinated. Managers need to address six key elements when they design their organization’s structure: work specialization, departmentalization, chain of command, span of control, centralization and decentralization, and formalization. Exhibit 15-1 presents each of these elements as answers to an important structural question, and the following sections describe them.
Early in the twentieth century, Henry Ford became rich by building automobiles on an assembly line. Every Ford worker was assigned a specific, repetitive task such as putting on the right front wheel or installing the right front door. By dividing jobs into small standardized tasks that could be performed over and over, Ford was able to produce a car every 10 seconds, using employees who had relatively limited skills.

Ford demonstrated that work can be performed more efficiently if employees are allowed to specialize. Today, we use the term *work specialization*, or *division of labor*, to describe the degree to which activities in the organization are divided into separate jobs. The essence of work specialization is to divide a job into a number of steps, each completed by a separate individual. In essence, individuals specialize in doing part of an activity rather than the entirety.

By the late 1940s, most manufacturing jobs in industrialized countries featured high work specialization. Because not all employees in an organization have the same skills, management saw specialization as a means of making the most efficient use of its employees’ skills and even successfully improving them through repetition. Less time is spent in changing tasks, putting away tools and equipment from a prior step, and getting ready for another. Equally important, it’s easier and less costly to find and train workers to do specific and repetitive tasks, especially in highly sophisticated and complex operations. Could Cessna produce one Citation jet a year if one person had to build the entire plane alone? Not likely! Finally, work specialization increases efficiency and productivity by encouraging the creation of special inventions and machinery.

Thus, for much of the first half of the twentieth century, managers viewed work specialization as an unending source of increased productivity. And they were probably right. When specialization was not widely practiced, its introduction almost always generated higher productivity. But by the 1960s, it increasingly seemed a good thing can be carried too far. Human diseconomies from specialization began to surface in the form of boredom, fatigue, stress, low productivity, poor quality, increased absenteeism, and high turnover, which more than offset the economic advantages (see Exhibit 15-2). Managers could increase productivity now by enlarging, rather than narrowing, the scope of job activities. Giving employees a variety of activities to do, allowing them to do a whole

---

**EXHIBIT 15-1**

Key Design Questions and Answers for Designing the Proper Organizational Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Key Question</th>
<th>The Answer Is Provided By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. To what degree are activities subdivided into separate jobs?</td>
<td>Work specialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. On what basis will jobs be grouped together?</td>
<td>Departmentalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. To whom do individuals and groups report?</td>
<td>Chain of command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How many individuals can a manager efficiently and effectively direct?</td>
<td>Span of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Where does decision-making authority lie?</td>
<td>Centralization and decentralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. To what degree will there be rules and regulations to direct employees and managers?</td>
<td>Formalization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Work Specialization**
and complete job, and putting them into teams with interchangeable skills often achieved significantly higher output, with increased employee satisfaction.

Most managers today recognize the economies specialization provides in certain jobs and the problems when it’s carried too far. High work specialization helps McDonald’s make and sell hamburgers and fries efficiently and aids medical specialists in most health maintenance organizations. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk program, TopCoder, and others like it have facilitated a new trend in microspecialization in which extremely small pieces of programming, data processing, or evaluation tasks are delegated to a global network of individuals by a program manager who then assembles the results. For example, a manager who has a complex but routine computer program to write might send a request for specific subcomponents of the code to be written and tested by dozens of subcontracted individuals in the network (which spans the entire globe), enabling the project to be completed far more quickly than if a single programmer were writing the parts. This emerging trend suggests there still may be advantages to be had in specialization.

**Departmentalization**

Once jobs have been divided through work specialization, they must be grouped so common tasks can be coordinated. The basis by which jobs are grouped is called departmentalization.

One of the most popular ways to group activities is by *functions* performed. A manufacturing manager might organize a plant into engineering, accounting, manufacturing, personnel, and supply specialists departments. A hospital might have departments devoted to research, surgery, intensive care, accounting, and so forth. A professional football franchise might have departments entitled player personnel, ticket sales, and travel and accommodations. The major advantage of this type of functional departmentalization is efficiencies gained from putting like specialists together.

We can also departmentalize jobs by the type of *product or service* the organization produces. Procter & Gamble places each major product—such as Tide, Pampers, Charmin, and Pringles—under an executive who has complete global responsibility for it. The major advantage here is increased accountability for performance, because all activities related to a specific product or service are under the direction of a single manager.

When a firm is departmentalized on the basis of *geography*, or territory, the sales function, for instance, may have western, southern, midwestern, and eastern regions, each, in effect, a department organized around geography. This form is valuable when
an organization’s customers are scattered over a large geographic area and have similar needs based on their location.

Process departmentalization works for processing customers as well as products. If you’ve ever been to a state motor vehicle office to get a license plate, you probably went through several departments before receiving your plate. In one typical state, applicants go through three steps, each handled by a separate department: (1) validation by motor vehicles division, (2) processing by the licensing department, and (3) payment collection by the treasury department.

A final category of departmentalization uses the particular type of customer the organization seeks to reach. Microsoft, for example, is organized around four customer markets: consumers, large corporations, software developers, and small businesses. Customers in each department have a common set of problems and needs best met by having specialists for each.

**Chain of Command**

Although the chain of command was once a basic cornerstone in the design of organizations, it has far less importance today. But contemporary managers should still consider its implications. The chain of command is an unbroken line of authority that extends from the top of the organization to the lowest echelon and clarifies who reports to whom.

We can’t discuss the chain of command without also discussing authority and unity of command. Authority refers to the rights inherent in a managerial position to give orders and expect them to be obeyed. To facilitate coordination, each managerial position is given a place in the chain of command, and each manager is given a degree of authority in order to meet her responsibilities. The principle of unity of command helps preserve the concept of an unbroken line of authority. It says a person should have one and only one superior to whom he is directly responsible. If the unity of command is broken, an employee might have to cope with conflicting demands or priorities from several superiors, as is often the case in organization chart dotted-line reporting relationships.

Times change, and so do the basic tenets of organizational design. A low-level employee today can access information in seconds that was available only to top managers a generation ago. Operating employees are empowered to make decisions previously reserved for management. Add the popularity of self-managed and cross-functional teams as well as the creation of new structural designs that include multiple bosses, and you can see why authority and unity of command may appear to hold less relevance. Many organizations still find they can be most productive by enforcing the chain of command. Indeed, one survey of more than 1,000 managers found that 59 percent of them agreed with the statement, “There is an imaginary line in my company’s organizational chart. Strategy is created by people above this line, while strategy is executed by people below the line.” However, this same survey found that buy-in to the organization’s strategy by lower-level employees was inhibited by too much reliance on hierarchy for decision making.

**Span of Control**

How many employees can a manager efficiently and effectively direct? This question of span of control is important because it largely determines the number of levels and managers an organization has. All things being equal, the wider or larger the span, the more efficient the organization.
Assume two organizations each have about 4,100 operative-level employees. One has a uniform span of four and the other a span of eight. As Exhibit 15-3 illustrates, the wider span will have two fewer levels and approximately 800 fewer managers. If the average manager makes $50,000 a year, the wider span will save $40 million a year in management salaries. Obviously, wider spans are more efficient in terms of cost. However, at some point when supervisors no longer have time to provide the necessary leadership and support, they reduce effectiveness, and employee performance suffers.

Narrow or small spans have their advocates. By keeping the span of control to five or six employees, a manager can maintain close control. But narrow spans have three major drawbacks. First, they’re expensive because they add levels of management. Second, they make vertical communication in the organization more complex. The added levels of hierarchy slow down decision making and tend to isolate upper management. Third, narrow spans encourage overly tight supervision and discourage employee autonomy.

The trend in recent years has been toward wider spans of control. They’re consistent with firms’ efforts to reduce costs, cut overhead, speed decision making, increase flexibility, get closer to customers, and empower employees. However, to ensure performance doesn’t suffer because of these wider spans, organizations have been investing heavily in employee training. Managers recognize they can handle a wider span best when employees know their jobs inside and out or can turn to co-workers when they have questions.

**Centralization and Decentralization**

Centralization refers to the degree to which decision making is concentrated at a single point in the organization. In centralized organizations, top managers make all the decisions, and lower-level managers merely carry out their directives. In organizations at the other extreme, decentralized decision making is pushed down to the managers closest to the action or even to work groups.

The concept of centralization includes only formal authority—that is, the rights inherent in a position. An organization characterized by centralization is inherently different structurally from one that’s decentralized. A decentralized organization can act more
quickly to solve problems, more people provide input into decisions, and employees are less likely to feel alienated from those who make decisions that affect their work lives.

Management efforts to make organizations more flexible and responsive have produced a recent trend toward decentralized decision making by lower-level managers, who are closer to the action and typically have more detailed knowledge about problems than top managers. Sears and JCPenney have given their store managers considerably more discretion in choosing what merchandise to stock. This allows those stores to compete more effectively against local merchants. Similarly, when Procter & Gamble empowered small groups of employees to make many decisions about new-product development independent of the usual hierarchy, it was able to rapidly increase the proportion of new products ready for market.  

Research investigating a large number of Finnish organizations demonstrates that companies with decentralized research and development offices in multiple locations were better at producing innovation than companies that centralized all research and development in a single office.  

**Formalization**

Formalization refers to the degree to which jobs within the organization are standardized. If a job is highly formalized, the incumbent has a minimal amount of discretion over what to do and when and how to do it. Employees can be expected always to handle the same input in exactly the same way, resulting in a consistent and uniform output. There are explicit job descriptions, lots of organizational rules, and clearly defined procedures covering work processes in organizations in which there is high formalization. Where formalization is low, job behaviors are relatively unprogrammed, and employees have a great deal of freedom to exercise discretion in their work. Standardization not only eliminates the possibility of employees engaging in alternative behaviors, but it even removes the need for employees to consider alternatives.

The degree of formalization can vary widely between and within organizations. Publishing representatives who call on college professors to inform them of their company’s new publications have a great deal of freedom in their jobs. They have only a general sales pitch, which they tailor as needed, and rules and procedures governing their behavior may be little more than the requirement to submit a weekly sales report and suggestions on what to emphasize about forthcoming titles. At the other extreme, clerical and editorial employees in the same publishing houses may need to be at their desks by 8:00 AM and follow a set of precise procedures dictated by management.

**COMMON ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS**

We now turn to three of the more common organizational designs: the *simple structure*, the *bureaucracy*, and the *matrix structure*.

**The Simple Structure**

What do a small retail store, an electronics firm run by a hard-driving entrepreneur, and an airline’s “war room” in the midst of a pilot’s strike have in common? They probably all use the *simple structure*.

We can think of the simple structure in terms of what it is *not* rather than what it is. The simple structure is not elaborate. It has a low degree of departmentalization, wide spans of control, authority centralized in a single person, and little formalization.
It is a “flat” organization; it usually has only two or three vertical levels, a loose body of employees, and one individual in whom the decision-making authority is centralized.

The simple structure is most widely adopted in small businesses in which the manager and owner are one and the same. Consider a retail men’s store owned and managed by Jack Gold. He employs five full-time salespeople, a cashier, and extra personnel for weekends and holidays, but Jack “runs the show.” Though he is typical, large companies in times of crisis, often simplify their structures as a means of focusing their resources.

The strength of the simple structure lies in its simplicity. It’s fast, flexible, and inexpensive to operate, and accountability is clear. One major weakness is that it becomes increasingly inadequate as an organization grows, because its low formalization and high centralization tend to create information overload at the top. As size increases, decision making typically becomes slower and can eventually come to a standstill as the single executive tries to continue making all the decisions. This proves the undoing of many small businesses. If the structure isn’t changed and made more elaborate, the firm often loses momentum and can eventually fail. The simple structure’s other weakness is that it’s risky—everything depends on one person. One illness can literally destroy the organization’s information and decision-making center.

The **Bureaucracy**

Standardization! That’s the key concept that underlies all bureaucracies. Consider the bank where you keep your checking account; the department store where you buy clothes; or the government offices that collect your taxes, enforce health regulations, or provide local fire protection. They all rely on standardized work processes for coordination and control.

The **bureaucracy** is characterized by highly routine operating tasks achieved through specialization, strictly formalized rules and regulations, tasks grouped into functional departments, centralized authority, narrow spans of control, and decision making that follows the chain of command. **Bureaucracy** is a dirty word in many people’s minds. However, it does have advantages. Its primary strength is its ability to perform standardized activities in a highly efficient manner. Putting like specialties together in functional departments results in economies of scale, minimum duplication of people and equipment, and employees who can speak “the same language” among their peers. Bureaucracies can get by with less talented—and hence less costly—middle- and lower-level managers because rules and regulations substitute for managerial discretion. Standardized operations and high formalization allow decision making to be centralized. There is little need for innovative and experienced decision makers below the level of senior executives.

Listen in on a dialogue among four executives in one company: “You know, nothing happens in this place until we **produce** something,” said the production executive. “Wrong,” commented the research and development manager. “Nothing happens until we **design** something!” “What are you talking about?” asked the marketing executive. “Nothing happens here until we **sell** something!” The exasperated accounting manager responded, “It doesn’t matter what you produce, design, or sell. No one knows what happens until we **tally up the results**!” This conversation highlights that bureaucratic specialization can create conflicts in which functional-unit goals override the overall goals of the organization.

The other major weakness of a bureaucracy is something we’ve all witnessed: obsessive concern with following the rules. When cases don’t precisely fit the rules,
there is no room for modification. The bureaucracy is efficient only as long as employees confront familiar problems with programmed decision rules.

**The Matrix Structure**

You’ll find the **matrix structure** in advertising agencies, aerospace firms, research and development laboratories, construction companies, hospitals, government agencies, universities, management consulting firms, and entertainment companies.\(^\text{10}\) It combines two forms of departmentalization: functional and product. Companies that use matrixlike structures include ABB, Boeing, BMW, IBM, and P&G.

The strength of functional departmentalization is putting like specialists together, which minimizes the number necessary while allowing the pooling and sharing of specialized resources across products. Its major disadvantage is the difficulty of coordinating the tasks of diverse functional specialists on time and within budget. Product departmentalization has exactly the opposite benefits and disadvantages. It facilitates coordination among specialties to achieve on-time completion and meet budget targets. It provides clear responsibility for all activities related to a product, but with duplication of activities and costs. The matrix attempts to gain the strengths of each while avoiding their weaknesses.

The most obvious structural characteristic of the matrix is that it breaks the unity-of-command concept. Employees in the matrix have two bosses: their functional department managers and their product managers.

Exhibit 15-4 shows the matrix form in a college of business administration. The academic departments of accounting, decision and information systems, marketing, and so forth are functional units. Overlaid on them are specific programs (that is, products). Thus, members in a matrix structure have a dual chain of command: to their functional department and to their product groups. A professor of accounting teaching an undergraduate course may report to the director of undergraduate programs as well as to the chairperson of the accounting department.

The strength of the matrix is its ability to facilitate coordination when the organization has a number of complex and interdependent activities. Direct and frequent contacts between different specialties in the matrix can let information permeate the organization and more quickly reach the people who need it. The matrix reduces
“bureapathologies”—the dual lines of authority reduce people’s tendency to become so busy protecting their little worlds that the organization’s goals become secondary. A matrix also achieves economies of scale and facilitates the allocation of specialists by providing both the best resources and an effective way of ensuring their efficient deployment.

The major disadvantages of the matrix lie in the confusion it creates, its tendency to foster power struggles, and the stress it places on individuals. Without the unity-of-command concept, ambiguity about who reports to whom is significantly increased and often leads to conflict. It’s not unusual for product managers to fight over getting the best specialists assigned to their products. Bureaucracy reduces the potential for power grabs by defining the rules of the game. When those rules are “up for grabs” in a matrix, power struggles between functional and product managers result. For individuals who desire security and absence from ambiguity, this work climate can be stressful. Reporting to more than one boss introduces role conflict, and unclear expectations introduce role ambiguity. The comfort of bureaucracy’s predictability is replaced by insecurity and stress.

**NEW DESIGN OPTIONS**

Senior managers in a number of organizations have been developing new structural options with fewer layers of hierarchy and more emphasis on opening the boundaries of the organization. In this section, we describe two such designs: the *virtual organization* and the *boundaryless organization*. We’ll also discuss how efforts to reduce bureaucracy and increase strategic focus have made downsizing routine.

**The Virtual Organization**

Why own when you can rent? That question captures the essence of the *virtual organization* (also sometimes called the *network*, or *modular*, organization), typically a small, core organization that outsources its major business functions. In structural terms, the virtual organization is highly centralized, with little or no departmentalization.

The prototype of the virtual structure is today’s movie-making organization. In Hollywood’s golden era, movies were made by huge, vertically integrated corporations. Studios such as MGM, Warner Brothers, and 20th Century Fox owned large movie lots and employed thousands of full-time specialists—set designers, camera people, film editors, directors, and even actors. Today, most movies are made by a collection of individuals and small companies who come together and make films project by project. This structural form allows each project to be staffed with the talent best suited to its demands, rather than just with the people employed by the studio. It minimizes bureaucratic overhead because there is no lasting organization to maintain. And it lessens long-term risks and their costs because there is no long-term—a team is assembled for a finite period and then disbanded.

Philip Rosedale runs a virtual company called LoveMachine that lets employees send brief electronic messages to one another to acknowledge a job well done that can then be used to facilitate company bonuses. The company has no full-time software development staff—instead, LoveMachine outsources assignments to freelancers who submit bids for projects like debugging software or designing new features. Programmers come from or work from around the world, including Russia, India, Australia, and the United States. Similarly, Newman’s Own, the food products company founded by
Paul Newman, sells hundreds of millions of dollars in food every year yet employs only 28 people. This is possible because it outsources almost everything: manufacturing, procurement, shipping, and quality control.

Exhibit 15-5 shows a virtual organization in which management outsources all the primary functions of the business. The core of the organization is a small group of executives whose job is to oversee directly any activities done in-house and to coordinate relationships with the other organizations that manufacture, distribute, and perform other crucial functions for the virtual organization. The dotted lines represent the relationships typically maintained under contracts. In essence, managers in virtual structures spend most of their time coordinating and controlling external relations, typically by way of computer network links.

The major advantage of the virtual organization is its flexibility, which allows individuals with an innovative idea and little money to successfully compete against larger, more established organizations. Virtual organizations also save a great deal of money by eliminating permanent offices and hierarchical roles. Virtual organizations’ drawbacks have become increasingly clear as their popularity has grown. They are in a state of perpetual flux and reorganization, which means roles, goals, and responsibilities are unclear, setting the stage for political behavior. Cultural alignment and shared goals can be lost because of the low degree of interaction among members. Team members who are geographically dispersed and communicate infrequently find it difficult to share information and knowledge, which can limit innovation and slow response time. Ironically, some virtual organizations are less adaptable and innovative than those with well-established communication and collaboration networks. A leadership presence that reinforces the organization’s purpose and facilitates communication is thus especially valuable.

The Boundaryless Organization

General Electric’s former chairman, Jack Welch, coined the term boundaryless organization to describe what he wanted GE to become: a “family grocery store.” That is, in spite of GE’s monstrous size (2010 revenues were $150 billion), Welch wanted to
eliminate *vertical* and *horizontal* boundaries within it and break down *external* barriers between the company and its customers and suppliers. The boundaryless organization seeks to eliminate the chain of command, have limitless spans of control, and replace departments with empowered teams. Although GE has not yet achieved this boundaryless state—and probably never will—it has made significant progress toward that end. So have other companies, such as Hewlett-Packard, AT&T, Motorola, and 3M. Let’s see what a boundaryless organization looks like and what some firms are doing to make it a reality.  

By removing vertical boundaries, management flattens the hierarchy and minimizes status and rank. Cross-hierarchical teams (which include top executives, middle managers, supervisors, and operative employees), participative decision-making practices, and the use of 360-degree performance appraisals (in which peers and others above and below the employee evaluate performance) are examples of what GE is doing to break down vertical boundaries. At Oticon A/S, a $160 million-per-year Danish hearing aid manufacturer, all traces of hierarchy have disappeared. Everyone works at uniform mobile workstations, and project teams, not functions or departments, coordinate work.

Functional departments create horizontal boundaries that stifle interaction among functions, product lines, and units. The way to reduce them is to replace functional departments with cross-functional teams and organize activities around processes. Xerox now develops new products through multidisciplinary teams that work on a single process instead of on narrow functional tasks. Some AT&T units prepare annual budgets based not on functions or departments but on processes, such as the maintenance of a worldwide telecommunications network. Another way to lower horizontal barriers is to rotate people through different functional areas using lateral transfers. This approach turns specialists into generalists.

When fully operational, the boundaryless organization also breaks down geographic barriers. Today, most large U.S. companies see themselves as global corporations; many, like Coca-Cola and McDonald’s, do as much business overseas as in the United States, and some struggle to incorporate geographic regions into their structure. The boundaryless organization provides one solution because it considers geography more of a tactical, logistical issue than a structural one. In short, the goal is to break down cultural barriers.

One way to do so is through strategic alliances. Firms such as NEC Corporation, Boeing, and Apple each have strategic alliances or joint partnerships with dozens of companies. These alliances blur the distinction between one organization and another as employees work on joint projects. And some companies allow customers to perform functions previously done by management. Some AT&T units receive bonuses based on customer evaluations of the teams that serve them. Finally, telecommuting is blurring organizational boundaries. The security analyst with Merrill Lynch who does her job from her ranch in Montana or the software designer in Boulder, Colorado, who works for a San Francisco firm are just two of the millions of workers operating outside the physical boundaries of their employers’ premises.

**The Leaner Organization: Downsizing**

The goal of the new organizational forms we’ve described is to improve agility by creating a lean, focused, and flexible organization. *Downsizing* is a systematic effort to make an organization leaner by closing locations, reducing staff, or selling off business units that don’t add value.
The radical shrinking of Chrysler and General Motors in recent years was a case of downsizing to survive, due to loss of market share and changes in consumer demand. Other firms, including Research in Motion (makers of the BlackBerry) and Cisco, downsize to direct all their efforts toward their core competencies.

Despite the advantages of being a lean organization, the impact of downsizing on organizational performance has been very controversial. Reducing the size of the workforce has an immediately positive outcome in the form of lower-wage costs. Companies downsizing to improve strategic focus often see positive effects on stock prices after the announcement. On the other hand, among companies that only cut employees but don’t restructure, profits and stock prices usually decline. Part of the problem is the effect of downsizing on employee attitudes. Those who remain often feel worried about future layoffs and may be less committed to the organization. Stress reactions can lead to increased sickness absences, lower concentration on the job, and lower creativity. In companies that don’t invest much in their employees, downsizing can also lead to more voluntary turnover, so vital human capital is lost. The result is a company that is more anemic than lean.

Companies can reduce negative impacts by preparing in advance, thus alleviating some employee stress and strengthening support for the new direction. Here are some effective strategies for downsizing. Most are closely linked to the principles for organizational justice we’ve discussed previously:

- **Investment.** Companies that downsize to focus on core competencies are more effective when they invest in high-involvement work practices afterward.
- **Communication.** When employers make efforts to discuss downsizing with employees early, employees are less worried about the outcomes and feel the company is taking their perspective into account.
- **Participation.** Employees worry less if they can participate in the process in some way. Voluntary early-retirement programs or severance packages can help achieve leanness without layoffs.
- **Assistance.** Severance pay and packages, extended health care benefits, and job search assistance demonstrate a company cares about its employees and honors their contributions.

In short, companies that make themselves lean can be more agile, efficient, and productive—but only if they make cuts carefully and help employees through the process.

**WHY DO STRUCTURES DIFFER?**

We’ve described organizational designs ranging from the highly structured bureaucracy to the amorphous boundaryless organization. The other designs we discussed exist somewhere in between.

Exhibit 15-6 recaps our discussions by presenting two extreme models of organizational design. One we’ll call the **mechanistic model.** It’s generally synonymous with the bureaucracy in that it has highly standardized processes for work, high formalization, and more managerial hierarchy. The other extreme, the **organic model,** looks a lot like the boundaryless organization. It’s flat, has fewer formal procedures for making decisions, has multiple decision makers, and favors flexible practices.
With these two models in mind, let’s ask a few questions: Why are some organizations structured along more mechanistic lines, whereas others follow organic characteristics? What forces influence the choice of design? In this section, we present the major causes or determinants of an organization’s structure.

**Organizational Strategy**

Because structure is a means to achieve objectives, and objectives derive from the organization’s overall strategy, it’s only logical that structure should follow strategy. If management significantly changes the organization’s strategy, the structure must change to accommodate. Most current strategy frameworks focus on three strategy dimensions—innovation, cost minimization, and imitation—and the structural design that works best with each.

To what degree does an organization introduce major new products or services? An innovation strategy strives to achieve meaningful and unique innovations. Obviously, not all firms pursue innovation. Apple and 3M do, but conservative retailer Marks & Spencer doesn’t. Innovative firms will use competitive pay and benefits to attract top candidates and motivate employees to take risks. Some degree of mechanistic structure can actually benefit innovation. Well-developed communication channels, policies for enhancing long-term commitment, and clear channels of authority all may make it easier for rapid changes to occur smoothly.

An organization pursuing a cost-minimization strategy tightly controls costs, refrains from incurring unnecessary expenses, and cuts prices in selling a basic product. This describes the strategy pursued by Walmart and the makers of generic or store-label grocery products. Cost-minimizing organizations pursue fewer policies meant to develop commitment among their workforce.
Organizations following an imitation strategy try to both minimize risk and maximize opportunity for profit, moving new products or entering new markets only after innovators have proven their viability. Mass-market fashion manufacturers that copy designer styles follow this strategy, as do firms such as Hewlett-Packard and Caterpillar. They follow smaller and more innovative competitors with superior products, but only after competitors have demonstrated the market is there.

**Organization Size**

An organization’s size significantly affects its structure. Organizations that employ 2,000 or more people tend to have more specialization, more departmentalization, more vertical levels, and more rules and regulations than do small organizations. However, size becomes less important as an organization expands. Why? At around 2,000 employees, an organization is already fairly mechanistic; 500 more employees won’t have much impact. But adding 500 employees to an organization of only 300 is likely to significantly shift it toward a more mechanistic structure.

**Technology**

Technology describes the way an organization transfers inputs into outputs. Every organization has at least one technology for converting financial, human, and physical resources into products or services. Ford Motor Company uses an assembly-line process to make its products. Colleges may use a number of instructional technologies—the ever-popular lecture method, case analysis, the experiential exercise, programmed learning, and online instruction and distance learning. Regardless, organizational structures adapt to their technology.

Numerous studies have examined the technology-structure relationship. What differentiates technologies is their degree of routineness. Routine activities are characterized by automated and standardized operations. Examples are injection-mold production of plastic knobs, automated transaction processing of sales transactions, and the printing and binding of this book. Nonroutine activities are customized and require frequent revision and updating. They include furniture restoring, custom shoemaking, genetic research, and the writing and editing of this book. In general, organizations engaged in nonroutine activities tend to prefer organic structures, whereas those performing routine activities prefer mechanistic structures.

**Environment**

An organization’s environment includes outside institutions or forces that can affect its performance, such as suppliers, customers, competitors, government regulatory agencies, and public pressure groups. Dynamic environments create significantly more uncertainty for managers than do static ones. To minimize uncertainty, managers may broaden their structure to sense and respond to threats. For example, most companies, including Pepsi and Southwest Airlines, have added social networking departments to counter negative information posted on blogs. Or companies may form strategic alliances with other companies.

Any organization’s environment has three dimensions: capacity, volatility, and complexity. Capacity refers to the degree to which the environment can support growth. Rich and growing environments generate excess resources, which can buffer the organization in times of relative scarcity.
Volutility describes the degree of instability in the environment. A dynamic environment with a high degree of unpredictable change makes it difficult for management to make accurate predictions. Because information technology changes at a rapid pace, for instance, more organizations’ environments are becoming volatile.

Finally, complexity is the degree of heterogeneity and concentration among environmental elements. Simple environments—like the tobacco industry, where the methods of production, competitive environment, regulatory pressures, and the like haven’t changed in quite some time—are homogeneous and concentrated. Environments characterized by heterogeneity and dispersion—like the broadband industry—are complex and diverse, with numerous competitors.

The arrows indicate movement toward higher uncertainty. Organizations that operate in environments characterized as scarce, dynamic, and complex face the greatest degree of uncertainty because they have high unpredictability, little room for error, and a diverse set of elements in the environment to monitor constantly. Given this three-dimensional definition of environment, we can offer some general conclusions about environmental uncertainty and structural arrangements. The more scarce, dynamic, and complex the environment, the more organic a structure should be. The more abundant, stable, and simple the environment, the more the mechanistic structure will be preferred.

**ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS AND EMPLOYEE BEHAVIOR**

We opened this chapter by implying that an organization’s structure can have significant effects on its members. What might those effects be?

A review of the evidence leads to a pretty clear conclusion: you can’t generalize! Not everyone prefers the freedom and flexibility of organic structures. Different factors stand out in different structures as well. In highly formalized, heavily structured, mechanistic organizations, the level of fairness in formal policies and procedures is a very important predictor of satisfaction. In more personal, individually adaptive organic organizations, employees value interpersonal justice more. Some people are most productive and satisfied when work tasks are standardized and ambiguity minimized—that is, in mechanistic structures. So, any discussion of the effect of organizational design on employee behavior has to address individual differences. To do so, let’s consider employee preferences for work specialization, span of control, and centralization.

The evidence generally indicates that work specialization contributes to higher employee productivity—but at the price of reduced job satisfaction. However, work specialization is not an unending source of higher productivity. Problems start to surface, and productivity begins to suffer, when the human diseconomies of doing repetitive and narrow tasks overtake the economies of specialization. As the workforce has become more highly educated and desirous of jobs that are intrinsically rewarding, we seem to reach the point at which productivity begins to decline as a function of specialization more quickly than in the past.

There is still a segment of the workforce that prefers the routine and repetitiveness of highly specialized jobs. Some individuals want work that makes minimal intellectual demands and provides the security of routine; for them, high work specialization is a source of job satisfaction. The question, of course, is whether they represent 2 percent of the workforce or 52 percent. Research suggests the “real” answer is closer to 2 percent than 52 percent. The answer often will vary by job, organization, and labor market. Given that
some self-selection operates in the choice of careers, we might conclude that negative
behavioral outcomes from high specialization are most likely to surface in professional
jobs occupied by individuals with high needs for personal growth and diversity.

It is safe to say no evidence supports a relationship between span of control and
employee satisfaction or performance. Although it is intuitively attractive to argue that
large spans might lead to higher employee performance because they provide more dis-
tant supervision and more opportunity for personal initiative, the research fails to support
this notion. Some people like to be left alone; others prefer the security of a boss who is
quickly available at all times. Consistent with several of the contingency theories of lead-
ership discussed in Chapter 12. Consistent with several contingency theories of leader-
ship, we would expect factors such as employees’ experiences, abilities, and the degree of
structure in their tasks to explain when wide or narrow spans of control are likely to con-
tribute to their performance and job satisfaction. However, some evidence indicates that
a manager’s job satisfaction increases as the number of employees supervised increases.

We find fairly strong evidence linking centralization and job satisfaction. In gen-
eral, less centralized organizations have a greater amount of autonomy. And autonomy
appears positively related to job satisfaction. But, again, while one employee may value
freedom, another may find autonomous environments frustratingly ambiguous.

Our conclusion: to maximize employee performance and satisfaction, managers
must take individual differences, such as experience, personality, and the work task, into
account. Culture should factor in, too.

We can draw one obvious insight: other things equal, people don’t select employ-
ers randomly. They are attracted to, are selected by, and stay with organizations that suit
their personal characteristics.33 Job candidates who prefer predictability are likely to seek
out and take employment in mechanistic structures, and those who want autonomy are
more likely to end up in an organic structure. Thus, the effect of structure on employee
behavior is undoubtedly reduced when the selection process facilitates proper matching
of individual characteristics with organizational characteristics.

Although research is slim, it does suggest national culture influences the pref-
erence for structure.34 Organizations that operate with people from high power-
distance cultures, such as Greece, France, and most of Latin America, find their
employees are much more accepting of mechanistic structures than are employees
from low power-distance countries. So consider cultural differences along with indi-
vidual differences when predicting how structure will affect employee performance
and satisfaction.

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

The theme of this chapter is that an organization’s internal structure contributes to ex-
plaining and predicting behavior. That is, in addition to individual and group factors,
the structural relationships in which people work have a bearing on employee attitudes
and behavior. What’s the basis for this argument? To the degree that an organization’s
structure reduces ambiguity for employees and clarifies concerns such as “What am I
supposed to do?” “How am I supposed to do it?” “To whom do I report?” and “To whom
do I go if I have a problem?” it shapes their attitudes and facilitates and motivates them
to higher levels of performance.

- Although specialization can bring efficiency, excessive specialization also can
breed dissatisfaction and reduced motivation.
• Formal hierarchies offer advantages like unification of mission and goals, while employees in excessively rigid hierarchies can feel they have no power or autonomy. As with specialization, the key is striking the right balance.
• Virtual and boundaryless forms are changing the face of many organizations. Contemporary managers should thoroughly understand their implications and recognize advantages and potential pitfalls.
• Organizational downsizing can lead to major cost savings and focus organizations around their core competencies, but it can leave workers dissatisfied and worried about the future of their jobs.
• When determining an appropriate organizational form, managers will need to consider scarcity, dynamism, and complexity of the environment and balance the organic and mechanistic elements appropriate to their organization’s environment.
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Just as individuals have personalities, so, too, do organizations. In Chapter 5, we found that individuals have relatively enduring and stable traits that help us predict their attitudes and behaviors. In this chapter, we propose that organizations, like people, can be characterized as, for example, rigid, friendly, warm, innovative, or conservative. These traits, in turn, can then be used to predict attitudes and behaviors of the people within these organizations.

The culture of any organization, although it may be hard to measure precisely, nevertheless exists and is generally recognized by its employees. We call this variable *organizational culture*. Just as tribal cultures have totems and taboos that dictate how each member will act toward fellow members and outsiders, organizations have cultures that govern how members behave. In this chapter, we’ll discuss just what organizational culture is, how it affects employee attitudes and behavior, where it comes from, and whether or not it can be changed.

**WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE?**

An executive once was asked what he thought *organizational culture* meant. He gave essentially the same answer a U.S. Supreme Court justice once gave in attempting to define pornography: “I can’t define it, but I know it when I see it.” We, however, need
a basic definition of organizational culture to better understand the phenomenon. In this
section we propose one and review several related ideas.

A Definition of Organizational Culture

Organizational culture refers to a system of shared meaning held by members that
distinguishes the organization from other organizations.\textsuperscript{1} Seven primary characteristics
seem to capture the essence of an organization’s culture:\textsuperscript{2}

1. **Innovation and Risk Taking.** The degree to which employees are encouraged to be
innovative and take risks.
2. **Attention to Detail.** The degree to which employees are expected to exhibit precision,
analysis, and attention to detail.
3. **Outcome Orientation.** The degree to which management focuses on results or
outcomes rather than on the techniques and processes used to achieve them.
4. **People Orientation.** The degree to which management decisions take into consid-
eration the effect of outcomes on people within the organization.
5. **Team Orientation.** The degree to which work activities are organized around
teams rather than individuals.
6. **Aggressiveness.** The degree to which people are aggressive and competitive rather
than easygoing.
7. **Stability.** The degree to which organizational activities emphasize maintaining the
status quo in contrast to growth.

Each of these characteristics exists on a continuum from low to high. Appraising the
organization on them, then, gives a composite picture of its culture and a basis for the
shared understanding members have about the organization, how things are done in it,
and the way they are supposed to behave.

Culture Is a Descriptive Term

Organizational culture shows how employees perceive the characteristics of an organ-
ization’s culture, not whether they like them—that is, it’s a descriptive term. This is
important because it differentiates culture from job satisfaction.

Research on organizational culture has sought to measure how employees see their
organization: Does it encourage teamwork? Does it reward innovation? Does it stifle
initiative? In contrast, job satisfaction seeks to measure how employees feel about the
organization’s expectations, reward practices, and the like. Although the two terms have
overlapping characteristics, keep in mind that organizational culture is descriptive,
whereas job satisfaction is evaluative.

Do Organizations Have Uniform Cultures?

Organizational culture represents a common perception the organization’s members
hold. We should therefore expect individuals with different backgrounds or at different
levels in the organization to describe its culture in similar terms.\textsuperscript{3}

That doesn’t mean, however, that there are no subcultures. Most large organiza-
tions have a dominant culture and numerous subcultures.\textsuperscript{4} A dominant culture expresses
the core values a majority of members share and that give the organization its distinct
personality.\textsuperscript{5} Subcultures tend to develop in large organizations to reflect common
problems or experiences members face in the same department or location. The purchasing department can have a subculture that includes the core values of the dominant culture plus additional values unique to members of that department.

If organizations were composed only of numerous subcultures, organizational culture as an independent variable would be significantly less powerful. It is the “shared meaning” aspect of culture that makes it such a potent device for guiding and shaping behavior. That’s what allows us to say, for example, that the Zappos culture values customer care and dedication over speed and efficiency, and to use that information to better understand the behavior of Zappos executives and employees. But subcultures can influence members’ behavior, too.

**Strong Versus Weak Cultures**

It’s possible to differentiate between strong and weak cultures. If most employees (responding to management surveys) have the same opinions about the organization’s mission and values, the culture is strong; if opinions vary widely, the culture is weak.

In a **strong culture**, the organization’s core values are both intensely held and widely shared. The more members who accept the core values and the greater their commitment, the stronger the culture and the greater its influence on member behavior, because the high degree of sharedness and intensity creates a climate of high behavioral control. Nordstrom employees know in no uncertain terms what is expected of them, and these expectations go a long way in shaping their behavior. In contrast, Nordstrom competitor Macy’s, which has struggled through an identity crisis, is working to remake its culture.

A strong culture should reduce employee turnover because it demonstrates high agreement about what the organization represents. Such unanimity of purpose builds cohesiveness, loyalty, and organizational commitment. These qualities, in turn, lessen employees’ propensity to leave. One study, for instance, found that the more employees agreed on customer orientation in a service organization, the higher the profitability of the business unit. Another study found that when team managers and team members disagreed about perceptions of organizational support, there were more negative moods among team members, and the performance of teams was lower. These negative effects are especially strong when managers believe the organization provides more support than employees think it does.

**Culture Versus Formalization**

We’ve seen that high formalization creates predictability, orderliness, and consistency. A strong culture achieves the same end without the need for written documentation. Therefore, we should view formalization and culture as two different roads to a common destination. The stronger an organization’s culture, the less management needs to be concerned with developing formal rules and regulations to guide employee behavior. Those guides will be internalized in employees when they accept the organization’s culture.

**WHAT DO CULTURES DO?**

Let’s review the role culture performs and whether it can ever be a liability for an organization.
Culture’s Functions

First, culture has a boundary-defining role: it creates distinctions between one organization and others. Second, it conveys a sense of identity for organization members. Third, culture facilitates commitment to something larger than individual self-interest. Fourth, it enhances the stability of the social system. Culture is the social glue that helps hold the organization together by providing standards for what employees should say and do. Finally, it is a sense-making and control mechanism that guides and shapes employees’ attitudes and behavior. This last function is of particular interest to us. Culture defines the rules of the game.

Today’s trend toward decentralized organizations makes culture more important than ever, but ironically it also makes establishing a strong culture more difficult. When formal authority and control systems are reduced, culture’s shared meaning can point everyone in the same direction. However, employees organized in teams may show greater allegiance to their team and its values than to the organization as a whole. In virtual organizations, the lack of frequent face-to-face contact makes establishing a common set of norms very difficult. Strong leadership that communicates frequently about common goals and priorities is especially important in innovative organizations.

Individual–organization “fit”—that is, whether the applicant’s or employee’s attitudes and behavior are compatible with the culture—strongly influences who gets a job offer, a favorable performance review, or a promotion. It’s no coincidence that Disney theme park employees appear almost universally attractive, clean, and wholesome with bright smiles. The company selects employees who will maintain that image. On the job, a strong culture supported by formal rules and regulations ensures they will act in a relatively uniform and predictable way.

Culture Creates Climate

If you’ve worked with someone whose positive attitude inspired you to do your best, or with a lackluster team that drained your motivation, you’ve experienced the effects of climate. Organizational climate refers to the shared perceptions organizational members have about their organization and work environment. This aspect of culture is like team spirit at the organizational level. When everyone has the same general feelings about what’s important or how well things are working, the effect of these attitudes will be more than the sum of the individual parts. One meta-analysis found that across dozens of different samples, psychological climate was strongly related to individuals’ level of job satisfaction, involvement, commitment, and motivation. A positive overall workplace climate has been linked to higher customer satisfaction and financial performance as well.

Dozens of dimensions of climate have been studied, including safety, justice, diversity, and customer service. A person who encounters a positive climate for performance will think about doing a good job more often and will believe others support his success. Someone who encounters a positive climate for diversity will feel more comfortable collaborating with co-workers regardless of their demographic background. Climates can interact with one another to produce behavior. For example, a positive climate for worker empowerment can lead to higher levels of performance in organizations that also have a climate for personal accountability. Climate also influences the habits people adopt. If the climate for safety is positive, everyone wears safety gear and follows safety procedures even if individually they wouldn’t normally think very often about
being safe—indeed, many studies have shown that a positive safety climate decreases the number of documented injuries on the job.\(^\text{20}\)

**Culture as a Liability**

Culture can enhance organizational commitment and increase the consistency of employee behavior, clearly benefits to an organization. Culture is valuable to employees too, because it spells out how things are done and what’s important. But we shouldn’t ignore the potentially dysfunctional aspects of culture, especially a strong one, on an organization’s effectiveness.

**INSTITUTIONALIZATION** When an organization undergoes institutionalization and becomes institutionalized—that is, it is valued for itself and not for the goods or services it produces—it takes on a life of its own, apart from its founders or members.\(^\text{21}\) It doesn’t go out of business even if its original goals are no longer relevant. Acceptable modes of behavior become largely self-evident to members, and although this isn’t entirely negative, it does mean behaviors and habits that should be questioned and analyzed become taken for granted, which can stifle innovation and make maintaining the organization’s culture an end in itself.

**BARRIERS TO CHANGE** Culture is a liability when the shared values don’t agree with those that further the organization’s effectiveness. This is most likely when an organization’s environment is undergoing rapid change, and its entrenched culture may no longer be appropriate.\(^\text{22}\) Consistency of behavior, an asset in a stable environment, may then burden the organization and make it difficult to respond to changes.

**BARRIERS TO DIVERSITY** Hiring new employees who differ from the majority in race, age, gender, disability, or other characteristics creates a paradox;\(^\text{23}\) management wants to demonstrate support for the differences these employees bring to the workplace, but newcomers who wish to fit in must accept the organization’s core cultural values and current mix. Because diverse behaviors and unique strengths are likely to diminish as people attempt to assimilate, strong cultures can become liabilities when they effectively eliminate these advantages. A strong culture that condones prejudice, supports bias, or becomes insensitive to people who are different can even undermine formal corporate diversity policies.

**BARRIERS TO ACQUISITIONS AND MERGERS** Historically, when management looked at acquisition or merger decisions, the key factors were financial advantage and product synergy. In recent years, cultural compatibility has become the primary concern.\(^\text{24}\) All things being equal, whether the acquisition actually works seems to have more to do with how well the two organizations’ cultures match up.

A survey by consulting firm A. T. Kearney revealed that 58 percent of mergers failed to reach their financial goals.\(^\text{25}\) As one expert commented, “Mergers have an unusually high failure rate, and it’s always because of people issues”—in other words, conflicting organizational cultures. The $183 billion merger between America Online (AOL) and Time Warner in 2001 was the largest in U.S. corporate history. It was also a disaster. Only 2 years later, the stock had fallen an astounding 90 percent, and the new company reported what was then the largest financial loss in U.S. history. To this day,
Time Warner stock—trading around $32 per share in late 2011—remains at a fraction of its former price (around $200 per share before the merger). Culture clash is commonly argued to be one of the causes of AOL Time Warner’s problems. As one expert noted, “In some ways the merger of AOL and Time Warner was like the marriage of a teenager to a middle-aged banker. The cultures were vastly different. There were open collars and jeans at AOL. Time Warner was more buttoned-down.”

CREATING AND SUSTAINING CULTURE

An organization’s culture doesn’t pop out of thin air, and once established it rarely fades away. What influences the creation of a culture? What reinforces and sustains it once it’s in place?

How a Culture Begins

An organization’s current customs, traditions, and general way of doing things are largely due to what it has done before and how successful it was in doing it. This leads us to the ultimate source of an organization’s culture: its founders.26 Free of previous customs or ideologies, founders have a vision of what the organization should be, and the firm’s small size makes it easy to impose that vision on all members.

Culture creation occurs in three ways.28 First, founders hire and keep only employees who think and feel the same way they do. Second, they indoctrinate and socialize these employees to their way of thinking and feeling. And finally, the founders’ own behavior encourages employees to identify with them and internalize their beliefs, values, and assumptions. When the organization succeeds, the founders’ personality becomes embedded in the culture.

The fierce, competitive style and disciplined, authoritarian nature of Hyundai, the giant Korean conglomerate, exhibits the same characteristics often used to describe founder Chung Ju-Yung. Other founders with immeasurable impact on their organization’s culture include Bill Gates at Microsoft, Ingvar Kamprad at IKEA, Herb Kelleher at Southwest Airlines, Fred Smith at FedEx, and Richard Branson at the Virgin Group.

Keeping a Culture Alive

Once a culture is in place, practices within the organization maintain it by giving employees a set of similar experiences.29 The selection process, performance evaluation criteria, training and development activities, and promotion procedures ensure those hired fit in with the culture, reward those who support it, and penalize (or even expel) those who challenge it. Three forces play a particularly important part in sustaining a culture: selection practices, the actions of top management, and socialization methods. Let’s look at each.

SELECTION Th...
a two-way street, allowing employer or applicant to avoid a mismatch and sustaining an organization’s culture by selecting out those who might attack or undermine its core values.

W. L. Gore & Associates, the maker of Gore-Tex fabric used in outerwear, prides itself on its democratic culture and teamwork. There are no job titles at Gore, nor bosses or chains of command. All work is done in teams. In Gore’s selection process, teams of employees put job applicants through extensive interviews to ensure they can deal with the level of uncertainty, flexibility, and teamwork that’s normal in Gore plants. Not surprisingly, W. L. Gore appears regularly on Fortune’s list of “100 Best Companies to Work For” (number 31 in 2011).

**TOP MANAGEMENT** The actions of top management also have a major impact on the organization’s culture. Through words and behavior, senior executives establish norms that filter through the organization about, for instance, whether risk taking is desirable, how much freedom managers give employees, what is appropriate dress, and what actions earn pay raises, promotions, and other rewards.

The culture of supermarket chain Wegmans—which believes driven, happy, and loyal employees are more eager to help one another and provide exemplary customer service—is a direct result of the beliefs of the Wegman family. The chain began in 1930 when brothers John and Walter Wegman opened their first grocery store in Rochester, New York. Its focus on fine foods quickly separated it from other grocers—a focus maintained by the company’s employees, many of whom are hired based on their interest in food. In 1950, Walter’s son Robert became president and added generous employee benefits such as profit sharing and fully paid medical coverage. Now Robert’s son Danny is president, and he has continued the Wegmans tradition of taking care of employees. To date, Wegmans has paid more than $54 million in college scholarships for its employees, both full time and part time. Pay is well above market average, making annual turnover for full-time employees a mere 6 percent, according to the Food Marketing Institute. Wegmans regularly appears on Fortune’s list as well; it was number 3 in 2011.

**SOCIALIZATION** No matter how good a job the organization does in recruiting and selection, new employees need help adapting to the prevailing culture. That help is socialization. For example, all Marines must go through boot camp, where they prove their commitment and learn the “Marine way.” The consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton begins its process of bringing new employees onboard even before they start their first day of work. New recruits go to an internal web portal to learn about the company and engage in some activities that help them understand the culture of the organization. After they start work, they continue to learn about the organization through an ongoing social networking application that links new workers with more established members of the firm and helps ensure that culture is transmitted over time.

We can think of socialization as a process with three stages: prearrival, encounter, and metamorphosis. This process, shown in Exhibit 16-1, has an impact on the new employee’s work productivity, commitment to the organization’s objectives, and eventual decision to stay with the organization.

The **prearrival stage** recognizes that each individual arrives with a set of values, attitudes, and expectations about both the work and the organization. One major purpose of a business school, for example, is to socialize business students to the attitudes and
behaviors business firms want. Newcomers to high-profile organizations with a strong market position will make their own assumptions about what it must be like to work there. Most new recruits will expect Nike to be dynamic and exciting, a prestigious law firm to be high in pressure and rewards, and the Marine Corps to require both discipline and courage. No matter how well managers think they can socialize newcomers, however, the most important predictor of future behavior is past behavior. What people know before they join the organization, and how proactive their personality is, are critical predictors of how well they adjust to a new culture.

One way to capitalize on prehire characteristics in socialization is to use the selection process to inform prospective employees about the organization as a whole. We’ve also seen how the selection process ensures the inclusion of the “right type”—those who will fit in. “Indeed, the ability of the individual to present the appropriate face during the selection process determines his ability to move into the organization in the first place. Thus, success depends on the degree to which the aspiring member has correctly anticipated the expectations and desires of those in the organization in charge of selection.”

On entry into the organization, the new member enters the encounter stage and confronts the possibility that expectations—about the job, co-workers, the boss, and the organization in general—may differ from reality. If expectations were fairly accurate, the encounter stage merely cements earlier perceptions. However, this is often not the case. At the extreme, a new member may become disillusioned enough to resign. Proper recruiting and selection should significantly reduce that outcome, along with encouraging friendship ties in the organization—newcomers are more committed when friends and co-workers help them “learn the ropes.”

Finally, to work out any problems discovered during the encounter stage, the new member changes or goes through the metamorphosis stage. The options presented in Exhibit 16-2 are alternatives designed to bring about the desired metamorphosis. Most research suggests there are two major “bundles” of socialization practices. The more management relies on formal, collective, fixed, and serial socialization programs while emphasizing divestiture, the more likely newcomers’ differences will be stripped away and replaced by standardized predictable behaviors. These institutional practices are common in police departments, fire departments, and other organizations that value rule following and order. Programs that are informal, individual, random, and variable, while emphasizing investiture are more likely to give newcomers an innovative sense of their role and methods of working. Creative fields, such as research and development, advertising, and filmmaking, rely on these individual practices. Most research suggests high levels of institutional practices encourage person–organization fit and high levels of commitment, whereas individual practices produce more role innovation.
The three-part entry socialization process is complete when new members have internalized and accepted the norms of the organization and their work group, are confident in their competence, and feel trusted and valued by their peers. They understand the system—not only their own tasks but the rules, procedures, and informally accepted practices as well. Finally, they know what is expected of them and what criteria will be used to measure and evaluate their work. As Exhibit 16-2 showed, successful metamorphosis should have a positive impact on new employees’ productivity and their commitment to the organization, while reducing their propensity to leave the organization.

Researchers have begun to examine how employee attitudes change during socialization by measuring at several points over the first few months. One study has documented patterns of “honeymoons” and “hangovers” for new workers, showing the period of initial adjustment is often marked by decreases in job satisfaction as their idealized hopes come into contact with the reality of organizational life.41 Other research suggests role conflict and role overload for newcomers rise over time, and workers with the largest increases in these role problems experience the largest decreases in commitment and satisfaction.42 It may be that the initial adjustment period for newcomers presents increasing demands and difficulties, at least in the short term.
Summary: How Cultures Form

Exhibit 16-3 summarizes how an organization’s culture is established and sustained. The original culture derives from the founder’s philosophy and strongly influences hiring criteria as the firm grows. Top managers’ actions set the general climate, including what is acceptable behavior and what is not. The way employees are socialized will depend both on the degree of success achieved in matching new employees’ values to those of the organization in the selection process, and on top management’s preference for socialization methods.

HOW EMPLOYEES LEARN CULTURE

Culture is transmitted to employees in a number of forms, the most potent being stories, rituals, material symbols, and language.

Stories

When Henry Ford II was chairman of Ford Motor Company, you would have been hard pressed to find a manager who hadn’t heard how he reminded his executives, when they got too arrogant, “It’s my name that’s on the building.” The message was clear: Henry Ford II ran the company.

A number of senior Nike executives spend much of their time serving as corporate storytellers. 43 When they tell how co-founder (and Oregon track coach) Bill Bowerman went to his workshop and poured rubber into his wife’s waffle iron to create a better running shoe, they’re talking about Nike’s spirit of innovation. When new hires hear tales of Oregon running star Steve Prefontaine’s battles to make running a professional sport and attain better performance equipment, they learn of Nike’s commitment to helping athletes.

Stories such as these circulate through many organizations, anchoring the present in the past and legitimating current practices. They typically include narratives about the organization’s founders, rule breaking, rags-to-riches successes, reductions in the workforce, relocation of employees, reactions to past mistakes, and organizational coping. 44 Employees also create their own narratives about how they came to either fit or not fit with the organization during the process of socialization, including first days on the job, early interactions with others, and first impressions of organizational life. 45

Rituals

Rituals are repetitive sequences of activities that express and reinforce the key values of the organization—what goals are most important and which people are important as well as which are expendable. 46 One of the best known rituals is Walmart’s company chant.
Begun by the company’s founder, the late Sam Walton, as a way to motivate and unite his workforce, this chant has become a ritual that bonds workers and reinforces Walton’s belief in the contribution his employees made to the company’s success. Similar corporate chants are used by IBM, Ericsson, Novell, Deutsche Bank, and PricewaterhouseCoopers.47

**Material Symbols**

Alcoa headquarters doesn’t look like your typical head-office operation. There are few individual offices, even for senior executives. The space is essentially made up of cubicles, common areas, and meeting rooms. This informality conveys to employees that Alcoa values openness, equality, creativity, and flexibility. Some corporations provide their top executives with chauffeur-driven limousines and a corporate jet. Other CEOs drive the company car themselves and travel in the economy section.

The layout of corporate headquarters, the types of automobiles top executives are given, and the presence or absence of corporate aircraft are a few examples of **material symbols**. Others include the size of offices, the elegance of furnishings, executive perks, and attire.48 These convey to employees who is important, the degree of egalitarianism top management desires, and the kinds of behavior that are appropriate, such as risk-taking, conservative, authoritarian, participative, individualistic, or social.

**Language**

Many organizations and subunits within them use language to help members identify with the culture, attest to their acceptance of it, and help preserve it. Unique terms describe equipment, officers, key individuals, suppliers, customers, or products that relate to the business. New employees may at first be overwhelmed by acronyms and jargon that, once assimilated, act as a common denominator to unite members of a given culture or subculture.

**CREATING AN ETHICAL ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE**

The organizational culture most likely to shape high ethical standards among its members is high in risk tolerance, low to moderate in aggressiveness, and focused on means as well as outcomes.49 This type of culture takes a long-term perspective and balances the rights of multiple stakeholders, including employees, stockholders, and the community. Managers are supported for taking risks and innovating, discouraged from engaging in unbridled competition, and guided to heed not just to what goals are achieved but also how.

If the culture is strong and supports high ethical standards, it should have a very powerful and positive influence on employee behavior. Examples of organizations that have failed to establish proper codes of ethical conduct can be found in the media nearly every day. Some actively deceive customers or clients. Others produce products that harm consumers or the environment, or they harass or discriminate against certain groups of employees. Others are more subtle and cover up or fail to report wrongdoing. The negative consequences of a systematic culture of unethical behavior can be severe and include customer boycotts, fines, lawsuits, and government regulation of an organization’s practices.
What can managers do to create a more ethical culture? They can adhere to the following principles:  

- **Be a Visible Role Model.** Employees will look to the actions of top management as a benchmark for appropriate behavior. Send a positive message.

- **Communicate Ethical Expectations.** Minimize ethical ambiguities by sharing an organizational code of ethics that states the organization’s primary values and ethical rules employees must follow.

- **Provide Ethical Training.** Set up seminars, workshops, and training programs to reinforce the organization’s standards of conduct, clarify what practices are impermissible, and address potential ethical dilemmas.

- **Visibly Reward Ethical Acts and Punish Unethical Ones.** Appraise managers on how their decisions measure up against the organization’s code of ethics. Review the means as well as the ends. Visibly reward those who act ethically and conspicuously punish those who don’t.

- **Provide Protective Mechanisms.** Provide formal mechanisms so employees can discuss ethical dilemmas and report unethical behavior without fear of reprimand. These might include ethical counselors, ombudsmen, or ethical officers.

The work of setting a positive ethical climate has to start at the top of the organization. A study of 195 managers demonstrated that when top management emphasizes strong ethical values, supervisors are more likely to practice ethical leadership. Positive ethical attitudes transfer down to line employees, who show lower levels of deviant behavior and higher levels of cooperation and assistance. A study involving auditors found perceived pressure from organizational leaders to behave unethically was associated with increased intentions to engage in unethical practices. Clearly the wrong type of organizational culture can negatively influence employee ethical behavior. Finally, employees whose ethical values are similar to those of their department are more likely to be promoted, so we can think of ethical culture as flowing from the bottom up as well.

**CREATING A POSITIVE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE**

At first blush, creating a positive culture may sound hopelessly naïve or like a Dilbert-style conspiracy. The one thing that makes us believe this trend is here to stay, however, are signs that management practice and OB research are converging.

A **positive organizational culture** emphasizes building on employee strengths, rewards more than it punishes, and emphasizes individual vitality and growth. Let’s consider each of these areas.

**Building on Employee Strengths**

Although a positive organizational culture does not ignore problems, it does emphasize showing workers how they can capitalize on their strengths. As management guru Peter Drucker said, “Most Americans do not know what their strengths are. When you ask them, they look at you with a blank stare, or they respond in terms of subject knowledge, which is the wrong answer.” Wouldn’t it be better to be in an organizational culture that helped you discover your strengths and learn how to make the most of them?

Larry Hammond used this approach when you’d least expect it: during his firm’s darkest days. Hammond is CEO of Auglaize Provico, an agribusiness company based in
Ohio. In the midst of the firm’s worst financial struggles, when it had to lay off one-quarter of its workforce, Hammond decided to try a different approach. Rather than dwell on what was wrong, he took advantage of what was right. “If you really want to [excel], you have to know yourself—you have to know what you’re good at, and you have to know what you’re not so good at,” says Hammond. With the help of Gallup consultant Barry Conchie, Hammond focused on discovering and using employee strengths and helped the company turn itself around. “You ask Larry [Hammond] what the difference is, and he’ll say that it’s individuals using their natural talents,” says Conchie.55

**Rewarding More Than Punishing**

Although most organizations are sufficiently focused on extrinsic rewards such as pay and promotions, they often forget about the power of smaller (and cheaper) rewards such as praise. Part of creating a positive organizational culture is “catching employees doing something right.” Many managers withhold praise because they’re afraid employees will coast or because they think praise is not valued. Employees generally don’t ask for praise, and managers usually don’t realize the costs of failing to give it.

Consider Elżbieta Górska-Kolodziejczyk, a plant manager for International Paper’s facility in Kwidzyn, Poland. Employees work in a bleak windowless basement. Staffing is roughly one-third its prior level, while production has tripled. These challenges had done in the previous three managers. So when Górska-Kolodziejczyk took over, although she had many ideas about transforming the organization, at the top were recognition and praise. She initially found it difficult to give praise to those who weren’t used to it, especially men. “They were like cement at the beginning,” she said. “Like cement.” Over time, however, she found they valued and even reciprocated praise. One day a department supervisor pulled her over to tell her she was doing a good job. “This I do remember, yes,” she said.56

**Emphasizing Vitality and Growth**

No organization will get the best from employees who see themselves as mere cogs in the machine. A positive culture recognizes the difference between a job and a career. It supports not only what the employee contributes to organizational effectiveness but also how the organization can make the employee more effective—personally and professionally.

Although it may take more creativity to encourage employee growth in some types of industries, consider the food industry. At Masterfoods in Belgium, Philippe Lescornez leads a team of employees including Didier Brynaert, who works in Luxembourg, nearly 150 miles away. Brynaert was considered a good sales promoter who was meeting expectations when Lescornez decided Brynaert’s job could be made more important if he were seen less as just another sales promoter and more as an expert on the unique features of the Luxembourg market. So Lescornez asked Brynaert for information he could share with the home office. He hoped that by raising Brynaert’s profile in Brussels, he could create in him a greater sense of ownership for his remote sales territory. “I started to communicate much more what he did to other people [within the company], because there’s quite some distance between the Brussels office and the section he’s working in. So I started to communicate, communicate, communicate. The more I communicated, the more he started to provide material,” says Lescornez. As a result, “Now he’s recognized as the specialist for Luxembourg—the guy who is able to build a strong relationship with
the Luxembourg clients,” says Lescornez. What’s good for Brynaert is, of course, also
good for Lescornez, who gets credit for helping Brynaert grow and develop.57

**Limits of Positive Culture**

Is a positive culture a cure-all? Though companies such as GE, Xerox, Boeing, and 3M
have embraced aspects of a positive organizational culture, it is a new enough idea for us
to be uncertain about how and when it works best.

Not all cultures value being positive as much as U.S. culture does, and, even within
U.S. culture, there surely are limits to how far we should go to preserve a positive culture.
For example, Admiral, a British insurance company, has established a Ministry of Fun
in its call centers to organize poem writings, foosball, conker (a British game involving
chestnuts), and fancy-dress days. When does the pursuit of a positive culture start to
seem coercive or even Orwellian? As one critic notes, “Promoting a social orthodoxy of
positiveness focuses on a particular constellation of desirable states and traits but, in so
doing, can stigmatize those who fail to fit the template.”58 There may be benefits to estab-
lishing a positive culture, but an organization also needs to be objective and not pursue it
past the point of effectiveness.

**GLOBAL IMPLICATIONS**

We considered global cultural values (collectivism–individualism, power distance, and
so on) in Chapter 5. Here our focus is a bit narrower: how is organizational culture af-
feld by a global context? Organizational culture is so powerful it often transcends na-
tional boundaries. But that doesn’t mean organizations should, or could, ignore local
culture.

Organizational cultures often reflect national culture. The culture at AirAsia, a
Malaysian-based airline, emphasizes informal dress so as not to create status differences.
The carrier has lots of parties, participative management, and no private offices, reflect-
ing Malaysia’s relatively collectivistic culture. The culture of US Airways does not re-
fect the same degree of informality. If US Airways were to set up operations in Malaysia
or merge with AirAsia, it would need to take these cultural differences into account.

One of the primary things U.S. managers can do is to be culturally sensitive. The
United States is a dominant force in business and in culture—and with that influence
comes a reputation. “We are broadly seen throughout the world as arrogant people, to-
tally self-absorbed and loud,” says one U.S. executive. Companies such as American
Airlines, Lowe’s, Novell, ExxonMobil, and Microsoft have implemented training pro-
grams to sensitize their managers to cultural differences. Some ways in which U.S. man-
gers can be culturally sensitive include talking in a low tone of voice, speaking slowly,
listening more, and avoiding discussions of religion and politics.

The management of ethical behavior is one area where national culture can rub up
against corporate culture.59 U.S. managers endorse the supremacy of anonymous market
forces and implicitly or explicitly view profit maximization as a moral obligation for
business organizations. This worldview sees bribery, nepotism, and favoring personal
contacts as highly unethical. Any action that deviates from profit maximization may
indicate that inappropriate or corrupt behavior may be occurring. In contrast, manag-
ers in developing economies are more likely to see ethical decisions as embedded in a
social environment. That means doing special favors for family and friends is not only

---

Organizational culture and national culture are not the same thing, though to some degree, an organization’s culture reflects the dominant values of its host country.
appropriate but possibly even an ethical responsibility. Managers in many nations also view capitalism skeptically and believe the interests of workers should be put on a par with the interests of shareholders.

U.S. employees are not the only ones who need to be culturally sensitive. Three times a week, employees at the Canadian unit of Japanese video game maker Koei begin the day by standing next to their desks, facing their boss, and saying “Good morning” in unison. Employees then deliver short speeches on topics that range from corporate principles to 3D game engines. Koei also has employees punch a time clock and asks women to serve tea to top executive guests. Although these practices are consistent with Koei’s culture, they do not fit Canadian culture very well. “It’s kind of like school,” says one Canadian employee.60

**SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS**

Employees form an overall subjective perception of the organization based on factors such as degree of risk tolerance, team emphasis, and support of people. This overall perception becomes, in effect, the organization’s culture or personality and affects employee performance and satisfaction, with stronger cultures having greater impact.

- Just as people’s personalities tend to be stable over time, so too do strong cultures. This makes a strong culture difficult for managers to change if it becomes mismatched to its environment. Changing an organization’s culture is a long and difficult process. Thus, at least in the short term, managers should treat their organization’s culture as relatively fixed.
- One of the most important managerial implications of organizational culture relates to selection decisions. Hiring individuals whose values don’t align with those of the organization is likely to yield employees who lack motivation and commitment, and who are dissatisfied with their jobs and the organization.51 Not surprisingly, “misfits” have considerably higher turnover rates.
- An employee’s performance also depends to a considerable degree on knowing what to do and not do. Understanding the right way to do a job indicates proper socialization.
- As a manager, you can shape the culture of your work environment, sometimes as much as it shapes you. All managers can especially do their part to create an ethical culture.
After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

- Identify forces that act as stimulants to change.
- Describe the sources of resistance to change.
- Compare the four main approaches to managing organizational change.
- Demonstrate two ways of creating a culture for change.
- Describe the causes and consequences of work stress.

This chapter is about change and stress. We describe environmental forces that require firms to change, why people and organizations often resist change, and how this resistance can be overcome. We review processes for managing organizational change. Then we move to the topic of stress and its sources and consequences. In closing, we discuss what individuals and organizations can do to better manage stress levels.

**FORCES FOR CHANGE**

No company today is in a particularly stable environment. Even those with dominant market share must change, sometimes radically. Even though Apple has been successful with its iPad, the growing number of competitors in the field of tablet computers suggests that Apple will need to continually update and innovate to keep ahead of the market.

“Change or die!” is thus the rallying cry among today’s managers worldwide. In a number of places in this book, we’ve discussed the changing nature of the workforce. Almost every organization must adjust to a multicultural environment, demographic
changes, immigration, and outsourcing. Technology is continually changing jobs and organizations. It is not hard to imagine the very idea of an office becoming an antiquated concept in the near future.

The housing and financial sectors recently have experienced extraordinary economic shocks, leading to the elimination, bankruptcy, or acquisition of some of the best-known U.S. companies, including Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch, Lehman Brothers, Countrywide Financial, Washington Mutual, and Ameriquest. Tens of thousands of jobs were lost and may never return. After years of declining numbers of bankruptcies, the global recession caused the bankruptcy of auto manufacturers General Motors and Chrysler, retailers Borders and Sharper Image, and myriad other organizations.

Competition is changing. Competitors are as likely to come from across the ocean as from across town. Successful organizations will be fast on their feet, capable of developing new products rapidly and getting them to market quickly. In other words, they’ll be flexible and will require an equally flexible and responsive workforce. Increasingly, in the United States and Europe, the government regulates business practices, including executive pay.

Social trends don’t remain static either. Consumers who are otherwise strangers now meet and share product information in chat rooms and blogs. Companies must continually adjust product and marketing strategies to be sensitive to changing social trends, as Liz Claiborne did when it sold off fashion brands (such as Ellen Tracy), de-emphasized large vendors such as Macy’s, streamlined operations, and cut staff. Consumers, employees, and organizational leaders are more sensitive to environmental concerns. “Green” practices are quickly becoming expected rather than optional.

Not even globalization’s strongest proponents could have imagined how world politics would change in recent years. We’ve seen a major set of financial crises that have rocked global markets, a dramatic rise in the power and influence of China, and dramatic shakeups in government across the Arab world. Throughout the industrialized world, businesses—particularly in the banking and financial sectors—have come under new scrutiny.

RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

Our egos are fragile, and we often see change as threatening. One recent study showed that even when employees are shown data that suggest they need to change, they latch onto whatever data they can find that suggests they are okay and don’t need to change. Employees who have negative feelings about a change cope by not thinking about it, increasing their use of sick time, and quitting. All these reactions can sap the organization of vital energy when it is most needed.

Resistance to change can be positive if it leads to open discussion and debate. These responses are usually preferable to apathy or silence and can indicate that members of the organization are engaged in the process, providing change agents an opportunity to explain the change effort. Change agents can also use resistance to modify the change to fit the preferences of other members of the organization. When they treat resistance only as a threat, rather than a point of view to be discussed, they may increase dysfunctional conflict.

Resistance doesn’t necessarily surface in standardized ways. It can be overt, implicit, immediate, or deferred. It’s easiest for management to deal with overt and
immediate resistance, such as complaints, a work slowdown, or a strike threat. The greater challenge is managing resistance that is implicit or deferred. Because behavioral responses such as loss of motivation, increased errors, or heightened absenteeism can have many causes, they are more subtle and more difficult to recognize for what they are. Deferred actions also cloud the link between the change and the reaction to it and may surface weeks, months, or even years later. Or a single change of little inherent impact may be the straw that breaks the camel’s back because resistance to earlier changes has been deferred and stockpiled.

Exhibit 17-1 summarizes major forces for resistance to change, categorized by their sources. Individual sources reside in human characteristics such as perceptions, personalities, and needs. Organizational sources reside in the structural makeup of organizations themselves.

It’s worth noting that not all change is good. Speed can lead to bad decisions, and sometimes those initiating change fail to realize the full magnitude of the effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDIVIDUAL SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Habit—To cope with life’s complexities, we rely on habits or programmed responses. But when confronted with change, this tendency to respond in our accustomed ways becomes a source of resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security—People with a high need for security are likely to resist change because it threatens feelings of safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic factors—Changes in job tasks or established work routines can arouse economic fears if people are concerned that they won’t be able to perform the new tasks or routines to their previous standards, especially when pay is closely tied to productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of the unknown—Change substitutes ambiguity and uncertainty for the unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective information processing—Individuals are guilty of selectively processing information in order to keep their perceptions intact. They hear what they want to hear and they ignore information that challenges the world they’ve created.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATIONAL SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural inertia—Organizations have built-in mechanisms—like their selection processes and formalized regulations—to produce stability. When an organization is confronted with change, this structural inertia acts as a counterbalance to sustain stability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited focus of change—Organizations are made up of a number of interdependent subsystems. One can’t be changed without affecting the others. So limited changes in subsystems tend to be nullified by the larger system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group inertia—Even if individuals want to change their behavior, group norms may act as a constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat to expertise—Changes in organizational patterns may threaten the expertise of specialized groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat to established power relationships—Any redistribution of decision-making authority can threaten long-established power relationships within the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat to established resource allocations—Groups in the organization that control sizable resources often see change as a threat. They tend to be content with the way things are.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or their true costs. Rapid, transformational change is risky, and some organizations have collapsed for this reason. Change agents need to carefully think through the full implications.

**Overcoming Resistance to Change**

Eight tactics can help change agents deal with resistance to change. Let’s review them briefly.

**EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION** Communicating the logic of a change can reduce employee resistance on two levels. First, it fights the effects of misinformation and poor communication: if employees receive the full facts and clear up misunderstandings, resistance should subside. Second, communication can help “sell” the need for change by packaging it properly. A study of German companies revealed changes are most effective when a company communicates a rationale that balances the interests of various stakeholders (shareholders, employees, community, customers) rather than those of shareholders only. Another study of a changing organization in the Philippines found that formal change information sessions decreased employee anxiety, while providing high-quality information about the change increased commitment to it.

**PARTICIPATION** It’s difficult to resist a change decision in which we’ve participated. Assuming participants have the expertise to make a meaningful contribution, their involvement can reduce resistance, obtain commitment, and increase the quality of the change decision. However, against these advantages are the negatives: potential for a poor solution and great consumption of time.

**BUILDING SUPPORT AND COMMITMENT** When employees’ fear and anxiety are high, counseling and therapy, new-skills training, or a short paid leave of absence may facilitate adjustment. When managers or employees have low emotional commitment to change, they favor the status quo and resist it. Employees are also more accepting of changes when they are committed to the organization as a whole. So, firing up employees and emphasizing their commitment to the organization overall can also help them emotionally commit to the change rather than embrace the status quo.

**DEVELOP POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS** People are more willing to accept changes if they trust the managers implementing them. One study surveyed 235 employees from a large housing corporation in the Netherlands that was experiencing a merger. Those who had a more positive relationship with their supervisors, and who felt the work environment supported development, were much more positive about the change process. Another set of studies found that individuals who were dispositionally resistant to change felt more positive about the change if they trusted the change agent. This research suggests that if managers are able to facilitate positive relationships, they may be able to overcome resistance to change even among those who ordinarily don’t like changes.

**IMPLEMENTING CHANGES FAIRLY** One way organizations can minimize negative impact is to make sure change is implemented fairly. As we saw in Chapter 7, procedural fairness is especially important when employees perceive an outcome as negative, so it’s crucial that employees see the reason for the change and perceive its implementation as consistent and fair.
**MANIPULATION AND COOPTATION**  *Manipulation* refers to covert influence attempts. Twisting facts to make them more attractive, withholding information, and creating false rumors to get employees to accept change are all examples of manipulation. If management threatens to close a manufacturing plant whose employees are resisting an across-the-board pay cut, and if the threat is actually untrue, management is using manipulation. *Cooptation*, on the other hand, combines manipulation and participation. It seeks to “buy off” the leaders of a resistance group by giving them a key role, seeking their advice not to find a better solution but to get their endorsement. Both manipulation and cooptation are relatively inexpensive ways to gain the support of adversaries, but they can backfire if the targets become aware they are being tricked or used. Once that’s discovered, the change agent’s credibility may drop to zero.

**SELECTING PEOPLE WHO ACCEPT CHANGE**  Research suggests the ability to easily accept and adapt to change is related to personality—some people simply have more positive attitudes about change than others.\(^\text{15}\) Such individuals are open to experience, take a positive attitude toward change, are willing to take risks, and are flexible in their behavior. One study of managers in the United States, Europe, and Asia found those with a positive self-concept and high risk tolerance coped better with organizational change. A study of 258 police officers found those higher in growth-needs strength, internal locus of control, and internal work motivation had more positive attitudes about organizational change efforts.\(^\text{16}\) Individuals higher in general mental ability are also better able to learn and adapt to changes in the workplace.\(^\text{17}\) In sum, an impressive body of evidence shows organizations can facilitate change by selecting people predisposed to accept it.

Besides selecting individuals who are willing to accept changes, it is also possible to select teams that are more adaptable. Studies have shown that teams that are strongly motivated by learning about and mastering tasks are better able to adapt to changing environments.\(^\text{18}\) This research suggests that it may be necessary to consider not just individual motivation, but also group motivation when trying to implement changes.

**COERCION**  Last on the list of tactics is *coercion*, the application of direct threats or force on the resisters. If management really is determined to close a manufacturing plant whose employees don’t acquiesce to a pay cut, the company is using coercion. Other examples are threats of transfer, loss of promotions, negative performance evaluations, and a poor letter of recommendation. The advantages and drawbacks of coercion are approximately the same as for manipulation and cooptation.

**APPROACHES TO MANAGING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE**

Now we turn to several approaches to managing change: Lewin’s classic three-step model of the change process, Kotter’s eight-step plan, action research, and organizational development.

**Lewin’s Three-Step Model**

Kurt Lewin argued that successful change in organizations should follow three steps: *unfreezing* the status quo, *movement* to a desired end state, and *refreezing* the new change to make it permanent.\(^\text{19}\) (See Exhibit 17-2.)
The status quo is an equilibrium state. To move from equilibrium—to overcome the pressures of both individual resistance and group conformity—unfreezing must happen in one of three ways (see Exhibit 17-3.) The **driving forces**, which direct behavior away from the status quo, can be increased. The **restraining forces**, which hinder movement away from equilibrium, can be decreased. A third alternative is to combine the first two approaches. Companies that have been successful in the past are likely to encounter restraining forces because people question the need for change. Similarly, research shows that companies with strong cultures excel at incremental change but are overcome by restraining forces against radical change.

Research on organizational change has shown that, to be effective, the actual change has to happen quickly. Organizations that build up to change do less well than those that get to and through the movement stage quickly.

Once change has been implemented, to be successful, the new situation must be refrozen so it can be sustained over time. Without this last step, change will likely be short-lived and employees will attempt to revert to the previous equilibrium state. The objective of refreezing, then, is to stabilize the new situation by balancing the driving and restraining forces.

**Kotter’s Eight-Step Plan for Implementing Change**

John Kotter of the Harvard Business School built on Lewin’s three-step model to create a more detailed approach for implementing change. Kotter began by listing common mistakes managers make when trying to initiate change. They may fail to create a sense of urgency about the need for change, create a coalition for managing the change process, have a vision for change and effectively communicate it, remove obstacles that could impede the vision’s achievement, provide short-term and achievable goals, or anchor the changes into the organization’s culture. They may also declare victory too soon.

Kotter then established eight sequential steps to overcome these problems. They’re listed in Exhibit 17-4. Notice how Kotter’s first four steps essentially extrapolate Lewin’s
“unfreezing” stage. Steps 5, 6, and 7 represent “movement,” and the final step works on “refreezing.” So Kotter’s contribution lies in providing managers and change agents with a more detailed guide for successfully implementing change.

### Organizational Development

Organizational development (OD) is a collection of change methods that try to improve organizational effectiveness and employee well-being. OD methods value human and organizational growth, collaborative and participative processes, and a spirit of inquiry. Contemporary OD borrows heavily from postmodern philosophy in placing heavy emphasis on the subjective ways in which people see their environment. The focus is on how individuals make sense of their work environment. The change agent may take the lead in OD, but there is a strong emphasis on collaboration. These are the underlying values in most OD efforts:

1. **Respect for People.** Individuals are perceived as responsible, conscientious, and caring. They should be treated with dignity and respect.
2. **Trust and Support.** An effective and healthy organization is characterized by trust, authenticity, openness, and a supportive climate.
3. **Power Equalization.** Effective organizations de-emphasize hierarchical authority and control.
4. **Confrontation.** Problems should be openly confronted, not swept under the rug.
5. **Participation.** The more engaged in the decisions they are, the more people affected by a change will be committed to implementing them.

What are some OD techniques or interventions for bringing about change? Here are five.

1. **Survey Feedback.** One tool for assessing attitudes held by organizational members, identifying discrepancies among member perceptions, and solving these differences is the survey feedback approach. Everyone in an organization can participate in survey feedback, but of key importance is the organizational “family”—the manager of any given unit and the employees who report directly to him or her. All usually complete a questionnaire about their perceptions and attitudes on a range of topics, including decision-making practices; communication effectiveness; coordination among units; and satisfaction with the organization, job, peers, and immediate supervisor.
Data from this questionnaire are tabulated with data pertaining to an individual’s specific “family” and to the entire organization and then distributed to employees. These data become the springboard for identifying problems and clarifying issues that may be creating difficulties for people. Particular attention is given to encouraging discussion and ensuring it focuses on issues and ideas and not on attacking individuals. For instance, are people listening? Are new ideas being generated? Can decision making, interpersonal relations, or job assignments be improved? Answers should lead the group to commit to various remedies for the problems identified.

2. **Process Consultation.** Managers often sense their unit’s performance can be improved but are unable to identify what to improve and how. The purpose of process consultation (PC) is for an outside consultant to assist a client, usually a manager, “to perceive, understand, and act upon process events” with which the manager must deal.27 PC is similar to sensitivity training in assuming we can improve organizational effectiveness by dealing with interpersonal problems and in emphasizing involvement. But PC is more task directed, and consultants are there to “give the client ‘insight’ into what is going on around him, within him, and between him and other people.”28 They do not solve the organization’s problems but rather guide or coach the client to solve her own problems after *jointly* diagnosing what needs improvement. The client develops the skill to analyze processes within his unit and can continue to call on it long after the consultant is gone.

3. **Team Building.** We’ve noted throughout this book that organizations increasingly rely on teams to accomplish work tasks. **Team building** uses high-interaction group activities to increase trust and openness among team members, improve coordinative efforts, and increase team performance.29 Team building typically includes goal-setting, development of interpersonal relations among team members, role analysis to clarify each member’s role and responsibilities, and team process analysis. It may emphasize or exclude certain activities, depending on the purpose of the development effort and the specific problems with which the team is confronted.

4. **Intergroup Development.** A major area of concern in OD is dysfunctional conflict among groups. **Intergroup development** seeks to change groups’ attitudes, stereotypes, and perceptions about each other. Here, training sessions closely resemble diversity training (in fact, diversity training largely evolved from intergroup development in OD), except rather than focusing on demographic differences, they focus on differences among occupations, departments, or divisions within an organization. Among several approaches for improving intergroup relations, a popular one emphasizes problem solving.30 Each group meets independently to list its perceptions of itself and of the other group and how it believes the other group perceives it. The groups share their lists, discuss similarities and differences, and look for the causes of disparities. Once they have identified the causes of the difficulty, the groups move to the integration phase—developing solutions to improve relations between them. Subgroups can be formed of members from each of the conflicting groups to conduct further diagnosis and formulate alternative solutions.

5. **Appreciative Inquiry.** Most OD approaches are problem centered. They identify a problem or set of problems, then look for a solution. **Appreciative inquiry** (AI) instead accentuates the positive.31 Rather than looking for problems to fix, it seeks to identify the unique qualities and special strengths of an organization, which members can build on to improve performance. That is, AI focuses on an organization’s
successes rather than its problems. The AI process consists of four steps—discovery, dreaming, design, and destiny—often played out in a large-group meeting over a 2- or 3-day time period and overseen by a trained change agent. Discovery sets out to identify what people think are the organization’s strengths. Employees recount times they felt the organization worked best or when they specifically felt most satisfied with their jobs. In dreaming, employees use information from the discovery phase to speculate on possible futures, such as what the organization will be like in 5 years. In design, participants find a common vision of how the organization will look in the future and agree on its unique qualities. For the fourth step, participants seek to define the organization’s destiny or how to fulfill their dreams, and they typically write action plans and develop implementation strategies.

**CREATING A CULTURE FOR CHANGE**

We’ve considered how organizations can adapt to change. But recently, some OB scholars have focused on a more proactive approach—how organizations can embrace change by transforming their cultures. In this section, we review two such approaches: stimulating an innovative culture and creating a learning organization.

**Stimulating a Culture of Innovation**

How can an organization become more innovative? An excellent model is W. L. Gore, the $2.6 billion-per-year company best known as the maker of Gore-Tex fabric. Gore has developed a reputation as one of the most innovative U.S. companies by developing a stream of diverse products—including guitar strings, dental floss, medical devices, and fuel cells.

What’s the secret of Gore’s success? What can other organizations do to duplicate its track record for innovation? Although there is no guaranteed formula, certain characteristics surface repeatedly when researchers study innovative organizations. We’ve grouped them into structural, cultural, and human resource categories. Change agents should consider introducing these characteristics into their organization to create an innovative climate. Before we look at these characteristics, however, let’s clarify what we mean by innovation.

**DEFINITION OF INNOVATION** We said change refers to making things different. Innovation, a more specialized kind of change, is a new idea applied to initiating or improving a product, process, or service. So all innovations imply change, but not all changes necessarily introduce new ideas or lead to significant improvements. Innovations can range from small incremental improvements, such as netbook computers, to radical breakthroughs, such as Nissan’s electric Leaf car.

**SOURCES OF INNOVATION** Structural variables have been the most studied potential source of innovation. A comprehensive review of the structure–innovation relationship leads to the following conclusions:

1. Organic structures positively influence innovation. Because they’re lower in vertical differentiation, formalization, and centralization, organic organizations facilitate the flexibility, adaptation, and cross-fertilization that make the adoption of innovations easier.
2. Long tenure in management is associated with innovation. Managerial tenure apparently provides legitimacy and knowledge of how to accomplish tasks and obtain desired outcomes.

3. Innovation is nurtured when there are slack resources. Having an abundance of resources allows an organization to afford to purchase innovations, bear the cost of instituting them, and absorb failures.

4. Interunit communication is high in innovative organizations. These organizations are high users of committees, task forces, cross-functional teams, and other mechanisms that facilitate interaction across departmental lines.

Innovative organizations tend to have similar cultures. They encourage experimentation. They reward both successes and failures. They celebrate mistakes. Unfortunately, in too many organizations, people are rewarded for the absence of failures rather than for the presence of successes. Such cultures extinguish risk taking and innovation. People will suggest and try new ideas only when they feel such behaviors exact no penalties. Managers in innovative organizations recognize that failures are a natural by-product of venturing into the unknown.

Within the human resources category, innovative organizations actively promote the training and development of their members so they keep current, offer high job security so employees don’t fear getting fired for making mistakes, and encourage individuals to become champions of change. Once a new idea is developed, idea champions actively and enthusiastically promote it, build support, overcome resistance, and ensure it’s implemented. Champions have common personality characteristics: extremely high self-confidence, persistence, energy, and a tendency to take risks. They also display characteristics associated with transformational leadership—they inspire and energize others with their vision of an innovation’s potential and their strong personal conviction about their mission. Idea champions are good at gaining the commitment of others, and their jobs provide considerable decision-making discretion; this autonomy helps them introduce and implement innovations.

Do successful idea champions do things differently in different cultures? Yes. People in collectivist cultures prefer appeals for cross-functional support for innovation efforts; people in high power distance cultures prefer champions to work closely with those in authority to approve innovative activities before work is begun; and the higher the uncertainty avoidance of a society, the more champions should work within the organization’s rules and procedures to develop the innovation. These findings suggest that effective managers will alter their organization’s championing strategies to reflect cultural values. So, for instance, although idea champions in Russia might succeed by ignoring budgetary limitations and working around confining procedures, champions in Austria, Denmark, Germany, or other cultures high in uncertainty avoidance will be more effective by closely following budgets and procedures.

Sergio Marcchione, CEO of Fiat-Chrysler, has acted as idea champion for the single objective of updating the pipeline of vehicles for Chrysler. To facilitate this change, he has radically dismantled the bureaucracy, tearing up Chrysler’s organization chart and introducing a flatter structure with himself at the lead. As a result, the company introduced a more innovative line of vehicles and planned to redesign or significantly refresh 75 percent of its lineup in 2010 alone.
WORK STRESS AND ITS MANAGEMENT

Friends say they’re stressed from greater workloads and longer hours because of downsizing at their companies. Parents worry about the lack of job stability and reminisce about a time when a job with a large company implied lifetime security. We read surveys in which employees complain about the stress of trying to balance work and family responsibilities. Indeed, work is, for most people, the most important source of stress in life. What are the causes and consequences of stress, and what can individuals and organizations do to reduce it?

What Is Stress?

Stress is a dynamic condition in which an individual is confronted with an opportunity, demand, or resource related to what the individual desires and for which the outcome is perceived to be both uncertain and important. This is a complicated definition. Let’s look at its components more closely.

Although stress is typically discussed in a negative context, it is not necessarily bad in and of itself; it also has a positive value. It’s an opportunity when it offers potential gain. Consider, for example, the superior performance an athlete or stage performer gives in a “clutch” situation. Such individuals often use stress positively to rise to the occasion and perform at their maximum. Similarly, many professionals see the pressures of heavy workloads and deadlines as positive challenges that enhance the quality of their work and the satisfaction they get from their job.

Recently, researchers have argued that challenge stressors—or stressors associated with workload, pressure to complete tasks, and time urgency—operate quite differently from hindrance stressors—or stressors that keep you from reaching your goals (for example, red tape, office politics, confusion over job responsibilities). Although research is just starting to accumulate, early evidence suggests challenge stressors produce less strain than hindrance stressors.

Researchers have sought to clarify the conditions under which each type of stress exists. It appears that employees who have a stronger affective commitment to their organization can transfer psychological stress into greater focus and higher sales performance, whereas employees with low levels of commitment perform worse under stress. And when challenge stress increases, those with high levels of organizational support have higher role-based performance, but those with low levels of organizational support do not.

More typically, stress is associated with demands and resources. Demands are responsibilities, pressures, obligations, and uncertainties individuals face in the workplace. Resources are things within an individual’s control that he can use to resolve the demands. Let’s discuss what this demands–resources model means.

When you take a test at school or undergo your annual performance review at work, you feel stress because you confront opportunities and performance pressures. A good performance review may lead to a promotion, greater responsibilities, and a higher salary. A poor review may prevent you from getting a promotion. An extremely poor review might even result in your being fired. To the extent you can apply resources to the demands on you—such as being prepared, placing the exam or review in perspective, or obtaining social support—you will feel less stress.
Research suggests adequate resources help reduce the stressful nature of demands when demands and resources match. If emotional demands are stressing you, having emotional resources in the form of social support is especially important. If the demands are cognitive—say, information overload—then job resources in the form of computer support or information are more important. Thus, under the demands–resources perspective, having resources to cope with stress is just as important in offsetting it as demands are in increasing it.48

**Consequences of Stress**

Stress shows itself in a number of ways, such as high blood pressure, ulcers, irritability, difficulty making routine decisions, loss of appetite, accident proneness, and the like. These symptoms fit under three general categories: physiological, psychological, and behavioral symptoms.49

**Physiological Symptoms** Most early concern with stress was directed at physiological symptoms because most researchers were specialists in the health and medical sciences. Their work led to the conclusion that stress could create changes in metabolism, increase heart and breathing rates and blood pressure, bring on headaches, and induce heart attacks.

Evidence now clearly suggests stress may have wide-ranging harmful physiological effects. One study linked stressful job demands to increased susceptibility to upper-respiratory illnesses and poor immune system functioning, especially for individuals with low self-efficacy.50 A long-term study conducted in the United Kingdom found that job strain was associated with higher levels of coronary heart disease.51 Still another study conducted with Danish human services workers found that higher levels of psychological burnout at the work-unit level were related to significantly higher levels of sickness absence.52 Many other studies have shown similar results linking work stress to a variety of indicators of poor health.

**Psychological Symptoms** Job dissatisfaction is “the simplest and most obvious psychological effect” of stress.53 But stress shows itself in other psychological states—for instance, tension, anxiety, irritability, boredom, and procrastination. For example, a study that tracked physiological responses of employees over time found that stress due to high workloads was related to higher blood pressure and lower emotional well-being.54

Jobs that make multiple and conflicting demands or that lack clarity about the incumbent’s duties, authority, and responsibilities increase both stress and dissatisfaction.55 Similarly, the less control people have over the pace of their work, the greater their stress and dissatisfaction. Jobs that provide a low level of variety, significance, autonomy, feedback, and identity appear to create stress and reduce satisfaction and involvement in the job.56 Not everyone reacts to autonomy in the same way, however. For those with an external locus of control, increased job control increases the tendency to experience stress and exhaustion.57

**Behavioral Symptoms** Research on behavior and stress has been conducted across several countries and over time, and the relationships appear relatively consistent. Behavior-related stress symptoms include reductions in productivity, absence, and turnover, as well as changes in eating habits, increased smoking or consumption of alcohol, rapid speech, fidgeting, and sleep disorders.58
Managing Stress

Because low to moderate levels of stress can be functional and lead to higher performance, management may not be concerned when employees experience them. Employees, however, are likely to perceive even low levels of stress as undesirable. It’s not unlikely, therefore, for employees and management to have different notions of what constitutes an acceptable level of stress on the job. What management may consider to be “a positive stimulus that keeps the adrenaline running” is very likely to be seen as “excessive pressure” by the employee. Keep this in mind as we discuss individual and organizational approaches toward managing stress.69

INDIVIDUAL APPROACHES An employee can take personal responsibility for reducing stress levels. Individual strategies that have proven effective include time-management techniques, increased physical exercise, relaxation training, and expanded social support networks.

Many people manage their time poorly. The well-organized employee, like the well-organized student, can often accomplish twice as much as the person who is poorly organized. So an understanding and utilization of basic time-management principles can help individuals better cope with tensions created by job demands.60 A few of the best-known time-management principles are (1) making daily lists of activities to be accomplished, (2) prioritizing activities by importance and urgency, (3) scheduling activities according to the priorities set, (4) knowing your daily cycle and handling the most demanding parts of your job when you are most alert and productive, and (5) avoiding electronic distractions like frequently checking e-mail, which can limit attention and reduce efficiency.61 These time-management skills can help minimize procrastination by focusing efforts on immediate goals and boosting motivation even in the face of tasks that are less desirable.62

Physicians have recommended noncompetitive physical exercise, such as aerobics, walking, jogging, swimming, and riding a bicycle, as a way to deal with excessive stress levels. These activities increase lung capacity, lower the at-rest heart rate, and provide a mental diversion from work pressures, effectively reducing work-related levels of stress.63

Individuals can also teach themselves to reduce tension through relaxation techniques such as meditation, hypnosis, and deep breathing. The objective is to reach a state of deep physical relaxation, in which you focus all your energy on release of muscle tension.64 Deep relaxation for 15 or 20 minutes a day releases strain and provides a pronounced sense of peacefulness, as well as significant changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and other physiological factors. A growing body of research shows that simply taking breaks from work at routine intervals can facilitate psychological recovery and reduce stress significantly and may improve job performance, and these effects are even greater if relaxation techniques are employed.65

As we have noted, friends, family, or work colleagues can provide an outlet when stress levels become excessive. Expanding your social support network provides someone to hear your problems and offer a more objective perspective on a stressful situation than your own.

ORGANIZATIONAL APPROACHES Several organizational factors that cause stress—particularly task and role demands—are controlled by management and thus can be modified or changed. Strategies to consider include improved employee selection and
job placement, training, realistic goal-setting, redesign of jobs, increased employee involvement, improved organizational communication, employee sabbaticals, and corporate wellness programs.

Certain jobs are more stressful than others but, as we’ve seen, individuals differ in their response to stressful situations. We know individuals with little experience or an external locus of control tend to be more prone to stress. Selection and placement decisions should take these facts into consideration. Obviously, management shouldn’t restrict hiring to only experienced individuals with an internal locus, but such individuals may adapt better to high-stress jobs and perform those jobs more effectively. Similarly, training can increase an individual’s self-efficacy and thus lessen job strain.

We discussed goal-setting in Chapter 7. Individuals perform better when they have specific and challenging goals and receive feedback on their progress toward these goals. Goals can reduce stress as well as provide motivation. Employees who are highly committed to their goals and see purpose in their jobs experience less stress because they are more likely to perceive stressors as challenges rather than hindrances. Specific goals perceived as attainable clarify performance expectations. In addition, goal feedback reduces uncertainties about actual job performance. The result is less employee frustration, role ambiguity, and stress.

Redesigning jobs to give employees more responsibility, more meaningful work, more autonomy, and increased feedback can reduce stress because these factors give employees greater control over work activities and lessen dependence on others. But as we noted in our discussion of work design, not all employees want enriched jobs. The right redesign for employees with a low need for growth might be less responsibility and increased specialization. If individuals prefer structure and routine, reducing skill variety should also reduce uncertainties and stress levels.

Role stress is detrimental to a large extent because employees feel uncertain about goals, expectations, how they’ll be evaluated, and the like. By giving these employees a voice in the decisions that directly affect their job performance, management can increase employee control and reduce role stress. Thus, managers should consider increasing employee involvement in decision making, because evidence clearly shows that increases in employee empowerment reduce psychological strain.

Increasing formal organizational communication with employees reduces uncertainty by lessening role ambiguity and role conflict. Given the importance that perceptions play in moderating the stress–response relationship, management can also use effective communications as a means to shape employee perceptions. Remember that what employees categorize as demands, threats, or opportunities at work is an interpretation and that interpretation can be affected by the words and actions communicated by management.

Our final suggestion is organizationally supported wellness programs. These typically provide workshops to help people quit smoking, control alcohol use, lose weight, eat better, and develop a regular exercise program; they focus on the employee’s total physical and mental condition. Some help employees improve their psychological health as well. A meta-analysis of 36 programs designed to reduce stress (including wellness programs) showed that interventions to help employees reframe stressful situations and use active coping strategies appreciably reduced stress levels. Most wellness programs assume employees need to take personal responsibility for their physical and mental health and that the organization is merely a means to that end.
Chapter 17 • Organizational Change and Stress Management

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGERS

The need for change has been implied throughout this text. “A casual reflection on change should indicate that it encompasses almost all of our concepts in the organizational behavior literature.” For instance, think about attitudes, motivation, work teams, communication, leadership, organizational structures, human resource practices, and organizational cultures. Change was an integral part in our discussion of each. If environments were perfectly static, if employees’ skills and abilities were always up to date and incapable of deteriorating, and if tomorrow were always exactly the same as today, organizational change would have little or no relevance to managers. But the real world is turbulent, requiring organizations and their members to undergo dynamic change if they are to perform at competitive levels.

• Managers are the primary change agents in most organizations. By the decisions they make and their role-modeling behaviors, they shape the organization’s change culture.
• Management decisions related to structural design, cultural factors, and human resource policies largely determine the level of innovation within the organization.
• Management policies and practices will determine the degree to which the organization learns and adapts to changing environmental factors.
• The existence of work stress, in and of itself, need not imply lower performance. The evidence indicates that stress can be either a positive or a negative influence on employee performance.
• Low to moderate amounts of stress enable many people to perform their jobs better by increasing their work intensity, alertness, and ability to react. This is especially true if stress arises due to challenges on the job rather than hindrances that prevent employees from doing their jobs effectively.
• However, a high level of stress, or even a moderate amount sustained over a long period, eventually takes its toll, and performance declines.
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The underlying theme of this book has been that the behavior of people at work is not a random phenomenon. Employees are complex entities, but their attitudes and behavior can nevertheless be explained and predicted with a reasonable degree of accuracy. Our approach has been to look at organizational behavior at three levels: the individual, the group, and the organization system.

We started with the individual and reviewed the major psychological contributions to understanding why individuals act as they do. We found that many of the individual differences among employees can be systematically labeled and categorized, and therefore generalizations can be made. For example, we know that individuals with a conventional type of personality are better matched to certain jobs in corporate management than are people with investigative personalities. So placing people into jobs that are compatible with their personality types should result in higher-performing and more satisfied employees.

Next, our analysis moved to the group level. We argued that the understanding of group behavior is more complex than merely multiplying what we know about individuals by the number of members in the group, because people act differently in a group than when they are alone. We demonstrated how roles, norms, leadership styles, power relationships, and other similar group factors affect the behavior of employees.

Finally, we overlaid system-wide variables on our knowledge of individual and group behavior to further improve our understanding of organizational behavior. Major emphasis was given to showing how an organization’s structure, design, and culture affect both the attitudes and the behavior of employees.

It may be tempting to criticize the stress this book placed on theoretical concepts, but as noted psychologist Kurt Lewin is purported to have said, “There is nothing so practical as a good theory.” Of course, it’s also true that there is nothing so impractical as a good theory that leads nowhere. To avoid presenting theories that lead nowhere, this book included a wealth of examples and illustrations. And we regularly stopped to inquire about the implications of theory for the practice of management. The result has been the presentation of numerous concepts that, individually, offer some insights into behavior, but which, when taken together, provide a complex system to help you explain, predict, and control organizational behavior.
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- Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 21
- Ameriquest, 264
- Anchoring bias, *A tendency to fixate on initial information, from which one then fails to adequately adjust for subsequent information*, 88
- Anger, 58, 59
- Anthropology, *The study of societies for the purpose of learning about human beings and their activities*, 5

**Antisocial behavior. See Deviant workplace behavior**
- AOL (America Online), 252–253
- Apex Precision Technologies, 118
- Apologies, 210e
- Appeals, 202–203
- Appearance norms, 136
- Apple, 65, 187, 243, 258
- Appreciative inquiry (AI), *An approach that seeks to identify the unique qualities and special strengths of an organization, which can then be built on to improve performance*, 270–271
- Arousal, in self-efficacy theory, 107
- Asch, Solomon, 137, 144
- Ash, Mary Kay, 185
- Assistance programs, job enrichment, 119
- AT&T, 65, 122, 241
- Attitudes, *Evaluative statements, either favorable or unfavorable, concerning objects, people, or events*, 32–38, 59, 256
- Attribution theory, *An attempt to determine whether an individual’s behavior is internally or externally caused*, 81–83
- Attribution theory of leadership, *A leadership theory that says that leadership is merely an attribution that people make about other individuals*, 194–195
- Auglaize Provico, 259–260
- Australia, service jobs in, 8
- Authentic leaders, *Leaders who know who they are, know what they believe in and value, and act on those values and beliefs openly and candidly; their followers would consider them to be ethical people*, 191–192
- Authority, *The rights inherent in a managerial position to give orders and to expect the orders to be obeyed*, 234, 236
- Autonomy, *The degree to which a job provides substantial freedom and discretion to the individual in scheduling the work and in determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out*, 116
- Availability bias, *The tendency for people to base their judgments on information that is readily available to them*, 88–89
- Avoiding, *The desire to withdraw from or suppress a conflict*, 219

**B**
- Baby boomers, *See Workforce diversity*
- Balance, in work-life conflict, 10–11
- Bandura, Albert, 106–107
- Bargaining, 207, 222–225
- Basex, 172
- Bass, B. M., 188e
- BATNA, *The best alternative to a negotiated agreement; the least the individual should accept*, 226
- Bayer, 164
Behavior. See also Deviant workplace behavior; Political behavior attitudes and, 34–35 in conflict process, 219–220 defensive, 208, 209e ethical, 11 group size and, 140
Behavioral component, An intention to behave in a certain way toward someone or something, 33
Behavioral theories of leadership, Theories proposing that specific behaviors differentiate leaders from nonleaders, 180–181
Biographical characteristics, Personal characteristics—such as age, gender, race, and length of tenure—that are objective and easily obtained from personnel records. These characteristics are representative of surface-level diversity, 16–23
Blogs, Websites where entries are written, and generally displayed in reverse chronological order, about news, events, and personal diary entries, 171–172
BMW Group, 6, 151, 238
Board representatives, 124
Body movements, 26e, 166
Bomers, G. B. J., 220e
Bono, J. E., 188e
Bono, J. E., 188e
Boner, Bill, 257
Brady, Tom, 201
Brainstorming, An idea-generation process that specifically encourages any and all alternatives while withholding any criticism of those alternatives, 145
Branson, Richard, 179, 188, 253
Bribery, in international ethics, 94
Broadwater, Gene, 103
Brynaert, Didier, 260–261
Bulkeley, W. M., 17e
Bureaucracy, An organization structure with highly routine operating tasks achieved through specialization, very formalized rules and regulations, tasks that are grouped into functional departments, centralized authority, narrow spans of control, and decision making that follows the chain of command, 237–238
Burger King, 6
Campbell Soup Company, 191
Canada, goal-setting in, 104
Capacity, in organizational structure, 244
Career advancement and personality, 27
Caterpillar, 37, 244
Centralization, The degree to which decision making is concentrated at a single point in an organization, 235–236, 246
Chain network, small-group, 167
Chain of command, The unbroken line of authority that extends from the top of the organization to the lowest echelon and clarifies who reports to whom, 234
Challenge stressors, Stressors associated with workload, pressure to complete tasks, and time urgency, 273
Change, Making things different. See also Organizational change forces for, 263–264 implementation of, 267–269 as organizational challenge, 9 organizational culture as a barrier to, 252 resistance to, 264–267 in social psychology, 4–5 Channels, in communication process, 163
Charismatic leadership theory, A leadership theory that states that followers make attributions of heroic or extraordinary leadership abilities when they observe certain behaviors, 185–187
Chenault, Ken, 179
China
attribution tendencies in, 83 conflict management in, 222 ethical standards in, 94 power tactics in, 203 social loafing in, 141
Choices. See Ethical choices
Chrysler, 151, 181, 242, 264, 272
Chung, Doo-Ri, 224
Chung Ju-Yung, 253
Cialdini, R. B., 210e
Cisco, 151, 242
Citigroup, 65
Citizenship, Actions that contribute to the psychological environment of the organization, such as helping others when not required, 67, 78, 208, 211. See also Organizational citizenship behavior (OCB)
Climate. See Organizational climate
Clinton, Bill, 185
Coalitions, 202–203
Coca-Cola, 241
Coercive power, A power base that is dependent on fear of the negative results from failing to comply, 200, 267
Cognition, in conflict process, 218
Cognitive component, *The opinion or belief segment of an attitude*, 33
Cognitive dissonance, *Any incompatibility between two or more attitudes or between behavior and attitudes*, 34
Cognitive evaluation theory, *A version of self-determination theory which holds that allocating extrinsic rewards for behavior that had been previously intrinsically rewarding tends to decrease the overall level of motivation if the rewards are seen as controlling*, 102, 114
Cohesiveness, *The degree to which group members are attracted to each other and are motivated to stay in the group*, 141
Collaborating, *A situation in which the parties to a conflict each desire to satisfy fully the concerns of all parties*, 219, 269
Collective socialization, 256e
Collectivism, *A tight social framework in which people expect others in groups of which they are a part to look after them and protect them*, 75
Collins, Jim, 194
Command groups, *Individuals who report directly to a given manager*, 132
Commitment and resistance to change, 261
Common purposes, and team effectiveness, 156–157
Communication, *The transfer and understanding of meaning barriers to effective*, 173–175
cross-cultural differences in, 177–179
electronic, 168–172
flow of, 163–164
forms of, 165
interpersonal, 164–167
organizational, and stress management, 276
within organizations, 167–172
process of, 162–163
resistance to change and, 261
as source of conflict, 217
trust and, 194
Communication apprehension, *Undue tension and anxiety about oral communication, written communication, or both*, 174
Communication process, *The steps between a source and a receiver that result in the transfer and understanding of meaning*, 162–163
Compensation,establishing structure for, 125
job satisfaction and, 39, 40, 41e
variable-pay programs of, 125–128
Competency-based pay, 127
Competing, *A desire to satisfy one’s interests, regardless of the impact on the other party to the conflict*, 218
Complexity, in organizational structure, 245
Compromising, *A situation in which each party to a conflict is willing to give up something*, 219
Conant, Douglas R., 191
Conchie, Barry, 260
Confirmation bias, *The tendency to seek out information that reinforces past choices and to discount information that contradicts past judgments*, 88
Conflict, *A process that begins when one party perceives that another party has negatively affected, or is about to negatively affect, something that the first party cares about*, 214
as cultural barrier to communication, 176
on teams, 157–158
views of, 214–215
Conflict management, *The use of resolution and stimulation techniques to achieve the desired level of conflict*, 219–222
Conflict process, *A process that has five stages: potential opposition or incompatibility, cognition and personalization, intentions, behavior, and outcomes*, 217–221
Conformity, *Being one of the group and therefore avoiding being visibly different*, 137–138, 210e, 267–268
Conscientiousness, *A personality dimension that describes someone who is responsible, dependable, persistent, and organized*, 65, 68, 68, 74, 78, 179
Consensus, in attribution theory, 82
Consideration, *The extent to which a person is likely to have job relationships that are characterized by mutual trust, respect for employees’ ideas, and regard for their feelings*, 180
Consistency in attitude and behavior, 34
in attribution theory, 82
Consultation, as power tactic, 202–203
Context, cultural and communication, 176–177
Contingency theories, of leadership, 181–184
Contingency variables, *Situational factors: variables that moderate the relationship between two or more other variables*, 5
Contingent rewards, 188–189
Contrast effects, *Evaluations of a person’s characteristics that is affected by comparisons with other people recently encountered who rank higher or lower on the same characteristics*, 84
Cooptation, 267
Core self-evaluations, *The degree to which an individual likes or dislikes himself or herself, whether the person sees himself or herself as capable and effective, and whether the person feels in control of his or her environment or powerless over the environment; bottom-line conclusions individuals have about their capabilities, competence, and worth as a person*, 40–41, 68
Core values, the primary or dominant values that are accepted throughout the organization, 102, 249–250
Cortina, L. M., 17e
Cost-minimization strategy, *A strategy that emphasizes tight cost controls, avoidance of unnecessary innovation or marketing expenses, and price cutting*, 243
Counterproductivity, *Actions that actively damage the organization, including stealing, behaving aggressively toward co-workers, or being late or absent*, 43
Countrywide Financial, 264
Creative-thinking skills, 93
Creativity, The ability to produce novel and useful ideas, 57, 67, 92–94

Cross-functional teams, Employees from about the same hierarchical level, but from different work areas, who come together to accomplish a task, 151

Cuban, Mark, 169

Cultural differences
in achievement need, 101
in communication, 175–177
in conflict management, 221–222
in emotions and moods, 49
in employee involvement, 123–124
in ethical choices and decision making, 94
in goal-setting, 104
in hierarchy of needs, 97–98
in innovation, 272
in international values, 75–78
in job satisfaction, 39–40
in leadership, 181, 189–191, 193
as managerial challenge, 6–7
in negotiation, 228
in organization structure preferences, 246
in organizational culture and, 261–262
in organizational politics, 212
in perception, 83
in personality traits, 67–68
in power distance, 77, 78
in power tactics, 203
in social loafing, 141
team effectiveness and, 155

Culture. See Organizational culture

Customer satisfaction
emotions and moods in, 58–59
improving, 8–9
job satisfaction and, 42–43

Day of week, as emotion, mood source, 50, 51e, 52

Deadlines, 91

Deal, Justen, 169

Decision making
during 2008 financial crisis, 90–91
emotions, moods and, 87–90
ethical choices and dilemmas in, 92, 94

Decisions, Choices made from among two or more alternatives, 85

Decoding, in communication process, 163

Deductive reasoning, intellectual ability of, 25e

Deep acting, Trying to modify one’s true inner feelings based on display rules, 54

Deep-level diversity, Differences in values, personality, and work preferences that become progressively more important for determining similarity as people get to know one another better, 15, 142

Defensive behaviors, Reactive and protective behaviors to avoid action, blame, or change, 208, 209e

Demands, Responsibilities, pressures, obligations, and even uncertainties that individuals face in the workplace, 273

Departmentalization, The basis by which jobs are grouped together, 233–234

Dependency, B’s relationship to A when A possesses something that B requires, 198–199

Deutsche Bank, 258

Deviant workplace behavior, Voluntary behavior that violates significant organizational norms and, in so doing, threatens the well-being of the organization or its members. Also called antisocial behavior or workplace incivility, 17e, 43, 59, 138–139

Dilemmas. See Ethical dilemmas

Direction, in motivation, 97

Disability
as diversity issue, 8
individuals with, 21–22, 27

Discrimination, Noting of a difference between things; often we refer to unfair discrimination which means making judgments about individuals based on stereotypes regarding their demographic group, 20–21

age, 18–19
forms of, 17e
religious, 22–23
sex, 19–20

surface-level, 16–23

Discriminatory policies, 17e

Displayed emotions, The emotions that the organization requires workers to show and consider appropriate in a given job, 53, 54

Distinctiveness, in attribution theory, 82

Distributive bargaining, Negotiation that seeks to divide up a fixed amount of resources; a win/lose situation, 222–224

Distributive justice, Perceived fairness of the amount and allocation of rewards among individuals, 110

Diversity, The degree to which members of the group are similar to, or different from, one another, 143–144. See also Workforce diversity
effective programs for, 29–30
group performance and, 28
levels of, 15
organizational culture as barrier to, 252
religious, in the United States, 23
of team members, 155
in U.S. workforce, 14–15

Diversity management, The process and programs by which managers make everyone more aware of and sensitive to the needs and differences of others, 27–28

Divestiture socialization, 256e

Domestic partners, as diversity issue, 8
Dominant culture, A culture that expresses the core values that are shared by a majority of the organization’s members, 249
Dono’s, 9
Don Jagoda Associates, 202
Downsizing, 241–242
Downward communication, 163–164
Driving forces, Forces that direct behavior away from the status quo, 268
Drucker, Peter, 264
Dunning, Kitty, 202
Dysfunctional conflict, Conflict that hinders group performance, 215
Dysfunctional outcomes, in conflict process, 221
Eagly, A. H., 188e
Economy, as managerial challenge, 6
Education and resistance to change, 261
Effectiveness, The degree to which an organization meets the needs of its clientele or customers in group decision making, 145
team, 154–157
trust and, 197
Efficiency, The degree to which an organization can achieve its ends at a low cost, 143
Effort-performance relationship, 112
Eisner, Michael, 187
Ellison, Larry, 69, 127
Elms, H., 134e
Elshafi, Motaz, 23
E-mail, 169–170
Emotional contagion, The process by which people’s emotions are caused by the emotions of others, 59
Emotional dissonance, Inconsistencies between the emotions people feel and the emotions they project, 53
Emotional intelligence (EI), One’s ability to be self-aware, detect emotions in others, and manage emotional cues and information, 54–56, 179–180
Emotional labor, An employee’s expression of organizationally desired emotions during interpersonal transactions at work, 53–54
Emotional stability, A personality dimension that characterizes someone as calm, self-confident, secure (positive) versus nervous, depressed, and insecure (negative), 65, 66
Emotions, Intense feelings that are directed at someone or something as barrier to communication, 173
in e-mail, 170
in negotiation, 227–228
overview of, 47–49
regulation of, 56
sources of, 50–53
Employee engagement, An individual’s involvement with, satisfaction with, and enthusiasm for the work they do, 37
Employee involvement, A participative process that uses the input of employees and is intended to increase employee commitment to an organization’s success, 123–125, 276
Employee stock ownership plan (ESOP), A company-established benefits plan in which employees acquire stock, often at below-market prices, as part of their benefits, 128
Employee-oriented leaders, Leaders who emphasize interpersonal relations, take a personal interest in the needs of employees, and accept individual differences among members, 180
Employee(s). See also Work-life balance downsizing and, 242
ethnic diversity of, 7–8
involvement programs for, 123–125
management of, 6
morale of, 43–44
organization structure and, 245–246
organizational culture and, 257–261
recognition programs for, 129–130
recruitment of diverse, 27–28
response to organizational politics, 207–208
reward systems for, 125–130
satisfaction, dissatisfaction of, 123
selection of, 56–57, 253–254
socialization of, 254–256
stress and, 275
transgender, 23
withdrawal behavior of, 36, 43
Enactive mastery, in self-efficacy theory, 107
Encoding, in communication process, 163
Encounter stage, The stage in the socialization process in which a new employee sees what the organization is really like and confronts the possibility that expectations and reality may diverge, 255
Engagement. See Job engagement
Enhancement, 210e
Eiron, 187
Environment, Institutions or forces outside an organization that potentially affect the organization’s performance, 244
Equity theory, A theory that says that individuals compare their job inputs and outcomes with those of others and then respond to eliminate any inequities, 108–111, 114
Erez, A., 134e
Ericsson, 258
Errors fundamental attribution, 83
perceptual, 85
randomness, 89
Escalation of commitment, An increased commitment to a previous decision in spite of negative information, 89
Esteem, need for, 97
Ethical choices, Decisions made on the basis of ethical criteria, including the outcomes of the decision, the rights of those affected, and the equitable distribution of benefits and costs, 11, 50, 94, 258–259
Ethical dilemmas, Situations in which members of organizations are required to define right and wrong conduct, 11, 92, 94, 192
Ethics
- emotions and, 50
- leadership and, 192, 208
  - in organizational culture, 258–259
  - in political behavior, 215–216
Ethnicity, 20–21, 155
Everett Clinic, 129
Evidence-based management (EBM), The basing of managerial decisions on the best available scientific evidence, 3
Exchange, as power tactic, 202–203
Exclusion, as form of discrimination, 17e
Excuses, 210e
Exemplification, 210e
Exercise, as emotion, mood source, 52
Exit, Dissatisfaction expressed through behavior directed toward leaving the organization, 41–42
Expectancy theory, A theory that says that the strength of a tendency to act in a certain way depends on the strength of the expectation that the act will be followed by a given outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to the individual, 112–113
Expert power, Influence based on special skills or knowledge, 201
Expertise, in creativity, 93
Explanations, 111
Extraversion, A personality dimension describing someone who is sociable, gregarious, and assertive, 64–66, 179
Extrinsic rewards and motivation, 102
ExxonMobil, 6, 23, 261

**F**

Facebook, 171
Facial expressions, 166
Factory Card & Party Outlet, 25
Fadiman, J., 98e
Fairness
- in decision making, 92
- in diversity program, 29
- perception of, 42, 111, 201–202, 213
Favors, 210e
Feedback, The degree to which carrying out the work activities required by a job results in the individual obtaining direct and clear information about the effectiveness of his or her performance, 104, 116, 163. See also Survey Feedback
Felt conflict, Emotional involvement in a conflict that creates anxiety, tenseness, frustration, or hostility, 218
Felt emotions, An individual’s actual emotions, 53, 54
Femininity, A national culture attribute that indicates little differentiation between male and female roles; a high rating indicates that women are treated as the equals of men in all aspects of the society, 75
Festinger, Leon, 34
Fiedler, Fred, 182–183
Fiedler contingency model, The theory that effective groups depend on a proper match between a leader’s style of interacting with subordinates and the degree to which the situation gives control and influence to the leader, 182–183
Filtering, A sender’s purposely manipulating information so that it will be seen more favorably by the receiver, 173
Fiorina, Carly, 187
Five-stage group-development model, The five distinct stages groups go through: forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning, 133
Fixed pie, The belief that there is only a set amount of goods or services to be divided up between the parties, 222–223
Fixed socialization, 256e
Flattery, 210e
Flexibility
- organizational challenge of, 9–10
- physical, as basic physical ability, 26e
Flexible benefits, A benefits plan that allows each employee to put together a benefits package individually tailored to his or her own needs and situation, 128–129
Flextime, 120
Flexible work hours, 120–121
Fong, E., 134e
Ford, Henry, 232, 257
Ford Motor Company, 6, 121, 151, 232, 244, 257
Formal channels, Communication channels established by an organization to transmit messages related to the professional activities of members, 163
Formal groups, A designated work group defined by an organization’s structure, 131
Formal power, A designated work group defined by an organization’s structure, 200
Formal socialization, 256e
Formalization, The degree to which jobs within an organization are standardized, 236, 250
Forming stage, The first stage in group development, characterized by much uncertainty, 133
Forstmann, Teddy, 68
Frager, R. D., 98e
Frey, B. S., 40e
Friendship groups, Groups that forms because the individual members have one or more common characteristics, 132
Full range of leadership model, Describes a wide variety of possible management and leadership styles, including laissez faire, management by exception, contingent rewards, individualized consideration, intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, and idealized influence, 188–191
Functional conflict, Conflict that supports the goals of the group and improves its performance, 215, 221–222
Functional outcomes, in conflict process, 221
Fundamental attribution error, The tendency to underestimate the influence of external factors and overestimate the influence of internal factors when making judgments about the behavior of others, 83

**G**

Gage, Phineas, 49–50
Gainsharing, A formula-based group incentive plan, 127–128
Galatea effect, in self-efficacy theory, 108
Glindex (Combined glossary and index) 337

status in, 140
temporary, 134

Groupshift, A change in decision risk between a group’s
decision and an individual decision that a member
within that group would make; the shift can be toward
either conservatism or greater risk, interacting and
interdependent, who have come together to achieve
particular objectives, 143, 145

Groupthink, A phenomenon in which the norm for consensus
overrides the realistic appraisal of alternative courses of
action, 143, 144

H

Hackman, J. R., 119e
Hackman, Richard, 116, 117e
Hallmark Cards Inc., 159
Halo effect, The tendency to draw a general impression about an
individual on the basis of a single characteristic, 84
Hammond, Larry, 259–260
Harrison, E. F., 86e
The Hartford Financial Services Group, 120
Hawthorne studies, 136–137
Hawthorne Works, 136
HealthSouth, 187
Heinz, H. J., 23
Hereditary, Factors determined at conception one’s biological,
physiological, and inherent psychological makeup, 63–64
Herzberg, Frederick, 99–100
Hewlett-Packard (HP), 241, 244
Hierarchy of needs, Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of five
needs—physiological, safety, social, esteem, and self-
actualization—in which, as each need is substantially
satisfied, the next need becomes dominant, 97–98
High-context cultures, Cultures that rely heavily on nonverbal
and subtle situational cues in communication, 176
Higher-order needs, Needs that are satisfied internally, such as
social, esteem, and self-actualization needs, 97
Hindrance stressors, Stressors that keep you from reaching your
goals (for example, red tape, office politics, confusion
over job responsibilities), 273
Hindsight bias, The tendency for us to believe falsely, after
an outcome is actually known, that we would have
accurately predicted the outcome, 90
Hispanic workers. See Workforce diversity
Historical precedents and decision making, 91
Hofstede, Geert, 75
Holland, John, 73
Hollywood Video, 90
Home Depot, 181
Honda, 6, 151
House, Robert, 185
Humane orientation, in GLOBE framework, 78
Hygiene factors, Factors—such as company policy and
administration, supervision, and salary—that, when
adequate in a job, placate workers. When these factors
are adequate, people will not be dissatisfied, 100
Hyundai, 253

Gallup, 103
Garcia, Anne, 125–126
Gardner, W. L., 210e
Gates, Bill, 50, 253

Gender
differences in negotiation, 228–229
as diversity issue, 8
emotions and, 52–53
leadership and, 195
teams and, 155
in the workforce, 19–20

Gender identity, 23
General Electric (GE), 65, 240–241, 261

General mental ability (GMA), An overall factor of intelligence,
as suggested by the positive correlations among specific
intellectual ability dimensions, 24

General Motors (GM), 91, 151, 242, 264

Germany
flextime in, 120
service jobs in, 8

Giacalone, R. A., 210e
Glasi, R., 220e

Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness
(GLOBE), 78, 181, 191, 192
Globalization, as organizational challenge, 6–7

Goals and goal setting
commitment to, 104
implementation of, 105
job performance and, 105
stress reduction through, 276
subconscious, 105

Goal-setting theory, A theory that says that specific and difficult
goals, with feedback, lead to higher performance, 103–105

Gold, Jack, 237
Gonzalez, David, 91
Górsko-Kołodziejczyk, El’zieta, 260
Gossip, 168
Grapenberg, An organization’s informal communication network, 168
Greenberg, Hank, 187
Greer, Frank, 117–118
Group conflict, 142
Group development, stages of, 133
Group performance, 28
Group polarization, 145
Group(s), Two or more individuals, interacting and
interdependent, who have come together to achieve
particular objectives
classification of, 131–132
cohesiveness of, 141
communication in, 167–168
conflict in, 221
decision making in, 142–146
diversity in, 28
properties of, 135–142
reason for joining, 132
size of, and behavior, 140
stages of development of, 133

status in, 140
temporary, 134

Groupshift, A change in decision risk between a group’s
decision and an individual decision that a member
within that group would make; the shift can be toward
either conservatism or greater risk, interacting and
interdependent, who have come together to achieve
particular objectives, 143, 145

Groupthink, A phenomenon in which the norm for consensus
overrides the realistic appraisal of alternative courses of
action, 143, 144
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Hierarchy of needs, Abraham Maslow’s hierarchy of five
needs—physiological, safety, social, esteem, and self-
actualization—in which, as each need is substantially
satisfied, the next need becomes dominant, 97–98
High-context cultures, Cultures that rely heavily on nonverbal
and subtle situational cues in communication, 176
Higher-order needs, Needs that are satisfied internally, such as
social, esteem, and self-actualization needs, 97
Hindrance stressors, Stressors that keep you from reaching your
goals (for example, red tape, office politics, confusion
over job responsibilities), 273
Hindsight bias, The tendency for us to believe falsely, after
an outcome is actually known, that we would have
accurately predicted the outcome, 90
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Hofstede, Geert, 75
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Home Depot, 181
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House, Robert, 185
Humane orientation, in GLOBE framework, 78
Hygiene factors, Factors—such as company policy and
administration, supervision, and salary—that, when
adequate in a job, placate workers. When these factors
are adequate, people will not be dissatisfied, 100
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General mental ability (GMA), An overall factor of intelligence,
as suggested by the positive correlations among specific
intellectual ability dimensions, 24
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Goals and goal setting
commitment to, 104
implementation of, 105
job performance and, 105
stress reduction through, 276
subconscious, 105

Goal-setting theory, A theory that says that specific and difficult
goals, with feedback, lead to higher performance, 103–105

Gold, Jack, 237
Gonzalez, David, 91
Górsko-Kolodziejczyk, El’zieta, 260
Gossip, 168
Grapenberg, An organization’s informal communication network, 168
Greenberg, Hank, 187
Greer, Frank, 117–118
Group conflict, 142
Group development, stages of, 133
Group performance, 28
Group polarization, 145
Group(s), Two or more individuals, interacting and
interdependent, who have come together to achieve
particular objectives
classification of, 131–132
cohesiveness of, 141
communication in, 167–168
conflict in, 221
decision making in, 142–146
diversity in, 28
properties of, 135–142
reason for joining, 132
size of, and behavior, 140
stages of development of, 133
Imitation strategy, A strategy that seeks to move into new products or new markets only after their viability has already been proven, 244

Implementation, of change, 261

Impression management (IM), The process by which individuals attempt to control the impression others form of them, 208–212

Incentives. See Reward systems

Incivility, as form of discrimination, 17e

Incompatibility, in conflict process, 217–218

Individualism, The degree to which people prefer to act as individuals rather than as members of groups and believe in individual rights above all else, 75

Individuals
decision making by, 95
differences in negotiation, 227
fit of, to organizations, 251
political behavior in, 205–208
as team players, 156, 158–159

Inductive reasoning, intellectual ability of, 25e

Informal channels, Communication channels that are created spontaneously and that emerge as responses to individual choices, 163

Informal groups, A group that is neither formally structured nor organizationally determined, 131

Information overload, A condition in which information inflow exceeds an individual’s processing capacity, 172, 173

Ingratiation, 202–203, 211

Initiating structure, The extent to which a leader is likely to define and structure his or her role and those of subordinates in the search for goal attainment, 180

Injuries, safety at work, 59–60

Innovation, A new idea applied to initiating or improving a product, process, or service, 9, 249, 271–272

Innovation strategy, A strategy that emphasizes the introduction of major new products and services, 243

Inspiration and creativity, 93

Inspirational appeals, 202–203

Instant messaging (IM), 170

Institutionalization, A condition that occurs when an organization takes on a life of its own, apart from any of its members, and acquires immortality, 252
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Social trends and change, 264

Socialization, A process that adapts employees to the organization’s culture, 254, 259

Socialized charismatic leadership, A leadership concept that states that leaders convey values that are other centered versus self centered and who role-model ethical conduct, 192

Social-learning theory, The view that we can learn through both observation and direct experience, 106

Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), 15

Sociology, The study of people in relation to their social environment or culture, 5

Solis, D., 17e

Southwest Airlines, 244

Span of control, The number of subordinates a manager can efficiently and effectively direct, 234–235, 246

Spatial visualization, intellectual ability of, 25e

Spontaneity, 9–10

Stability, in organizational culture, 249

Stamina, as basic physical ability, 26e

Starbucks, 151

Status, A socially defined position or rank given to groups or group members by others, 139–140

Status characteristics theory, A theory that states that differences in status characteristics create status hierarchies within groups, 139–140

Stereotyping, When we judge someone on the basis of our perception of the group to which he or she belongs, 84

Stewart, A., 17e

Stories, 257

Storming stage, The second stage in group development, characterized by intragroup conflict, 133

Stouten, Steve, 201

Strength, as basic physical ability, 26e

Stress, A dynamic condition in which an individual is confronted with an opportunity, a demand, or a resource related to what the individual desires and for which the outcome is perceived to be both uncertain and important

causes and consequences of, 273–274

as emotion, mood source, 52

management of, 275–276

Strong culture, A culture in which the core values are intensely held and widely shared, 250

Subcultures, Minicultures within an organization, typically defined by department designations and geographical separation, 249–250

Substitutes, Attributes, such as experience and training, that can replace the need for a leader’s support or ability to create structure, 195, 196e

Subway, 25
Sun Microsystems, 122
Surface acting, Hiding one’s inner feelings and foregoing emotional expressions in response to display rules, 53
Surface-level discrimination, 16–23
Surface-level diversity, Differences in easily perceived characteristics, such as gender, race, ethnicity, age, or disability, that do not necessarily reflect the ways people think or feel but that may activate certain stereotypes, 15–23
Survey feedback, The use of questionnaires to identify discrepancies among member perceptions; discussion follows and remedies are suggested, 44, 269
Survey Research Center, University of Michigan, 180
Suttle, J. L., 119e
Symantec Corporation, 129
Systematic study, Looking at relationships, attempting to attribute causes and effects, and drawing conclusions based on scientific evidence, 3

Taco Bell, 91
Target factor, on perception, 81
Target point, in negotiation, 223
Task conflicts, Conflicts over content and goals of the work, 215, 216
Task groups, Individuals working together to complete a task or job, 132
Task identity, The degree to which a job requires completion of a whole and identifiable piece of work, 116
Task significance, The degree to which a job has a substantial impact on the lives or work of other people, 116
Task structure, The degree to which the job assignments are procedurized, 182
Team building, High interaction among team members to increase trust and openness, 270
Team efficacy, The degree to which the members of a team believe in their ability to achieve future success, 157
Team players, 156, 160–161
Team potency, 195–196
Teams, See Work teams
Technology, The way in which an organization transfers its inputs into outputs, 249
Telecommuting, Working from home at least two days a week on a computer that is linked to the employer’s office, 123
Temporariness, as organizational challenge, 9–10
Tenure, 22
Terminal values, Desirable end-states of existence; the goals a person would like to achieve during his or her lifetime, 72
Test performance, 20–21
Text messaging (TM), The transfer and understanding of meaning, 172
Thain, John, 90
Theory X, The assumption that employees dislike work, are lazy, dislike responsibility, and must be coerced to perform, 99–100, 125
Theory Y, The assumption that employees like work, are creative, seek responsibility, and can exercise self-direction, 98–99, 124
3M Company, 65, 241, 243, 261
Three-component model of creativity, The proposition that individual creativity requires expertise, creative thinking skills, and intrinsic task motivation, 93–94
Time, constraints on, 91
Time of day, as emotion, mood source, 50, 52
Time Warner, 252–253
Tone, 176
Toyota Motor Corporation, 151
Traditional view of conflict, The belief that all conflict is harmful and must be avoided, 215
Training, 159, 195
Trait theories of leadership, Theories that consider personal qualities and characteristics that differentiate leaders from nonleaders, 179–180, 181
Transaction leaders, Leaders who guide or motivate their followers in the direction of established goals by clarifying role and task requirements, 188–189
TRANSCO, 29
Transformational leaders, Leaders who inspire followers to transcend their own self-interests and who are capable of having a profound and extraordinary effect on followers, 188–191
Transgender employees, 23
Translation, 201
Transportation Security Administration (TSA), 43
Trump, Donald, 70
Trust, A positive expectation that another will not act opportunistically, 193–194
identification-based, 196
political behavior and, 206
in teams, 153
Turnover age and, 18
diversity and, 28
gender and, 19
job enrichment and, 119
job satisfaction and, 43
organizational commitment and, 36
race, ethnicity and, 20–21
tenure and, 22
20th Century Fox, 239
Twitter, A hybrid social networking service that allows users to post “micro-blog” entries to their subscribers about any topic, 171
Two-factor theory, A theory that relates intrinsic factors to job satisfaction and associates extrinsic factors with dissatisfaction. Also called motivation-hygiene theory, 99, 124–125
Tyco, 187

U
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 121
U.S. Bureau of the Census, 20
Uncertainty avoidance, A national culture attribute that describes the extent to which a society feels threatened by uncertain and ambiguous situations and tries to avoid them, 75–78

Unfreezing, Changing to overcome the pressures of both individual resistance and group conformity, 267–268

United Kingdom, service jobs in, 8

United States  
group diversity in, 43–44

goal-setting in, 105

job satisfaction in, 38–39

religious discrimination in, 23

service jobs in, 8

social loafing in, 141

variable-pay programs in, 128

workforce diversity in, 14–15

Unity of command, The idea that a subordinate should have only one superior to whom he or she is directly responsible, 234

University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), 40

University of Chicago, 93

University of Michigan, Survey Research Center, 180

Unpredictability, as organizational challenge, 9–10

Upward communication, 164

US Airways, 43, 261

U.S. Armed Forces, 65

Utilitarianism, A system in which decisions are made solely on the basis of their outcomes or consequences and to provide the greatest good for the greatest number, 92

Value system, A hierarchy based on a ranking of an individual’s values in terms of their intensity, 71, 79

Values, Basic convictions that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence  
importance of, 71–72

international, 75–78

managers and, 79

terminal vs. instrumental, 72

Van Engen, M. L., 188e

Variable socialization, 256e

Variable-pay program, A pay plan that bases a portion of an employee’s pay on some individual and/or organizational measure of performance, 125–128

Verbal comprehension, intellectual ability of, 25e

Verbal persuasion, in self-efficacy theory, 107

Vicarious modeling, in self-efficacy theory, 107

Video conferencing, 172

Virtual offices, 122

Virtual organization, A small, core organization that outsources major business functions, 239–240

Virtual teams, Teams that use computer technology to tie together physically dispersed members in order to achieve a common goal, 151

Vision, A long-term strategy for attaining a goal or goals, 186

Vision statement, A formal articulation of an organization’s vision or mission, 186

Vocational Preference Inventory, 73

Voice, Dissatisfaction expressed through active and constructive attempts to improve conditions, 41

Volatility, in organizational structure, 245

Volkswagen, 6

Vroom, Victor, 112

W

W. L. Gore & Associates, 254, 271

Waldock, David, 159

Walker, D., 17e

Walmart, 23, 125, 243, 257–258

Walton, Sam, 258

Warner Brothers, 239

Washington Mutual, 264

Watson, D., 51e

Weather, as source of emotions and moods, 52

Web blog, A website about a single person or company, 171–172

Weber, Max, 185

Wegmans Food Markets, 254

Welch, Jack, 3, 187, 240–241

Wellness programs, Organizationally supported programs that focus on the employee’s total physical and mental condition, 276

Western Electric Company, 136

Wetzel, Jim, 224

Wheel network, small group, 167

Whistle-blowers, Individuals who report unethical or illegal practices by their employers to outsiders, 92

Whole Foods, 159

Wilson, Fred, 170

Women  
discrimination and, 19–20

increase of, in U.S. labor force, 7

negotiation and, 232–233

Wonderlic Cognitive Ability Test, 25–26

Woods, Tiger, 89

Word connotations, 175

Work, context of, 124

Work groups, A group that interacts primarily to share information and to make decisions to help each group member perform within his or her area of responsibility, 149

Work schedules, 19

Work specialization, The degree to which tasks in an organization are subdivided into separate jobs, 232–233, 245

Work teams, A group whose individual efforts result in performance that is greater than the sum of the individual inputs change implementation and, 267

composition of, 153–154

creating effective, 152–155

leadership on, 153, 155
Work teams (continued)
member preferences in, 156
in organizational culture, 249
performance of, 152–153
process variables for, 156–158
size of, 156
types of, 150–151
when to use, 159–160
work groups versus, 148–149

Workforce diversity, The concept that organizations are becoming more heterogeneous in terms of gender, age, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and inclusion of other diverse groups, 7–8, 28.
See also Diversity
surface- and deep-level, 15–16
in U.S. workforce, 14–15

Workforce Employment Solutions, 25

Work–life balance, 10–11
Workplace deviance, 43, 59
Workplace incivility. See Deviant workplace behavior
Works councils, 124
World politics and change, 264
WorldCom, 187

X
Xerox, 261

Z
Zappos, 42, 25
Zeldes, Nathan, 172

Zero-sum approach, An approach to bargaining in which the gains made by one side come at the expense of the other side, and vice versa, 206–207